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ABSTRACf 

A naturally occurring sorbent, kaolinite, is injected into a down-flow pilot 

scale combustor burning natural gas, doped with a surrogate metal containing waste 

(usually lead acetate). When sorbent is not introduced, lead vaporized in the flame 

ultimately forms a unimodal particle size distribution centered at approximately 0.1 

J.,Lm., often referred to as fume. The injection of sorbent prevents the formation of 

this fine particulate, by reactively scavenging the lead as vapor above its dewpoint 

temperature. The approximately 1 J,£m lead alumina-silicate particles formed capture 

nearly 100% of the lead, yet yield very low water soluble lead mass fractions. Thus, 

lead is chemically fixed in particles that are approximately an order of magnitude 

larger in size than the lead aerosol fume. Consequently, air pollution control systems 

can capture these particles relatively efficiently, and the metal's isolation from the 

environment is ensured when subsequently disposed of in a landfill. 

Chlorine is a commonly occurring halogen in many incinerable waste streams. 

With increasing CljPb ratio, the mass fraction of lead captured decreases. At a 

chlorine gas injection rate resulting in a CljPb ratio of 2/1, 10/1, and 17/1, the 

obtained mass fraction of lead captured was 79.7%, 44.0%, and 37.8%. The 

uncaptured lead remained in the gas phase as the relatively volatile PbCI2, which 

formed a water soluble fume upon temperature quench in the sampling probe. 

These results indicate that sorbent injection could be less effective at metal capture 
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for incinerable waste streams with both chloride and metal fractions. 

A multi-component aerosol simulations package (MAEROS) is utilized to 

model the temporal evolution of a lead aerosol particle size distribution in the 

combustor. Base case simulations model the Pb-Oz system, and accounts for 

homogeneous nucleation, physical condensation, and coagulation. These simulations 

match the data fairly well under conditions which promote self nucleation (i.e. steep 

temperature profiles). The MAEROS model is also utilized to simulate the Pb-Oz-

sorbent and Pb-02-CI2-sorbent systems in an attempt to elucidate the lead capture 

mechanisms. Also, the model-fitted intrinsic reaction rates are much greater than the 

rates obtained from the lead/sorbent bench scale experiments from the literature. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Federal Law Regulating Hazardous Waste 

The disposal of hazardous waste has become an important environmental 

problem. Reduction in the amount of waste by; industrial process modifications, new 

markets for generated waste streams, recycling and resource recovery, will always be 

attractive alternatives to any form of disposal. However, it is not feasible to 

completely eliminate generated waste streams. Therefore, the question becomes how 

to eliminate waste that is generated with the minimal detrimental impact on the 

environment. 

Land disposal and ocean dumping of raw waste are certai'1ly not permanent 

solutions due to their inevitable space requirements. Additionally, disposal of this 

type, puts the environment at a relatively high risk, indefinitely. The thermal 

destruction of waste provide many attracL~ .... e alternatives. In addition to destroying 

the hazardous organic compounds, waste volume is reduced by roughly 90% and 

mass by 70%. Some of the energy can be recovered from the combustion process 

to generate power. The liability attached to the waste generator is removed upon 

waste destruction. However, it must be realized, that incineration will produce a new 

set of waste streams that need to be controlled, disposed of, or utilized properly. 

The incineration of hazardous waste is regulated by the Resource 
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Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA, amended 1986) and the Clean Air Act 

(CAA, amended 1990). Regulated entities include municipal solid waste (MSW) 

incinerators , hazardous waste incinerators (HWIs), and boilers and industrial 

furnaces (BIFs) which destroy hazardous waste. Brunner (1989) describes all types 

of combustion facilities which are currently utilized or which can potentially be 

utilized for the destruction of hazardous waste. Whatever the method may be, the 

RCRA requires that 99.99% destruction of the principal organic hazardous waste 

constituents (POHCs) with respect to their mass flow rate out the stack (air 

emissions) relative to their mass feed rates. Particulate emissions can not exceed 

0.08 grains per dry standard cubic foot corrected to 50% excess air. 

The hazardous potential of metal compounds contained in the waste can not 

be thermally destroyed. Six toxic and four carcinogenic metals are regulated under 

RCRA and are shown in Table 1.1. Maximum allowable air concentrations at facility 

boundaries are based upon risk assessment arguments to the most exposed 

individuals to only air emissions. Toxic metals must fall below the Reference Air 

Concentrations (RACs) and carcinogenic metals can not have a lifetime unit risk 

exceeding 10-5
• RCRA outlines acceptable methods to estimate worst case air 

concentrations. These may include trial burns to account for metals partitioning to 

various waste streams, and/or site specific dispersion modelling of stack emissions. 

Title three of the CAA places additional constraints on Hazardous Air 

Pollutants (HAPs). These include 189 hazardous organic and metallic compounds. 
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Metal RCRA CAA Proposed 
(symbol) regulated regulated RCRA 

MEl max. dose 
(J.l.g/m3

) 

Antimony(Sb) yes yes 
Arsenic(As) yes yes 0.0043 
Barium(Ba) yes no 50.0 

Beryllium(Be) yes yes 0.0024 
Cadmium(Cd) yes yes 0.0018 
Chromium( Cr) yes yes 0.12 

Cobalt(Co) no yes 
Lead(Pb) yes yes 0.09 

Manganese(Mn) no yes 
Mercury(Hg) yes yes 0.3 
Nickel(Ni) yes yes 

Selenium( Se) yes yes 
Silver(Ag) yes no 3.0 

Thallium(l1) yes no 0.3 

Table 1.1: Regulated metals and their maximum allowable MEl concentrations 
proposed in CAA (1990) (data compiled by Wendt and Linak 1992). 
( .: carcinogenic metals ) Appendix VIII regulated metals, metal 
cyanide compounds of Ca, Cu, K, Na, and Zn as well as oxides of 
Vanadium and Osmium are also regulated under RCRA. 

Combined HAP emissions of 25 tons/year or 10 tons/year for single HAP 

compounds, must be regulated. Therefore, large facilities with relatively large 

volumetric exhaust flow rates, will require exceedingly low emitted concentrations to 

remain within compliance. Consequently, a major thrust in current research is the 

maximum abatement of metal air emissions in the most cost effective manner. This 

inevitably involves transferring the hazardous metal to another media such as bottom 

ash, flyash, or waste water. Therefore, consideration must also be given to how 



removing metals from the flue gas will effect the quality, and thus, the disposal 

or utilization of other waste streams. 

1.2 Sources of Metals in Incinerable Waste Streams 
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Metal feed rates in MSWs, HWIs, and BIFs, have a wide variety of sources. 

Industrial sources include organometallics, aqueous metal salts, still bottoms from 

refining, metallic organic and aqueous wastes from the electroplating industry, and 

metal containing solvents from cleaning and machining metal parts. Warren et. al. 

(1992) had compiled an extensive survey of flow rates and compositions from 

industrial waste streams in the U.S. in 1986. Municipal sources include discarded 

batteries, soldered circuit boards, motor oil waste, paints, dyes, bearings, scrap metal, 

wood preservatives, glass products, insecticides, and pigments. Korzun and Heck 

(1990) had proposed that metals of a noncombustible nature could be pre-separated 

prior to municipal waste incineration. However, this technique could be relatively 

costly, especially if effective inexpensive control technologies can be developed. 

Furthermore, much of the metal is contained in the combustible fractions. One of 

the most ubiquitous of the regulated metals, especially in municipal waste streams, 

is lead, and thus, has been chosen as the surrogate metal in this study. 

1.3 Metals Partitioning in Combustion Systems 

1.3.1 The PrimaLY Metal Containing Effluent Waste Streams 

A metals impact on the environment will be largely determined by the manner 
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in which it leaves the combustion system, and this is a consequence of the specific 

physical and chemical processes a metal compound undergoes. An understanding of 

these processes is necessary for the development of control strategies that effectively 

direct metals to the proper waste stream in a non-toxic stable form. The non

combustible solid waste streams are divided into three major streams, the bottom 

ash, the flyash, and the emitted particulate. 

Bottom ash is the non-combustible waste fraction that does not leave the main 

combustion chamber with the flue gas, and is removed by either a water cooled trap 

or tap at the bottom of this chamber. Bottom ash results when large amounts of 

bulky solid waste are processed such as the incineration of waste containing drums 

in rotary kilns. Brunner and Monch (1986) suggest that metals which can potentially 

be bound in the bottom ash in an inert form, is desirable, and can be influenced by 

the operating conditions of the waste incinerator. 

The flyash can result from several chemical and physical processes. A poftion 

of the bottom ash may undergo particle entrainment. The residual matter in fuels 

that are introduced into the waste system in a finely divided manner (i.e. pulverized 

coal, liquid fuel/waste), will immediately become entrained with the flue gas with 

combustion gases. Char burnout will form flyash in this case. Alternatively, metal 

compounds in either the bottom ash or flyash, may volatilize, depending on their 

chemical form and the time temperature history to which they are exposed. These 

species inevitably contribute to the airborne flyash predominantly as a fine 
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particulate by either homogeneous nucleation or physical condensation. The 

development of the particle physics describing these processes has been developed 

by Friedlander (1979) and Fuchs and Sutugen (1971). 

1.3.2 Principle Mechanisms Governing the Size Dependent Metal Composition of 
the Ash 

The possible physical and chemical pathways through which metals can pass 

from the combustion system into the sUITnt.!rldings, is outlined in Figure 1.1. The 

mechanisms which determine how a metal compound leaves the system, can be quite 

complex. Some of these pathways will be discussed in this section, and the intention 

is only to give a basic overview of some of the possible mechanisms which lead to the 

specific form in which metals are emitted. It should also be mentioned that in Figure 

1.1, the kaolinite stream is added to the original figure from Barton et. al. 1990, to 

depict how kaolinite is utilized in this work to effect the metals particle size 

composition distribution in a favorable manner. 

The enrichment of the small particle sizes in the volatile metal components, 

is the major pathway leading their escape into the atmosphere. Enrichment primarily 

results from either self nucleation or physical condensation of these volatile metal 

species. Physical condensation will predominate on the smallest particles, due to 

their relatively high surface to volume ratio, and homogeneous nucleation results in 

the birth of particle nuclei typically less than 0.01 /.Lm. Enrichment of volatile metals 

on the fine airborne flyash, has been shown by several investigators. Nettleton (1979) 
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and Smith (1980) review the large amounts of literature collected on toxic and heavy 

metal enrichment in coal flyash. Similar trends have been shown by Brunner and 

Monch (1986) who studied the partitioning of Fe, Cu, Zn, Pb, Cd, and Hg in MSW 

incinerators. Fourier et. al. (1990a, 1990b) has analyzed toxic metal emissions from 

waste combustion devices from various sources and also found a high correlation 

between metal's volatility and the fraction of that metal comprising the fine fiyash. 

Often the vapor pressures of the reduced metal are used as the measure of volatility. 

Deviations from anticipated trends based upon the physical properties of the 

reduced metal, may result due to complex chemical interactions of metals with other 

constituents of either the flue gas or the ash. Metal compounds that can potentially 

form volatile species, may react to form nonvolatile stable species, and likewise, 

metal compounds which are initially nonvolatile, can react to from volatile species. 

Halogenated wastes streams have a strong tendency to form volatile heavy metal 

compounds which consequently form an aerosol fume in the combustion system 

(Vogg, 1986). This is supported by theoretical thermodynamic simulations that show 

a dramatic increase in metal volatility through formation of the stable metal chloride 

gas phase species [Eddings and Lighty (1992)]. Scotto et. al. (1992) has observed the 

formation of relatively volatile chlorinated lead compounds in the combustor 

described in the current study. Fourier et. al. 1990c, observed that increasing the 

chlorine content of the waste stream incinerated in a rotary kiln, increased the 

fraction of metal in the finely divided ash. 
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However, even when a halogen such as chlorine is not present in the 

combustor, the relative apportionment of lead between reduced and oxide species in 

could have sigIlificant effects of the particle size distribution (psd) formed. Quan and 

Sarofim (1983) conducted well defined drop tube experiments of single burning coal 

particles. They identified fume particles with a nucleus containing MgO and SiOz, 

which are not expected to vaporize in their oxide form. Therefore, the author's 

hypothesized that these metals are released from the char in a local reducing 

environment as the reduced metal suboxides (i.e. Mg, SiO) which are much more 

volatile. They subsequently react with O2 when they diffuse through the film into the 

bulk gas combustion environment, to form the less volatile oxide. Consequently, an 

Si02 fume forms by self nucleation. In some instances (Le. Pb-02 system) the 

oxidation of the reduced metal to its oxide form, may be slow to occur, and, could 

have sigIlificant effects on the temporal evolution of the metal's particle size 

distribution. This will be discussed in Section 1.3.4. 

Potentially volatile metals which remain trapped in the bottom ash, may have 

lost their volatility due to formation of new metal compounds by chemical reaction 

with other mineral constituents of the ash. Eddings and Lighty (1992) heated various 

metal salts in the presence of a clay sorbent to simulate waste incineration of these 

metals on their host sorbent. They show that the vapor pressure of lead to be much 

lower than the expected pure species equilibrium values, indicating possible 

interactions with the clay sorbent, montmorillonite. Furthermore, the vaporization 
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of lead was much higher for the experiments where PbO was deposited on inert glass 

beads. In some instances, copious amounts of mineral matter may be incinerated 

with waste by necessity, such as the case with contaminated soils. When soil 

containing arsenic from a Superfund Site was incinerated, Thurnau and Fourier 

(1992) report a higher retention of arsenic in the bottom ash than expected by an 

equilibrium assumption. They suggest possible binding between the arsenic and 

minerals present in the soil. Therefore, interactions of heavy trace metals with 

minerals in the waste, whether introduced intentionally or not, may be effective at 

preventing metal partitioning to the fine particulate and subsequent escape to the 

atmosphere. Additionally metals trapped in the slag or flyash in this manner, may 

be resistant to acidic water leaching, which would allow safe land disposal with no 

further treatment. Queneau et. al. (1991) discusses the application of slag technology 

to the commercial utilization of incinerator slags and the implications involved in 

when heavy metals are trapped in these glassy compounds. 

The research described here attempts to take advantage of physicochemical 

processes similar to the binding interactions of metal and mineral matter discussed 

above. A clay sorbent is injected in-situ in a waste combustor as a finely divided 

entrained particulate to capture lead which had vaporized at the high combustion 

temperatures, before nucleation, condensation, and coagulation lead to the formation 

of a pure lead fume. A lead fume would be more prone to escape to the 

atmosphere, or be captured in a less environmentally inert form. Section 1.4 will 
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explain our specific choice of sorbent to chemically fIx the heavy metal species, 

isolating them from the environment. 

In addition to the chemical environment, the time-temperature history to 

which a metal is exposed, can dramatically effect the ultimate size composition 

distribution of the flyash. Temperature quench rate is an example of a combustion 

parameter that can have a strong influence on the aerosol's size distribution. Particle 

nucleation can take place when the supersaturation of a metal compound, defined 

as the actual vapor pressure divided by the equilibrium saturation vapor pressure, is 

suffIciently greater than one. The critical supersaturation determines when the rate 

of formation of new nuclei becomes signifIcant. Nucleation rates are dependent on 

the physical properties of the compound such as vapor pressures, surface tension, 

density, and molecular weight (Friedlander 1979). Condensation on existing particle 

nuclei, will also occur at supersaturations in excess of one. The relative rates of new 

particle formation versus condensation can strongly depend on the temperature 

quench rate inside the combustor and has been described by McNallan et. al. (1981) 

and experimentally observed by Scotto et. al. (1988). High temperature quench rates 

will favor the formation of a fIne submicron fume through homogeneous nucleation. 

Supersaturations will reach relatively high values since condensation will not compete 

as successfully at scavenging the metal compound from the gas phase, which tends 

to keep the supersaturation down. 



1.3.3 The Effect of the Flyash Particle Size Composition Distribution on the 
Collection and Disposal of Metals 

Ultimately, the fraction of the toxic metal which comprise the emitted ash to 

the atmosphere, depend on the composition of these metals as a function of flyash 

size, and the size-dependent collection efficiencies of the various components of the 

APCS. The relatively large entrained ash particles are efficiently collected by the 

APCS. On the other hand, these systems are relatively inefficient for particles in the 

near sub micron range because they have neither the mass for efficient inertial 

impaction, or diffusional velocities for efficient migration to collection surfaces. 

Unfortunately, trace and heavy metal enrichment are highest on the small flyash that 

is more likely to escape collection for the reasons stated in the previous section. 

The sparse amounts of field data which exist for the fine emitted metal 

aerosol's, have a tendency to show a mature particle size distribution (psd) with a 

mode somewhere in the near submicron range, close to the size range at which APCS 

are relatively inefficient. Bennett and Kapp (1982) measure a submicron aerosol 

mode centered at 0.2 }.km. for air emissions of the heavy metals Zn and Cd, resulting 

from sewage sludge combustion in a multiple hearth furnace. Harrison and Williams 

(1983) report approximately 50% of the mass of Pb, Zn, and Cd emitted from a zinc-

lead smelter, was less than 1 }.km. Kauppinen et. al. (1986) measured particle size 

distributions of municipal waste incineration for Pb, Cd, and Zn. Once again both 

mass and metal size distributions exhibit a mode in the 0.1-1.0 }.km. size range. 
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Investigators such as Ondov et. al. (1979) and Markowski (1980) have shown 

the relative inefficiencies of various APCS systems for the particle sizes in the near 

submicron range. More recent developments in APCS systems (i.e. condensing 

electrostatic precipitators and high efficiency baghouses), have improved efficiencies 

in this particle size range. Carlson (1986) has made comparisons on gas cleaning 

systems for metals in MSW incinerators. For Cd, Pb, and Zn, dry injection followed 

by a high efficiency fabric filter, had an total collection efficiency well in excess of 

99%. However, this high efficiency may not pertain to the volatile metal components 

which tend to enrich the particle sizes where lower efficiencies occur. These systems 

are also relatively expensive to operate or incorporate into already existing systems. 

Considering the relatively low capture efficiencies of the APCS for particles in the 

near subrnicron size range, the use of the relatively large sorbent particles in the 

current work to reactively scavenge the heavy metals from the flue gas provides the 

advantage of improving their subsequent collection efficiency. 

Even though high efficiency APCS can be very effective at cleansing the flue 

gas of potentially toxic suspended flyash, if it were simply disposed in a landfill with 

no further treatment, a negative environmental impact could still result. The U.S. 

EPA requires acidic leachate tests on slag or collected APCS dust, to determine 

metal solubility in rainwater. For soluble metals, the flyash will require further 

treatment (i.e. vitrification) or special handling for subsequent utilization (i.e. 

construction aggregate) or disposal. The chemical nature of the aerosol may also 
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influence the waste stream in which it ends up. For instance, a relatively large 

fraction of a water soluble aerosol (i.e. PbCI2) may end up in caustic waste water 

streams utilized for the scrubbing of the flue gas of S02 and RCI. This could 

seriously influence its subsequent handling. For these reasons, as well as increasingly 

stringent air quality standards, alternative techniques for controlling metal emissions, 

besides improved APCSs, should be explored. One such technique is the metal 

emissions control method that will be presented in this work, whereby the metal 

component is chemically fixed in the sorbent, preventing the metal from leaching out 

into the ground water supply. 

1.3.4 Modelling of Metal's Partitioning in Waste Combustion Systems 

An understanding of the pertinent mechanisms which control the fate of heavy 

metals under different combustion conditions, is essential to the development of 

control technologies. Furthermore, the modelling of a specific control strategy for 

metal emissions, can provide a fundamental understanding which allows the 

optimization of the technique. Barton et. al. (1990) discusses metal escape pathways 

from general waste combustion systems, and developed a simplified model to 

determine the relative importance of various physical/chemical phenomena (i.e. 

particle entrainment, chemical interactions, vaporization, condensation, particle 

coagulation, and particle collection efficiencies by ACPS. With the model they were 

able to qualitatively predict the metal partitioning in the incinerator discussed by 
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Brunner and Monch (1986). However, further developments to models such as these 

and the development of new more fundamental models can be very beneficial in 

determining control strategies that will partition metals in a manner that optimize 

capture by the ACPS. Model development is needed to simulate the physical 

processes involved and identify the important combustion parameters which 

determine the aerosols ultimate size. This largely determines the tendency of the 

aerosol to comprise the waste stream emitted to the atmosphere. 

Lin et. al. (1992) developed a fundamental aerosol model to study the 

formation of a lead aerosol in a bench scale flame incinerator burning the same 

surrogate waste used in the current research. Lead chemistry in a Pb-O system, as 

well as homogeneous nucleation, coagulation, and condensation are accounted for. 

Qualitative agreement was obtained between experimental data and model. The 

reaction between Pb and O2 was assumed to result from a trimolecular collision of 

a Pb atom and two O2 molecules. Thus the reaction proceeded very slowly and the 

model predicted most of the lead to exist as Pb. In the modelling efforts of the 

current work, no attempt is made to estimate the kinetic parameters for the Pb-02 

system, and the amount of lead that partitions itself between Pb and PbO, is an input 

parameter. This is equivalent of assuming that any conversion of Pb to PbO 

occurred in the high temperature region of the flame, and reaction kinetics are 

frozen at temperatures which are typical of particle nucleation. In this manner, the 

matching of experimental and simulated particle size distributions (psds), can give 
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an indication on the amount of conversion of Pb to PbO that actually occurs. 

The current study utilizes a modified version of a muIticomponent aerosol 

simulations package developed by Fred Gelbard (1982). The original version solves 

a discretized form of the general dynamic equation (Gelbard et. al. (1980» for an 

muIticomponent aerosol evolving in time form the following mechanisms: coagulation 

due to brownian motion, gravity, and turbulence; particle deposition due to 

gravitational settling, diffusion, thermophoresis, and diffusiophoresis; particle growth 

or shrinkage due to water vapor condensation or evaporation from the particle 

surface; and finally, time varying sources of particles due of different sizes and 

chemical compositions. The modifications to the model for the current simulations 

of the combustion system are described in detail in Chapter 4. The matching of the 

model with experimental data is attempted in order to gain physical insight into a 

lead aerosol's formation and growth in the Pb-Oz system, and how one might affect 

the ultimate size distribution obtained. The Pb-CIz-Oz-sorbent system is also 

modelled to find the appropriate kinetic parameters which match the data for lead 

uptake by sorbent. This information, together with the experimental data, will be 

utilized to formulate the possible capture mechanisms of lead by sorbent. The clay 

sorbent selected for experimentation was kaolinite for the reasons discussed in the 

next section. 
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1.4 Utilization of Sorbents for Metal's Capture from the Combustor Flue Gas 

Sorbent, in this work, is used to refer to a solid porous substrate on which a 

metal can either physically or chemically adsorb and react. At sufficient 

temperatures in the combustor, sorbent can also refer to a non porous liquid matrix 

through which specific metals can flux. The raw form of the sorbent utilized is 

kaolinite and its choice is based on the fundamental bench scale experiments of 

Uberoi and Shadman (1990,1991a,1991b). 

These investigators performed experiments of two types. They evaporated a 

known amount of PbCl2 into a simulated flue gas that passed through a fIXed bed of 

various naturally occurring and synthetic sorbents. The purpose was to screen these 

sorbents under identical experimental conditions in order that the most effective one 

could be selected. Sorbent effectiveness was based upon the over-all capacity for 

metal, the fraction of metal captured, and of the fraction captured, the fraction which 

was water insoluble. Of course a high water insoluble fraction is desirable, since land 

disposal or utilization will not lead to leaching by water in the environment. Based 

upon all these criteria, kaolinite was the best sorbent for the uptake of lead (Figure 

1.2). 

Uberoi and Shadman (1990) also conducted kinetic experiments in a 

differential bench scale reactor to study the reaction mechanism for the uptake of 

both lead and cadmium with kaolinite. The reactions were carried out on a small 

kaolinite flake suspended from a microbalance in a hot simulated flue gas containing 
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Figure 1.2: Screening results showing the ability of various sorbents to 
capture PbC12 from a simulated flue gas. 
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approximately 150 to 500 ppmv PbC12• The microbalance measured the gradual 

weight change with time caused by the uptake of lead by kaolinite. Based upon this 

kinetic study, they proposed the following over-all reaction between lead and 

metakolinite; 

This stoichiometry would result in an approximately 50% mass fraction Pb at 

complete conversion. The X-ray diffraction pattern for the lead alumina-silicate 

compound was identified at the interior of the flake, where the PbO fraction was 

roughly 4% from Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy. From Scanning Electron 

Microscopy and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy, the exterior layer of the flake was 

observed to melt at 11.4% PbO. The highest concentration of the PbO was 64% at 

the flake surface. After melting, reaction actually proceeded by PbO fluxing through 

the melt layer. Once the crystal structure collapsed, PbO mass concentrations higher 

than 50% were obtained since the PbO no longer is part of the regular lattice, but 

can now act as a network modifier or network intermediate in a in the alumina-

silicate melt. Geller and Bunting (1943) have investigated the ternary phase relations 

for Al20 3-Si02-PbO system and found the liquidus temperature of various lead 

alumina-silicate melts with PbO in excess of 70%, to have a liquidus temperature 

ranging from 694-86S"C, which is in agreement with the observations of these 

investigators. These observations are important since they suggest that much of the 
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lead uptake occurs with sorbent in a liquid form. This could be critical regarding the 

temperature range at which the sorbent can and should be utilized in the combustor. 

Gallagher (1992) has investigated a similar reaction system, which investigated 

the uptake of alkali species, namely NaCl and NaOH, by the silicate inclusions 

comprising part of the mineral matter in pulverized coal. The purpose of this study 

was to determine the physicochemical transformations leading to the release of alkali 

metals during pulverized coal combustion, which, cause several operational as well 

as environmental problems. The model results in this work determined that the 

reaction of the alkali with the silicate mineral inclusions are likely to have occurred 

as NaOH rather than NaCl. With this assumption, the size dependent impactor data 

which yielded the total amount of alkali which escaped from the coal, could be 

explained with the model. 

If an analogous approach is taken for the over-all chemical reaction Uberoi 

and Shadman propose above, the reaction steps would actually occur as follows; 

PbCl2 + H20 ........ PbO + 2HCl (1.4.2) 

(1.4.3). 

Theoretical thermodynamic equilibrium predictions using a simulations package 

developed by Gordon and McBride (1986), lend credence to this reaction scheme. 

If this model is applied to the Uberoi experiments, it predicts finite quantities of PbO 

that are much lower than the concentrations of PbCl2 (~ 0.01-1 %) at the 
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temperatures of their experiments (600-800·C). They predict intrinsic rate data for 

the reaction of PbCl2 and kaolinite based upon a kinetic model they develop which 

predicts their time dependent lead capture data. If the reaction scheme given above 

is correct, the intrinsic rate parameters these investigators would have obtained for 

PbO with the sorbent, would be substantially higher. The experimental results in this 

work, support this. Significantly higher kinetic rate parameters than those obtained 

in the bench scale experiments above, are required to explain the lead capture by 

reaction which is observed in this research. 

Gani and Signit (1978), also observed the chemical reaction of kaolinite with 

PbO. Kaolinite and PbO suspended in ethanol, were mixed in a ball mill. The solid 

mixture was pressed in a die to form disk, which was subsequently heated to high 

temperature. At 650T and atmospheric pressure, they identified PbO-Al20 3-2Si02 

by XRD, whereas at 560'C, no crystalline phase was identified. 

Ho et. aI. (1991a), Ho et. aI. (1991b), Ho et. al. (1991c) have simulated 

incineration of lead contaminated waste in a bench-scale fluidized bed reactor. The 

simulated waste was wood soaked in either aqueous PbN03 or PbCI2, with either 

sand, limestone, and aluminum oxide used as the sorbent material. Depending on 

sorbent type and operating conditions, capture efficiencies ranged from 4.9 to 94.5%. 

Mechanisms of capture include agglomeration of melted ash and sorbent, 

coagulation, and vapor condensation and or chemisorption. Intermediate 

temperature (:::::750'C) and small sorbent sizes optimized metal capture. Small 
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sorbent sizes resulted in efficient agglomeration of the wood ash with the sorbent, 

which trapped lead. Higher temperature (900oq resulted in much lower collection 

efficiencies for the lead, probably due to increased vaporization. This indicates that 

reactive scavenging of the lead from the gas phase with these types of sorbents at 

these temperatures, is not the dominant capture mechanism. It is the goal of our 

work to utilize the high combustion temperatures so that lead may react with or flux 

the relatively small micron size kaolinite particles entrained in the flow. However, 

the entrained kaolinite panicles are not so small that particle capture efficiencies by 

APeS would be significantly diminished. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

2.1 Introduction 

The major objective of our experiments was to test metal capture by sorbent 

under conditions which more realistically simulate conditions as they may occur in 

full scale systems. An attempt is made at the pilot scale to bridge the gap between 

bench scale results, and determining what may actually be practically applied on a 

large scale combustor. This requires that our pilot scale combustor provide realistic 

time-temperature histories and aerosol concentrations, yet remain aerodynamically 

simple and well-defined so that the extraction of the physicochemical mechanisms of 

metal capture is more tractable. This information may be applied to obtain the 

optimum utilization of the sorbent in the large scale system. For reasons described 

in Chapter 1, the sorbent and metal chosen for these test were lead and kaolinite 

respectively. A conceptual schematic of the experimental design is shown in Figure 

2.1. It's main features include the laboratory combustor (furnace), the injection 

system for lead, chlorine, air, and natural gas, the flue gas analysis and monitoring 

system, and the particle sampling system. 

2.2 Laboratory Combustor 

The main objective in the design of the combustor is to provide temperatures 

and residence times for the aerosols in the combustion environment on the same 
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order as those obtained in full industrial scale combustors. The flow is not turbulent 

in the post flame region (Reynolds # < 1000) which allows one to calculate well 

defined residence times at all sampling locations. The rated energy output of the 

combustor at maximum natural gas feed rates (33 SLPM) is 22.04 KW. 

2.2.1 Structural Design 

The furnace is approximately twenty feet in length spanning two stories 

(Figure 2.2). The actual fire tube is formed by two concentric cylinders of Zircar 

brand vacuum formed alumina, a light refractory with excellent insulating properties. 

The inside diameter of the inner cylinder is six inches in the absence of slag build up 
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on the firetube walls. The firetube is wrapped in a Thermal Ceramics Kaowool 

fibrous insulating blanket to an outside diameter of two feet. The firetube is housed 

in a steel frame subdivided into four foot sections, each of which contains a steel 

plate that gives the firetube support and structural integrity. The frame also provides 

a shroud which is held under slight vacuum that will safely exhaust any flue gas 

escaping the firetube to the venting system. Ports (2.5 in. diam.) were cut at one foot 

intervals in the Zircar cylinders to house mullite tubes that provided 16 access 

locations for sampling. 

In the early phases of this project an attempt was made to inject a diesel 

fuel/lead stearate mixture with a piezo-electric atomizer. It was realized that the 
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upper portion of the furnace had developed leaks. The diesel spray that was not 

quickly volatilized passed through cracks that developed in the Zircar refractory and 

was absorbed into the insulation that encased the firetube and formed the seal 

between the pipe nipple plate and the furnace cone (see Section 2.3.5). 

Subsequently, the diesel fuel volatilized and escaped the shroud causing a strong 

odor. It was then determined that the top module of the furnace needed to be 

reconstructed. 

2.2.2 Structural Modifications 

Changes to the previous design include a 1/2 inch layer of Carborundum 

castable SiC refractory on the inside firetube wall which extends over the whole 

section rather the just the burner cone where the injected gases expand and ignite 

(Figure 2.3). SiC is very hard and resistant to high temperature. Its purpose is to 

seal and protect the relatively fragile Zircar refractory from slag build up due to coal 

combustion. 

Another problem that was addressed was sagging of the firetube under the 

weight of the slag. This had occurred over time and was visible through the upper 

mullite ports. A design with improved support of the firetube was required, 

especially with the added weight of the SiC lining. This was achieved by placing a 

Thermal Ceramics Kaocrete castable refractory slab on the steel plate at the bottom 

of the reconstructed module. The slab received the Zircar cylinders and provided 
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Figure 2.3: Cross Section of the Rebuilt Furnace Module 

a lip on which they could rest. A second steel plate at the top of the module 

supported another kaocrete block which encased and reinforced the SiC cone. 

The mullite tubes comprising the sample ports were prone to cracking from 

the abuse caused by different sampling probes being passed in and out. In order to 

provide more structural integrity, the ports were now cast into a Babcock and Wilcox 

Kaolite castable refractory column that butted against one side of the Zircar 

cylinders and was supported on the lower steel plate. The column was approximately 

8 inches wide and three feet high. The blankets of Kaowool insulation were wrapped 

around both the Zircar cylinders and the Kaolite column. 
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The upper steel plate of the reconstructed module supported both the burner 

cone and a 15 inch O.D. Kaocrete disk encasing it for reinforcement. Port 1, the 

pilot flame, and u.v. sensor ports were all cast through this disk and enter the 

combustor at the base of the burner cone. Port 1 has a cap with a glass cut-out 

allowing one to view the flame. The pilot flame and uv sensor ports are oppositely 

opposed and located 90° to either side of the view port. When the main flame takes 

over and the pilot flame is extinguished, a small stream of pilot air continues to flow 

through this port. This could help prevent slag build up over its opening (1 in. O.D.) 

to the fire tube. 

The u.v. sensor detects ultraviolet light emitted from the flame. If the flame 

is extinguished, the sensor will trip the solenoid valves which stop the flow of natural 

gas. The u.v. sensor port is wider than the other ports (nominal 2.5 inch pipe) so 

that the flame is more visible to the sensor. Also, a small flow of purge air blowing 

out into the firetube prevents the u.v. sensor's view of the flame from being obscured 

by soot or particulate. It also protects the sensor from excessive heat. 

The furnace schematic in Figure 2.2 shows coal being introduced into the 

combustor. However, the present study required the introduction of a finely divided 

aqueous lead solution into a natural gas flame. This required the construction of an 

external piece (injector head assembly) that could be adapted to the burner cone and 

easily exchanged in and out with the assembly necessary for the introduction of coal. 
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2.3 Injection Svstems 

The injector head assembly allows for the injection of natural gas, combustion 

air, aqueous lead and chlorine gas. It provides a means for bringing these flow 

streams together and introducing them into the burner cone, while providing a seal 

between combustion gases and outside shroud air. Each flow stream is described in 

the sections that follow. Section 2.3.5 specifically discusses the design of the injector 

head assembly and Section 2.3.6 covers sorbent injection. 

2.3.1 Natural Gas and Combustion Air Feed Systems 

Natural gas is utilized as the primary fuel for these combustion experiments. 

At excess oxygen, natural gas burns rapidly and efficiently relative to liquid 

petroleum fuels or pulverized coal, and little soot generation is expected. Since it 

also does not contain a mineral (non combustible) component, a relatively clean 

flame is provided which will cause the minimum interference with the formation and 

evolution of a lead aerosol, part of the focus of this work. However, a background 

aerosol, which can never be completely avoided, may still influence lead evolution 

under certain conditions. 

The natural gas is supplied by Southwest Gas Company in Tucson, Az. They 

provide monthly analysis for the hydrocarbon composition on representative gas 

samples. The data from different analyses remain fairly constant. Examples of two 

analyses done in December of 1989 and March of 1990 are shown in Table 2.1. The 
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Normalized Mole Percent 
Component Sample Date 12/19/90 Sample date 3/1/90 

CO2 0.38 0.41 

N2 1.78 1.84 
Methane 93.52 93.64 
Ethane 3.31 3.22 

Propane Plus 1.06 0.89 

Table 2.1: Typical natural gas compositions (mole basis). 

average values of both data sets are used in the mass balance calculations for the 

flue gas. 

An American Meter Company volumetric gas flow meter was obtained from 

Southwest Gas to continuously monitor the flow of natural gas into the combustor. 

Southwest Gas periodically calibrated the instrument to better than 0.5% accuracy. 

The natural gas flow rate was periodically monitored and recorded during each 

experiment. 

All of the compressed air for the experiment is generated by a compressor 

which turns on and off at periodic intervals to maintain the delivery pressure between 

80 and 120 psig. If the value ever falls outside this range, solenoid valves are 

triggered to shut off the natural gas. A main regulator sets the inlet pressure to 

three secondary regulators at approximately 50 psig. These secondary regulators set 

the inlet pressure to three laminar flow elements which provide flow control for the 

primary combustion air, the secondary dilution air (Section 2.5), and the transport 

air (Section 2.3.6). The U.v. sensor and pilot air flow rotameters are fed off the main 
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regulator (50 psig). Secondary, transport, u.v. sensor, and pilot air flows are all 

calibratied and operated at the same set experimentally set point throughout all the 

experiments. The flow calibrations are performed with American Meter Company 

volumetric flow meters of the appropriate size. It should be noted that despite two 

stage pressure regulation there is still a 1% to 2% fluctuation in the delivery 

pressure to the laminar flow elements as the compressor's delivery pressure varies 

between 80 and 120 psig. This slightly increases the experimental error in all 

compressed air feed calibrations. 

2.3.2 Lead Feed Compounds 

The lead compound chosen for most of the experiments was lead acetate. It 

is relatively inexpensive and has a high solubility in water (0.4 g/cc @ 25 C). This 

allows us greater flexibility in the mass feed rate of lead. The feed rates were set at 

approximately 0.1, 0.5, or 1.0 g/sec in all experiments. One experiment used lead 

perchlorate in H20 as the feed stock. The solubility of lead perchlorate is also very 

high, but this compound is much more expensive than lead acetate. Another 

experiment was attempted with a mixture of lead perchlorate, perchloric acid, and 

H20 as the feed stock, but the atomizer corroded and plugged very quickly 

terminating the run early. Therefore, chlorine was usually not fed as part of the lead 

feed solution. The manner in which chlorine gas was introduced into the system is 

described in Section 2.3.4. 
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2.3.3 Lead Feed System 

A conceptual schematic of the lead feed system is shown in Figure 2.4 Two 

delivery tanks contain either water or aqueous metal solution. The outlet valve from 

the water tank is open while particle samples are not being collected. The outlet 

valve to the water tank is shut and the aqueous lead tank opened approximately 1/2 

hour before data collection. This allows time for equilibration of any transients 

during metal input into the combustor. 

Two additional storage tanks supply feed liquids through a peristaltic pump 

to the appropriate delivery tank. The feed rate is approximately the same as the 

atomizer feed. This maintains the liquid level in the feed tanks and consequently a 

constant delivery pressure to the gear pump is also maintained. The two flow lines 

passing into the top of each delivery tank in Figure 2.4 are physically moved from 

one tank to the other when the feed is switched. 

The feed solution is pumped to the atomizer with a magnetically driven gear 

pump. This pump was chosen because the parts in contact with the fluid are highly 

resistant to corrosion. A stainless steel pump head houses ryton gears. Additionally, 

the driving magnet will decouple from the pump head magnet when too much load 

is put on the gears (e.g. plugging upstream). This provides protection for the pump. 

The pressure differential across pump head should be held below 65 psig for 

prolonged use. 

The delivery pressure to the Monarch atomizing nozzle is primarily controlled 
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by the pump speed and the bypass valve. The power to the pump is set at 60% of 

maximum since this is recommended by the manufacturer for stable prolonged 

operation. Most of the feed solution is recirculated to the delivery tank through the 

bypass valve, however, a small portion of it branches off to the atomizer upstream 

of the valve. The delivery pressure in this line is increased as the bypass valve is 

closed. A spring loaded relief, valve just upstream of the bypass valve, will prevent 

excessive pressure build-up in the line (i.e. blockage, bypass valve closed too much). 

The relief valve is adjusted so that a small trickle flow passes through at the 

operating pressure. This promotes a stable delivery pressure because if it were to 
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increase, the relief valve will compensate by opening up slightly and vice versa. 

The manufacturer recommends that the Monarch nozzle operate at 100 psig 

with fuel oils. However, a fine spray of water does not require this pressure. Thirty 

five psig was found to be adequate at least in part due to water's lower viscosity 

compared with fuel oil. Experimental operation was at 60-65 psig which 

corresponded to a 53-58 psig pressure differential across the pump head. The higher 

pressures promoted fine atomization and yet allowed safe prolonged operation of the 

pump. Furthermore, at the higher pressures the atomizer is not as vulnerable to 

poor atomization due to solids build up around the atomizer orifice (Section 2.3.5). 

Before and after each experiment the injector head (Section 2.3.5) was 

removed from the furnace shroud and calibrated for volumetric feed rate using 

distilled water. The calibration is assumed to apply to the aqueous lead solution 

since it is fairly dilute. Thus, any differences in viscosity are not assumed to 

significantly effect the float height in the flow meter for the different solutions fed 

at the same volumetric flow rates. The calibrations were performed at the 

experimental operating pressure and in addition at several smaller delivery pressures 

so that several rotameter float heights vs. flow rate could be generated. The change 

in delivery pressure will not significantly effect fluid properties for a liquid (i.e. 

density). Therefore, the calibration curve can be applied at the experimental 

pressure. 

The high molecular weight of the lead compound does cause non-trivial 
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density differences when compared with H20. They are as much as 5% higher for a 

solution that is 10% by mass lead acetate. The calculated mass feed rates of aqueous 

lead solutions are calculated from experimentally obtained density vs. mass fraction 

aqueous lead curves, together with measurement of the volumetric flow rate of the 

aqueous lead mixture. 

2.3.4 Chlorine Gas Injection 

Chlorine, a very reactive gas, is injected into the system to test the effect of 

the chemical form of the lead species has on the sorbent's ability to capture lead. 

It is introduced into the system with pressurized liquid chlorine regulated off the 

delivery bottle as a gas at 10 psig. A Matheson 610A rotameter is calibrated to 

deliver the gas to the injector head assembly (Section 2.3.5) in small quantities. This 

is calibrated with argon gas. Therefore, a molecular weight correction is made to 

estimate the actual flow of chlorine gas. Calibration points are determined which 

result in a chlorine feed rate that gives a CI/Pb molar ratio of either 17/1, 10/1, or 

2/1. All experiments with chlorine gas injected are performed at one of these flow 

rates. The feed lines are either 316 stainless or polyethylene tubing. 

2.3.5 Injector Head Assemblv 

The injector head assembly (Figure 2.5) threads into a 2 inch pipe nipple that 

has a plate welded to it (pipe nipple assembly). The pipe nipple assembly is bolted 

to a larger steel plate which is attached to the steel frame of the shroud. The plates 
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lie just above the refractory burner cone. A thick ring of soft Kaowool insulation is 

cut and slips over the pipe nipple below it's attached plate. The Kaowool is tightly 

compressed against the refractory cone when the plate is bolted in place. This 

provides a seal that prevents combustion gases from leaking into the shroud. Two 

channels drilled through the juncture where the plate is welded to the pipe nipple 

receive 1/4 inch copper lines through which natural gas is introduced. 

The actual injector head assembly is comprised of a section of 1.5 inch 

nominal pipe inside a section of two inch nominal pipe both of which are attached 

to the metal Injector Head Block (Figure 2.5). The block provides channels through 

which combustion air and cooling water are fed. The lower end of the 2 inch pipe 
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section threads into the pipe nipple assembly so that the atomizer is extended into 

the burner cone. 

A narrow annular region inside the 2 inch pipe allows a very turbulent flow 

of combustion air to pass. Below the injector block, two stainless steel lines 

penetrate the two inch pipe and provide a path for chlorine gas to mix with this air 

stream. As the air stream passes through the pipe nipple assembly it mixes with the 

natural gas before entering the burner cone. This feed channel not only provides 

high gas velocities and rapid mixing, but also prevents flashback into the tube. 

The inner pipe contains water cooled channels that surround a stainless steel 

tube located on the central axis of the injector head assembly. The tube directs an 

aqueous lead solution to the Monarch atomizer at the opening of the burner cone. 

The cooling channels provide cool surfaces facing the flame zone which also protects 

against flashback. 

The atomizer generates a fmely divided spray of approximately 50 micron 

droplets. This type of spray allows the evaporation of water, the decomposition and 

oxidation of solute, and the subsequent vaporization of metal to occur rapidly. A 

fine spray, however, may not always occur. 

An accumulation of the solid lead acetate or lead perchlorate occurs on the 

atomizer tip during an experiment. Some sorbent particles may also deposit on the 

tip during sorbent injection. If the deposits get thick enough, they cause poor 

atomization which results in larger droplets. For this reason, the pipe nipple 
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assembly was modified so that a small jet of compressed air could be directed toward 

the atomizer tip and blast any solid build-up off the surface. For this purpose, a 1/8 

inch stainless steel line passes through the plate and kaowool seal along the outside 

of the pipe nipple assembly. This tube is shaped so that by swiveling the portion 

above the plate, the lower portion swings directly over the atomizer tip (note: this 

feature is not included in Figure 2.5). This was done periodically throughout the 

experiments. 

2.3.6 Sorbent Injection 

Sorbent is injected with screw feeder that was originally designed by Rizseq 

(1990), but was modified slightly in the current study. A hopper stores the powder 

under compressed dry air. The powder is fed by a variable speed screw rotating on 

the bottom of the hopper. The screw tip extends into a transport air line where 

compressed air blows off the sorbent and carries it to a water cooled injection probe. 

The hopper is pressurized by tapping into the transport air line just upstream of the 

screw. Thus, a slight pressure gradient facilitates the transport of sorbent down the 

screw. 

Sorbent injection of kaolinite at constant feed rates is difficult to achieve. 

Ideally, a constant mass feed rate of powder should be obtained for a constant 

rotation speed on the screw. However, the powder tends to stick to itself 

(hygroscopic) especially under pressure (6 to 10 psig). Therefore, as the powder is 
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displaced from the hopper, cavities probably form around the screw which lessen the 

feed rate. When the hopper cover was removed after a run, small holes were often 

observed on the top of the remaining powder. These could have resulted from 

kaolinite falling into these cavities some time after they had formed. To alleviate 

this problem it was necessary to periodically rap the side of the hopper with a rubber 

mallet during an experiment. This kept the feed rate as steady as possible. Sorbent 

injection calibrations should be viewed as giving only an approximate feed rate. In 

addition, average feed rates were calculated by recording the total feed time and 

weighing the sorbent before and after each of the last five experiments. 

2.4 Combustion Gas Analysis Systems 

2.4.1 Maior Suecies Gas Concentrations 

A water cooled gas probe extracts a continuous gas sample from the 

combustor for continuous monitoring of the flue gas species concentrations of O2, 

CO2, CO, and NOx• The sample flow is tangentially introduced into a knock-out pot 

at the end of the probe. This induces cyclonic flow in the chamber which promotes 

impaction of condensed water droplets on the chamber wall. Upstream, a settling 

chamber is utilized to remove additional condensed water. Finally, the sample is run 

through a refrigerated ice bath that is immediately followed by another knock-out pot 

similar in design to the one at the end of the sampling probe. This guarantees that 

less than one percent of the flue gas is H20 before entering the gas train. The 
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instrumentation for flue gas species concentration will not tolerate condensed water 

in the gas stream. 

The removal of condensed water will also aid in the reduction of large 

particulate that coalesces with the water. In addition the gas stream is passed 

through several particle filters that cleanse the gas stream of the finer particles. This 

is especially important for the NOx analyzer which contains small capillaries that 

carefully regulate internal flow rates. Four strip-chart recorders provide a record of 

gas species concentrations during each experiment. 

Instrumentation for the gas species concentrations include a Beckman Model 

F3 Paramagnetic Oxygen Analyzer. Beckman Model 864 Nondispersive Infrared CO2 

and CO Analyzers. and a Thermo Electron Model lOA Chemiluminescent NO-NOx 

Analyzer with a Model 300 Molybdenum Converter. The correct flow to each 

instrument is controlled with rotameters. The span and zero on the instruments are 

calibrated with zero gas (nitrogen) and a calibration gas of known concentration. 

O2 and CO2 measurements are used to check mass balance calculations on the 

flue gas. Inlet feed conditions allow us to predict what the flue gas species 

concentrations should be assuming complete combustion of fuel with the oxidant. 

Discrepancies between predicted and measured values can most likely be attributed 

to room air leaking into the fire tube, since the gas sampling system was leak tested 

twice. Leaks were confirmed by observing a change in flue gas composition with 

respect of axial position well downstream of the flame. Leaks are most apparent in 
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the experiments with the lowest feed rates since the negative draft over the furnace 

will be the most intense. Measured and predicted flue gas conditions are compared 

in Appendix B.1, Table B.I.I. 

Flue gas levels of CO provide a check for complete combustion. Air feed 

rates are increased if a CO spike occurs. Also, natural gas feed rates must be 

increased slowly during warm-up if significant levels of CO are not to be emitted with 

the flue gas out the exhaust stack. 

The measurement of NOx concentrations are required to calculate particle 

sample rates and dilution ratios that occur in the sampling system (Section 2.5.1). 

This requires a second NOx analyzer in addition to the one on the gas train (Figure 

2.1). The advantage of using NOx levels to monitor the amount of dilution a sample 

undergoes as it progresses through the sampling system, is that the analyzers are 

capable of accurate measurement over 5 orders of magnitude in concentration. 

2.4.2 Axial Temperature Profiles 

Axial temperature measurements are attained through any of the 16 access 

ports along the axis of the combustor. A water cooled probe houses the 

thermocouple wire. A Type R Thermocouple was required since peak flame 

temperatures can approach 1400°C. The thermocouple tip was placed far enough 

away from the probe cooling jacket so that it would not significantly effect the 

temperature. Radiational losses from the thermocouple will cause the measured 
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temperature to be somewhat lower than the true gas temperature. Bose et. al. (1988) 

applied a one dimensional heat transfer model to the system to estimate wall 

temperatures, which were usually within 200K of the corrected gas temperature. By 

utilizing the calculated wall temperatures to estimate the radiational heat loss from 

the thermocouple, the maximum correction to the measured temperature was 

predicted to be less than 35°K 

2.5 Particle Sampling System 

The particle sampling system will withdraw a representative particle sample 

from the furnace and dilute it by a known amount (Figure 2.1). Sample dilution 

occurs in either one or two stages depending on what kind of sample is being 

collected. There are two diluents, nitrogen and air, that must have small particle 

concentrations relative to the sample. The first diluent is compressed nitrogen which 

mixes with the sample immediately after entering the particle probe. The entire 

sample stream from the probe can be passed through a cascade impactor for particle 

collection. Alternatively, a portion of this sample stream is aspirated with the 

compressed secondary air (Section 2.3.1) into a second sample stream. The 

additional dilution is required to lower particle concentrations into the working range 

of a sub micron size classifier for measurement. 

Representative particle sampling depends on minimizing particle losses in the 

sampling system. Characteristic diffusion times to surfaces for Brownian diffusion, 
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gravitational settling, and turbulent deposition are shown in Table 2.2. These are 

compared with average particle residence times in Table 2.3. Turbulent deposition 

is given by empirical formulas found in Friedlander (1977). From the information 

in these tables we can conclude that except for particles above 5 J,£m. in size, 

depositional loses will be minimal. The major fraction of sorbent mass resides below 

5 J,£m., with a mode in it's particle size distribution at 1 to 2 J,£m. 

2.5.1 Particle Samplin~ Probe 

The particle sampling probe shown in Figure 2.6, was modified from its 

original design to improve its performance in the these experiments. Sample 

is drawn into the probe and immediately diluted with a free turbulent jet of 

compressed nitrogen. This provides rapid mixing and temperature quench. The 

dilution will prevent the condensation of water in the probe and considerably slow 

the coagulation and condensation processes for aerosol that pre-existed in the flue 

gas. The diluent is delivered from a nitrogen manifold with a capacity of 1540 cubic 

feet of compressed gas. A constant feed rate is calibrated and set prior to each 

experiment. The nitrogen is doped with a steady stream of nitric oxide, the 

concentration of which is measured with and without sample being drawn in through 

the probe (Section 2.4.1). This provides sufficient information to calculate the 

sampling rate and the dilution that occurs inside the probe. All flows are reduced 

to standard temperature and pressure (STP) and are converted to standard liters per 
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Characteristic Times (sec) 
Particle Size Brownian Turbulent Gravitational 

(microns) Diffusion Diffusion Settling 
0.001 4.4EO 

0.01 4.3E2 

0.1 3.4E4 2.4E6 1.6E3 
1.0 8.2E6 2.4E2 1.6E1 

5.0 2.2E1 

10.0 1.6E-1 

Table 2.2: Characteristic Sampling Times. 

Sampling Branch Avg. Residence Time (sec.) 
Particle Probe to Impactor 0.7 
Particle Probe to Aspirator 1.3 

Table 2.3: Average residence times inside the sampling system. 

minute (SLPM) in these calculations. Typical particle probe dilutions are from 8 to 

20 where dilution is defined as the volumetric flow of the particle laden sample 

stream divided into the sum of the volumetric flows of the sample stream and the 

diluent stream. Typical sampling velocities are from 1 to 3 SLPM. 

The sampling rate is maintained as closely as possible to the isokinetic 

sampling velocity. This is the velocity where the volumetric flow rate of the flue gas 

passing through a cross sectional area equal to that of that of the probe orifice, 

matches the sampling velocity. Therefore the flow streamlines passing through the 

sample orifice are straight, and consequently particle trajectories can not deviate 
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from the flow direction due to particle inertia. Isokinetic sampling is most important 

when the larger more massive sorbent particles (> 1 urn.) are sampled. 

Two major changes in the previous particle probe design were implemented 

for this study. A water cooling jacket encompassed the entire probe head which 

prevented warping that occurred in the earlier design due to excessive heat build-up. 

The second design change was to reduce the cross sectional area of the probe orifice. 

This allowed for higher dilution of the aerosol at isokinetic sampling conditions 

which increases the likelihood that particle dynamics are frozen once inside the 

probe. However, particle dynamics inside the probe have been shown to occur under 

certain conditions, especially when nucleation is induced by dilution. This is the case 
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when PbCl2 was formed in the flue gas due to its significantly higher vapor pressures. 

2.5.2 Cascade Impactor 

A Mark II Anderson Cascade Impactor is used to aerodynamically size classify 

particle samples over a size range from 0.43 to 10.0 microns. The impactor contains 

eight stages, a Preseparator Cup, and an After-Filter. The 50% cut off diameter for 

each stage are given in Table 2.4. This data assumes that the particles are spherical, 

have a density of 1.0 glee, and are drawn through the impactor with air at a flow rate 

of 1 ACFM. The size cuts will be shifted to smaller sizes for particle densities 

greater than 1.0 g/cc. Corrected size cuts for lead oxide (9.7 g/cc) are also shown 

in Table 2.4. For information on the principle of operation of the impactor see the 

Mark II Anderson Owners Manual (1985). 

The impactor was used for the collection of both size segregated sorbent and 

lead particles or just lead particles. Occasionally a blank sample was also collected 

to test for background levels in the furnace. A teflon Millipore filter was placed on 

each stage as a substrate for the samples. Atomic Absorption analysis (Section 2.6.1) 

for each filter sample showed bulk elemental composition for a specific size range 

of particles, except for the after-filter which was for all particles less than a given 

size. 

In addition to Millipore filters, Hytrex silver membrane filters (Osmonics Inc.) 

were used as a substrate to collect particles for different types of electron beam 



50% Cut-Off Diameter (microns) 
Impactor Stage Density (1.0gjcc) Density (9.7gjcc) 

After-Filter 0 0 
Stage 7 0.43 0.17 
Stage 6 0.65 0.24 
Stage 5 1.1 0.39 
Stage 4 2.1 0.71 
Stage 3 3.3 1.1 
Stage 2 4.7 1.5 
Stage 1 5.8 1.9 
Stage 0 9.0 2.9 

Pre-Separator Cup 10.0 3.2 

Table 2.4: Impactor stage 50% cut-off diameter for different 
densities. 
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analyses. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy 

(EDS), and Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES), are used to give information on the 

morphology and elemental composition of individual particles. These methods are 

dicussed further in Section 2.6.2 

The sample line is disconnected from the inlet of the aspirator, and connected 

to the inlet of the impactor with Gyrolok compression fittings (Figure 2.1). Valves 

are not utilized for making the switch since it is difficult to create such a set-up 

without increasing particle losses in the sample line. The toggle valve to the bypass 

is open while the flow control valve is adjusted to the approximate sampling 

conditions. The toggle valves are switched and the lid to the impactor is snapped in 

place so that flow is drawn through the impactor which causes each of the stages to 

tighten down on the o-rings between them. This provides a seal keeping room air 
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from leaking into the sample line. The NOx concentration is adjusted using the flow 

control valve so that approximately 1 ACFM of total flow is pulled through the 

impactor. The diluent flow to the particle probe is constant and is set in advance so 

that the sample flow, which makes up the difference between the total flow and the 

diluent flow, will be close to the isokinetic sampling velocity. 

2.5.3 Aspirator 

The purpose of the aspirator is to provide additional dilution so that particle 

concentrations are lowered into the working range of the sub-micron size classifier. 

The diluent is filtered compressed secondary air at a calibrated flow rate of 100 slpm. 

This provides enough information to calculate the sample rate and dilution ratio of 

the aspirator since the NOx concentration before and after aspirator sampling are 

monitored by NOx analyzers I and II respectively (Figure 2.1). Dilution ratios and 

sample rates are typically 20 and 5 SLPM respectively. 

The aspirator accelerates the diluent through a conical section machined out 

of stainless steel (Figure 2.7). This acceleration lowers the static pressure of the fluid 

(Bernoulli effect) at the end of a sampling tube welded to a threaded nut and 

centered on the axis of the conical section. Turning the nut moves the tube in and 

out of the conical section and effects the intensity of the aspiration. Variable 

dilution was attained in this manner. 

2.5.4 Differential Mobility Size Classifier 
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the aspirator drawing sample from the sampling 
chamber. 
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A TSI model 3932 Differential Mobility Particle Sizer (DMPS) in conjunction 

with a model 3025 Condensation Nuclei Counter (CNC) are the instruments used to 

measure the sub-micron particle size distribution. The combined instrument, known 

as the DMPS/CNC, is capable of size segregating particles ranging from 0.011 to 

0.847 microns in diameters into 32 size channels. Particle concentrations as high as 

99,999 #/cc can be measured. 

The DMPS consists of two concentric cylinders with an electric field applied 

across the annular region between them. The particle laden sample passes through 

the annulus around a core of clean sheath air both of which are in laminar flow. The 
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particles acquire a bipolar charge distribution before entering into the annulus. A Kr-

85 neutralizer is used for this purpose. The electrical mobility of a sub-micron 

particle determines how fast it can migrate through an electric field of a given 

intensity. The mobility is a known function of particle size and the number of 

elementary units of charge on the particle. Therefore, singly charged particles of 

different sizes will precipitate out on the inner cylinder at different points depending 

on the voltage across the annulus, assuming that the flowrates are held constant. A 

slit at the bottom of the annulus allows particles of a narrow size range to escape the 

annular region. The voltage on the inner cylinder is stepped up in precise increments 

so that particles are collected over 32 size ranges. Multiply charged particles of a 

larger size may have the same mobility as a smaller singly charged particle. 

However, the percentage of a given particle size of a given charge is known and is 

given by the Boltzmann bipolar equilibrium charge distribution. Therefore, the 

measured number concentrations can be corrected for multiple charging as long as 

all particles larger than the maximum size are removed with an impactor at the 

entrance to the instrument. This is what actually determines the upper size limit of 

the measured psd. 

Once a monodisperse aerosol of a narrow size range as been generated, its 

number concentration is measured with a CNC. This instrument grows the aerosol 

with butanol to a size that is approximately constant for all particles. A laser beam 

is passed through a known sample volume of this aerosol and a portion of the light 
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is scattered. A photo detector measures the intensity of scattered light, from which 

the number concentration is calculated. See Keadyet. al. (1983), Keady et. al. (1988) 

for more detailed information on the DMPS/CNC. 

The DMPS/CNC software provide data reduction algorithms that convert 

measured CNC concentrations to the actual concentration entering the instrument 

(Keady 1983). However, an additional correction must be made due to the two stage 

dilution inside the sampling system. Appendix A2 shows the mass balance equations 

used to calculate an over-all dilution so that the original flue gas concentration can 

be estimated. The required information are the calibrated flow rates of both diluents 

(nitrogen and air) at STP, and the measured NOxconcentrations of; the flue gas, the 

nitrogen diluent sample stream with and without sample being drawn into the 

particle probe, and the sample stream after dilution in the aspirator. 

It must be certain that the background particle concentrations of all diluent 

streams are negligible. Measurements show that the number concentrations for the 

diluents alone are relatively insignificant when compared to the diluted sample. 

Also, the number concentrations of diluted flue gas samples are insignificant when 

compared to flue gas samples obtained during injection of lead into the system. 

2.6 Particulate Sample Analysis 

2.6.1 Atomic Absoq>tion Analysis 

In order to obtain information on how mass and elemental composition are 
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distributed over particle size, each impactor stage sample is analyzed for elemental 

composition using Atomic Absorption analysis (AA). The samples are dissolved in 

strong acid, which is subsequently nebulized into an air-acetylene flame where the 

elements of interest are thermally dissociated into the atomic form. Each element 

absorbs specific bands of light energy when going from the ground state to the 

excited state. A different hollow cathode lamp for each element generates a steady 

narrow line source for the absorption band. The amount of light attenuation is 

calibrated with known standards to give a concentration value. 

Samples are dissolved in strong acid (1 part HF, 1 part HN03, 2 parts 

deionized H20 by volume). They are sonicated twice for a period of 10 minutes to 

facilitate dissolution. CsN03 is added to decrease the ionization of the elements of 

interest. Ionization will change the characteristic energy of the absorbing band. One 

part boric acid solution is added to 2 parts dissolved sample after dissolution. The 

boric acid ties up the HF acid preventing it from damaging certain components of 

the AA during analysis. 

Standards are generated for each element so that the background 

concentration of all solution components, other than those due to the dissolved 

sample, are exactly the same. This will minimize error due to matrix effects. 

Solution blanks used for recalibrating the instrument zero are made in the same 

manner. The set of standard concentrations are such that each experimental reading 

never falls outside the span of values of the specific standard concentrations used to 
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generate the calibration curve. 

Water solubility tests were also performed on some of the impactor sample 

stages for Experiments 13 to 20 to determine the water soluble fraction of lead. The 

samples were placed on DI water for 24 hours which included two 10 minute periods 

of sonication. The analyte was filtered through Whatman #42 filter paper so that 

any remaining solid could be returned to the original vial for subsequent AA analysis 

under acid. The DI water was then tested with AA using standards and blanks of a 

similar background. A second slightly acidic (PH =4.0) DI water wash of the same 

samples were performed. The purpose of such a test is to imitate the action of 

rainwater circulating through sorbent particles that may eventually be deposited in 

a landfill. Therefore, it would be undesirable to have a significant portion of lead 

that had reacted with the sorbent to dissolve in slightly acidic DI water. 

2.6.2 Electron Beam Microanalysis 

A finely focused electron beam impinging on an individual particle generates 

many types of interactions. A portion of the electrons may be directly back-scattered. 

A portion of the energy of the impinging electrons may be utilized to generate 

secondary electrons, Auger electrons, or X-rays. The type of analysis performed 

depends on what a specific instrument is set up to measure. The advantage to these 

types of techniques is that they provide the high lateral resolution necessary to 

examine the variability of composition of individual particles as small as 0.25 /.Lm. in 
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size. Particle composition vs. size could be helpful in elucidating mechanisms, and 

will be a topic on discussion in Chapters 3 and 4. 

2.6.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) measures the secondary electron 

emission with an secondary electron detector. An image is created when the detector 

displays the intensity at each point the electron beam is rastered over the sample. 

This technique can give considerable information on the surface morphology of a 

sample. SEM imaging is utilized in this work to distinguish between sorbent particles 

and lead particles. It is also utilized to size individual particles prior to analysis. The 

samples were collected on Hytrex Silver Membrane Filters of Osmonics Inc. These 

substrates provided good electrical conductivity preventing charge build-up caused 

by the electron beam. Half the filter area from each sample was coated with carbon 

paint prior to sampling. This provided improved electron imaging by increasing the 

contrast between the particles and the background. 

2.6.4 Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) and Auger Electron Spectroscopv (AES) 

The collision of an impinging electron with an atom may cause the ionization 

of an inner shell electron. The subsequent deexcitation of the ionized atom will 

result in the inner shell vacancy being filled by an outer shell electron. The energy 

loss in this transition can either result in the emission of an X-ray or an Auger 

electron with an energy that will depend on the energy levels in the element being 
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analyzed. 

Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDS) uses an x-ray detector to measure the energy 

of all x-rays emitted by the sample. EDS was performed on impactor plate samples 

with a J.E.O.L. Model 840A SEM equipped with a SI(Li) crystal for X-ray detection. 

The Phi-600 Auger Spectrometer uses a Cylindrical Mirror Analyzer to measure an 

elements characteristic Auger electrons superimposed on a background of back 

scattered electrons emanating from the sample. The average mean free path of an 

X-ray passing through a solid is much larger than that of an Auger electron. 

Therefore, the EDS analysis is more indicative of the entire particle volume rather 

than the region within the first 50 angstroms of the surface as in AES. EDS yields 

relatively reliable quantitative information on bulk elemental composition of the 

entire particle, whereas Auger analysis is less quantitative due to the lack of reliable 

control over all the variables which may affect Auger electron emission intensity 

(surface contamination, beam damage, beam charging, reliable standards). However 

AES combined with argon sputtering, a method which removes layers of materials 

by bombardment with heavy argon atoms, yields elemental depth profiles into a 

surface. This could provide evidence of particle surface related phenomena such as 

condensation. Unfortunately, due to the severe particle charging of our samples, 

AES was impossible to apply in this study. Therefore, EDS was relied upon for the 

bulk quantification of elemental composition on individual particles. 
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2.6.3 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

X-Ray Diffraction is useful for identifying specific crystalline compounds. A 

crystalline compound has a regular array of atomic centers, the arrangement of which 

depends on the type of compound. When a monochromatic beam of X-rays impinges 

on the crystal, a diffraction pattern is produced by the regular spacing between the 

different atomic layers. The direction at which diffracted X-rays emanate from the 

sample is related to this compound specific spacing by Bragg's Law. This technique 

was applied with some success in this work, and is discussed in Chapter 3. 
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The following chapter discusses the data collected by two particle sizing 

instruments; a DMPSjCNC measures submicron number concentrations, and a 

cascade impactor collects size segregated particle samples up to 10 ILm for unit 

density particles. The impactor data requires Atomic Absorption (AA) analysis to 

convert the data to a mass composition distribution and together with the DMPS 

data, almost 3 orders of magnitude (0.02-10 ILm) in particle size can be measured. 

These distributions are primarily used to ascertain the effectiveness of the sorbent 

at scavenging lead species from the flue gas, thus preventing the formation of a very 

fine submicron fume comprised of these lead species. The particle samples from the 

cascade impactor are also analyzed using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and 

Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). which can yield the bulk elemental 

composition of individual panicles as small as 0.25 ILm in size. This information is 

critical in elucidating the mechanisms of capture. In one instance X-Ray Diffraction 

is utilized to identify any specific crystalline compounds that still exist after sampling. 

A more detailed description of all the instrumentation used for particle analysis is 

given in Chapter 2. 

The DMPSjCNC submicron particle concentration measurements are also 

utilized to study the temporal evolution of the fine submicron metal's size 
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distribution downstream of the flame. Some of this base case data (no sorbent 

injection) will be introduced in this chapter for representative cases only to 

demonstrate the potential interference from background aerosol, as evidence to show 

formation of chlorinated lead species with chlorine present, and finally, as a basis for 

comparison to show the effect of sorbent injection on this fine sub micron aerosol. 

Presentation of the temporal evolution of the fine submicron aerosol is reserved for 

comparison with the model simulations presented in Chapter 4. 

The presentation of experimental results in this chapter is organized according 

to the temperatures attained in the combustion system, because the nature of the 

capture mechanism of lead by sorbent is largely determined by temperature. 

Therefore, the experiments are performed and presented according to which of three 

temperature regimes they lie within; low, intermediate, or high temperature. The low 

temperature experiments do not comprise a large part of this chapter, since they do 

not add too much additional information regarding the propensity of sorbent to 

capture lead. These experiments are discussed more in Chapter 4. 

The experimental results are further subdivided in the following manner. 

Since the chlorine content of the flue gas will be shown to have a significant 

inhibiting effect on lead capture by sorbent, the experiments of each temperature 

regime are organized according to the chlorine content of the experiments. The next 

level of subdivision divides the results into DMPSjCNC data and the cascade 

impactor data (AA SEMjEDS, and XRD analysis). It was felt that this method of 
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organization would be most conducive to showing both the effectiveness and the 

nature of lead capture by sorbent under different experimental conditions. 

3.2 Ewe rim ental Conditions 

The extremes for the three temperature ranges were obtained by feeding the 

natural gas and combustion air at the highest and lowest rates the combustion system 

would permit. The high feed rates were determined by the maximum natural gas 

feed attainable. The low feed rates were determined by the minimum flows which 

still allowed for a stable flame. These extremes lead to peak flame temperatures 

which could be varied by approximately 300"K. Average temperature profiles for 

each temperature regime are shown in Figure 3.1, and the temperature profile for 

each experiment is given in Scotto (1992). The study of the temporally evolving lead 

aerosol required low sampling temperatures. Therefore, most of the high 

temperature set of experiments contained cooling lances in Ports 7 through 10 

(19gem-325em) which do not significantly affect the peak flame temperature, but 

lower the sampling temperature well below the metal dew point, allowing panicle 

formation and growth inside the system. The intermediate temperature experiments 

either used cooling lances (Ports 7-10), or injection air (Pon 7) together with one 

cooling lance (Pon 6, 148 em) to cool the flue gas. Although, these were attempts 

to observe fine submieron particle formation inside the system, and yet attain high 

peak flame temperature which enhanced volatilization of lead, some interesting 
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Figure 3.1: ¢: Avg. of expts. 11 and 12, Q Avg. of expts. 14-18, and 20e, v: Avg. of 
expts. 9-11, .0.: Avg. of expts. 19a, 19b, and 20e, 0: Avg. of expts. 2-8. 
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results were also obtained in these cases regarding the effectiveness of the sorbent 

at lead capture. 

Appendix A 1 show all the natural gas and combustion air feed rates for all 

the experiments. The combustion conditions were fuel lean, with a stoichiometric 

ratio ranging from 1.1 to 1.2. Appendix A 1 also shows injection rates of metal, 

sorbent, and chlorine. Experiment 1 was omitted, since it was only preliminary. The 

comments which follow penain to the range of experimental conditions shown in the 

appendix, and are for the purpose of additional clarification as to why these 

conditions were chosen for this study. 

The lead injection rates chosen were an attempt to evaluate kaolinite 

performance at different lead concentrations, as well as to allow the investigation of 

particle formation and growth at different lead mass loadings. Injection rates are 

approximately 0.1, 0.5, or 1.0 g/min. These usually result in a lead concentration of 

30 to 600 ppmv in the flue gas, assuming all the injected lead has been volatilized. 

These lead concentrations are on the high side of those typically attained in actual 

incinerators. However, these conditions are necessary so that a measurable effect 

can be observed, without interference due to insufficient instrument sensitivity, too 

much noise, or background levels of paniculate. A precipitate of lead acetate would 

build up on the atomizer. In some instances, especially at the highest lead feed rates, 

this deposit can begin to hinder the atomization by causing large droplets to form 

rather than a fine spray. These droplets have been observed to be as large as 1 mm 
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and will survive the flame, thus contributing to the amount of lead that will not be 

recovered. Section 2.3.5 discusses the steps that were taken to minimize this 

problem. Ideal mass recoveries of lead are compared to mass recoveries from all the 

DMPS/CNC and impactor samples acquired in every experiment in Scotto (1992b). 

Sorbent injection feed rates were not measured in real time and were difficult 

to experimentally determine (see Section 2.3.6). Gross gravimetric measurements 

were used in some cases to determine the overall injection rates into the system. 

However, much of the sorbent material was lost directly to the wall upon injection. 

AA measurements were used to determine the sampled mass ratio of kaolinite to 

lead. Therefore the kaolinite that was actually entrained into the flue gas could be 

ascertained, since lead feed rates are much more accurately measured. The effective 

kaolinite injection rate is given in Appendix A2. These estimates assume that all the 

injected lead was vaporized and recovered, which may not be the case when poor 

atomization occurs as previously discussed. Sorbent injection rates resulted in an 

effective kaolinite flue gas loading, approximately 3 to 5 times greater than that 

which is necessary to capture all of the lead if the sorbent is completely converted 

to the crystalline lead alumina-silicate reaction product presented in Chapter 1, 

Section 1.4. These feed rates were deemed a reasonable test for the sorbent 

propensity to capture lead. This control strategy for metal emissions would lose 

much of its value, if a very large quantity of lead laden sorbent had to be generated 

in order to remove a small quantity of lead from the flue gas. Measurement of the 
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relative elemental concentrations of the lead species by any of the analytical 

techniques discussed earlier, would also be more susceptible to experimental error 

if the sorbent injection rates were too high. 

The total flow rate and major flue gas species (°2, CO2, N2, H20, PbO) are 

calculated based upon the known input streams of natural gas, combustion air, and 

aqueous lead acetate, and assumes that all the input streams are converted 

completely to the products of combustion, CO2 and H20, and all lead is vaporized. 

A mass balance program which was written to perform this calculation (Appendix 

B.l) is checked against a NASA thermodynamic equilibrium simulations package 

(Gordon and McBride, 1971) which computes the flue gas composition by applying 

thermodynamic principles to the input streams for a specific experiment. Both 

methods are compared in Appendix B.l, Table B.1.1 for several experiments and are 

only presented as a check on the correctness of the calculation. Both the calculated 

and experimentally measured 02 concentration are compared to estimate the quantity 

of air that must leak into the system to explain the discrepancy, which is most 

significant for the low temperature experiments. The furnace exhaust system pulls 

a relatively constant volume. Tnerefore, for low input flow streams characteristic of 

the low temperature experiments, the increased vacuum on the fire tube causes room 

air to seep into the system to a significant extent. When the leak is accounted for, 

a total average flow rate of 430 SLPM results. Some of the modelling efforts in 

Chapter 4 account for this leak. 
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The calculated total flow rate is also an important quantity in determining the 

total initial lead concentrations in the system (Appendix A2, Table A2.2). These 

concentrations are used to estimate the mass recoveries of lead by sampling. Also, 

the model simulations in Chapter 4 often utilize the mass recovery to estimate the 

fraction of lead feed which is assumed to vaporize. 

The calculation of the flue gas composition and the form in which the lead 

exist (i.e. Pb,PbO,PbCI2) is important because it can have a significant effect on the 

temporal evolution of the pure metal aerosol and the effectiveness of the sorbent at 

reactively scavenging specific lead species. The oxygen concentration is always in 

excess (Appendix B.1, Table B.1.1). At least 2.0% of the flue gas is oxygen in the 

post flame zone (dry basis). Therefore, if the formation of PbO from Pb and O2 is 

sufficiently rapid, it should form quantitatively as thermodynamic equilibrium 

calculations predict. However, modelling results in Chapter 4 suggest that reaction 

rates may be too slow for equilibrium to be attained. The relative importance of 

lead speciation (Pb,PbO,PbCI2) on sorbent effectiveness is also determined. The 

effect of chlorine on lead and lead/sorbent aerosol behavior is clearly demonstrated 

at feed rates where the CljPb molar ratio is 2/1, 10/1, and 17/1. 

3.3 Background Aerosol Particle Size Distributions 

Before measurements on sub-micron psds can be attributed to the aerosol 

behavior of lead, the extent of background aerosol interference must be determined. 
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Typical distributions on the measurement of room air, bottled compressed N2 and 

filtered compressed air (sample system diluents), and the flue gas without any lead 

or sorbent injected into the system (furnace blank) are shown in Figure 3.2. Typical 

number concentrations of room air on any given channel usually did not exceed 100 

# / cc. The largest few channels consistently showed the most significant contribution 

to particle volume. The N2 and filtered air flows for the particle systems showed 

small erratic number concentrations but also would tend to show the largest 

contribution to particle volume in the largest few channels. Furnace blank samples 

showed consistent significant number concentrations only in the smallest size 

channels. This may result from relatively small levels of previously deposited lead 

that is volatilizing off the walls, or possibly soot particles due to incomplete mixing 

of natural gas and air. However, the total volume concentration of the blank 

distribution, with the dilution accounted for, is still negligible compared with typical 

lead volume distributions. Care must be taken in interpreting the data for the largest 

few size channels, especially at high dilution, since the dilution factor may multiply 

a background particulate that will cause the corrected volume distribution to be non

negligible relative to the measured lead particulate volume over different size 

channels. This occurs in Experiment 14 discussed in the next section. 
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3.4 High Temperature Experiments 

3.4.1 DMPS/CNC Base Case Measurements without Chlorine Injection 

Base case measurements refers to that data taken without sorbent injection. 

Figure 3.3 show time resolved psd data for Experiment 14. Sampling temperatures 

of 74soK are well under the lead dewpoint temperature of 124S0K(10000K) for 

PbO(Pb), and thus, particle formation occurs inside the furnace. The lowest port 

number corresponds to the shortest residence time. Flue gas residence times versus 

port number for representative experiments are shown in Appendix B.2, Table B.2.1. 

Psds from Ports 11 and 13 show the same shape, but total aerosol volume does vary 

from sample to sample. This, in part may be due to errors in the calculated total 

dilution which is used to back out the original flue gas concentration (at STP) that 

are reported in the plots (see Appendix A2). The similarity in shape indicates the 

cessation of aerosol growth (i.e. mature distribution). However, Port 9 indicates a 

change in shape where the largest number concentration mode shifts to the smaller 

size on the measurable domain. MAEROS simulations may give some insight as to 

whether this evolution occurs inside the system or is just an artifact of sampling (see 

Section 4.3.3). 

One feature of the psds in Figure 3.3 is not typical. A significant increase 

in sub-micron volume occurs at the top end of the size scale. This is not lead since 

the blank samples (no lead) show significant volume concentrations in the largest 

sizes for this particular experiment which are on the same order as the lead volume 
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concentrations over the channels the lead resides in. This is background aerosol 

which does not significantly interfere with the lead evolution, since it is comprised 

of relatively low number concentrations over the largest few size channels. The 

background aerosol is probably related to a small quantity of room air leaking into 

the DMPS, which was discovered and repaired after this experiment. 

3.4.2 DMPS/CNC Base Case Measurements with Chlorine Injection 

An estimate of the saturation vapor pressures for the pertinent lead species 

in this system is necessary to understand the effect that chlorine has on the 

submicron aerosol. The saturation vapor pressure plot in Figure 3.4 shows simulation 

results from the NASA thermodynamic equilibria program (Gordon and McBride, 

1971) with the symbols that have a line drawn through them. The symbols by 

themselves indicated data obtained for the pure species (Greninger,1984). For the 

PbO data the simulations do not quite match the simulated data, however the 

simulations were run for the actual flue gas composition and not the pure species. 

Therefore a fit to the simulated data is used for modelling efforts in Chapter 4. For 

the Pb case, PbO was removed as a possible species in the data library for the 

simulations. Here, the pure species data appears to match the simulations very well. 

When chlorine was introduced, PbCl4 had to be removed from the data library 

otherwise the simulations would have predicted this to be the dominant compound, 

but it is known from the literature (Greninger,1984) that PbCL4 is very unstable. 
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The simulations now predict a PbCl2 saturation vapor pressure that appears to match 

the pure species data. From these plots it can be seen how much higher the vapor 

pressure of PbCl2 is relative to the other species at typical sampling temperatures 

(700-1000"K). For the experiments presented in this study for the range of 

temperatures above, the lead compound saturation concentrations varied from 1.36e-

7 to 0.34 ppmv for PbO, from 1.12e-3 to 16.6 ppmv for Pb, and from 19.9 to 1.14e5 

ppmv for PbC~. 

In those experiments which utilized the four cooling lances in the high 

temperature Pb-02 system, a mature metal aerosol psd formed inside the furnace. 

However, in the Pb-02-CI systems, a marked shift in the location of the measured psd 
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mode to smaller size with increasing probe dilution is consistent with aerosol 

nucleation and growth inside the sampling probe (Figure 3.5). If particles are 

nucleated inside the probe, they rapidly grow by condensation and coagulation until 

number concentrations decrease to the point at which coagulation becomes slow. 

Obviously, this point will be reached at a smaller particle size for a higher dilution 

of a furnace sample of a given mass concentration. Therefore, the shift is toward 

smaller size at higher dilution. This dilution effect was observed in all cases that 

chlorine was injected into the system at both low and high feed rates. 

Nucleation in the probe is an indication that the lead exists as PbClz due to 

its relatively high vapor pressure (Figure 3.4). In the Pb-02-Cl system the flue gas 

sampling temperature never drops below the metal dewpoint for PbCl2 even with the 

cooling lances in place. The fact that the psd mode shift with dilution ratio occurs 

in the presence of chlorine even at its lowest injection rates (CljPb=2/1), is an 

indication that lead chloride, in addition to being the thermodynamically stable 

product at the sampling temperatures, forms quickly. Experiment 13 was the one 

Pb-Oz system which demonstrated the dilution effect because the sampling 

temperature was near the metal dew point for PbO, since the cooling lances were 

excluded. Otherwise, a mature lead psd is sampled from the furnace, and the probe 

dilution ratio will not affect the position of the mode in the Pb-Oz systems. 

It is interesting to note the effect of chlorine injection on the sub-micron 

aerosol volume for the base case data. This is shown in Figure 3.6 for experiment 
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18. At the stoichiometric chlorine injection rate an increase in the submicron volume 

by a factor of approximately 1.5 occurs with a shift in the submicron mode to smaller 

size. The volume increase could be explained by the formation of PbC12 in the probe 

with its density (5.85 g/cc) somewhat lower than that of PbO (9.7g/cc). As explained 

above, since the aerosol now forms and grows within the sampling system after 

dilution, the mode evolves to smaller size than the mature PbO psd sampled prior 

to chlorine injection. When high excess chlorine is injected, the observed psd 

submicron volume is increased by an additional factor of from 3 to 4. Two 

explanations are proposed for this; 1) chlorine causes the lead to exist in its vapor 

form for its entire lifetime in the system and consequently, particle loss mechanisms 

to probes and walls inside the system are minimized, and 2) chlorine erodes the solid 

lead acetate build-up on the atomizer tip thus allowing more efficient atomization 

and complete vaporization of injected lead. Since the furnace was designed to 

minimize depositional losses to walls, it seems unlikely that 1) can account for such 

a change and 2) may be an important factor. Lead mass recoveries with chlorine 

injection were often close to 100%. The increase in submicron aerosol mass does 

cause the psd mode to shift back to a larger size as expected. 

In summary, the DMPS/CNC base case data show that the injection of 

chlorine shifts the unimodal submicron size distribution to smaller size due to the 

formation of the relatively volatile PbC12 species which nucleates and evolves inside 

the sampling system. Increasing the CljPb ratio increases the sub micron volume 
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sampled, with an approximate 5 fold increase occurring at high excess chlorine. The 

modest increase at stoichiometric chlorine injection (:::::1.5 fold), may be attributed to 

the lower density of PbCl2 compared with Pb/PbO. The dramatic increase 

(additional 3-4 fold) at high excess chlorine may result from either a diminished 

particle loss mechanism since PbCl2 does not form its own particulate phase in the 

furnace, or more efficient atomization (fine spray) occurs due to the erosion of the 

lead acetate build-up on the atomizer tip. 

3.4.3 Effect of Sorbent Injection on DMPS/CNC Measurements without Chlorine 
Injection 

The effect of sorbent injection on the sub micron aerosol is observed by 

measuring the DMPS/CNC data before and after the sorbent feed is turned on. The 

sampling conditions are not changed during this comparison. This allows an accurate 

comparison to be made despite possible experimental errors in the calculated 

dilution. Figure 3.7 shows this test for Experiment 14. At particle sizes below 

approximately 0.2 J,Lm. a dramatic drop occurs in both number and volume 

distribution. It is hypothesized that the lead is scavenged by the sorbent above its 

metal dewpoint, which prevents supersaturation of a pure lead species (i.e. Pb or 

PbO). Thus, the fine lead fume does not form by homogeneous nucleation 

condensation and coagulation. 

MAEROS simulations indicated that particle coagulation cannot account for 

this scavenging in either the furnace or the probe. A conservative estimate of typical 
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brownian coagulation times were also calculated for the sub-micron lead aerosol with 

the super-micron sorbent particles, and coagulation rates were still too low for 

significant capture to occur by this mechanism. This is somewhat inconsistent with 

SEM/EDS analysis which will be discussed in Section 3.4.5. 

The mode which occurs in sub-micron volume at roughly 0.3 microns after the 

sorbent is injected is actually due to the sorbent particles. This was confirmed in 

separate tests where the sorbent psd was measured without lead injection. The 

actual location of this mode is not OJ J,£m as indicated in Figure 3.7. The 

DMPSjCNC was operated with an impactor at its inlet when sorbent was sampled 

to remove all particles larger than the largest size channel over the instruments 

measurable range. This prevents large particles that are multiply charged from being 

counted as smaller particles. The impactor has a 50% cut of 0.806 J,£m. for unit 

density spherical particles. However, these sorbent particles have a significantly 

higher density than 1 g/ cc since they contain a significant quantity of lead, and have 

lost their internal porous volume due to particle fusion. This will be shown in 

Sections 3.4.5 and 3.4.6. Fused kaolinite itself has an approximate density of 2.63 

g/cc. This is certainly even higher after its interaction with the lead. The 50% cut 

diameter is approximately proportional to the inverse of the square root of the 

density, and, a sorbent density of 4 g/cc will lower this cut off diameter to 

approximately 0.4 J,£m.. Therefore, the fact that the kaolinite number concentrations 

drop off at the largest sizes could be an sampling artifact caused by the impactor. 
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There is a persistence of the high volume concentrations at the largest sizes, 

which are probably a reflection of the unusually high background concentrations that 

was measured in these channels prior to this specific experiment. This is not typical 

as indicated by Figure 3.8 for Experiment 2DD where background volume 

concentrations were much lower over all DMPS channels. As mentioned in Section 

3.4.1. this is related to a small leak into the DMPS that was subsequently repaired, 

and this leak did not occur in any of the earlier experiments. 

In summary, sorbent addition without chlorine results in complete capture of 

the fine sub micron lead particles and results in a shift in the unimodal size 

distribution from approximately D.1 J.'m out to the near 1J.'m. range. The kaolinite 

injection scavenges the lead out of the vapor phase above the metal dewpoint of the 

pure lead species, preventing the aerosol formation and growth processes from 

occurring for the pure lead species. 

3.4.4 Effect of Sorbent Injection on DMPS/CNC Data with Chlorine Injection 

The presence of chlorine has an inhibiting effect on the kaolinite's propensity 

to scavenge lead, which manifests itself by the persistence of a large quantity of 

submicron particles below the sorbent mode after kaolinite injection (Figure 3.9). 

These small particles are largely PbCI2• This will be corroborated in subsequent 

sections with AA, SEMjEDS, and XRD analysis. These particles result from lead 

which was not scavenged by the sorbent and subsequently nucleated inside the probe. 
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Enough mass of unreacted lead was available so that these panicles grew inside the 

probe so that a portion of this panicle mode was observed at the smallest sizes of the 

measurable range on the DMPSjCNC. The dilution in the probe was held constant 

throughout the sorbent test. Therefore the shift in the sub micron aerosol mode 

before and after sorbent injection can not be explained by a dilution effect (Section 

3.4.2), but only by a decrease in the PbCl2 mass available for nucleation and growth 

inside the sampling system. 

The corresponding sub-micron volume plots show that on a mass basis most 

of the submicron lead is still scavenged by the sorbent at these conditions. However, 

there is still enough unscavenged lead to result in the significant volume 

concentrations at the smallest DMPSjCNC sizes. The change in the fine submicron 

volume could give an estimate of the fraction of lead scavenged by sorbent. 

However, such a determination could not be accurately made for Experiment 17, 

since an unknown quantity of the fine aerosol existed below the measurable range 

of the DMPSjCNC. If this is ignored, the total fines which remain during sorbent 

injection is only about 3% by mass. This is determined by only comparing the size 

distributions below 0.2J..'ID, since most of the lead aerosol mass initially resides below 

this size. Once kaolinite is injected, the panicles above this size are lead alumina

silicate particles, and this is confirmed with SEMjEDS analysis. 

Figures 3.10 shows the sorbent injection test at the highest chlorine injection 

rate. The sorbent has a much smaller effect on the sub-micron lead aerosol. The 
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fact that the kaolinite is still able to scavenge some lead results in less PbCl2 

nucleating inside the probe and consequently the number concentration distribution 

still shifts to slightly smaller size. The corresponding volume plots still show a 

significant change in the sub-micron total volume indicating that a substantial 

quantity of the lead was still scavenged by the sorbent particles. The immediate 

change in total submicron volume below 0.2 J,Lm caused by the addition of kaolinite 

at constant dilution, was from 228,800 J,Lm3/cc to 109,400 J,Lm3/cc. This is a reduction 

in submicron lead aerosol of approximately 50%. The second DMPS/CNC 

distribution measured after kaolinite injection (Figure 3.9) is indicated by the 

diamond shaped symbol and shows a slight increase in sub-micron (~< 0.2J,Lm) lead 

aerosol from 109,400 J,Lm3
/ cc to 189,000 J,Lm3

/ cc. This is probably a reflection of the 

decrease in the kaolinite/lead mode (from 46,000 J,Lm3/cc to 25,700 J,Lm3/cc for 

~ > 0.2J,L). Although a constant kaolinite injection rate was desirable, feed rate did 

fluctuate (Appendix AI, Table A1.2 and Section 2.3.6). 

In summary, sorbent injection concurrent with chlorine injection results in a 

bimodal distribution. The persistence of fine submicron PbCl2 particles comprising 

the small submicron mode result from lead that is not reactively scavenged by the 

sorbent particles. Kaolinite particles produce the mode located near 1J,Lm. At 

stoichiometric chlorine injection the fine submicron mode contains much less particle 

volume during sorbent injection than it did before. However, at high excess chlorine 

the fine submicron lead volume undergoes less change, with at most a 50% reduction 
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due to kaolinite injection. 

3.4.5 AA and EDS/SEM Analvsis without Chlorine Injection 

AA analysis are performed on each stage of a cascade impactor to determine 

elemental composition as a function of size. The AA analyzer measures a mass 

concentration for a given element based upon an instrument calibration with known 

standards. The mass is always converted to correspond to the oxide form of the 

element. Impactor samples are collected during both lead injection and lead/sorbent 

injection. Comparisons are made between the two which provide more evidence on 

the propensity of kaolinite to scavenge lead. 

The first experiments that will be discussed are those high temperature 

experiments (14 and 20D) which had cooling lances inserted in Ports 7 through 10. 

This resulted in a relatively large temperature gradient of approximately 500oK/sec 

as shown in Figure 3.11. Discussed later are Experiments 12 and 13 which do not 

contain cooling lances. This results in the relatively high sampling temperatures 

shown. Due to temperature (expansion) effects, the total residence time for the flue 

gas to reach Port 15 decreases from 2.04s and 2.22s in Experiments 12 and 13 

respectively, to 2.61s and 2.67s in Experiments 14 and 20D respectively (Appendix 

B.2.5, Table B.2.5.1). 

Figure 3.12 shows the AA data for Experiment 14, and the most distinguishing 

feature is the shift in the lead distribution to larger size caused by sorbent injection. 
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Figure 3.U: Top Graph: sampled during lead and kaolinite injection. 
Bottom Graph: sampled during lead injection only. Data from 
Experiment 14, Port 15 (no chlorine injection). 
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This removes the possibility that the coexistence of lead with the sorbent merely 

results from lead and sorbent aerosol separately depositing on the impactor stages. 

Therefore, some type of interaction between lead and kaolinite must occur. The 

possibility that the major mechanism of this interaction is particle coagulation was 

removed from the discussion in Section 3.4.3. 

The aerosol mass density distributions on the impactor stages should match 

the location and shape of the DMPS/CNC data. Figure 3.13 shows good agreement 

except where background levels of particulate were high at the largest size cuts 

during the DMPS data acquisition for this specific experiment. The DMPS/CNC data 

is in units of particle volume concentration, thus a particle density must be assumed 

to convert to a mass density. For the kaolinite/lead particles a weighted average, 

based on the bulk elemental AA analysis, of the density of PbO (p:::::9.5 g/cc) and 

kaolinite (p:::::2.6g/cc) is used for the lead alumina-silicate particles. From Figure 

3.13, it is clearly evident that sorbent injection results in a particle size mode 

centered at approximately 1 J,£m. 

The Pb/ AI mass ratio (raw data) provides an estimate of the lead mass 

fraction on a given stage. The advantage to using the raw data is that comparisons 

can be made without any assumptions on the initial chemical form of the inorganic 

species before AA analysis. The Pb/ AI elemental ratio averaged over all stages in 

Experiment 14 is 0.985. Silicon was not measured with AA because the time 

between acid dissolution of the analyte and measurement was too long to prevent 
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significant Si losses by evaporation of volatile SiF6 which forms upon acid digestion 

of the sample. However, mass loadings of silicon are approximately known from a 

knowledge of the Sij AI mass ratio of the raw kaolinite feed. If it is assumed that the 

reaction product AI20 3-2Si02-PbO is formed (Uberoi and Shadman, 1990), an 

estimate of the kaolinite conversion can also be calculated. In this case the mass 

fraction of PbO is 18.4% and this corresponds to a 23.5% conversion. Experiment 

20D, designed to be a replicate of Experiment 14, shows similar results. The overall 

average Pbl AI mass ratio was 1.20, and the impactor average lead mass fraction is 

24.3 which corresponds to a 33.0% conversion. The higher lead fractions in 

Experiment 20D are most likely attributable to differences in the sorbent injection 

rates for these experiments (see Section 2.3.6 and Appendix A.l, Table A.1.2). 

The AA lead mass fraction show a slight upward trend with decreasing size 

for Experiment 14, with no trend observed in Experiment 20D. This is typical of all 

the AA analysis collected in this work, with the exception of those cases where 

uncaptured lead vapor forms a fume inside the probe and enriches the impactor 

After-Filter and perhaps Stage 7 also. A lead enrichment for decreasing size above 

Stage 7 is either slight or not discernible at all. If the lead were scavenged reactively 

by a porous sorbent particle, a lack of size dependence would suggest that the rate 

of capture is internal reaction controlled. Approximate calculations of the Thiele 

Modulus (Section 3.4.7) indicate that Effectiveness Factors for 10 J,Lm. kaolinite 

particles are very small even near peak flame temperatures (16000 K). However, the 
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reactive species considered in this calculation was PbClz. The present study shows 

that the lead scavenging in the Pb-Oz system is much more efficient than in the Pb-

02-Clz system, and consequently, reaction may not actually occur with PbCI2. In fact, 

the interpretation of the data will lead to a more probable capture scenario 

presented in Section 3.4.7 which is also consistent with the weak size dependence 

observed. 

EDS/SEM analyses of individual lead alumina-silicate particles will show that 

a weak size dependence for lead mass fraction does actually exist. This technique 

is not as susceptible to sampling errors as the cascade impactor, which would disguise 

a slight size dependence. Sampling errors may include non ideal collection 

efficiencies on each impactor stage, particle bounce off, or excessive particle buildup 

effecting flow dynamics. In addition particle coagulation will tend to diminish any 

size dependence. However, SEM is used to directly size individual particles before 

EDS analysis is utilized to measure elemental composition, and errors such as these 

are not introduced. 

EDS analysis averaged over 12 separate individual particles taken from stage 

4 of Experiment 14, yield a Pb/Al mass ratio of 0.973, and an average PbO mass 

fraction of 18.0%, giving excellent agreement with the AA analysis (18.4%). From 

Experiment 20D, 32 particle analyses were obtained, 12 from Stage 1 and 20 from 

Stage 4. They yield an average Pb/Al mass ratio of 1.19 and an average lead mass 

fraction of 24.9%, which also compares well with the AA analysis (24.3%). EDS 
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analyses from Experiment 20D does confirm the existence of a weak size dependence 

for lead mass fraction whereas the data from experiment 14 is inconclusive (Figure 

3.14). The size dependence in Experiment 20D is much more reliable since it 

includes 32 particle analyses, whereas Experiment 14 is only based on 12 analyses. 

Consequently, the 95% confidence interval on the regression for Experiment 14 is 

quite large. A definite negative correlation between lead uptake and particle size 

does exist, and is indicative of some diffusion or reaction resistance to lead capture 

by sorbent, which is discussed in Section 3.4.7. 

One of the possible reasons the size dependence observed in Experiment 20D 

is not observed with the AA analyses of cascade impactor data, is the coagulation of 

elementary sorbent particles. The agglomerates comprised of these elementary 

particles reside on the largest stages as shown in Figure 3.15. Coagulation of these 

particles by brownian motion inside the furnace can not be a dominant mechanism 

for displacing lead to larger size. The mass density plots of the AA data (e.g. 

Figures 3.13, 3.22, and 3.27) do not show this displacement. However, the absolute 

quantity of mass displaced away from l~m. to larger sizes (Impactor Cup) is 

significant. The argument in Section 3.4.3 and MAEROS simulations do not support 

this displacement when brmmian coagulation is considered. However, turbulent 

coagulation could occur near the injection probes or in the sampling system, and 

apparently produce this effect. 

The impactor data for the experiments without cooling coils are samples taken 
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Figure 3.15: SEM Micrographs of large coagulated particles (sample from 
Experiment 17, Port 15, Stage 2). 
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from Ports 15 (Experiment 13) and 7 (Experiment 12). The peak flame temperature 

and residence time of the sorbent particles in Experiment 13, are fairly close to that 

of the high temperature experiments with cooling lances (Appendix B.2.5, Table 

B.2.5.1), but the sampling temperature is almost 300"K higher (Figure 3.11). In 

Experiment 12 by Port 7, the approximate residence time of the sorbent particles is 

only approximately 0.84 sec and the sampling temperature is 1354 oK. The AA for 

Experiment 13 show an average impactor elemental Pbl AI ratio of 1.24, and an 

average lead mass fraction of 21.8% (sorbent conversion ~ 29.58%). EDS analyses 

shows good agreement, yielding a ZAF corrected lead mass fraction of 20.5% for an 

average over 12 particles. The Pbl AI ratio is 1.14. The average impactor quantities 

for the AA analysis for Experiment 12 are not as significant since much of the lead 

exists as a water insoluble fume (Pb, PbO). Therefore, these quantities do not 

correspond to the actual lead content of the lead alumina-silicate particles. If the 

fume were water soluble, which happens to be the case when chlorine is present in 

the system, then an estimate of the fraction of the lead which forms the fume can be 

more accurately determined by AA, since the lead present in the lead alumina

silicate particles is not soluble in H20 (Section 3.4.6). However, analysis of the 

Experiment 12 impactor data shown in Figure 3.16, still does allow the approximate 

apportionment of total lead between captured lead and fine lead particulate fume to 

be calculated, if some assumptions are made. Stages 1 through 6 comprise mostly 

captured lead with a relatively constant Pb I AI ratio (no size dependence). Applying 
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this ratio to Stage 7 where fume now comprises a significant portion, the fraction of 

captured lead can be estimated there. The Impactor After-Filter contains mostly 

fume since very little AI is detected. Now, the total fraction of captured lead on the 

entire cascade impactor is estimated at 70.3%. This estimate is probably somewhat 

high, because, as shown later (Section 3.4.6), some fume will also deposit on large 

particle size stages due to brownian diffusion. A better estimate is obtained when 

the fume is appreciably water soluble and solubility analysis is utilized to account for 

the portion of fume at the larger sizes (Section 3.4.6). Nonetheless, this data infers 

that approximately 30% of the lead was still in the vapor state just prior to sampling 

since the sampling temperature was well above the metal dewpoint (:::: 1248°K), 
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preventing fume formation inside the furnace. This could possibly be due to a 

significant saturation vapor pressure of lead over sorbent at this temperature prior 

to sampling. It is also possible that this is a residence time effect for capture by a 

irreversible reaction (see Section 3.4.7). 

In the high temperature experiments presented here, the enrichment of lead 

on the Impactor After Filter increases with the sampling temperature and decreases 

with residence time. Possible explanations for this will be discussed in Section 3.4.7 

on mechanisms of lead capture. In all low, intermediate, and high temperature 

experiments, at relatively low sampling temperatures « 850-9000 K) the capture of 

lead by sorbent results in a unimodal mass distribution, with no enrichment of lead 

on the After Filter. Figure 3.17 shows the three Port 15 samples, where the relatively 

high enrichment in Experiment 13 corresponds to a sampling temperature of 1120"K 

due to the lack of cooling lances. The residence time at Port 15 decreases by about 

20% due to the higher temperatures. This enrichment trend would be consistent 

with equilibrium thermodynamics exerting an influence on capture (see Section 

3.4.7). 

In all the high temperature experiments, all the lead alumina-silicate particles 

were observed by SEM to be spherical in shape which indicates that these particle 

had undergone fusion (Figure 3.18). The fusion temperature of pure kaolinite 

reported in the literature is 2083°C. However, the kaolinite contains significant 

quantities of impurities ( approximately 5 % Ti, FE, K) which can drastically effect 
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the melting temperature of the sorbent. Therefore, to determine if lead were the 

cause of the fusion, samples of kaolinite without lead introduced into the system were 

injected at three different temperatures and compared with SEM analysis with those 

samples collected with lead in the system. The injection temperature was 1302°C 

for the kaolinite. Comparison between the high temperature lead alumina-silicate 

particles and kaolinite particles are shown in Figure 3.18. From visual observation 

of Stage 4 (approximately 1J.£m.) particles, approximately half the kaolinite particles 

have fused and taken on a spherical shape. Many particles keep the irregular jagged 

appearance of the original kaolinite, whereas some have a smooth but not spherical 

appearance as though they had begun to soften but not fully melt. This is certainly 
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Figure 3.18: SEM Micrographs of a kaolinite sample (top graph) and a 
kaolinite/lead sample (bottom graph) from Experiment 14, Port 
15 (No chlorine in either case). 
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related to the exact time temperature history a given kaolinite particle experiences 

and the specific composition of the particle. Those with grains of impurities 

(Potassium, K20; or pyrite, Fe20 3) may have the required fluxes to induce melting 

at a much lower temperature. However, the important point to be made here is that 

the particles samples taken under very similar conditions (i.e. injection temperature, 

temperature profile, sampling port, feed rates, etc.) show that all particles are 

completely spherical when lead is present. This shows that lead not only is 

interacting with the kaolinite, but is having a significant effect of its fusion 

temperature through formation of a lead alumina-silicate melt. Whether or not 

particle fusion (pore closure) forces the significant portion of capture to occur at the 

external particle surface is a topic of discussion in Section 3.4.7. 

3.4.6 AA and EDS/SEM Analysis with Chlorine Injection 

The examination of the DMPS/CNC data showed the formation of a bimodal 

distribution when kaolinite was injected with chlorine present (Section 3.4.4). It is 

hypothesized that this occurs because the sorbent is less reactive with PbCl2, and 

consequently a significant fraction of lead that does not react is available to form a 

fine submicron fume. Experiments 17 and 18 show that this fraction increases with 

increasing Cl/Pb molar ratio in the system. Both the AA and SEM/EDS data of this 

section corroborate this. 

The AA analyses of cascade impactor data in this section also allow a more 
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accurate estimate of the fraction of lead which is reactively captured as a function 

of chlorine content. AA analyses are on 30-60 minute time average samples, and 

variations due to fluctuations in the sorbent feed rate are suppressed. Additionally, 

the Impactor After Filter captures the major portion of the mass of submicron fume, 

but some of these particles may fall below the measurable range of the DMPS/CNC. 

The temperature data for the two high temperature experiments which 

represent the effect of chlorine on the sorbent propensity for lead is shown in Figure 

3.19. Except for the chlorine injection rate, the experimental conditions are almost 

identical, and thus the temperature profiles are very close. Cooling lances were 

inserted in Ports 7-10 as was the case in Experiments 14 and 20D with no chlorine 

injection. The flue gas residence times at Port 15 were 2.64 sec. and 2.63 sec. for 

Experiments 17 and 18, respectively (see Appendix B.2.5, Table B.2.5.1). 

AA analysis on the lead/sorbent sample extracted from flue gas where the 

total inlet Pb/CI molar ratio is 2/1, is shown by Experiment 17 in Figure 3.20. The 

average overall Pb/ AI mass ratio, lead mass fraction, and calculated sorbent 

conversion, are 1.22, 21.8%, and 29.1 %, respectively. Like the high temperature 

samples without chlorine, these numbers do not represent the average for the 

particles comprising the lead alumina-silicate mode, since they incorporate the lead 

fume also. However, the data in Figure 3.20 together with the measured water 

soluble components (Figure 3.21) give an estimate of that fraction of the lead which 

is water soluble fume, and that fraction which is chemically fixed (water insoluble) 
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Figure 3.19: The experimental temperature profiles for the high temperature 
experiments with and without chlorine, and with four cooling 
lances in Ports 7-10. 
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Figure 3.20: Top Graph: sampled during lead and kaolinite injection. 
Bottom Graph: sampled during lead injection only. Data from 
Experiment 17, port 15 eel/Ph molar ratio of 2/1). 
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in the sorbent particles. AA analysis on samples from selected impactor stages are 

prepared with DI H20 and slightly acidic Dr H20, before they are finally dissolved 

in strong acid. The water solubility of PbCl2 is known to be much higher than Pb, 

PbO, or the lead alumina-silicate compound. The low water solubility of the lead in 

the sorbent particles was determined by AA water solubility tests in the experiments 

with no chlorine where SEMjEDS determined that essentially all the lead comprised 

these particles. As shown in Figure 3.21, samples were tested for water solubility on 

only 3 stages to represent course, medium, and fine particulate. Stage 2 (course) 

contained a very small mass loading and the measurement is susceptible to 

experimental error. Thus Stage 4 (dp::::IJ,Lm) was assumed to be representative of the 

water soluble fraction (fume) from Stage 0 through 6. Stage 7 shows an increased 

water soluble fraction due to the PbCl2 fume and this data only represents that stage. 

Finally, the After Filter is primarily water soluble (PbCI2) indicated by the 

predominance of lead and lack of AI from AA acid soluble analysis. If only lead that 

is soluble in strong acid is assumed to have been scavenged by sorbent, the 

assumptions above yield an approximate mass fraction of lead uptake of 79.7% of the 

total lead. This leads to a corrected approximation of the average lead mass fraction 

of a sorbent particles of 18.2%. 

The mass density derived from both the DMPSjCNC volume concentration 

data and the impactor are matched in Figure 3.22 where the bimodal distribution is 

very evident. SEMjEDS confirm the formation of fused spherical lead alumina-
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silicate particles (Figure 3.23) comprising the larger micron sized mode, which 

resulted from the lead interacting with the sorbent. The small particle mode results 

from unreacted lead which forms a PbCl2 fume in the sampling probe. 

EDS spectroscopy confirm that the major portion of lead still comprise the 

fused lead alumina-silicate particles, which is consistent with the AA analysis given 

above. However, unlike the experiments with no chlorine, the EDS analyses show 

an average sorbent particle lead mass fraction is significantly higher than the AA 

analysis in this case. For a 20 particle average, EDS yields a Pb / AI ratio of 1.38, and 

a lead mass fraction of 23.9%, which corresponds to a calculated sorbent conversion 

of 33.17%. In the absence of experimental error or bias, the numbers from the AA 

are expected to be higher since in includes the PbCl2 fume, whereas the particles 

analyzed by EDS are only indicative of the lead alumina-silicate particles. However, 

the opposite is true since PbCl2 fume, with a lead mass fraction of 74.5%, coats the 

surface of these particles. This occurs from deposition of fume by brownian 

diffusion, and will certainly bias the EDS analyses to high lead. ZAP corrected EDS 

analysis assumes a homogeneous sample. Despite the fact that PbCl2 fume will 

deposit on stages comprising larger sorbent particles, the majority of particles still 

collect on Stage 7 and the After Filter by inertial impaction as is intended by 

impactor design. Consequently, a good match is still obtained with the DMPS/CNC 

data for the fine lead submicron mode. 

AA analysis show little size dependence for the lead mass fraction with the 
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Figure 3.23: SEM Micrographs of lead alumina-silicate particles with PbCl2 

fume. Data from Experiment 17, Port 15, Impactor Stage 5 
(Cl/Pb molar ratio of 2/1). 
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exception of Stage 7 and the After Filter (submicron particles) which are indicative 

of the PbCl2 fume preferentially depositing on these stages. However, SEM/EDS 

individual particle analyses avoid the sampling errors inherent to the cascade 

impactor, and make it possible to detect a weak size dependence which may 

otherwise not be discernible. Figure 3.24 show these analyses plotted for Experiment 

17 and Experiment 18, which was performed at high excess chlorine, and will be 

discussed shortly. Experiment 17 include 20 particle analyses, whereas Experiment 

18 only include 12. Therefore, the 95% confidence interval is smaller in Experiment 

17 which makes this regression somewhat more reliable. In interpreting the size 

dependent EDS data in this study, the statistical certainty is not great enough to 

enable comparisons to be made on the size dependence of different experiments. 

However, the data does show that in general a weak size dependence does exist. 

AA analysis for Experiment 18 performed at high excess chlorine, yield an 

overall impactor lead mass average of 17.8% (Figure 3.25). Lead is now the 

predominant species on both Stages 7 and the After Filter after sorbent injection. 

This is indicative of the PbCl2 submicron mode evolving to a larger size in the probe 

since more mass is now available to do so at high excess chlorine. A relatively 

constant lead mass fraction is observed on Stages 0 through 6, which does not 

necessarily mean that absolutely no size dependence exist as shown in Figure 3.24. 

The average fraction of lead captured by sorbent particles was estimated to be 37.8% 

by using the water solubility analysis in Figure 3.26 together with the distribution of 
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Figure 3.24: EDS particle analyses for lead content from impactor samples. 
Top Graph: Experiment 17 (stage 5,2), Cl/Pb molar ratio of 
2/1, Bottom Graph: Experiment 18 (stage 5), CljPb molar ratio 
of 17/1. 
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Figure 3.25: Top Graph: sampled during lead and kaolinite injection. Bottom 
Graph: sampled during lead injection only. Data from Experiment 18, 
Port 15 (CljPb molar ratio of 17/1). 
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Figure 3.26: Lead solubility measured in DI H20, slightly acidic H20 (PH4), and 
strong acid. Data from Experiment 18, Port 15 (CI/Pb molar ratio of 
17 II). 
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total impactor stage mass (Figure 3.25) in the same manner as Experiment 17. This 

gives an estimate of the corrected lead mass fraction comprising the sorbent particles 

of only 7.04%, which corresponds to a 7.54 conversion. Thus, a significant reduction 

in lead uptake occurs at high excess chlorine. 

Once again the calculated agreement between the mass densities derived from 

AA analysis and the DMPSjCNC data is quite good (Figure 3.27). As opposed to 

Experiment 17, the bimodal distribution now shows a relatively small change in the 

fine lead submicron mode resulting from the emergence of the micron size sorbent 

particles. This is obviously related to the high excess chlorine inhibiting capture. 

The large mode is still comprised of lead alumina-silicate particles, but AA and 

SEMjEDS analysis show the average lead content of a particle to be much smaller. 

The increase in the quantity of fume relative to the amount of lead captured 

is supported by SEMjEDS results. The 12 particle analyses in Figure 3.24 yield an 

average lead mass fraction of 15.2%. Since the particle analyses are over particle 

sizes which encompass most of the sorbent particle mass, this number is probably 

representative of an average over all sizes even though the lead mass fraction was 

experimentally shown to be weakly size dependent. The measured value of 15.2% 

by EDS is much higher than the AA calculated value of 7.04% due to the fact that 

now a much larger quantity of the PbCl2 fume coats these particles even on Stage 5, 

and causes a greater lead bias relative to Experiment 17. SEM micrographs for 

particle samples from Stage 5 (Figure 3.28) show these fused spherical lead alumina-
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Figure 3.28: SEM Micrographs of samples of lead alumina-silicate particles coated 
with fume (top), and a closeup of fume particles (bottom). Data from 
Experiment 18, Port 15, Impactor Stage 5 (Cl/Pb ratio of 17/1). 
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silicate particles along with a significant quantity of the fume coating both the filter 

and the large mode particles. An EDS analysis over an area of fume shows 

predominantly lead and chlorine, reaffirming the fact that this fume is largely PbC12• 

However, unlike Experiment 17, the existence of more PbCl2 fume, which increased 

the high lead bias, is insufficient to cause the lead fraction by EDS to be higher than 

the overall lead mass fraction measured by AA (17.8%). This is another indication 

that much less lead uptake is occurring by the sorbent particles in Experiment 18 

than 17. The inhibiting effect of chlorine on lead capture is reinforced by the fact 

that in Experiment 18 (high excess chlorine), the gross gravimetric measurement 

indicates a higher average kaolinite feed, yet less of the fraction of lead is scavenged 

by sorbent. The iead injection rate was almost identical in both cases (Appendix 

Al,Table A1.2). 

A summary of all the cascade impactor data can be found in Table 3.1. For 

the mass fraction lead, the AA analysis represents all lead deposited on the impactor 

regardless of its form. The EDS particle average includes lead alumina-silicate 

particles ranging in size form 0.25 ",m to 1.5 ",m, with a mass average size close to 

1 ",m from visual observation. This average includes the bias caused by PbCl2 fume. 

All the lead is trapped in the lead alumina-silicate particles for the experiments 

without chlorine. For this reason, excellent agreement is obtained for the EDS 

particle arithmetic average and the AA impactor average. Water solubility analysis 

show that very little of the captured lead is water soluble. 
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Mass Fraction Lead Mass Percent 
Experiment ofHzO Average 

FromAA, EDS Particle 
Insoluble Kaolinite 

Lead (Acid Feed 
Avg. over all Avg. 

Soluble) (g/min) 
Stages (# samples) 

12 25.7 ---- --- ----
13 21.8 20.5(12) 96.6 ----
14 18.4 18.0(12) 96.7 ----

17 21.8(18.2) 23.9(20) 79.7 5.11 
18 17.8(7.04) 15.2( 12) 37.8 7.83 

20D 17.8(8.18) 15.2( 12) 37.8 7.83 

Table 3.1: Cascade Impactor Summary for high temperature experiments. 

Reviewing the experiments with chlorine, lead occurs in both the PbCl2 (::::: 

0.01 J.£m) and lead alumina silicate particle modes (::::: 1.0 J.£m). Therefore, the AA 

data will show higher mass fractions of lead on Stage 7 and the After Filter where 

the submicron PbCl2 particles preferentially reside. Additionally, the AA data should 

give a higher impactor average (fume + sorbent) for lead mass fraction than the 

EDS average on the lead alumina-silicate particles, if the X-Ray attenuation caused 

by the PbCl2 fume coating these particles could be avoided. The solubility analyses 

were used to estimate the apportionment of lead between water soluble PbClz and 

water insoluble lead alumina-silicate particles. The AA impactor average could then 

be corrected to represent the lead mass fraction comprising only the lead alumina-

silicate particles (the number in parenthesis). Despite the fact that the EDS particle 

average represents only one stage, comparison with the corrected AA sorbent particle 
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cascade impactor average (all stages) lead mass fraction can be made, since AA and 

EDS/SEM analysis showed only a weak size dependence for lead mass fraction on 

those stages comprised mostly of lead alumina-silicate particles (Stages 0-6), and 

selective EDS analyses on one stage still cover the major portion of the particle sizes 

where most of the mass of the sorbent particles reside. For stoichiometric chlorine 

injection (Experiment 17), the particle average lead mass fraction by EDS is 31.3% 

higher than the corrected AA value. Because the PbCl2 fume deposited some 

particles on the large particle size stages by particle diffusion, as confirmed by SEM, 

the lead alumina-silicate particles will be coated with a layer of PbCl2 fume and will 

bias the count of characteristic lead X-rays to higher values. In Experiment 18, the 

EDS average is double the water solubility corrected AA average because of the 

much larger quantity of fume which was present at high excess chlorine to coat the 

lead alumina-silicate particles (Figure 3.28). However, despite the high bias in this 

case, the relatively low sorbent capture still cause the average lead mass fraction by 

EDS to be lower than the overall impactor lead mass fraction of 17.8%, which is not 

the case in Experiment 17. The estimated sorbent injection rates reinforce the 

experimental observation that lead capture is diminished with increasing chlorine 

content. 

3.4.7 Possible Lead Capture Scenarios 

An examination of all the DMPS/CNC, AA, and SEM/EDS data have shown 
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that the effect of kaolinite on the sub micron aerosol in the presence of chlorine 

results in a bimodal distribution; a PbCl2 sub micron mode, and a lead alumina

silicate mode centered at approximately 1 j.£m (see Section 3.4.6). In the presence 

of stoichiometric quantity of chlorine (CljPb molar ratio of 2), the submicron mass 

of PbCl2 is relatively small, and the mass of lead captured by sorbent is relatively 

large when compared to the experiments at high excess chlorine. Theoretical 

thermodynamic equilibrium predictions provides some insight into the differences 

observed for the sorbent utilization with respect to the amount of chlorine injected. 

The NASA equilibrium program (Gordon and McBride, 1973) was utilized to 

simulate the gas phase composition as a function of temperature for Experiments 17 

and 18 (Figure 3.29). Kaolinite is not included as one of the solid/liquid phase 

compounds in the eqUilibrium simulations since thermodynamic data for the reaction 

products and/or the liquid solutions kaolinite forms with lead are not available. 

However, the simulations can give us an idea of what lead species are stable locally 

in the gas phase well above a kaolinite surface as a function of both temperature and 

the ratio of CI to Pb in a flue gas environment. The simulations generated the points 

indicated by symbols, and SigmaPlot software was utilized to generate either gaussian 

or polynomial fits to the points. The analytical expressions for the composition of 

each species is used in the modelling efforts in Chapter 4. The most significant 

feature of these plots is the temperature at which the transition of PbO to PbCl2 

occurs in the gas phase. If we assume that gas phase kinetics are fast and actual 
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concentrations are close to equilibrium values, the kaolinite will exist with a 

significant quantity of lead as PbO/Pb in the gas phase only above 14001< at high 

excess chlorine. This is relatively close to the injection temperature, and provides 

a relatively short time period for the kaolinite to interact with the lead in its vapor 

state as Pb or PbO. The transition temperature for the case when the stoichiometric 

quantity of chlorine is injected is noo·c, and this provides a relatively long period 

of time for the kaolinite to interact with the lead in the vapor state as Pb/PbO. 

Thus, the inability of sorbent to react with PbCl2 from the gas phase can explain the 

sorbent test results ofthe previous section, which show::::: 79.7% of the lead captured 

at stoichiometric chlorine injection, and only 37.8% capture at high excess chlorine. 

It is also possible that the formation of the stable species PbCl2 in the gas phase, 

cause lead to be drawn back out of the liquid sorbent particles that was captured at 

higher temperature when Pb /PbO were the stable species. 

The lead sorbent sample from Experiment 12 gives additional evidence for the 

capture scenario proposed above. The experimental conditions in Experiment 12 are 

very similar to Experiment 17, except no chlorine is injected. The Port 7 Experiment 

12 lead/sorbent impactor sample shows that approximately 30% of the lead is not 

captured at a sampling temperature of 1354"K. This is close to the temperature in 

Experiment 17 where the PbCl2 gas phase concentration is theoretically predicted to 

rapidly increase as the stable species as the temperature falls off further, and 

ultimately 20% of the lead was not captured in this case. Therefore, it appears as 
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though reactive scavenging of lead in an atmosphere with chlorine proceeds as it 

would in an atmosphere without chlorine, until this thermodynamic transition 

temperature is reached where PbC12 becomes the stable flue gas species. 

The kinetic parameters utilized to fit the MAEROS model to the high 

temperature lead capture data (see Section 4.4), support this conclusion. If 

MAEROS were to assume that the reaction occurs on internal pore surfaces with an 

Effectiveness Factor of one, the intrinsic rates would need to be on the order of 

1000x greater than the bench scale rates of Uberoi (1990) in order for MAEROS to 

predict the experimental percent lead captured by sorbent. MAEROS actually 

assumes that reaction occurs on the external liquid sorbent particle surface, in which 

case intrinsic rates are on the order of l.E5x greater than the bench scale rates. 

However, for the flue gas environment in the bench scale experiments, the 

theoretically determined thermodynamic ratio of PbO /PbC12 ranged from 

approximately 0.01 to 0.0001 for temperatures that ranged from 600 to SOO·e. 

Therefore, if in fact the reaction does occur with PbO rather than PbC12, the fitted 

bench scale intrinsic rate parameters required to match the data with the above 

investigator'S model would be much greater. Therefore, the high intrinsic rates 

required by the MAEROS model may not be inconsistent with those found in the 

bench scale experiments if the reactive species is actually PbO, and not PbCl.,. 

Furthermore, the energy barrier for lead to incorporate itself into a liquid alumina

silicate melt is probably much lower than a lead compound (i.e PbO) incorporating 
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itself into a crystal lattice. Therefore, reaction rates may increase upon a phase 

change to the liquid state. 

The question now becomes how the reactive scavenging of lead species 

actually occur with the sorbent? Does reaction, diffusion, chemical thermodynamics, 

or some combination of these control the rate of lead uptake? We will attempt to 

outline what physicochemical processes are possible based on the experimental data. 

A very useful form of the data for this purpose is the particle size dependence of the 

mass fraction of lead captured by sorbent. The data in this chapter generally show 

a fairly weak size dependence( < 1/ dp). The reactive version of the MAEROS model 

in Section 4.4 will test some of the mechanisms proposed in this section. 

The lead can react on either the internal surface of a porous sorbent particle, 

or the external surface of a fused sorbent particle. There is irrefutable evidence that 

the sorbent particles do eventually fuse inside the system in the high temperature 

experiments. It is certain from SEM microscopy that essentially all the particles 

sampled at Port 15 had been liquid at one time, since they all acquired a nearly 

perfectly spherical shape. The fusion temperature of pure kaolinite is 2083°C. 

Small levels of certain impurities such as lead are known to significantly reduce the 

fusion temperature (Uberoi (1990), Geller and Bunting (1943». Figure 3.18 showed 

that even in the absence of lead, sufficient quantities of other mineral impurities (I(, 

Fe) are available in the kaolinite to induce a large fraction of the sorbent particles 

to fuse (:::::50%). This suggests that very little additional lead would be required to 
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induce the complete melting of all the sorbent particles. 

If lead reaction occurred only with a porous solid sorbent particle, the reaction 

stoichiometry for the crystalline reaction product, Al20 3-2Si02-PbO, limits the 

maximum attainable lead mass fraction to 50%. EDS analyses often yield particle 

lead mass fractions well in excess of 50% giving yet another indication of liquid 

phase reaction products where the lead mass fraction can exceed 50% (Geller and 

Bunting, 1943). These observations were also made in the bench scale kinetic 

experiments of Uberoi (1990) where significant lead uptake occurred in the exterior 

fused layer of the kaolinite flake, where the surface lead mass fraction was 

approximately 64%. 

A mechanism whereby the major fraction of lead captured is explained solely 

by internal gas-solid reaction, where kaolinite reacts much faster with Pb/PbO than 

PbCl2 does not seem plausible given the decreasing fraction of lead captured with 

increasing chlorine content. To show that this is the case, we assume this capture 

scenario occurs and then show that this leads to an inconsistency with the data. 

Particle fusion eventually stops reaction by this capture mechanism due to the 

elimination of internal surface area. First consider the fact that Experiments 14, 17, 

and 18 are performed under almost identical conditions except for Cl/Pb ratio (0, 2, 

and 17 respectively), and therefore, the average temperature histories of the particles 

are similar. As previously mentioned, the fusion temperature of the particle is 

expected to decrease with increasing lead content. The actual temperatures of such 
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small kaolinite particles will quickly equilibrate with the gas phase temperature and 

then drop with the flue gas temperature profile in the furnace. The sorbent particles 

melt either by the reaction with lead, or by some impurity (Fe,K) contained within 

the original kaolinite which causes the fusion temperature to decrease and overtake 

the falling gas (particle) temperature. By assumption the kaolinite with no chlorine 

injection (Experiment 14) captures lead faster than kaolinite particles existing in 

atmospheres of increasing CljPb ratio. In Experiment 18, the average lead mass 

fraction of the sorbent particles was roughly 7%, wherein Experiment 14 it was 18%. 

Consider the average sorbent particle with a lead mass fraction that reaches 7%, 

particle fusion occurs at some temperature Te, and lead capture stops (Experiment 

18). The residence time required for the lead composition to attain this composition 

in the system without chlorine (Experiment 14) must be shorter since reaction is 

faster by assumption. Therefore, the particle temperature at 7% lead now should be 

higher than Te, since particle temperature in the furnace decreases with time, and 

thus reaction should have already stopped due to particle fusion. A lead mass 

fraction somewhat less than 7% must be attained. This contradicts the experimental 

observations that the capture increases with decreasing chlorine content. Therefore, 

a capture scenario in which most of the mass transfer of lead occurs to and from a 

liquid lead alumina-silicate particle seems likely. 

There is a possible flaw in this argument which could still allow an internal 

particle surface reaction to account for significant lead capture. The characteristic 
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time for particle fusion to actually occur could be much larger than the characteristic 

time of mass transport and reaction. In other words even if the particle has a 

sufficient quantity of lead or some mineral impurity (K,Fe) to induce fusion 

according to chemical equilibrium, the actual time required for fusion and pore 

closure may be long enough to allow additional lead to diffuse into the particle and 

react so that lead concentrations well beyond the equilibrium values for maintaining 

the solid state are obtained. This possibility could not be discounted since the author 

could find no means of estimating a particle fusion time. 

However, some of the experimental evidence may indicate a characteristic 

time required for particle fusion to occur. It is certain that sorbent particles will 

eventually melt when sampling temperatures are above 700·C for the sorbent 

particle average lead mass fractions obtained in these experiments. A ternary phase 

diagram has been published for the PbO-Si02-Al20 3 system (Geller and Bunting, 

1943). This data is sparse and liquidus temperatures over the appropriate 

composition range is not available. However, from EDS analysis Uberoi (1990) 

determined that the lead composition at the location of the fusion point in the 

kaolinite flake used in his kinetic experiments is 11.4% at 700·C. Temperatures in 

Experiment 13 were well in excess of 700·C and, in addition, the average sorbent 

particle lead mass fraction reached 21.8% by Port 15. This suggests that at least half 

of the lead reacted with a liquid sorbent particle if fusion (pore closure) occurred 

instantaneously when the equilibrium lead concentration for a phase change was 
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attained. This also implies the lead alumina-silicate particles remain liquid at 

temperatures which are well below the sampling temperature (1354 OK) in 

Experiment 12 (Port 7). Since approximately 30% of the lead was still not captured 

at this temperature, at least this fraction of the lead mass would be transferred into 

liquid sorbent particles downstream of this sampling port in the cases without 

chlorine inhibiting the reaction since 100% of the lead is eventually captured in these 

cases by Port 15. Even though the particles are of sufficient temperature and lead 

content to eventually fuse from an equilibrium standpoint, the assumption is that 

fusion was sufficiently rapid to have occurred by Port 7. However, SEM imaging of 

lead/sorbent particles from Experiment 12 Port 7 show that all particle's had not yet 

fused! Some particles were fused (spherical), some were partly fused (rounded 

edges), and some were still jagged and irregular, especially the big particles. 

Therefore, this piece of experimental evidence would support the internal surface 

reaction as causing fusion and, at the same time, accounting for the major portion 

of lead capture by sorbent. 

If reaction on internal pore surfaces is the predominant mode of lead capture, 

can it explain the weak size dependence for lead uptake. The Thiele Modulus, a 

dimensionless constant, is a measure of the relative importance of intraparticle 

diffusion or reaction in controlling the global rate of reaction by a porous solid 

particle. An estimate of the Thiele Modulus is obtained with the following 

information; 1) kinetic parameters obtained by Uberoi (1990) for the first order 
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reaction of kaolinite with PbCI2, and 2) the physical properties of meta-kaolinite 

obtained by Punjak (1988) with BET and Hg porosimetry measurements. However, 

the kinetic parameters are extrapolated above the temperature range over which they 

were obtained, and furthermore Pb/PbO are probably the actual reactive lead 

species as previously discussed in this section. Using Uberoi's kinetic rates, for the 

conservative choice of particle size (10J.Lm.), the Thiele Modulus is still only 0.202 for 

temperatures as high as 1600°K. It would require a reaction coefficient at least 100x 

greater at these extreme conditions before intra-particle diffusion is rate controlling 

in a 10 J.Lm. particle. Since the intrinsic rates needed to be on the order of 1000x 

faster in order to model (MAEROS) the rate of lead capture given the particle 

densities and residence times of our system, a lead capture mechanism by internal 

particle reaction which is consistent with a weak particle size dependence for lead 

uptake, is possible. If the reaction is in fact slow enough for the average 

effectiveness factor to be very close to unity, the only way in which the slight size 

dependence could be explained is the physical condensation of residual unreacted 

lead when flue gas temperatures drop below the dew point temperatures downstream 

in the furnace or in the particle sampling probe. This is a topic of discussion in 

Section 4.4 on MAEROS modelling of lead/sorbent systems. 

The possibility that reaction on external fused sorbent particle surfaces is 

significant must be given serious consideration since the sorbent particles mass mean 

diameter is still quite small (:::::lJ.Lm). The external surface to volume ratio is only 
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about two orders of magnitude smaller than the total internal surface to volume ratio 

based on BET and Hg porosimetry measurements by Punjak (1988). Characteristic 

diffusion times both to and through these small liquid particles are quite rapid. To 

show this consider kaolinite in air injected as a turbulent jet into hot lead laden flue 

gases in laminar flow. The kaolinite recoveries by AA analysis indicate that at least 

10% of the total injected mass is recovered with the hot flue gases. Therefore, it is 

assumed that 10% of the sorbent mass becomes micromixed with the flue gas. This 

injection rate yields 100 p.m as a conservative estimate of the average distance 

between particles. The characteristic time for molecular diffusion across this distance 

is 104 sec. assuming a lead gas phase diffusivity of 104 m2/sec. Therefore, particle 

densities are high enough for all vaporized lead to have an opportunity to interact 

with a kaolinite particle. Mass transfer from the bulk gas to the particle is estimated 

by assuming the Nusselt number (~~/D) of two; where <\, is the particle diameter, 

D is the molecular diffusivity, and ~ is the mass transfer coefficient. Since the gas 

film surrounding the particle is on the same order of thickness as the particle 

diameter, the characteristic diffusion time across the film is lO-8sec. If this transport 

step controlled the rate of lead capture by sorbent, the mass fraction of lead captured 

by a particle of size dp would be proportional to 1/<\,2. Therefore, diffusional 

processes should not be the rate controlling step because these characteristic times 

are extremely fast, and this strong size dependence is not experimentally observed. 

For a conservative choice of particle size (l0-5p.m.), and assuming lead liquid 
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diffusivities are roughly four orders of magnitude less than the corresponding gas 

phase diffusivity (1O-8m2/sec), a characteristic time for intra-particle diffusion in the 

liquid melt is 10-2 sec. As previously mentioned, in order to explain the lead capture 

for typical sorbent particle densities and residence times, the intrinsic reaction rates 

would be required to be on the order of 100,00Ox greater than the bench scale 

intrinsic rates of Uberoi (1990) given above. Therefore, the reaction at the particle 

surface and diffusion to and through the particle are very fast, and we must be able 

to visualize how this could result in a weak size dependence for it to be plausible 

mechanism. This requires consideration of a reversible reaction at the sorbent 

particle interphase. 

Figure 3.30 is shown to help visualize the liquid phase capture scenario 

proposed here. In the high temperature experiments, once the kaolinite particles are 

entrained in the hot flue gas, they may fuse even without any lead uptake by gas-solid 

reaction (Figure 3.18). Lead uptake is initially controlled by inter-particle mass 

transfer, and, the mass fraction of lead would follow a l/d/ dependence at early 

residence times. If the saturation vapor pressures of lead above the sorbent are 

sufficiently low, for a very fast irreversible reaction at the liquid particle surface, lead 

capture could remain in this regime (l/d/) until all lead is captured. Thus, the small 

particles will trap most of the captured lead. If the irreversible surface reaction 

starts controlling the rate of capture, then the size dependence of the particle lead 

mass fraction would become proportional to 1/~. If equilibrium saturation vapor 
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pressures are sufficiently high, the more likely it is for the reverse reaction to become 

important. As the flue gas lead concentration is rapidly diminished by the smaller 

sorbent particles, the saturation vapor pressure of these high lead concentration 

particles is approached by the bulk phase lead vapor pressure. Therefore, scavenging 

of lead by the larger particles, or the freshly entrained particles still containing little 

or no lead, becomes relatively fast. If equilibrium saturation vapor pressures of lead 

above the sorbent are significant relative to the bulk lead vapor pressure determined 

by the initial lead loading, the larger particles can still capture significant quantities 

of lead after the transfer rates to the smaller particles decrease. Furthermore, as the 
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large particles start to capture most of the remaining lead, and bulk vapor pressures 

are diminished further, the high lead content small particles could actually release 

lead they captured earlier, causing a net transfer from small to large particles. These 

processes would tend to diminish any size dependence for the particle lead mass 

fraction before flue gas temperatures and saturation lead vapor pressures drop to the 

point where the driving force for the lead transfer becomes too low for significant 

transfer to occur. When this occurs, any size dependence still attained will be frozen 

in place. Ideally, if the process described above, was able to go to completion, a 

state of global equilibrium would be reached. Particles of all sizes would contain the 

same lead mass fraction with essentially the same saturation vapor pressure 

(neglecting the Kelvin effect). However, even if this condition were achieved locally, 

random variations of the lead mass content of a particle of a given size will always 

occur due to inhomogeneities in the system caused by factors such as fluctuation in 

the sorbent or lead feed rate and concentrations. Despite this, the average lead mass 

fraction of a sufficient number of sorbent particles would still show no size 

dependence if the global equilibrium condition is closely maintained. Further 

analysis and discussion of the experimental data and experimental observations, will 

attempt to show if the above mechanisms could be important. 

In addition to the weak size dependence for lead uptake shown by the EDS 

analyses, the data showing greater lead enrichment on the Impactor After Filter at 

higher sampling temperatures (Figures 3.16 and 3.17) would also be consistent with 
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reaction with a reversible influence. The reason for this is that a significant 

saturation vapor pressure of the reacting lead species would cause the formation of 

fume upon temperature quench either downstream in the furnace or in the sampling 

probe. This fine aerosol would preferentially deposit on the small particle impactor 

stages. However, in Figure 3.16 the Port 15 samples at low sampling temperature 

have a significantly shorter residence time (by 20%) than the high temperature Port 

15 sample. Likewise, the Experiment 12 sample extracted at 1354°K in Figure 3.16, 

has an average residence time of only 0.84 sec. Therefore, an alternative explanation 

would be that the irreversible reaction occurring over the shorter residence time 

available for the higher temperature samples is sufficiently slow to result in sufficient 

unreacted lead to form this fine aerosol fume upon temperature quench. This 

possibility is tested in Section 4.4. 

Whether or not the capture mechanism is influenced by the reverse reaction 

is difficult to answer with the type of data collected in this study. If adequate 

thermodynamic models are developed with the pertinent thermochemical data (i.e 

lead alumina-silicates and alumina-silicate compounds), the role of equilibrium 

thermodynamics could be tested. This was not possible for the current study. 

The reversible liquid sorbent lead capture scenario may appear inconsistent 

with the data of Uberoi (1990). His desorption experiments indicated that the 

reaction of PbCl2 with kaolinite is irreversible at 700°C, since no appreciable 

desorption of lead occurred from the hot sorbent flake. However, PbD, not PbCI2, 
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was the stable gas phase lead species above the sorbent since reaction was 

terminated by reversing the flow over the PbClz source. Therefore, chlorine was not 

contained in the atmosphere during the desorption test. Furthermore, the current 

experiments reached significantly higher sampling temperatures than 700·C 

Consequently, vapor pressures of lead may be sufficiently high, especially in a 

chlorine atmosphere, for the reverse reaction to now playa more significant role. 

The bench scale experiments of Uberoi (1990) are also not inconsistent with 

the experimental results showing the marked decrease in lead capture efficiencies as 

the CI/Pb ratio is increased. Their fixed bed sorbent experiments, which compared 

the relative abilities of different types of sorbents to capture lead, showed very high 

capture efficiencies for PbClz (92%). This is not a significant difference from the 

79.7% obtained in the current experiments when the CI/Pb ratio was 2/1 since 

residence times are only on the order of seconds, and the unreacted Pb to sorbent 

ratio in the flue gas may have been much higher than in the bench scale fixed bed 

experiment. 

The discussion in this section summarizes the possible physicochemical 

mechanisms by which lead could be captured by sorbent. The relative importance 

of capture by internal pore surface reaction and/or reaction at the external fused 

sorbent particle surface is difficult to ascertain. The SEM morphological data from 

Experiment 12 (Port 7), suggest that most of the capture may occur on internal 

sorbent particle surfaces. However, calculation of the rapid characteristic diffusion 
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times to and through typical sorbent particles prevent lead capture at the exterior 

surface from being discounted. If this capture mechanism were to occur to a 

significant extent, it is unlikely that the weak experimental size dependence of lead 

in the sorbent particles could be explained without assuming that the reverse lead 

capture reaction is important. In other word, thermodynamic equilibrium plays an 

important role in determining lead capture rates. On the other hand if it is internal 

sorbent particle reactions that account for most lead capture, the reaction could be 

reversible or irreversible. The rate of internal lead capture by reaction only needs 

to be slow enough relative to internal diffusion to cause a slight size dependence. 

It is also possible that capture of this type occurs in the kinetically controlled regime, 

and the weak size dependence occurs from residual condensation of residual 

unreacted lead when temperatures fall below the metal dewpoint temperature either 

far downstream in the furnace or in the sampling probe. This point will be addressed 

in Section 4.4 on MAEROS lead/sorbent modelling. 

far downstream in the furnace or in the sampling probe. This point will be addressed 

in Section 4.4 on MAEROS lead/sorbent modelling. 

3.5 Intermediate Temperature Experiments 

Peak flame temperatures are approximately 1500K lower in the intermediate 

temperature experiments. Therefore, the lead capture mechanism for this set of 

experiments does show some differences relative to the set of high temperature 
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experiments in the previous section. The results which follow describe three 

experiments (9,10, 19b), and will illustrate these differences. The temperature profiles 

for these experiments are shown in Figure 3.31. Experiments 9 and 10 used a single 

cooling lance in Port 6, and injection air in Port 7. Experiment 19b utilized 4 cooling 

lances in Ports 7-10. 

3.5.1 Effect of Sorbent Injection on DMPS/CNC Mea<;urements without 
Chlorine Injection 

A very similar effect is observed for sorbent injection at the intermediate 

temperatures in Experiment 10, as the high temperature experiments of the previous 

section. A dramatic decrease in the submicron volume sampled at Port 9 occurs 

below approximately 0.2 J,Lm in particle diameter (Figure 3.32). However, like the 

high temperature AA sorbent samples (Experiments 12 and 13), some fine submicron 

lead particles persisted due to the relatively high sampling temperature (993°K). 

This high sampling temperature was obtained after removal of the cooling lance in 

Port 6. The remaining lead fume probably results from an appreciable lead vapor 

pressure above the sorbent at higher temperature, and rapid quench upon sampling 

forcing lead out the vapor phase as a fine particulate matter. The fine submicron 

lead remaining only amounts to approximately 0.3% of the original DMPSjCNC 

submicron lead volume, although Figure 3.32 shows some portion of this mode is cut-

off below the instrument's measurable range. Since this was the only DMPSjCNC 

measurements from a relatively high temperature sampling port, this is the only case 
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Figure 3.32: Sorbent Test; the effect of kaolinite on the subrnicron lead 
aerosol without chlorine. 
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where a bimodal distribution in the data results from sorbent injection without 

chlorine. 

Experiment 9 (Figure 3.33) shows a sorbent test where the original mass 

loading is only about 30 ppmv as opposed to 150 ppmv, assuming complete lead 

vaporization. The finest submicron particulate mode before sorbent injection, is not 

lead since it appeared in blank samples as a high number concentration of 

background particulate. The second mode is the lead particulate, and apparently the 

injection of lead at reduced concentration does not result in the disappearance of 

these substantial background particulate number concentrations found over the 

smallest size channels as it did for all the high temperature experiments at higher 

lead loading. However, the disappearance of all the DMPSjCNC fine particulate 

during sorbent injection indicates that lead capture is still very efficient at lower lead 

loading. 

However, this is only a modest reduction in lead loading. How are lower lead 

loadings expected to effect fractional lead capture? If lead capture is controlled by 

diffusion in series with an irreversible reaction, or a reversible reaction with the 

equilibrium vapor pressure insignificant relative the initial vapor pressure, lower lead 

loadings would reduce the absolute rate of capture, but the fractional rate of capture 

should not be significantly effected. On the other hand, if the global equilibrium 

capture scenario holds (see Section 3.4.7), lead removal would depend on the extent 

to which Pb jPbO prefers to exist in a condensed phase, either by reaction or 
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Figure 3.33: Sorbent Test; the effect of kaolinite on the sub micron lead 
aerosol without chlorine (low lead mass loading). 
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dissolution in a lead alumina-silicate melt. Thus, the limiting capture efficiency 

depends on the equilibrium saturation vapor pressure as a function of temperature 

and composition, and, the sampling temperature as long as the sorbent particle 

freezing temperature, which is a function of composition, does not exceed that 

temperature. Lower initial loadings would reduce capture, because the 

thermodynamic limit would amount to a larger fraction of the initial loading. 

However, lower initial loadings would also result in a lower thermodynamic limitation 

to the saturation vapor pressure because, for a given sorbent mass loading, the 

average ultimate mass fraction of lead is reduced. Therefore, how low initial lead 

loadings reduce capture efficiencies, depend on how the low loadings effect the 

eqUilibrium thermodynamics capture limitation at the sampling temperature and 

average sorbent particle composition, and, whether the saturation vapor pressure 

determined by this limitation is significant relative to the initial lead vapor pressure. 

The sensitivity and accuracy of the experimental measurements, prevented us from 

ascertaining the effects of the sorbent on very small quantities of lead. 

3.5.2 Effect of Sorbent Injection on DMPS/CNC Measurements with Chlorine 
Injection 

Experiment 19 had a chlorine injection rate corresponding to a CljPb molar 

ratio of 10 to 1. As was the case for the high temperature experiments, a bimodal 

distribution results from sorbent injection with the persistence of a fine particulate 

mode (Figure 3.34), rather than the shift of a unimodal distribution to larger size in 
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the chlorine free experiments (see Figure 3.13). Once again, it is interesting to see 

that during sorbent injection, an increase in amplitude of the fine mode, corresponds 

to a decrease in amplitude of the large mode. This is probably indicative of a 

fluctuating (unsteady) kaolinite feed rate (see Section 2.3.6). Another interesting 

observation is the intermediate degree of persistence of the fine particulate, between 

the high temperature cases where the CI/Pb ratio is 2/1 and 17 /1. This suggests that 

Cl/Pb ratio is a major controlling factor determining lead capture. The DMPS/CNC 

fine sub micron volume « O.2l-'m.) after sorbent injection, is about 20-24% of the 

original fine submicron volume. 

3.5.3 AA and EDS/SEM Analysis without Chlorine Injection 

Figure 3.35 shows the AA data for Experiment 10. The persistence of some 

fine lead fume observed in the DMPS/CNC data (Figure 3.34), is confirmed by the 

small but non-negligible increase in lead mass from Stage 7 (:::::0.5mg) to the After 

Filter (:::::lmg). Additionally lead comprises at least 70% of the fraction of total mass 

on the After Filter. Since, the small AI and Si readings on the After Filter are close 

to the sensitivity limits on the instrument, an accurate measurement of these 

constituents is questionable. However, lead measurements are well above their 

sensitivity limits. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to assume the After Filter is 

comprised entirely of uncaptured lead fume, in which case it amounts to 1.72% of 

the total lead mass. 
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Figure 3.35: Top Graph: sampled during lead and kaolinite injection. Bottom 
Graph: shows only lead distribution from top graph. Data from 
Experiment 10, Port 9. 
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The AA analysis for Experiment 9 (Figure 3.36) shows an average lead mass 

fraction of 7.77%. The lower than typical percentage is due to the decreased lead 

loading. Unlike Experiment 10, there is no sign of lead enrichment on the Impactor 

After Filter. The sampling temperature at Port 15 was about 606°C and injection 

air is now far upstream. There is no EDS/SEM analysis available for this 

experiment. 

A representative SEM Micrograph (Figure 3.37) and EDS elemental 

composition data (Table 3.2) show two distinct types of particles. As opposed to the 

high temperature data, there were significant quantities of irregular jagged particles. 

Mixing with hot lead laden flue gas occurred at lower temperatures, and thus, many 

particles attained insufficient temperatures and/or lead uptake for particle fusion to 

occur. Furthermore, the standard deviation in the lead content of these particles is 

greater than in the high temperature experiments. Fourteen isolated fragments yield 

an average lead uptake of 7.094%. The fused spherical particles gave much higher 

average lead content of 49.1 % for six particle analyses. The corrected average over

all lead mass fraction on the AA is 16.0% in Experiment 10, if the lead fume on the 

After Filter is not considered to comprise the sorbent particles. This quantity, 

together with the EDS average lead content for both particle types (Table 3.2), allow 

the apportionment of sorbent mass between each type can be roughly estimated. The 

fused particles comprise 21.3% of the sorbent mass, and the irregular, 78.7%. The 

SEM Micrographs (Figure 3.37) seem consistent with these estimates. 
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As was the case for the high temperature experiments, the size dependence 

of lead capture can be useful in determining capture mechanism. However, this is 

difficult to ascertain from the EDS particle analysis for this specific experiment. A 

characteristic dimension for mass transfer to an irregularly shaped fragment is 

difficult to obtain, especially since the dimension of the fragment out of the plane of 

the SEM Micrograph is unknown. This problem does not exist for fused spherical 

particles, but only six analyses were obtained in this case. Therefore, no conclusions 

will be drawn here from the EDS analysis for Experiment 10 regarding the 

dependence of lead composition with size for the fused particles. However, the AA 

analysis for lead mass fraction (Figure 3.38) show no discernible size dependence 

over those stages comprising the large mode sorbent particles (Cup through Stage 7). 
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Figure 3.37: SEM Micrographs of the kaolinite/lead samples in Experiment 
10. Imaging of samples from Impactor Stages 6 and 0, Port 9. 



EDX Analysis of Individual Particles 
Fragments Fused Spherical Particles 

Size ",m. (stage) Mass Fraction Size ",m. (stage) Mass Fraction 
PbO PbO 

0.5(6) 13.97 3(0) 58.85 
0.5(6) 5.709 3(0) 67.88 

0.5x1.0(6) 2.209 3(0) 6.371 
0.5(6) 0 2(0) 66.32 

0.5x1.0(6) 2.558 2(0) 15.23 
0.5(6) 40.80 0.5(6) 79.72 

0.5x1.0(6) 12.00 Average 49.06 
0.5x1.0(6) 11.14 
Average 9.850 

4(0) 30.04 
2(0) 1.311 
1(0) 11.59 
1(0) 2.905 

---(0) 1.168 
Average 9.403 

Table 3.2: EDX particle analysis for lead alumina-silicate particles for 
Experiment 10. 
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This certainly does not eliminate the possibility that some size dependence does exist. 

As discussed in Section 3.4.5, inherent sampling errors involved with cascade 

impactor sampling could disguise a weak size dependence. 

3.5.4 AA XRD. and EDS/SEM Analvsis with Chlorine Injection 

The AA analysis for Experiment 19b is shown in Figure 3.39. The bimodal 

lead distribution is clearly evident with persistence of the PbClz fume enriching the 

smaller particle size stages in lead. The stages comprised of lead alumina-silicate 
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particles (Impactor Cup through Stage 6) do show a slight size dependence on lead 

composition (Figure 3.40). The average lead mass fraction over the entire impactor 

is 18.9%. 

Once again the water soluble fractions of lead determined by AA, are used 

to distinguish between reacted lead and lead fume. Water solubility analysis (Figure 

3.41) show 33.27% of the lead was water soluble on Stage 4. This is assumed to be 

caused by the deposition by brownian diffusion of the PbCl2 fume, which would 

otherwise undergo inertial impact on Stage 7 and the After Filter. Since Stage 2 is 

a relatively narrow size cut, at a size which exceeds the lead alumina-silicate particle 

mode, little mass resides by inertial deposition there, and thus, the PbCl2 deposited 

fume biases the measurement to high lead. If the water solubility analysis is used as 
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Figure 3.39: Top Graph: sampled during lead and kaolinite injection. 
Bottom Graph: sampled during lead injection only. (data from 
Experiment 19b, Port 15, CljPb molar ratio of 10/1). 
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Figure 3.40: Lead mass fraction for each impactor stage measured during 
sorbent injection (data from Experiment 19b, Port 15). 
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it was in Section 3.4.6 to estimate the fraction of total lead which is captured by the 

lead alumina silicate particles, 9.18% is obtained for Stage 4. This is low in 

comparison with the fused particle EDS average of 15.46% from Stage 4 (Table 3.3) 

for two reasons; 1) the PbCl2 fume coats the particles and causes a high EDS lead 

bias as was the case in the high temperature experiments, and 2) the irregular 

fragments with smaller quantities of the lead are accounted for in the AA analysis. 

The water solubility AA analysis together with total AA analysis, give an approximate 

capture efficiency of 44.0% from sampling at 450·C at Port 15. It is interesting to 

note that a chlorine injection rate resulting in a CljPb molar ratio of 10/1, results 
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in a capture efficiency which is fairly close to high temperature Experiment 18 

performed at the 17:1 chlorine to lead injection ratio. This suggest that the peak 

flame temperature, lower by 150·C in Experiment 19b, may also have some effect. 

EDS analysis on the particles sampled from Impactor Stages 0 and 4 for the 

two types of particles, fused and irregular fragments, are shown in Table 3.3. The 

irregular particles contain less than one half the average lead composition for the 

fused particles. However, the disparity in the average lead mass fraction for the two 

particle types is not as great as it was for Experiment 10. Figure 3.42 shows the 

particle size dependence for the lead mass fraction of the fused (spherical) lead 

alumina-silicate particles of Table 3.3. This corroborates the slight size dependence 

found by the impactor data (Figure 3.40). The analysis of irregular fragments show 

that some mass transfer resistance appears to occur by comparing the averages for 

the very large sizes relative to the smaller fragments (Table 3.3). 

As was the case for the high temperature experiments, there is strong evidence 

for the existence of a PbCl2 fume. SEM analysis confirms the fine particulate mode 

(Figure 3.43), and EDS analysis show predominantly lead and chlorine X-Ray signals 

result when the electron beam is scanned over an area of fume only (no lead 

alumina-silicate particles). Furthermore, water solubility analysis by AA show it to 

be highly soluble (Figure 3.41). Additional evidence for this PbCl2 fume was 

obtained from XRD analysis (Table 3.4), for some particulate matter taken from the 

Stage 5 substrate. This clearly confirms that the lead-chloride compound is PbCI2• 



EDX Analysis of Individual Particles 

Fragments Fused Spherical Particles 

Size J.'m. (stage) Mass Fraction Size J.'m. (stage) Mass Fraction 

0.5x1.3(4) 9.7 0.6(4) 13.03 

lxl(4) 7.73 1.0(4) 6.99 

1.5xl(4) 6.22 0.9(4) 13.87 

lx2(4) 5.7 1.0(4) 14.05 

Ix 1.5 ( 4) 13.11 1.0( 4) 17.37 

lxO.8(4) 12.45 0.7(4) 12.79 

lxO.8(4) 13.16 0.5(4) 22.85 

0.5x2.0(4) 5.36 1.0(4 ) 10.96 

0.5x1.5(4) 2.61 0.3( 4) 28.21 

0.5x1.5(4) 6.14 0.6(4) 12.72 

1.2xl( 4) 4.37 Average 15.26 
0.5xO.5(4) 9.19 0.3(0) 15.88 

2xl(4) 2.79 2.0(0) 7.88 
lxO.75 (4) 3.8 1.0(0) 10.88 

Average 7.31 
20x30(0) 1.14 
IOx8(0) 7.73 

15x30(0) 2.68 
10x20(0) 3.5 
8xI5(0) 3.54 
Average 3.72 

Table 3.3: EDX analysis on individual particles from Experiment 19b, 
stage 5. 
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Diffraction lines did appear for compounds other than PbClz, but most seem 

to be associated with the poorly defmed lines of meta-kaolinite. The lead alumina-

silicate diffraction compound could not be identified probably due to insufficient 

amounts of this material present. The SEM Micrographs (Figure 3.43) do show some 
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Figure 3.42: EDS analyses on individual particles showing PbO mass fraction 
as a function of particle size (data from Experiment 19b, Port 
15, Stage 0). 
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irregular kaolinite particles which can form some of the crystalline lead alumina-

silicate reaction product, but the particles had fused (non-crystalline) to a greater 

extent than was seen in Experiment 10 and it is these particles which contain most 

of the lead as observed in Table 3.3. 

3.5.5 Possible Lead Capture Scenarios 

A conceptual schematic of lead capture for the intermediate temperature 

experiments is shown in Figure 3.44. The major difference in the intermediate 

temperature experiments is that a significant fraction of the kaolinite does not fuse 



Figure 3.43: SEM micrographs showing particle morphology (data frum 
Experiment 19b, Port 15, Stage 4). 
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Crystallographic Data for PbCl2 Experimental Data 
d spacing ReI. Intensity d spacing ReI. Intensity 

3.58 1.0 3.53 1.0 
... on 
:J.O'::! 0.8 3.82 0.8 
2.78 0.6 2.75 0.6 

Table 3.4: XRD data for particle sample from experiment 19b, stage 4. 

in the hot flue gases. The lead mass fractions of these particles are, on average, 

much lower than the fused particles (Table 3.3). The sorbent particles which mix 

with the hot lead laden flue gas first, will initially capture the majority of lead from 

the flue gas relatively quickly. These particles will be the most likely to fuse, and 

could capture lead by any of the mechanisms outlined in Section 3.4.7. A fresh 

sorbent particle which mixes in relatively late will attempt to extract the remaining 

lead from the flue gas. However, temperatures are now lower and reaction rates are 

slower. Thus particle composition-temperature history may not be sufficient to 

induce particle fusion. 

If the reverse lead capture reaction is significant, the mass transfer of lead to 

the sorbent particle is limited by the lead saturation vapor pressure at the local flue 

gas temperature. This scenario is represented in Figure 3.44 by the reversible 

arrows. The saturation vapor pressure of lead will increase with the particle lead 

content, but decrease with the falling particle temperature. A fresh sorbent particle 

which mixes in later will attempt to extract lead from the flue gas, and, the net effect 
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Port 4, 1375K Port 4, 1375K 

Figure 3.44: Conceptual Schematic of lead capture at intermediate 
temperatures; where Pb is the bulk lead vapor pressure, and Ps 
is the saturation vapor pressure above the particle surface. 
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could be the displacement of lead from the lead rich fused particles to the porous 

sorbent particles (see Section 3.4.7). A large temperature quench rate would tend 

to prevent this, in which case the porous solid sorbent particles will only capture a 

portion of the lead vapor remaining in the bulk phase at the time of entrainment. 

These processes takes place at a lower local flue gas temperature and a lower lead 

saturation vapor pressure relative to the high temperature experiments. The driving 

force for lead removal to the irregular sorbent particles is much lower. The question 

is whether diffusion times are still rapid enough for this to occur. 

Conservative estimates for the diffusion time scale of this process are 

estimated with the following estimate on physical variables; molecular diffusivity (D 
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= 1 em2/sec), entrained kaolinite mass concentration (M = 1e-6 g/ec), particle 

external surface area (A = 2.4e-2cm2/cc), particle film thickness (~ ~ 1 j.£m.), 

and the approximate concentration across the film (~C = lOppm). M is close to l.e-

5 g/cc based upon kaolinite feed rate, however, as a conservative estimate only 10% 

is allowed to be entrained (well mixed) with the flue gas. The mean particle size is 

close to 1j.£m, and, with an assumed fused kaolinite particle density of 2.63, a number 

concentration on the order of 1E6 #/cc is obtained. The DMPS data are consistent 

with this estimate, which leads to an external particle surface area given above. The 

particle external film thickness is on the same order as the particle size when the 

Nusselt number is assumed to be 2. The initial lead loading is approximately 150 

ppmv, but assuming most of the lead is captured by fused particles at higher 

temperature, the bulk lead concentration is set at only 1 Oppmv. Based upon the 

remaining fume at the high temperature sampling port (1354 OK) in Experiment 12 

(Section 3.4.5), this is probably a conservative estimate at Port 4 in the intermediate 

temperature experiments, which is 2 feet downstream of the injection Port 2. An 

estimate of the initial mass transfer rate to the newly entrained fresh sorbent particle 

is A-(D·~C/~), which yields approximately 4.1e-6 glsee, and the assumed lead 

loading in the system yields a concentration of 1.7e-8 glee. Therefore, if the lead 

capture reaction rates are sufficiently rapid, mass transfer rates appear to be fast 

enough for these particles to scavenge the remaining lead from the flue gas, or to 

possibly cause some transfer from the lead rich fused sorbent particles to the freshly 
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entrained kaolinite particles. 

Therefore, the large disparity in the lead mass fraction between fused sorbent 

particles and irregular porous solid sorbent particles, can be explained by one of the 

following reasons. If the capture reaction is actually irreversible, then the low 

productivity of the non-fused sorbent particles may be explained the lower 

temperatures and slower reaction rates at which these particles interact with any of 

the remaining lead. If the reaction is reversible, flue gas temperatures and saturation 

vapor pressures are sufficiently low, so that the porous solid sorbent particles 

entrained relatively late have little lead vapor remaining in the bulk phase to capture. 

The fused sorbent particles entrained early capture most of the lead. However, the 

Experiment 12, Port 7 sample does suggest a significant saturation vapor pressure 

may persist if the capture reaction is indeed reversible. Therefore, a second 

explanation is that the reaction between lead and the lead alumina-silicate particle 

which had undergone the physical phase changes necessary in transforming to a 

liquid state, occur much more rapidly than the reaction between lead and a solid 

sorbent surface, despite the expected larger available surface area in the porous solid 

particle. Since the higher temperature lead/sorbent impactor data suggest that a 

significant quantity of uncaptured lead vapor still exist far downstream of the sorbent 

mixing location, and since this lead is eventually captured with nearly 100% efficiency 

in the chlorine-free cases, it seems the large disparity in the EDS data in Table 3.2 

may at least in part be explained by an improved capture efficiency by the sorbent 
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particles which eventually fuse. 

In light of the discussion on mechanisms in this section and Section 3.4.7, the 

lead enrichment on the Impactor After Filter in Figures 3.17 and 3.38 is caused by 

either an appreciable lead vapor pressure above the sorbent particle at high sampling 

temperature (993°K for Experiment 10), or of the lack of residence time for the 

irreversible reaction to capture enough lead to prevent the self nucleation of the 

unreacted lead prior to temperature quench either in the furnace or in the sampling 

probe. If chemical thermodynamics were controlling capture, one would expect the 

quantity of unreacted lead ( i.e. After Filter loading) to increase with temperature. 

It would appear that Experiment 13 has slightly less uncaptured lead at a higher 

sampling temperature and longer residence time which is therefore, more consistent 

with an irreversible capture reaction scenario. We should also consider a major 

difference in Experiment 10 from high temperature Experiment 13. Air was injected 

at Port 7 in an attempt to induce particle nucleation at early particle residence times 

and thus, induce particle formation and growth to occur well before sampling. The 

objective was to collect base case data which showed the temporal evolution of the 

lead aerosol inside the furnace and which then could be compared to model 

simulations. The injection air was left on during the sorbent test, otherwise 

temperature stabilization would have required several hours in an already lengthy 

experiment. It is possible that the quench air reduced the flue gas temperature so 

quickly in between Port 7 and the sampling location at Port 9, that lead capture 
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could not effectively compete with self nucleation. The cool air may have induced 

nucleation at an earlier residence time and a significantly higher temperature 

upstream of sampling Port 9. The sampling probe exerts a similar quenching effect 

except, but in this case, mild quenching of the sample may have occurred inside the 

furnace. The quench air amounted to about 22.5% of the total mass flow at Port 9. 

3.6 Low Temperature Experiments 

The low temperature experiments were primarily utilized for modelling of 

base case data. Peak flame temperatures (:::::100D-1050·C) were still sufficient to 

cause lead to volatilize in the system, yet the metal dewpoints exceeded the flue gas 

temperatures for long residence times downstream, and, aerosol formation and 

growth could occur. 

Sorbent tests were performed in some of these experiments (all without 

chlorine), but little or no additional information can be added. Both the 

DMPS/CNC and Impactor sorbent data show the same effects as the intermediate 

and high temperature experiments without chlorine. Therefore, capture remains very 

efficient. Certainly, at these temperatures, the majority of the sorbent particles will 

not fuse. Gas-solid reactions and possibly physical condensation, must playa more 

important role. No SEM/EDS analysis is available for these experiments. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 Introduction 

The modelling in this work solves the Population Balance Equation (PBE) for 

a multicomponent aerosol evolving in time and particle size space. The governing 

equation developed in Friedlander (1977) describes how the particle number density 

changes with time, particle size, three dimensional space, and particle composition. 

The PBE is shown below; 

" .... 
~ = V'·D ~ -V'"11 V-V'-CT) - i: -J ~(v,v' )T)( v',t )T)( v,t)dv' 

,,' 
v 

1/2 J P(v,V-V)T) (v-v ',t)T) (v,t)dv , + s (4.1.1a) 

v' 

with the following boundary conditions; 

(4.1.1b) 

where, 

v particle mass (Kg), 

v particle mass at the critical size for particle birth by nucleation, 

vmax some upper limit of particle mass for the evolving psd, 

mass fraction of chemical component k in a particle, 

the number concentration (# 1m3
) in an incremental particle 



D 

V(r,t) 

g 

B 

S 

mass and compositional range, 

particle diffusivity (m2/sec), 

fluid velocity field transporting particles, 

particle growth rate (dv/dt), 

coagulation kernel (m3/sec), 
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particle sources of sinks (i.e. nucleation, dilution, reaction). 

The first term accounts for particle diffusion by brownian motion. This term can also 

be used to model turbulent diffusion, but D would now represent a turbulent eddy 

diffusivity. The second term represents convective transport by the fluid flow, and 

the third, transport under the influence of an external force field. If V is not known, 

the momentum and continuity equation may be required to simultaneously solve for 

the flow velocity field. The fourth term represents growth by gas to particle 

conversion, and may include physical condensation, diffusion, and reaction between 

gas phase species and the aerosol. This could require simultaneous solution of the 

species balance equation for the pertinent gas phase compounds. The integral terms 

account for particle coagulation by several mechanisms depending on the form of the 

coagulation kernel B. These include coagulation by brownian motion, gravity, and 

turbulence. Internal particle reactions are also possible for a multicomponent system. 

Sources and sinks may include particle formation at a critical particle size by 

homogeneous nucleation, reactions, or dilution with particle free air. Another term 

which can be included as a source/sink, is one that accounts for the 
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diluting/ concentrating effect of a changing temperature field. If the temperature of 

the system is not homogeneous and constant then an energy balance needs to be 

included to solve for the temperature field. Turbulent flow will give rise to 

additional terms besides turbulent diffusion due to fluctuating velocity, temperature, 

and concentration fields. These are usually not considered since, as discussed in 

Friedlander (1977), their relative importance is not that great. The boundary 

conditions would usually assume perfect sticking of particles which reach the wall. 

Therefore, T) = 0, is specified at the wall. 

A simplified version of the PBE above is numerically solved with MAEROS, 

a multi component aerosol simulations package (Gelbard, 1982). The aerosol model 

is considered a batch system, and thus, spatial variations are not considered. This 

eliminates the terms for convection, diffusion, and the flux due to external force 

fields. Only internal aerosol dynamic processes are considered such as coagulation, 

condensation of one gas phase component, and sources and sinks that the user must 

generate. The temperature of the system is allowed to change between output points 

in a linear fashion specified by the user. Therefore, flow field effects on the PBE are 

not considered, and temperature is assumed to be a known function of time. In 

summary, the physical mechanisms the original program is capable of simulating 

include; 1) coagulation due to brownian motion, gravity, and turbulence, 2) particle 

deposition due to gravitational settling, diffusion, thermophoresis, and 

diffusiophoresis, 3) particle growth or shrinkage due to water vapor condensation or 
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evaporation, and 4) particle sources for each chemical component which can be a 

function of time and particle size. The program is setup to simulate the 

condensation/ evaporation of water. However, physical parameters can be changed 

so that a compound other than water can be modelled. The PBE treats particle 

losses by deposition at the boundary through user specification of a characteristic 

gradient in temperature or concentration near a wall. However, since MAEROS 

treats the system as a CSTR with a single well mixed particle size composition 

distribution, particle losses by deposition are treated as a bulk average internal loss 

processes to the boundary surfaces. 

The MAEROS model is used in a lagrangian frame of reference when applied 

to this study's experimental system, which is assumed to be in plug flow with diffusion 

of aerosol and chemical species in the radial and axial directions negligible relative 

to axial convection. Therefore, a parcel of fluid with the average aerosol and lead 

composition, and volumetric flow rate of the system is followed down the furnace as 

if it were a small batch reactor. The system was designed so that depositional loses 

to walls are minimized, and therefore, these are excluded in the present work. 

Comparisons of submicron aerosol total volume at successively longer sampling 

locations support this claim. 

The numerical procedure solves the Population Balance Equation for an 

aerosol evolving with respect to time and particle size. The size-composition domain 

is discretized into as many as 40 size channels (i= 1-40), and 8 chemical components 
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(k = 1-8). The dependent variable is particle mass Qj,k' which is related to T) in the 

PBE above by; 

8 v, 
Q£t) = L QJt) = f VT)(v,t)dv 

t-l v 
1-1 

(4.1.2) 

This formula is used to convert the simplified PBE to a system of ordinary 

differential equations (ODEs) following the method of Gelbard and Seinfeld (1980). 

A derivative of particle mass with respect to time (dQdtj k) is generated for each 

chemical component 'k' at each size channel 'i' at each time step. Additionally, the 

rate of change of the suspended mass concentration of water vapor or some other 

single gaseous chemical component may be described when condensation and 

evaporation is allowed to occur. The total set of time derivatives is integrated 

forward with a program module that solves an initial value problem for a system of 

ODEs. A fourth order Runga-Kutta ODE solver was supplied with MAEROS. 

Since our particular simulations often modelled particle nucleation and condensation, 

the time integration suffered from numerical stiffness. Consequently, the Runga-

Kutta module was replaced by LSODE, a numerical package specifically written to 

handle such systems. Each physical mechanism involves the evaluation of the 

coefficients necessary to determine the system Dqdtj k' and are derived in Gelbard 

and Seinfeld (1980). The coefficients are a function of particle size, temperature, 

and pressure and their calculations require integrations to be performed over particle 
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size space for which the program utilizes a Gaus-Quadrature technique. Since the 

coefficients are assumed independent of composition, their evaluation is performed 

at as many as two temperatures and two pressures which bracket the range of 

temperatures and pressures over which the simulation occurs. Temperature and 

pressure are assumed to be known functions of time. Therefore, as the integration 

proceeds forward in time coefficient values are linearly interpolated, and thus, 

computation time is dramatically reduced. 

Some limitations of the model should be mentioned. The program considers 

each size class to consist of homogeneous particles all of the same kind. In reality, 

it is possible to have particles of different compositions occupying the same size class. 

This will only effect the simulated evolution of the mass distribution if the 

coefficients are in fact a function of composition, and it is assumed they are not. 

However, the program only allows for specification of one particle density that can 

be a function of particle size. Particle density will affect the evaluation of the 

coefficients, and when in reality two particle types of markedly different densities 

occupy the same size class, an average density must be used to simulate one particle 

type of a homogeneous composition. Since in the current study particles of different 

type stay separated in size, the composition in each size class really does represent 

one homogeneous particle type. The particle density for the simulations is chosen 

to be that of the particles which undergo the most rapid and significant growth. 
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4.2 Modifications to MAEROS 

Extensive modifications were performed on the original program in order to 

simulate these experiments, and include the following three mechanisms; 1) particle 

nucleation, 2) physical condensation and 3) gas-solid reactions. In all three as many 

as five gas-phase metal compounds q can be simulated, where j indicates the specific 

gas phase metal species (j = 1-5). Therefore, the system of Dqdt's must include not 

one, but five gas phase constituents. Mechanism 1) and 3) above are incorporated 

in the particle SOURCE module, whereas mechanism 2) required modifications to 

the modules, COEF, GROWTH and DIFFUN, the last of which calculates each 

Dqdti•k and Dqdtj • New subroutines were written for A) the evaluation of saturation 

vapor pressures P satj' for each gas phase metal, B) the Kelvin effect on P satj' the 

equilibrium gas phase composition, and C) the evaluation of the gas phase diffusion 

coefficient for a given metal given the appropriate Lennard-Jones parameters. 

In the present integration of MAEROS, each chemical component in the 

model is usually used to describe a particular mechanism (i.e. condensation, 

nucleation, reaction) rather than a specific chemical compound. The exception is for 

the sorbent which occupies the first chemical component (k = 1). The condensation 

mechanism must still occur in the last component (largest value of k for the system), 

but now can result from as many as five metals. 
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4.2.1 Particle Nucleation 

The development of the equation describing particle nucleation follows 

Friedlander (1977) and is given as; 

(4.2.1.1) 

where, 

PI: monomer pressure in the bulk (dyne/cm2), 

Ps: saturation vapor pressure of monomer above a flat surface (dyne/cm2
), 

S : Supersaturation (Pt/ps)' 

m: molecular mass (g), 

k : Boltzmann constant, 

T : temperature ("K), 

(] : surface tension (dyne-cm), 

vm: molecular volume (cc). 

This is the equation which is coded into WlAEROS for nucleation of each metal 

vapor species considered. Its calculation requires the surface tension and density of 

the metal be known. This is usually not known as a function of temperature so the 

values at the melting points are used. Additionally, the metal's saturation vapor 

pressure as a function of temperature must be known. This is calculated for a 

specific flue gas composition using a separate thermodynamic equilibrium program 
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written by Gordon and McBride (1971) at NASA A curve is fit to the metal vapor 

pressures generated by the equilibrium simulations, and this is coded into Subroutine 

QEQLIB in MAEROS to calculate Ps and S in the equation above. 

4.2.2 Condensation 

Particle physics is described differently when the surrounding gas is considered 

a continuum (~ > > I, the mean free path of the gas) as opposed to when the 

particle behaves similarly to individual gas molecules (dp < < I). In the continuum 

regime where the Knudsen number Kn (= l/~) is very small, the diffusional 

transport of gas species to a spherical particle is developed by Friedlander (1977) and 

is given by; 

(4.2.2.1) 

where, 

F : the flux of monomer to the particle surface (# / (cm2sec), 

D : diffusion coefficient (cm2/sec), 

n l : species number concentration far from the particle (# / cc), 

~ : species number concentration at the particle surface (# / cc), 

Pd : pressure of diffusing species at the particle surface (atm), 

dp : particle diameter (cm). 

An expression for F can be derived from the kinetic theory of gases when Kn > > 

1, and is shown below as; 
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(4.2.2.2) 

Fuchs and Sutugin (1971) proposed the following interpolation equation for F over 

both the continuum and the kinetic regimes; 

F = (p -p) . 21tDdp ( 1 +Kn 1 
kT 1 d 1+1.71Kn+1.333Kn2 

(4.2.2.3) 

The expression above, reformulated for MKS units, is used in MAEROS to 

calculate the rate coefficient of condensation or evaporation of H20 to or from a 

particle of size~. In the modified version of the code, the condensation rate into 

component k is the sum over all gas species condensation rates using the appropriate 

molecular diffusivity for a specific compound obtained in module DIFCOF. The rate 

coefficients are ultimately multiplied by the II Q (the transport driving force) across 

the particle film. This requires, a priori, a knowledge of the saturation vapor 

pressure for each gas phase species Qj as a function of temperature which is obtained 

from module QEQLIB as discussed in Section 4.2.1. The vapor pressure elevation 

due to the Kelvin effect is obtained in module QEQKL V. However, each species j 

is assumed to condense on a particle of pure compound j and the Kelvin effect is 

calculated for physical properties of the pure compound. 

The model treats each condensed metal species as a pure compound and no 

change in P sat,i is considered due to mixed metal phases on the particle surface. This 
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will usually not introduce significant error in either the Pb-O or Pb-O-CI system 

studied in this work since different lead compounds will usually condense at 

significantly different times and temperatures. For MAEROS simulations of some 

Pb/PbO gas species ratios, Pb and PbO condense on existing particles at the same 

time. However, in these cases the mass of lead is much greater than the mass of 

PbO, and the condensation can be considered to occur on a pure Pb particle. The 

condensation of PbO in this case will be in error since the saturation vapor pressure 

is more accurately described above a surface in which PbO is infinitely diluted in Pb. 

However, PbO accounts for a relatively small fraction of the vapor phase lead mass. 

Evaporation is turned off for multi-metal cases since the program does not 

know how much of component k = 8 mass to attribute to each metal for the 

calculation of evaporation rates. From a mass balance, this can be determined. 

However, the temperatures are always decreasing with time in the combustor and 

evaporation will not occur. Thus it was not necessary to include this in the code for 

these simulations. 

4.2.3 Reaction 

Reaction can occur for any of the gas phase constituents with the sorbent 

material stored in component k = 1. The reaction of the gas phase species can take 

place on either 1) the external particle surface, or 2) the internal pore surfaces of the 

sorbent material. In either case, the intrinsic rate parameters are required for each 
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metal species that undergoes reaction. For each time the MAEROS code calculates 

a set of dQi,JDt, subroutine SOURCE is called to calculate the rate of reaction of 

each metal with each size cut of sorbent (k= 1) containing mass in the following 

manner; 

(
dQ)M = ~.Rxn .. Sk-l Qk-l Q. (1-~) 
dt .. L..J, IJ I , , T] 

'J 

(4.2.3.1) 

where, 

Rxn;j : rate of reaction of gas species j with sorbent species size class i 

Si : surface area available for reaction (m2 jkg), 

Qi : mass concentration of sorbent material in size class i (Kgjm3), 

q : mass of gas reactant species j (Kgjm3
), 

il : conversion of kaolinite to reaction product (wf - w)jwf 

w : mass fraction of reacted species j with the sorbent for each size class 

Wf : mass fraction for complete conversion of reacting species j in the 

sorbent (0.5 or 0.8 for the simulations in this work). 

The reacted gas species are placed in component k = 2. 

Sik =\ in equation 4.2.3.1 may represent the external surface area per unit mass 

when reaction only occurs on the external surface and is given by; 

(4.2.3.2) 
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where Pp and Dp are the density and the diameter of the particle respectively. 

Alternatively, S may also represent the internal surface area per unit particle mass 

when intraparticle kinetics are controlling. In this case S was obtained from Hg 

porosimetry and BET data on meta-kaolinite measured by Uberoi (1990) and Punjak 

(1988). Finally, reaction may actually utilize only part of the internal surface area 

available in the sorbent. The kinetic rate parameters would then be viewed as global 

rate parameters which account for the partial utilization of the surface area, and S/=l 

is again given by equation 4.2.3.2. 

The gas phase kinetics can also be modelled if a set of elementary reactions 

with rate coefficients is known and is given by; 

(4.2.3.3) 

where, 

m : number of elementary reactions included in the reaction scheme, 

~ : forward or reverse rate constant for reaction m, 

v : the stoichiometric coefficients for a specific elementary reaction for 

component j, 

y : the stoichiometric coefficient for the species reacting with species j, 

Bm : either one or zero indicating whether OJ is included in a specific 

elementary reaction for component j. 

This approach was not used in the present study due to the lack of kinetic data. 
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Instead, both forward and reverse reactions are assumed to occur rapidly for the 

simulations which included chlorine in the flue gas. Therefore, local gas phase 

species concentrations are assumed to be very close to their equilibrium values and 

are modelled in MAEROS with the following equation; 

dQ. 
d/ = kga.s{Cj-Ceq) (4.3.3.4) 

where kgas is set very high (i.e. 1000) in order to keep Cj close to Ceqj as MAEROS 

integrates in time. 

Another option in the model is to assume that the gas phase reactions are 

slow (i.e. frozen kinetics). In this case the initial gas phase species mass fractions are 

input as model parameters and change with time only as a result of their interaction 

with the aerosol. The literature data of (lofe et. al., 1977) report an activation 

energy of approximately 40 Kcal/mole for the reaction of Pb with O2 to produce 

PbO. Such a high activation energy yields a strong temperature dependence for the 

rate of reaction. For the lead concentrations in our experimental system, the flue gas 

temperature at which particle formation begins is approximately 1200"K. Therefore, 

the reaction should be relatively slow at this temperature if a frozen kinetics 

assumption is to hold at the onset of particle formation and growth. The reaction 

rate at 12000K is only 1.5% of the reaction rate at 1600°K, the typical peak flame 

temperature of a high temperature experiment. Likewise, the 12000K reaction rate 

is approximately 5% and 25% of the rate at 14500K and 1300°K, typical peak flame 
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temperatures for the intermediate and high temperature experiments respectively. 

Therefore, the low temperature experiments show the 1200"K rate is relatively 

significant relative to the highest attainable rates. However, if the absolute rate is 

slow enough at 13001(, the frozen kinetics assumption could still hold. Wen et. al. 

(1991) argues that the reaction between Pb and O2 to form PbO involves a 

trimolecular collision and thus occurs very slowly. The best fit to the experimental 

data of these investigators occurs with the theoretically determined pre-exponential 

factor (by collision rate theory) which yield a very slow reaction. Furthermore, the 

experimental data of the current work will show that high Pb /PbO gas phase molar 

ratios are required to obtain the best fit between predicted and experimental psds. 

4.2.4 Dilution Effects 

Dilution or concentration LTlSide the system can occur for two reasons; 1) a 

negative temperature gradient causes aerosol to concentrate due to contraction of the 

flue gas, and 2) room air leaking into the system to a significant extent when 

combustion feed rates are low. The dilution of aerosol is coded into MAEROS in 

Subroutine DIFFUN for both the effects of temperature gradients and leakage. 

Either dilution mechanism could be turned off by setting the appropriate MAEROS 

input variables to zero. 

Dilution from a temperature gradient is incorporated into MAEROS by 

assuming the flue gas behaves as an ideal gas and is given by; 
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(4.2.4.1) 

where, 

T : flue gas temperature at time 1, 

T grd : temperature gradient at time t ("K/sec). 

The temperature gradient as a function of axial position in the furnace is known by 

a piecewise linear temperature profile from the temperature measurements taken 

from each port. The temperature gradient is assumed linear between each port. The 

average volumetric residence time of the flue gas as a function of axial distance down 

the furnace is estimated with a separate program described below. The temperature 

and temperature gradient are known as a function of time for input into equation 

4.2.4.1. 

The dilution caused by air leakage into the furnace is given by; 

(4.2.4.2) 

where, 

V(t) : flue gas volumetric flow rate at time t (SLPM), 

dV / dt : Room air leakage into the system at time t (SLPM). 

The volumetric flow rate is known at time zero (Port 1, view port) by running a 

separate mass balance program which assumes the products of the natural gas/air 

combustion are CO2 and H20. 

The calculated volumetric flow rate is used as input into the residence time 
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program which assumes that the reactions are complete by Port 1, when in fact peak 

flame temperatures suggests this really occurs between Ports 1 and 2. However, 

since reaction stoichiometry only results in roughly a 10% increase in the total flow 

rate, this assumption will cause little error in the residence time calculations. The 

residence time program will be described in more detail in the following section. 

The leakage rate is assumed to be linear along the furnace. The gas 

composition measured at Port 16 (bottom of the furnace), along with a knowledge 

of the initial flue gas volumetric flow, suggests that leakage air will come in at a rate 

which keeps the total flow a little in excess of 400 SLPM at the furnace exit. 

Therefore, the leakage rate is significant and is accounted for only in those runs 

where the feed velocities of natural gas and air are the lowest. Since the top module 

of the furnace was rebuilt just prior to these experiments, the leak is usually assumed 

to start just below this module at Port 4. The amount of air necessary to make a 

total flow of approximately 400 SLPM is allowed to leak into the system in a linear 

manner over the axial distance from Port 4 to Port 16. The DV /Dx (volumetric 

leakage flow per unit axial distance) is converted to a Dv / dt between each set of 

ports with a knowledge of the flue gas residence times between those ports. 

4.2.5 Model Input 

In order to simulate the evolution of an aerosol as a function of time inside 

the furnace, the average residence time and volumetric flow rate of the flue gas as 
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a function of axial position must be calculated. The residence time calculation 

accounts for the expansion and/or contraction of the gas with changing temperature, 

and the injection and/or leakage of gases into the furnace. The following equation, 

describes the average residence time calculation; 

J 
dV J.x2 dx 

or = dVldt = %1 dx/dt 
(4.2.5.1) 

where, 

Dv : differential volume element in the furnace, 

Dv/dt : volumetric flow rate as a function of time (cc/sec), 

x : distance down the axis of the furnace (em), 

dx/dt : flow velocity (cm/sec). 

If dx/dt is expressed as a function of axial distance in the furnace, the integral 

above can be integrated with respect to x. It is not considered a function of r (radial 

position) since plug flow is assumed. Dx/dt takes the fOllowing form assuming ideal 

gas behavior; 

where, 

dx 1 dV 

dt Adt 

Mrate 

A-p(1) 

Mrate'Rgas'T(t) 

A'P'MW 

A : cross sectional area of the furnace (cm2
), 

Mrate : mass flow rate as a function of x (g/sec), 

p : density of the flue gas at axial position x (g/ cc), 

Rgas : universal gas constant «atmecc)/("K-gmoles», 

(4.2.5.2) 
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P : pressure (atm), 

T : flue gas temperature (X). 

The flue gas temperature is a known function of x from thermocouple measurements 

at the port locations. The profile is assumed linear between each set of 

measurements and is of the form (ax + b). Equation 4.2.5.1 is integrated between 

ports with the appropriate a and b values. 

Mrate is made to change at an integration domain boundary when the change 

is due to an injection probe at a port. If leakage into the system is included, Mrate 

changes over the domain of the system in the following manner; 

Mrate = Mratezi + Mlkrate· (x-xl) (4.2.5.3) 

where, Mlkrate is the linear mass leakage rate into the furnace with units of 

(cc/(sececm)). MW in equation 4.6.5.2 is taken as the arithmetic average over the 

integration interval, since the molecular weight of dry leak air is about 10% higher 

than that of the flue gas. 

The residence time program requires the initial mass flow rate and flue gas 

conditions (i.e. MW,P), the experimental temperature profile, locations of probes 

which inject gas and, if included, the leakage rate and leakage starting location. 

Initial mass flow rates are calculated by applying a mass balance on the known 

experimental input streams and assuming complete combustion, with CO2 and H20 

the products of combustion. The flue gas composition obtained in this way agrees 

very closely with the flue gas composition obtained from the NASA equilibrium 
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program (Gordon and McBride, 1971) for the same experimental input conditions 

(see Appendix B.1, Table B.1.1). The residence time program will output the 

cumulative volumetric average residence times at each port, and which represents the 

residence time of any arbitrary parcel of fluid given plug flow conditions. 

Additional required information for the current modelling is the axial location 

where the MAEROS simulation is to begin (Le. the onset of self nucleation). The 

partial pressure of Pb species and the required physical parameters for the lead 

compounds of interest are used in equation of 4.2.1.1 to calculate the temperature 

and thus the approximate location at which the critical supersaturation is reached. 

The simulation is started at this location unless metal-sorbent reactions are included 

in which case the simulation is begun at the location where the sorbent is entrained 

into the flue gas. 

The experimental conditions for each MAEROS simulation can be found in 

Appendix AI. The mass balance calculations, residence times, modified MAEROS 

code, examples of MAEROS input and output files are all shown in Appendix B.1, 

B.2, and B.3. A table of typical residence times vs. axial port location for 

representative experiments is found in Appendix B.2.S, Table B.2.S.1. 

4.3 Base Case MAEROS Simulations 

The objective of the base case (without sorbent) MAEROS modelling results 

is to adequately predict the temporal evolution of the submicron lead aerosol in the 
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experimental system for different temperature regimes. If successful, the model can 

subsequently be utilized as a predictive tool for the psd, by extrapolation to other sets 

of conditions where experimental data is not available. This information could help 

determine the effect of APeS equipment on cleansing flue gases containing metal 

aerosols, as well as the aerosol's impact on various environmental media (i.e. air, 

water, soil). The model could also provide insight into whether the physicochemical 

description of lead aerosol temporal evolution is accurate. For instance, under what 

conditions will homogeneous nucleation and/or pre-existing seed particles be 

important in determining the ultimate lead psd? To what extent does the relative 

amounts of Pb to PbD effect psd evolution? The following sections will attempt to 

answer these questions. 

The base case MAERDS simulations study the homogeneous nucleation and 

heterogeneous condensation of the pure species (Pb, PbD) in a flue gas environment 

that is initially particle free. Seed particles at time zero will actually exist, either due 

to unfiltered dust in the feed streams, soot generation due to imperfect mixing of 

natural gas and air, and residual lead particles from incomplete vaporization or poor 

atomization of the aqueous lead feed. In these preliminary simulations it is assumed 

that the seed particles have a negligible effect on the formation and evolution of the 

lead aerosol. This may be justified if, 1) the seed particles are much larger than a 

micron, and 2) peak temperature and temperature gradients are sufficiently high. 

The above conditions will decrease early condensation on pre-existing particles and 
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make homogeneous nucleation a more likely pathway for seed particle formation. 

Thus, MAEROS should provide more accurate simulations. 

The low temperature experiments are the most rigorous test of the initial 

particle-free flue gas assumption. Peak temperatures are relatively low (:::::13000K), 

and the residence time at temperatures sufficient to induce complete vaporization is 

relatively short. Thus, incomplete vaporization is more likely, and this may cause 

formation of residual lead seed particles and less vaporized lead relative to all seed 

particles. Furthermore, temperature gradients tend to be lower which also may 

prevent the onset of homogeneous nucleation (Scotto et. al., 1988, McNallan et.al., 

1981). 

The initial mass coricentration of vaporized lead in the flue gas is assumed to 

be some fraction of the initial feed. The fraction assumed to vaporize, the number 

in parenthesis below the total feed, is usually either 100% or a fraction based on 

what the DMPS/CNC was able to recover. Table 4.1 shows the calculated flue gas 

lead concentrations for each simulation given the calculated total flue gas flow and 

the portion of the lead feed which is assumed to vaporize. Table 4.2 shows the 

measured total DMPS/CNC mass concentrations for each experiment, and they are 

all lower than the input total mass concentration for the simulations when 100% 

vaporization of lead is assumed (Table 4.1). It is for this reason that many 

simulations were performed assuming only a fraction of the mass is vaporized. 

The major program parameter which is varied is the apportionment of lead 
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Simulation Total Flow Lead Feed Total Lead 
SLPM g/min Conc. 

# Attributes (Port) (% vaporized) Kg/m3 

(Port) 

6e Low Temp. 282.5(7) 1.144 4.048e-3 (7) 
High Lead 347.6(11) (100) 3.290e-3(11) 
Leak Air 410(15) 2.790e-3(15) 

6f Low Temp 282.5(7) 0.2859 1.012e-3 (7) 
Low Lead 347.6(11) (25) 8.226e-4( 11) 
Leak Air 410(15) 6.974e-4(15) 

6g Low Temp 430 0.5719 1.330e-3 
Int. Lead (50) 

8a Low Temp 430 0.01431 3.328e-5 
Low Lead (13.3) 

8b Low Temp 430 0.1076 2.502e-4 
Low Lead (100) 

lOa Int. Temp 400 0.6007 1.502e-3 
Temp (100) 

quench 
Int. Lead 

lOb Int. Temp. 400 0.6007 1.502e-3 
Int. Lead (100) 

lOc lnt. Temp. 400 0.1502 3.755e-4 
Int. Lead (25) 

14a High Temp. 411.6 0.5389 1.30ge-3 
Temp (100) 

quench 
Int. Lead 

14b High Temp. 411.6 0.1347 3.273e-4 
Temp (25) 

quench 
Int. Lead 

Table 4.1: Total lead mass concentrations (aerosol + vapor) at STP, for the 
Maeros simulations. Three port locations are given for the total flow 
when leak air is allowed to gradually seep into the system and dilute 
the lead. 
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Port Expt. 6 Expt. 8 Expt. lOa Expt. 10b,c Expt 14 

8.778e-4 Injection Injection 
7 1.7ge- Air Air Cooling 

5(915) Cooling Cooling Coil 
Coil Coil 
2ft removed 

upstream 

8 Cooling 
Coil 

3.24ge-5 3.295e-4 3.534e-4 
9 1.00e- l.13e- 1.31e- Cooling 

5(890) 5(898) 4(993) Coil 

10 Cooling 
Coil 

3.05ge-4 3.595e-4 4.266e-4 
11 

3.491e-5 
12 

2.887e-4 2.581e-4 
13 

14 

4.358e-4 3.771e-5 4.417e-4 2.000e-4 
15 

Table 4.2: The top number indicates the measured DMPS mass concentration 
(kg/m3

) averaged over all samples (the calculation assumes a PPb = 9.7 
glee), the second number is the equilibrium saturation vapor pressure 
(ppmv) for Pb (not PbO) at the sampling temperature ("K) indicated 
in parenthesis. All mass concentrations are at STP. 
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to PbO and Pb species. The assumption made here is that at the temperatures and 

residence times at which metal dewpoints are exceeded, further reaction between Pb 

and O2 to form PbO is slow (frozen) relative to the rate of reaction in and around 

the flame at high temperature (see Section 4.2.3). Therefore, even if conversion of 

volatilized Pb to PbO occurs at high temperature, not much occurs at the 

temperatures where particles form. Pb has a substantially higher vapor pressure than 

PbO over the temperature range of these experiments (see Figure 3.4). Additionally, 

the relatively high surface tension of lead will require relatively high super

saturations to overcome the energy barrier leading to particle formation by 

homogeneous nucleation. Therefore, even for simulations where PbO comprises only 

1 % of the initially vaporized lead, PbO (not Pb) will nucleate and provide the 

condensation sites as the aerosol travels down the temperature gradient in the 

furnace. It was attempted to simulate a 100% Pb vapor to force reduced lead to 

nucleate. However, this system suffered from numerical stiffness and could not be 

integrated, since the super-saturation of Pb has to be driven very high to induce 

nucleation. 

The model simulations in the following sections are chosen for representative 

experiments to span all temperature ranges and lead concentrations. Simulations for 

Experiments 6 and 8 represent the low temperature experiments for high and low 

lead feed rates respectively. Simulations for Experiment 10 and Experiment 14 

represent intermediate and high temperature cases respectively. Simulations are 
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carried out to a specific port, with the fractions of Pb and PbO comprising the 

original vapor as a parameter, and a comparison is made with the DMPSjCNC data. 

Occasionally, simulations are extended to the particle probe to include the effects of 

quenching on the psd. This is important at the higher sampling temperature when 

the saturation vapor pressure comprises a relatively large fraction of the original lead 

vapor mass concentration (see Table 4.2). This was the case in Siniuiation lOc, Port 

9, and will be shown in Section 4.3.2. 

4.3.1 Low Temperature Base Case MAEROS Simulations 

Figure 4.1 shows the psd that evolves at Port 7 for various Pb jPbO ratios. 

For the high PbO fractions, a unimodal mature PbO number density is centered at 

about 0.1 micron. When the mass fraction of Pb is increased to 80%, a mode in the 

distribution develops at a ~ less than 0.1 J,£m. and a shoulder persists at a ~ greater 

than O.lJ,£m. As the lead is increased from 80% to 98%, the mode at small sizes 

decreases and the shoulder develops into a mode again centered at about 0.1 J,£m. 

The distribution at 99% Pb takes a significant jump to larger size with the mode at 

a size slightly less than 1J.km. As the Pb content is increased, the dewpoint 

temperature of the lead will approach that of the PbO. When 80% of the metal 

exists as Pb, the Pb will approach its dewpoint when PbO is nucleating at its most 

rapid rate. The Pb and PbO supersaturation are approximately the same at 94% 

lead at the time the maximum rate of PbO nucleation occurs, and, at 98% Pb, the 
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Figure 4.1: MAEROS Simulation 6e from Table 4.1; Bottom Graph: predictions 
at Port 7 with varying PbjPbO fraction. Top Graph: comparison of 
DMPSjCNC data with simulations that give the best visual fit. 
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Pb supersaturation is more than double that of the PbO, at this point in time. These 

results are summarized in Table 4.3 (note: column 1 of this table represents the 

apportionment of initial lead between Pb and PbO species). Insight into how these 

facts lead to the given psd shapes can be gained from Figures 4.2 and 4.3. The mass 

fraction of lead that leaves the gas phase due to homogeneous nucleation of PbO 

remains rather constant as Pb content is increased to about 88%, whereas the peak 

mass nucleation rate decreases by over a factor of two (see Table 4.3). This 

translates to nucleated particles entering the system over a longer time period for 

simulations at the higher lead content (88%). At 0% Pb, the nucleated particles 

enter the system more like a delta function, and all particles grow relatively equally 

due to condensation and coagulation. As the Pb content increases, the nucleated 

particles enter the system more gradually. Above 80% Pb, an increasing Pb 

supersaturation is coincident with particle nucleation of PbO. Thus, the potential for 

rapid condensation increases with increasing lead content, and the first particles 

nucleated preferentially relieve the flue gas of lead by condensation, relative to 

particles nucleated later. Therefore, the primary mode which develops in the PSD 

out near 80% Pb can be thought of as an accumulation mode caused largely by 

condensation on nucleated particles. As the Pb content increases, the critical 

supersaturation of the PbO is increasing, which decreases the stable nuclei size. 

Therefore, number concentrations of nucleated particles increase, and reach high 

enough levels so that a coagulation shoulder subsequently grows out from the 
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Temp. Super- Nucleation Mass 
%Pb Time rK@ Gradient Saturation Rate Fraction 

(msec) t=O (X/sec) PbO(Pb) Kgj(m3sec) Nucl. 
Pts. 

0 42.7 1279.4 -369.5 2.155 4.00E-5 1.72E-4 

10 43.58 1277.7 -369.5 2.169 3.33E-5 1.52E-4 
50 39.43 1245.7 -369.5 2.296 2.74E-5 1.44E-4 

80 49.57 1198.6 -368.2 2.544 2.31E-5 1.86E-4 
84 52.4 1188.3 -368.2 2.626( 1.125) 2.44E-5 1.77E-4 

88 52.9 1174.7 -368.2 2.702(1.469) 1.85e-5 1.37E-4 
92 52.7 1156.1 -368.2 2.793(2.087) 1.03E-5 7.75E-5 
96 54.4 1125.8 -368.2 3.015(3.733) 5.43E-6 4.33E-5 
98 57.3 1097.2 -368.2 3.133(6.616) 3.43E-6 2.56E-5 

99 80.7 1070.1 -199.2 3.362(10.90) 4.93E-7 7.65E-6 

Table 4.3: Maeros modelling results for Simulation 6f; %Pb is the initial value. 
The nucleation rate is the maximum attained at the time, temperature, 
temperaturegradient, and supersaturation given. The mass fraction is 
of nucleated particles is the fmal value. 

primary mode (Figure 4.2, 84% Pb) produced primarily by condensation of these new 

particles. However, as the mass fraction of Pb increases beyond 88%, the ultimate 

mass fraction of lead leaving the gas phase by nucleation starts to decrease rapidly, 

and the potential for rapid condensation increases further. Fewer particles nucleate 

into the system at slower rates, and the condensation mode becomes more dominant 

and grows to larger size very rapidly. A small nucleation coagulation mode at less 

than 0.01 J,km. persists, after most of the lead mass is removed from the gas by 

condensation (Figure 4.3, 96%Pb) At 99% lead, the nucleation now occurs beyond 
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Figure 4.2: Maeros simulation 6e (t is in seconds); top graph: at 0% Pb 
(tl=O.04, t2 = 0.06, t3=0.09, t4= 0.15,15= 1.875); bottom graph: 
84% Pb (t1= 0.0422, t2= 0.06, t3= 0.11, t4= 0.15,15= 1.417). 
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Figure 4.3: Maeros simulations 6e (t is in seconds); top graph: at 96% Pb 
(11=0.04,12=0.06,13=0.09, t4= 0.15,15= 1.417); bottom graph: 
99% Pb (tl= 0.04,12= 0.06,13= 0.11, t4= 0.15,15= 1.266). 
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Port 4, and the experimentally measured temperatures over this region lead to an 

approximated temperature gradient which is much lower. This dramatically increases 

condensation relative to homogeneous nucleation, with most of the lead mass now 

condensing on relatively few seed particles. This is indicated by the jump in the 

distribution out to slightly less than a micron! 

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show that by approximately 0.15 seconds, a mature psd had 

evolved which undergoes additional growth relatively slowly. This is predicted to 

occur well before any sampling ports in the system under most experimental 

conditions assumed in the simulations. Therefore, experimental results which show 

a significant evolution of the psd between sampling ports could either reflect the fact 

that; 1) some of the assumptions in the model are not physically correct, and/or 2) 

the observed psd partly results from changes which occurred in the sampling probe. 

For this reason some simulations were performed which extend the model to include 

probe effects on the psd. 

The top graph in Figure 4.1 shows that MAEROS was over-predicting particle 

growth. It was thought that this may be in part due to the fact that a significantly 

smaller initial mass concentration of vaporized lead actually exist, perhaps due to 

poor atomization and low temperatures (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2) For this reason, 

Simulation 6g of Table 4.1 assumes 50% of the lead feed is vaporized, and results 

are shown for model simulations and DMPS/CNC samples at Ports 7 and 15 in 

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. Figure 4.4 shows that slightly better agreement 
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Figure 4.4: MAEROS Simulation 6g; bottom graph: predictions at Port 7 
with varying PbjPbO fraction, top graph: comparison of 
DMPSjCNC data with simulations that give the best visual fit. 
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Figure 4.5: MAEROS Simulation 6g; bottom graph: predictions at Port 15 
with varying Pb/PbO fraction, top graph: comparison of 
DMPS/CNC data with simulations that give the best visual fit. 
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between data and model is obtained at Port 7 when compared to the case which 

assumes 100% vaporization of the lead feed (Figure 4.1). However, the temporal 

evolution of the size distribution takes place mostly at early time and little additional 

evolution occurs between Ports 7 and 15, while the experimental data indicates that 

significant evolution occurs here. One possibility is that a high lead content 

simulation could represent the large particle size mode of the experimental 

distribution, and the small particle size mode observed at higher sampling 

temperatures is due to nucleation and condensation of remaining lead vapor in the 

probe, thereby preferentially increasing the number concentrations at the lower end 

of the measured psd. However, Tables 4.1 and 4.2 indicate that the equilibrium 

saturation vapor pressures at these sampling temperatures result in a relatively small 

portion of the original vaporized lead remaining as vapor. Nonetheless, probe 

simulations were performed assuming all the lead nucleates and coagulates in the 

probe (no condensation). This will have the maximum effect on increasing number 

concentration. These results are shown in Figure 4.6. It is observed that the small 

particle mode does not evolve to a large enough size to match the data, even with 

turbulent coagulation included in the probe simulation. Turbulent coagulation had 

essentially no effect on the probe simulation. However, a more realistic probe 

quench simulation where homogeneous nucleation, as well as condensation and 

coagulation, under rapid temperature quench was developed in an attempt to achieve 

better agreement for the small particle mode. Since this probe simulation no longer 
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assumes that all remaining lead vapor nucleates into size class 1 and evolves by 

coagulation as was the case in Simulation 6e (Figure 4.6), the mass and number of 

nucleated particles will be much less in this case. Rapid temperature quench of 

l<f"K/sec is imposed on the system by cooling the gas from the sampling 

temperature to room temperature in a very short time interval (::::6msec). 

Condensation, coagulation, and homogeneous nucleation are all allowed to occur. 

However, dilution is delayed until after the temperature gradient in the probe is 

traversed, and the sample is subsequently diluted by an amount specified by the 

sampling conditions of the experiment. The sample remains in the probe at these 

conditions for one second which is close to the actual residence time. Dilution 

effects could not be included simultaneously with temperature quench. The solution 

became numerically unstable when it was attempted to solve systems with large 

negative derivatives, which rapid dilution caused. This improved probe simulation 

was attempted in Simulation 6f shown in Table 4.1, but in this case not much of an 

effect was observed in the psd from particle quench, and therefore, this is not 

presented graphically. This occurred because much of the lead vapor condensed on 

the existing fine submicron lead particles sampled by the probe and which formed 

in the furnace, instead of lead vapor forming the ultrafine submicron mode by self 

nucleation, condensation, and coagulation in the probe. However, this probe 

simulation will be shown to have a more significant effect in one of the intermediate 

temperature simulations in the next section. 
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Another possibility for applying the probe simulation to Experiment 6 is to 

assume that it interacts with a mature furnace PSD that evolved in a different 

manner. If the kinetics are slow enough to result in a very high Pb content (> 99%) 

and a very low PbO content, self nucleation will be suppressed. As mentioned 

earlier, a self nucleation simulation inside the system is not possible for the current 

version of MAEROS, since the high supersaturation necessary to induce 

homogeneous nucleation of Pb cause excessive numerical stiffness. However, in a 

real system this situation will most likely be prevented anyway since any pre-existing 

seed particles will act as condensation sites and prevent these very high 

supersaturation from being attained. For this purpose, a seed population could be 

chosen which matches a typical background psd found in the furnace. However, this 

is difficult since the background seed PSD, outside the measurable range of the 

DMPS/CNC, is unknown. This should be the subject of future work. 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show Simulation 8b at Ports 9 and 15 respectively. 

Experiment 8 uses a low lead feed rate. Once again, the data show a significant time 

evolution, and the model simulations do not for a given Pb /PbO mass ratio. In 

addition, the simulations at the high temperature Port 9 show a bulge in the psd near 

0.1 J.Lm. which deviates significantly from the data. This represents the coagulation 

accumulation mode discussed earlier in this section for the temporal evolution in 

Simulation 6e (Figure 4.2 and 4.3). The data in Table 4.1 and 4.2 suggest that only 

a small portion of the lead may have vaporized. Therefore, if the reduced lead 
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Figure 4.7: MAEROS Simulation 8b; Bottom Graph: predictions at Port 9 with 
varying PbjPbO fraction, Top Graph: comparison ofDMPSjCNC data 
with simulations that give the best visual fit. 
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Figure 4.8: MAEROS Simulation 8b; Bottom Graph: predictions at Port 15 with 
varying Pb/PbO fraction, Top Graph: comparison ofDMPS/CNC data 
with simulations that give the best visual fit. 
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content is near 99%, the dewpoint may be very close to the sampling temperature. 

This suggests that nucleation andj or condensation may have occurred entirely in the 

probe, and could lead to better agreement with the data in Figure 4.7. The observed 

experimental particle mode at Port 15 (lower temperature) then could result from 

nucleation and condensation in the furnace for the simulation at the 99% lead 

content, since Figure 4.8 shows fairly good agreement downstream at Port 15 with 

a high lead content simulation. 

In summary, some discrepancies are observed for the low temperature 

simulations and the experimental DMPSjCNC data. The data show a significant 

temporal evolution between sampling ports. The model simulation distributions 

evolve very quickly when homogeneous nucleation occurs upstream, and the psd 

matures and remains nearly unchanged over the sampling region over the measurable 

range on the DMPSjCNC. These discrepancies may in some instances be due to 

probe quench at high temperature where an appreciable amount of lead vapor 

persists and could potentially modify the psd. Additionally, pre-existing seed particles 

may playa major role in determining the temporal evolution and ultimate shape of 

the psd, and additional work is required in this area. Experimental conditions in the 

low temperature cases are more conducive to pre-existing seed particles interacting 

effectively with the evolving psd. However, this is difficult to simulate since the 

number and location of seed particles outside the measurable range of the 

DMPSjCNC, is unknown. 
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4.3.2 Intermediate Temperature Base Case MAEROS Simulations 

Model simulations appear to do a better job predicting the data in 

intermediate temperature cases. Peak flame temperatures are about 1500 K higher 

(1460"K), residence times at temperatures sufficient to induce complete vaporization 

of the pure lead species are longer, and temperature gradients tend to be larger in 

the region where nucleation occurs. As discussed in the previous section, these 

factors all favor seed particle formation by homogeneous nucleation, and thus, 

MAEROS is more likely to provide the pertinent particle physics for the 

experimental system in this case. 

Simulation lOa is presented in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. The simulated curve 

which provided the best visual fit to the data, was at 96% Pb. Also, the data, like 

the modei, does not show much of an evolution between sampling ports in this case. 

Therefore, good agreement is obtained at both port locations for the same starting 

lead mass fraction. All the simulations slightly over predicted the unimodal 

distribution on the large particle side, but this is not surprising since the DMPS/CNC 

data suggest that only about 25% of the original lead mass reached the vapor state, 

and thus, measured over the submicron range. 

Figure 4.11 shows Simulation 10c which models Experiment 10 when the 

cooling lance in Port 6 was removed, and with 25% of the lead initially vaporized. 

These simulations include the improved probe simulation presented in Section 4.3.1 

which allows nucleation, condensation, and coagulation in the probe under rapid 
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Figure 4.9: MAEROS Simulation lOa; Bottom Graph: predictions at Port 9 with 
varying Pb/PbO fraction, Top Graph: comparison ofDMPS/CNC data 
with simulations that give the best visual fit. 
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Figure 4.10: MAEROS Simulation lOa; Bottom Graph: predictions at Port 15 with 
varying Pb/PbO fraction, Top Graph: comparison ofDMPSjCNC data 
with simulations that give the best visual fit. 
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Figure 4.11: MAEROS Simulation IOc; Bottom Graph: predictions at Port 9 with 
varying Pb/PbO fraction, Top Graph: comparison ofDMPS/CNC data 
with simulations that give the best visual fit. 
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temperature quench. Best agreement with the data is obtained at Port 9 when the 

initial mass fraction of lead is 84%. However, 90% and 96% Pb make fairly good 

visual matches in this case also. With the removal of the cooling lance and 

subsequent rise in temperature, it is possible that the apportionment of lead between 

Pb and PbO changed. 

It would have been beneficial to check on the agreement of the simulated and 

experimental psd at Port 15 for Simulation lOc. Unfortunately, data for this case was 

not obtained downstream at this cooler sampling port after the cooling lance was 

removed, since there was insufficient time for this to be performed in this 

experiment. However, DMPS/CNC samples from Experiment 11, not graphically 

presented here, show a unimodal psd at Port 15 for nearly the same experimental 

conditions (i.e. temperature profile) as Experiment 10 after the cooling lance was 

removed. Therefore, the simulation in Figure 4.11 for 96% Pb may provide the best 

match because when the effects of the probe are removed, it provides the necessary 

unimodal psd over the measurable range of the DMPS/CNC. Although the probe 

effects will be shown to be significant at Port 9 momentarily, they will not be at Port 

15 due to much lower lead species saturation vapor pressures. The simulated furnace 

psds without probe quench are mature by Port 9, and the are not expected to show 

significant evolution inside the furnace for the approximate second the particles take 

to travel from Port 9 to Port 15. Therefore, if the simulated psd is unimodal at Port 

9, it is expected to remain unimodal at Port 15. 
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The sampling temperature at Port 9 increased from 898°K to 993°K when the 

cooling lance was removed (Simulation lOc). From Tables 4.1 and 4.2 it can be seen 

that the saturated Pb content of the vapor at this temperature is a significant portion 

of the total lead initially available. Therefore, probe quench which is included in the 

simulations of Figure 4.11 can have a significant effect on psd location and shape. 

The corresponding sets of simulations on Experiment 10c without the inclusion of the 

probe simulation are shown together with the simulations that include probe quench 

(Figure 4.11) in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 for comparison. This probe simulation is the 

more sophisticated version presented in Section 4.3.1, and which accounts for 

nucleation condensation and coagulation due to rapid temperature quench in the 

probe. Figure 4.13 shows that at 96% Pb (bottom graph), the probe simulation 

produces a significant increase (about two orders of magnitude) in the number 

concentration over the lower end of what would be the measurable size range of the 

DMPS/CNC (just above 0.01 J.l.m.). Furthermore, the two simulations in Figure 4.13 

which include probe quench (also shown in Figure 4.11), provide the better match 

with the data. Therefore, it is possible that effects of probe quench at Port 9 

superimposed on a high lead content furnace simulation, are producing the observed 

bimodal effect in the DMPS/CNC data. The high lead content furnace simulation 

undergoes a negligible modification by probe quench at Port 15, and the expected 

(based on Experiment 11) unimodal psd at Port 15 would result. 
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Figure 4.12: MAEROS Simulation 10e with and without a probe simulation 
included at Port 9; Bottom Graph: 0% Pb, Top Graph: 50% Pb. 
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Figure 4.13: MAEROS Simulation 10c with and without a probe simulation 
included at Port 9; Bottom Graph: 84% Pb, Top graph: 96% 
Pb. 
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4.3.3 High Temperature Base Case MAEROS Simulations 

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show Simulation 14a with 100% lead vaporization 

matches the shape of the experimental distribution very well at both Ports 11 and 15. 

However, as shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, the measured DMPSjCNC mass 

concentrations only average about 22.5% of the original DMPSjCNC concentration. 

As shown in Figure 4.16, the same simulation performed for 25% vaporization which 

now brings the total measured mass in agreement with the total simulated mass 

concentrations, but results in poorer superposition of the shapes of measured and 

simulated psds. It is possible that the dilution used to calculate the DMPSjCNC 

recovered mass concentration (Table 4.2) is in error, and the recovered mass 

concentration is actually higher. Other high temperature experiments involving 

chlorine injection would often show recoveries of approximately as 40-50% for the 

base case samples without chlorine. 

Flow calibrations on the DMPSjCNC were performed regularly to ensure the 

accuracy of the internal instrument dilution which occurs in addition to the sample 

dilution by the sampling system. In Experiment 14, these flow calibrations led to the 

discovery of a small leak in a seal on the pressure gauge at the entrance of the 

DMPSjCNC which was subsequently corrected. However, for this case the actual 

aerosol flow measured with the leak led to a dilution that was actually 3.3 times 

higher than the dilution without a leak. This correction was already applied and 

gives the calculated values in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. However, dilution factors are 
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Figure 4.14: MAEROS Simulation 14a; Bottom Graph: predictions at Port 11 with 
varying PbjPbO fraction, Top Graph: comparison ofDMPSjCNC data 
with simulations that give the best visual fit. 
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Figure 4.15: MAEROS Simulation 14a; Bottom Graph: predictions at Port 15 with 
varying Pb/PbO fraction, Top Graph: comparison ofDMPS/CNC data 
with simulations that give the best visual fit. 
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Figure 4.16: MAEROS Simulation 14b (probe simulation included); bottom graph: 
predictions at Port 15 with varying Pb jPbO fraction, top graph: 
comparison of DMPSjCNC data with simulations that give the best 
visual fit. 
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still suspect for this experiment, and could actually be higher than the corrected 

values. 

Despite this, MAEROS simulations appear to fit the data fairly well for the 

same reasons mentioned in the previous section for the intermediate temperature 

experiment. Background particulate does exist and was measured for these 

experiments. However, peak temperatures in the high temperature experiments 

reach 1600°K, and relatively long residence times at temperatures sufficient to 

induce vaporization are available. Thus, the addition of seed particles by poor 

vaporization of lead is less likely. In addition, the cooling coils in Ports 7 to 10, 

which induce a relatively steep temperature gradient, are placed in the region over 

which nucleation occurs. For these reasons, homogenous nucleation is more 

favorable in these experiments. If new particle generation rates are not sufficiently 

diminished by seed particles sapping the available lead for nucleation, then 

condensation will preferentially occur on the small nucleated particles once they 

form. In this case the presence of seed particles would have a reduced effect on 

shaping the evolving psd. MAEROS simulations support this. 

In the current case the best visual fits result from an assumed initial lead 

fraction of 84 to 90%. This is somewhat lower than the 96% Pb simulation which 

provided the best fit for the intermediate temperature case. This may be explained 

by the significantly higher temperatures in and around the flame, which would allow 

more Pb to be converted to PbO. 
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MAEROS Simulations for the Lead ISorbent Systems 

The theoretical thermodynamic evidence for the chlorinated flue gas system 

presented in Chapter 3, shows that the presence of chlorine will cause PbClz to 

become the stable gas phase species below a relatively narrow temperature range. 

Above this range PbO, and to a lesser extent Pb, are the stable lead species. The 

transition temperature range gets progressively higher as the CI/Pb molar ratio 

increases. The experimental evidence shows that sorbent utilization is diminished 

with increasing Cl/Pb ratio, which suggests that sorbent reaction with PbClz and PbCI 

as opposed to PbO and Pb, is much slower. Therefore, the sorbent capture model 

incorporated into MAEROS assumes that the reaction between the sorbent and the 

chlorinated lead species are insignificant relative to PbO and Pb species. The 

instantaneous composition of these lead species are controlled by chemical 

thermodynamics locally in the gas phase. This assumes that the gas phase kinetics 

in a chlorinated atmosphere are rapid with respect to the pertinent species. 

Srinivasachar et. al. (1990) model the reactions of alkali metals with flue gases 

containing chlorine, utilizing kinetic parameters from the literature, and equilibrium 

values of chlorinated species are reached very quickly in their model. Therefore, the 

equilibrium assumption seems plausible. 

The purpose of the model is to assume a physicochemical mechanism for the 

reactive scavenging of lead by sorbent, and see how well it fits the data in terms of 

the total fraction of the available lead captured, and the particle size dependence of 
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sorbent lead mass fraction. The AA analysis of the high temperature cascade 

impactor data would support a capture mechanism in which the reverse reaction 

plays an important role. However, thermochemical data for lead alumina-silicate 

mixtures is not available to test an equilibrium controlled lead capture mechanism. 

Therefore, the degree to which thermodynamics controls the rate of capture in our 

system is unknown, especially since the high temperature data is sampled at shorter 

residence times and the lower observed capture may merely reflect the fact that less 

time is available for an irreversible lead sorbent reaction to occur. Consequently, 

this model tests a first order irreversible lead sorbent reaction, where the intrinsic 

rate parameters are fitted to predict the actual fraction of lead captured in a 

particular experiment. Subsequently, these rate parameters are tested in other 

simulations for other experiments to see how well they predict capture. 

The experimentally determined size dependence of the fraction of lead 

captured by sorbent particles is also utilized to check the validity of the specific lead 

capture scenario proposed by the model. Much of this size dependent data was 

presented in Chapter 3. The reaction rate parameters in the model are assumed to 

describe an intrinsic reaction at the surface of a fused lead alumina-silicate particle. 

However, they may also represent global kinetic parameters for internal pore 

reaction in the diffusion controlled regime. Either of these mechanisms will lead to 

a 1/~ size dependence for the mass fraction of lead captured, but the EDS analyses 

of individual sorbent particles generally show a size dependence which is significantly 
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weaker than 1j~. However, a parameter for the maximum allowable sorbent 

particle lead mass fraction will slow down the reaction as conversion proceeds. This 

diminishes the 1j~ dependence at relatively small particle sizes and produces a 

better fit with the data. The maximum allowable mass fraction is either assumed to 

be 0.5, which follows the solid crystalline lead alumina-silicate product proposed in 

the work of Shadman and Uberoi (1991), or 0.8 which is the assumed upper limit 

when a liquid non-crystalline lead alumina-silicate product is formed. The latter 

value is supported by SEMjEDS analysis. Another possibility for reactive capture 

which would produce the weaker size dependence, is for internal pore surface 

reactions to occur in either the kinetically controlled regime or the transition 

between kinetically and diffusion controlled regimes. For the kinetically controlled 

regime, the reaction would need to be sufficiently slow so that some residual 

unreacted lead vapor remains. This would eventually physically condense on the 

sorbent particles when temperatures fall below the metal dewpoint in the furnace of 

the sampling probe, and provide the slight size dependence observed. The kinetically 

controlled mechanism could be included in the current simulations by the switch of 

an input parameter to MAEROS. The actual occurence of any internal pore surface 

reaction would require that the actual fusion time of the sorbent particles be slow 

enough to allow significant mass transfer of lead through the porous sorbent particle 

before pore closure due to melting occurs (see Section 3.4.7). The relative 

importance of capture by internal pore surface reaction or reaction at the external 
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fused particle surface, could not be definitively determined with the present 

experimental data. However, characteristic diffusion times calculated in Section 3.4.7 

show that lead uptake by non-porous liquid sorbent particles are fast enough to allow 

the possibility of capture controlled by reaction at the external fused particle surface. 

In this case, a strong influence from the reverse lead capture reaction would be 

neccessary to result in a weaker size dependence. However, as previously mentioned, 

equilibrium thermodynamics controlling the reaction step could not be tested due to 

the lack of thermochemical data and a thermodynamic model of the appropriate 

complexity for our system. The current capture mechanism which is modelled will 

be shown to give reasonable agreement to the data, which in turn, supports its 

validity. However, the point to this discussion is that other capture scenarios which 

were not developed due to their complexity, can not be ruled out. 

The model simulations are performed at 12 sets of experimental conditions. 

The three values utilized for the activation energy of the reaction are 5.25, 10.5, and 

15.75 Kcaljmole, which bracket the value of 10.5 found experimentally by Uberoi 

(1990). For each activation energy, the maximum allowable particle lead mass 

fraction is either 0.5 or 0.8. Finally, for each combination of the previous 

parameters, the sorbent is either assumed to become mixed in with and start reacting 

with the lead laden flue gas immediately upon feeding at Port 2, or alternatively at 

Port 3. This leads to 12 combinations of the three parameters. The mixing locations 

are meant to approximate the upper and lower limits of the mixing time of the 
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sorbent with hot flue gas, and after which reaction begins. In Figure 4.17, the pre-

exponential factor is plotted against total fraction of lead captured for Experiment 

17, the high temperature experiment with the stoichiometric injection of chlorine. 

This is performed for each of the 12 sets of conditions described above. The correct 

pre-exponential factor is that which predicts a total fraction of lead captured of 

79.7%, the experimentally determined value from the cascade impactor data (see 

Section 3.4.6). Subsequently, each of the 12 sets of the three parameters with the 

appropriate pre-exponential factor are applied to the other high temperature 

experiments. The model results show that the total conversion is extremely sensitive 

to the rate parameters, but not as much to the value for maximum lead mass fraction 

and sorbent mixing location. Once again, the predictive value of the model is judged 

in terms of the agreement with the total fraction of lead captured and the particle 

size dependence of lead mass fraction measured at the sampling location. 

If these 12 sets of experimental parameters are applied to Experiment 18, the 

high temperature and high excess chlorine experiment, the temporal evolution of 

total fraction of lead captured are shown in Figure 4.18 and 4.19. Note that the 

simulation only reaches a residence time of from 0.6 to 0.7 seconds before lead 

species are converted to PbCl2 and by assumption the reaction is terminated. The 

experimentally determined fraction of lead captured for this experiment was 37.8% 

(see Section 3.4.6). The predicted values for each of the 12 sets of model conditions 

are shown in Table 4.4. The closest agreement with the data (37.8%) is obtained for 
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Figure 4.17: Predicted lead mass fraction vs. pre-exponential factor with 
sorbent mixing location and activation energy (Kcaljmole) as 
parameters. Maximum lead mass fraction is 0.5 (top) and 0.8 
(bottom). 
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Figure 4.18: Utilization of Expt. 17 simulation's kinetic parameters to predict 
the total fraction of lead captured in Expt. 18. Sorbent mixing 
location at Port 2. 
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Figure 4.19: Utilization of Expt. 17 simulation's kinetic parameters to predict 
the total fraction of lead captured in Expt. 18. Sorbent mixing 
location at Port 3. 
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Activation Sorbent 'Mix In' Maximum Fraction of 
Energy Port Particle Lead Lead Captured 

(Pre-exponential Mass Fraction 
factor) 

5.25(13.33) 2 0.5 55.54 

10.5(83.69) 2 0.5 58.73 
15.75(501.7) 2 0.5 60.68 
5.25(15.59) 3 0.5 50.31 

10.5(100.1) 3 0.5 53.31 

15.75(619.8) 3 0.5 55.39 
5.25(9.120) 2 0.8 47.10 

10.5(62.41) 2 0.8 53.12 
15.75(347.9) 2 0.8 52.86 
5.25(10.72) 3 0.8 41.98 
10.5(68.90) 3 0.8 45.00 
15.75(433.9) 3 0.8 47.67 

Table 4.4: Total fraction of lead captured for Experiment 18 simulations for each 
of the 12 sets of parameters with the corresponding pre-exponential 
factor required to predict the experimentally determined capture in 
Experiment 17 (high temperature, low chlorine injection). 

the simulation performed at the lowest activation energy, the sorbent mixing in at 

Port 3, and the maximum allowable lead mass fraction of 0.8 (41.98%). This would 

support a liquid phase sorbent particle reaction step, since the gas-liquid reaction 

would be expected to have a lower activation energy than the corresponding gas 

solid-reaction. 

The fact that all the predicted values of lead capture are somewhat higher 

than the experimentally determined value could be attributed to a model 
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simplification regarding the gas phase species. The equilibrium composition of lead 

species as a function of temperature assumes that the initial apportionments of 

gaseous elements remains constant. Separate thermodynamic simulations are utilized 

to estimate the apportionment of lead species as a function of temperature (see 

Section 3.4.7), and this information is utilized in MAEROS. However, the relative 

apportionment of the vapor phase mass of each species actually changes since 

sorbent is assumed to preferentially remove Pb and PbO by reaction. This increases 

the gaseous CljPb ratio and will shift the gas phase equilibrium to PbCl2 more 

quickly and at higher temperature than the thermodynamic predictions input into 

MAEROS assuming a constant CI/Pb ratio. This cuts off reaction sooner. Thus the 

fitted rate parameters will be somewhat under predicted by the model since less time 

is actually available for the experimentally determined percentage of lead captured 

to be obtained. Modifications to the equilibrium section of the model to account for 

a changing gaseous CljPb ratio due to the reactive interaction with the aerosol, have 

not yet been made. It is assume that the CljPb ratio remains constant at the feed 

value, and the curves in Figure 3.29 are utilized in MAEROS. Since 80% and 38% 

of the lead is captured in Experiment 17 and 18 respectively (see Chapter 3), the 

CljPb ratio actually increases from 2:1 to about 10:1 and 17:1 to about 45:1 

respectively. This will certainly require that the actual fitted kinetic parameters be 

even greater. If the increasing CljPb ratio were to be more effective in slowing the 

reaction in Experiment 18 than 17, the model predicted fraction of initial lead 
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captured in Experiment 18 (Table 4.4), utilizing the parameters fitted to Experiment 

17, would decrease and improved agreement would result. However, the current 

model results are still able to predict the data fairly well. 

The sets of parameters given in Table 4.4 will now be tested on Experiment 

12, where no chlorine was injected, but the fraction of lead captured was significantly 

less than unity since the cascade impactor sample was extracted at Port 7 at relatively 

high temperature and short residence time. These simulations are a test to see if the 

experimental results could reflect a residence time effect for an irreversible lead 

sorbent reaction. Figure 4.20 and 4.21 show the simulated temporal evolution of the 

lead captured all the way down to Port 15. The sample was extracted at Port 7 

which corresponds to a residence time of 0.6099 or 0.7178 seconds (depending on 

sorbent mix in location), and the total fraction of lead captured which corresponds 

to this time is shown in Table 4.5 for each set of conditions. The experimental 

fraction of lead captured in this case is approximately 70% (see Section 3.4.5) which 

the simulations slightly under predict. The slight discrepancy may be caused for the 

same reason given above pertaining to the fact that the kinetic fit parameters would 

have been greater if an increasing Cl/Pb vapor phase ratio due to the sorbent's 

capture of lead were accounted for in the theoretical local gas phase equilibrium 

predictions of lead species. Furthermore, since water solubility analysis could not be 

utilized (insoluble fume) to provide an improved estimate of the fraction of lead 

captured, brownian deposition of the fine subrnicron lead particles on the cascade 
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Figure 4.20: MAEROS Simulation of Experiment 12 for the temporal 
evolution of lead capture. Sorbent effective mixing location @ 
Port 2. 
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Figure 4.21: MAEROS Simulation of Experiment 12 for the temporal 
evolution of lead capture. Sorbent effective mixing location @ 
Port 3. 
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Fraction of 
Maximum Lead 

Activation Energy Sorbent 'Mix Particle Captured by 
(Pre-exponential factor) In' Port Lead Mass Rxn 

Fraction P7 P15 

5.25(13.33) 2 0.5 55.54 85.38 
10.5(83.69) 2 0.5 58.73 82.30 

15.75(501.7) 2 0.5 60.68 78.78 
5.25(15.59) 3 0.5 50.31 87.19 
10.5(100.1) 3 0.5 53.31 84.30 
15.75(619.8) 3 0.5 55.39 80.98 
5.25(9.120) 2 0.8 47.10 85.61 
10.5(62.41) 2 0.8 53.12 84.32 
15.75(347.9) 2 0.8 52.86 78.53 
5.25(10.72) 3 0.8 41.98 88.06 
10.5(68.90) 3 0.8 45.00 84.57 
15.75( 433.9) 3 0.8 47.67 81.08 

Table 4.5: Total fraction of lead captured for Experiment 12 simulations for each 
of the 12 sets of parameters with the corresponding pre-exponential 
factor required to predict the experimentally determined capture in 
Experiment 17 (high temperature, low chlorine injection). 

impactor stages comprising sorbent will cause the percent captu:e to be slightly over 

estimated. The simulations showed that reaction was not quite fast enough, and 

downstream temperatures were cool enough, to cause the physical condensation of 

unreacted lead (:::: 10% to 15% of the total lead) on the sorbent particles inside the 

furnace between Port 13 and Port 15. An additional 6 to 7% would condense out 

in the probe. However, this is a worst case scenario for condensation, since it is 
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assumed that all the lead exists as PbO, the lead species with the lowest vapor 

pressure among those considered. If the major fraction of lead species is Pb for the 

cases without chlorine as the base case simulations earlier in this chapter suggest, 

then all the physical condensation will be delayed until particle sampling occurs for 

this case. However a negligible difference in percent of total lead captured by 

reaction results from this assumption. Even though more time is available for 

reaction when condensation is delayed by increasing the Pb content, the reaction is 

slow at the relatively lower dewpoint temperatures of either lead species. 

Unfortunately, no experimental data was extracted from Port 15 to confirm whether 

an unreacted fine lead mode would still form. It is assumed that any remaining lead 

will either condense out on pre-existing particles or homogeneously nucleate upon 

sampling if enough unreacted lead still exists. This was experimentally observed in 

Experiment 12 as the fine submicron lead mode measured at Port 7. 

The set of 12 parameters is now applied to Experiment 13, performed at high 

temperature without chlorine in the system. The impactor sample was extracted at 

Port 15, but since cooling lances were excluded from this experiment, the sampling 

temperature was still quite high (l123"K) and evidence of a small but significant 

quantity of uncaptured lead existed (see Section 3.4.5). Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show 

the temporal evolution of the fraction of lead captured in this case. Unlike 

Experiment 12, downstream temperatures were hot enough and lead capture was still 

sufficient to prevent any condensation of unreacted lead inside the system, even when 
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Figure 4.22: MAEROS Simulation of Experiment 13 for the temporal 
evolution of lead capture. Sorbent effective mixing location @ 
Port 2. 
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Figure 4.23: MAEROS Simulation of Experiment 13 for the temporal 
evolution of lead capture. Sorbent effective mixing location @ 
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100% of the initial lead species are assumed to be PbO. The simulations suggest 

that approximately 2% to 4% of the lead remains uncaptured, whereas the 

experimental results show less than 1 % of the total lead comprised fume. This 

agreement is quite good, especially since some of the uncaptured lead predicted in 

the simulation may still contribute additional mass to the sorbent particle population 

inside the sampling probe by physical condensation on slightly larger particles, rather 

than contribute to the observable fine particulate lead mode by homogeneous 

nucleation and condensation on particles which deposit on the Impactor After Filter. 

Experiment 14 was a replicate of Experiment 13, the only difference being 

that four cooling lances occupied Ports 7 through 10. Figure 4.24 and 4.25 show the 

MAEROS simulation for the temporal evolution of lead capture by sorbent. In the 

region of the cooling lances which occupy the range in residence time from 

approximately 0.5 sec to 1.5 sec in these figures, physical condensation takes place 

even though 90% of the initial vaporized lead is assumed to be comprised of the 

more volatile Pb. The symbols representing the different activation energies appear 

twice downstream of the cooling lances at each port location. The three values at 

the lower conversion represent lead capture by reaction only. Where the three 

symbols superimposed close to 100% capture, represents the added effect of 

condensation which occurred inside the system. This is consistent with the fact that 

no fine lead aerosol mode was observed by the impactor data sampled at Port 15 

(2.36 sec or 2.47 sec). Figures 4.24 and 4.25 show on the order of 5-10% of the 
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Figure 4.24: MAEROS Simulation of Experiment 14 for the temporal 
evolution of lead capture. Sorbent effective mixing location @ 
Port 2. 
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original lead mass condensed on these sorbent particles, and may actually be the 

cause of the slight size dependence shown by the EDS lead content data of individual 

sorbent particles. This will be discussed momentarily. 

An important point to be made here, is the high reaction rates required to 

predict capture in all these simulations relative to those kinetic parameters obtained 

by Uberoi (1990). This investigator reported apparent activation energies, pre

exponential factors, and rates, because it was not certain whether the experimentally 

measured surface area was actually the true surface area which was available to the 

lead. Therefore, the rate expression was formulated per unit volume of sorbent. 

However, the grain size in the sorbent flake is very small, much like the size of the 

kaolinite particles injected into the furnace in the current experiments (::::lJ.£m.). 

Therefore, the local apparent rate parameters could be considered intrinsic 

parameters in their study. If their experimental internal surface area measurements 

are assumed to be reasonable estimates, an intrinsic pre-exponential factor of 5.71e-4 

m3j(m2sec) is calculated. The simulations in Figure 4.17 require pre-exponential 

factors more than 100,000 times greater than this value when the same activation 

energy is chosen for the simulation (10.5 Kcaljmole). At the lead and sorbent 

loadings of our system, these bench scale rates are much too slow to account for the 

capture observed. Even if the reaction is assumed to occur on internal pore surfaces 

with an effectiveness factor of unity, and not just on the external surface of the fused 

particles, intrinsic rates would still need to be greater approximately by a factor of 
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1000. 

The discrepancy between these rates can be explained in a way that is 

consistent with the hypothesis that chlorinated lead species do not react. 

Thermodynamic simulations performed with the data of the above investigators for 

their bench scale system, show that equilibrium values of PbO actually comprise 

approximately 0.01 to 0.0001% of the flue gas from 600·C to 800·C respectively. If 

the reaction rate of PbO is on the order of 1.0e5 times faster as the simulations 

suggest, their observed reaction rates can be significantly influenced by these low 

levels of PbO. Since it is PbO that ultimately becomes part of the crystal structure, 

it should not be surprising that the direct reaction of meta-kaolinite and PbO at the 

sorbent surface would be energetically more favorable, and would avoid an 

intermediate reaction step. 

As mentioned earlier in this section, the particle size dependence for the lead 

capture is also an important consideration in checking the validity of the capture 

mechanism. Figures 4.26 through 4.27 show the particle size dependence for the 

mass fraction of lead in the sampled sorbent particles for Experiments 17 and 18 

respectively. In Figure 4.26, all 12 sets of parameters in Table 4.4, yielded a particle 

size dependence which all essentially superimposed on one another. This is partly 

due to the fact that the pre-exponential factor was chosen so that the simulations all 

gave the same degree of lead capture (79.7%). The corresponding simulations in 

Figure 4.27 yield a range of size dependence bracketed by the two simulations shown 
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Figure 4.26: Size dependence of the particle lead mass fraction from the 
MAEROS Simulations compared with the EDS particle 
analyses. (dotted line is 95% confidence interval to the linear 
fit to the data). 
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Figure 4.27: Size dependence of the particle lead mass fraction from the 
MAEROS Simulations compared with the EDS particle 
analyses. (dotted line is 95% confidence interval to the linear 
fit to the data). 
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in each figure. As expected, the predicted curve lies somewhat above the linear fit 

to the data in Experiment 18, since the fitted rate parameters yielded a total lead 

mass fraction that was higher than the experimental values (see Table 4.4). 

Additionally, in either experiment the linear fit to the data suggest that the 

MAEROS Simulations predict a size dependence which is too strong. Considering 

the capture mechanism imposed in the model, the predicted size dependence would 

be expected to follow 1/<;' before reaction becomes limited at high conversions. A 

mechanism whereby the rate of reaction at the particle surface is reversible (see 

Section 3.4.7) or a mechanism where lead capture results in internal pore surface 

reaction prior to particle fusion, could both lead to the weaker than l/dp size 

dependence shown by both AA and SEM/EDS data. However, the predicted size 

dependence given in the two plots above is at least qualitatively correct, especially 

since a wide variation in EDS lead mass fraction is observed for a given size, and 

more data is required to pin down the experimental size dependence with more 

confidence. Additional particle analyses could not be performed due to budgeting 

constraints on this research. 

The fact that some of the unreacted lead may add to the particle size 

dependence by physical condensation either relatively far downstream in the furnace 

or in the sampling probe, could be the sole cause of the observed weak size 

dependence in the data. This lends more support to one of the reactive capture 

mechanisms in the furnace that would not yield any size dependence, and could 
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provide a good match with the size dependent data after the delayed condensation 

effect occurs. This should be the subject of future work. This possibility is supported 

by the fact that the size dependent EDS data for Experiments 13 and 14 seem to 

show a weaker size dependence than Experiments 17 and 18, where more 

condensation might be expected in the probe due to the significant quantities of lead 

which did not react with sorbent prior to sampling. Figure 4.28 shows the size 

dependent results for both the MAEROS simulations and the EDS data for 

Experiment 14. The simulations do show that a significant increase in the size 

dependence did occur at small particle size when physical condensation of lead on 

sorbent inside the system is included. This is represented by the upper set of 

simulation curves in each graph. Physical condensation was enhanced in this 

experiment due to the presence of the four cooling lances. However, when combined 

with a reactive capture mechanism which leads to a 1/~ at all but the smallest 

sorbent particles due to the limiting conversion parameter (0.5 or 0.8), the simulated 

size dependence does not match that of the EDS data very well. Therefore, a 

reactive capture mechanism leading to a 1 / ~ size dependence in the furnace, needs 

revision. 

In conclusion, the modelling results of this section show that a first order 

reaction scheme that allows Pb /PbO to react much more quickly with the sorbent 

than chlorinated lead species (PbCI2, PbCL), does describe the data quite well in 

terms of total lead capture by the sorbent. No matter what the exact 
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Figure 4.28: The simulated and experimental size dependence of sorbent 
particles for Experiment 14. Maximum lead mass fraction 0.5 
(top) and 0.8 (bottom). 
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physicochemical reactive capture mechanism is, the required kinetic rate parameters 

in the MAEROS simulations are at least on the order of 1000 times greater than the 

values determined in the bench scale experiments of Uberoi (1990). This value 

assumes the measured internal surface area of meta-kaolinite of approximately 50 

m2/ g (Punjak, 1988) is representative of the reactive surface, and that all the internal 

surface area of the sorbent is utilized during reaction. These fitted intrinsic rates to 

Uberoi's bench scale experiments assumed the capture reaction was between PbClz 

and meta-kaolinite. These experiments actually showed a theoretical local gas phase 

PbCl2/PbO thermodynamic ratio on the order of 1000, given the input flows to their 

system. This lends more credence to the conclusion drawn here. 

Drawing conclusions regarding the exact physicochemical process by which the 

reactive capture occurs, is much more difficult. It was attempted to use the size 

dependence of lead capture by sorbent for this purpose. When the rate is assumed 

to be controlled by reaction at the external fused sorbent particle surface, the 

modelled size dependence over-predicts the experimental size dependence given by 

EDS data from individual particles. A possible explanation to this is that the actual 

capture mechanism inside the furnace yields either very weak or no size dependence, 

and any observed size dependence results from physical condensation of residual 

unreacted lead either in the furnace or the sampling probe. Of course, the 

experimental results show that when a major portion of unreacted lead is sampled, 

self nucleation results in the formation a pure lead fume. However, some of this 
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lead may have also added to the s!ze dependence of the sorbent particles. One of 

two possibilities exists for a reactive lead capture mechanism that has little size 

dependence; 1) the reversible reaction mechanism at the exterior fused particle 

surface proposed in Section 3.4.7., or 2) a reversible or irreversible reaction on 

internal pore surfaces prior to pore closure by fusion. SEM data does show that 

particle fusion eventually occurs inside the system under the conditions of the 

experiments simulated in this section. For the second of the above reactive 

mechanisms to occur to an appreciable extent, the time scale for reaction needs to 

be faster than the time scale for the alumina-silicate to actually completely fuse after 

sufficient heating and/or reaction with lead or mineral impurities takes place. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The spray atomization of a lead acetate into a natural gas flame was 

performed to simulate the incineration of a lead containing waste. The in-situ 

injection of the naturally occurring sorbent, kaolinite, has been shown to be very 

effective at capturing lead in its gaseous form from the flue gas of the pilot scale 

combustor. The sorbent was tested at different combustion temperatures, lead 

concentrations, and chlorine content. 

In the cases with no chlorine present in the system, all the experimental 

evidence, indicate essentially complete capture of lead that had been vaporized in the 

flame regardless of combustion temperature or lead concentration over the range 

studied in this work. Lead capture is close to 100% in all cases. Solubility analysis 

on selected impactor stages show very little of the captured lead is soluble, at least 

for the high temperature experiments, where data is available. Therefore, it appears 

that lead trapped in this form can be isolated from the environment. 

The combustion temperatures appeared to have little effect on the over-all 

lead capture, but capture is sensitive to the chlorine content of the flue gas. The high 

temperature experiments conducted with different chlorine injection rates, but 

otherwise very similar experimental conditions, show that a stoichiometric injection 

of chlorine (CI/Pb=2/1 mole ratio) resulted in roughly 80% capture of the lead, 

and high excess chlorine eCL/Pb= 17/1) yielded only 38% capture. The intermediate 
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temperature experiments yielded a 44% lead capture at (CI/Pb= 10/1). The 

unreacted lead primarily forms PbCl2 which exist as a gas at all temperatures 

experienced in the furnace, and generates a fume in the probe after temperature 

quench. The fume is highly water soluble which could have detrimental 

environmental consequences upon its escape into the atmosphere, or upon its 

disposal as part of a secondary waste stream. 

The inhibiting effect of lead capture by the formation of the metal chloride 

in this study indicate that the separation of metals and chlorides in incinerable waste 

streams may be necessary even when sorbent injection is utilized. One possible 

alternative could be to inject an additive that has a higher affinity for chlorine than 

lead. This could allow lead to exist Pb/PbO and chemically bond to the sorbent. The 

question now becomes whether the resulting chloride compound formed can be 

successfully removed and disposed of in an environmentally safe form. 

The question of how well kaolinite will bind with other metals and what the 

order of metal affinity is for kaolinite as well as different types of sorbents, requires 

additional research. The bench scale experiments of Uberoi and Shadman (1991) 

also show significant affinity of kaolinite with cadmium. However, it is not known 

how alumina-silicate sorbents may bind with other important toxic metals such as 

arsenic or mercury. 

There are conclusions that can be drawn regarding the lead capture 

mechanism by sorbent from an analysis of both the experimental data and the 
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theoretical modelling of the intermediate and high temperature cases. The intrinsic 

kinetic rates required to fit the experimental lead capture data to the MAEROS 

modelling results were much larger than the bench scale rates reported by Uberoi 

(1990). If the capture reaction in MAEROS assumed reaction to occur on the 

external fused sorbent particle surface, the fitted intrinsic rates were approximately 

5 orders of magnitude greater than the bench scale results. If MAEROS were to 

assume internal pore surface reaction with an effectiveness factor of one, the fitted 

intrinsic rates would need to be approximately 3 orders of magnitude greater than 

the bench scale results. The bench scale results assume the capture reaction occurs 

with PbCl2 at the sorbent particle surface. Theoretical thermodynamic predictions 

yield very small quantities of PbO relative to PbCI2, with the PbCl2/PbO ratio on the 

order of 1000. Therefore, the conclusion drawn earlier that the reaction actually 

occurs with PbO could explain this discrepancy between bench scale and pilot scale 

results. 

The exact physicochemical lead capture mechanism was difficult to ascertain 

in this study. It was attempted to utilize the following experimental data for this 

purpose; the size dependence of lead capture by sorbent from EDS analyses, the 

morphology of sampled particles by SEM, the cascade impactor composition-size 

dependence, and the over-all fraction of lead captured by sorbent from AA analysis. 

It is necessary for the capture mechanism to result in a weak size dependence 

« II<\,) since this was experimentally observed. MAEROS modelling results 
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indicated that an irreversible first order reaction at the external fused sorbent 

particle surface yields a predicted size dependence that is too strong. Other 

mechanisms which could lead to this weak size dependence (see Section 3.4.7) are; 

1) a reversible reaction at the sorbent particle surface, or 2) internal diffusion and 

reaction that is largely controlled by kinetics. Maeros simulations also indicated that 

the reactive lead capture mechanism could have no particle size dependence, and the 

experimentally observed weak size dependence subsequently results from physical 

condensation of unreacted residual lead downstream in the furnace or in the 

sampling probe when flue gas temperatures drop below the metal dewpoint. 

Whether the lead capture reaction is reversible or irreversible could be 

answered by modelling the thermodynamics of kaolinite in a flue gas environment 

with varying amounts of lead and chlorine. The prediction of significant lead species 

vapor pressures would be an indication that the reverse reaction could be important. 

However, thermodynamic model of sufficient complexity and with an adequate data 

base are necessary for this purpose. More work is needed in this area to be able to 

test an equilibrium assumption on lead capture behavior. 

Experimental SEM microscopy results do show that under high temperature 

experimental conditions all the sorbent particles fuse by the attainment of their 

perfectly spherical shape. Both the experimental observations in this work and of 

Uberoi (1990) indicate that very little lead is required to induce fusion from an 

equilibrium standpoint (i.e when sufficient time is given for fusion to actually take 
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place}. Therefore, whether internal sorbent particle surfaces can be sufficiently 

utilized by the sorbent particles depend on what the characteristic time is for pore 

closure to actually be completed relative to the reaction time. Some of the 

experimental evidence in this study indicate internal surfaces are playing a significant 

role (see Section 3.4.7). However, the important observation to be made here is that 

particle fusion is not seriously inhibiting the ability of the sorbent to capture lead. 

Therefore, there does not appear to be a maximum temperature above which this 

technique would become ineffective. 

Another objective of this work was to simulate DMPS/CNC base case 

(without sorbent injection) data with Maeros in an attempt to predict the ultimate 

size distribution of the lead aerosol. The intermediate and high temperature 

experiments appear to provide a better match with the DMPS/CNC data. The 

relatively high temperatures, temperature gradients, high lead vapor concentrations 

and less lead seed particle formation due to the increased vaporization of lead, all 

promote homogeneous nucleation over physical condensation on the seed particles. 

Seed particles may also be comprised of airborne dust, or soot, in addition to 

residual lead particles. These particles are not modelled in the current system since 

it is unknown to what extent they exist outside the measurable range of the 

DMPS/CNC. Therefore, the simulation can only generate seed particles due to 

homogenous nucleation, and it is not surprising that the simulations do better in 

situations which favor particle birth by this mechanism. Additionally, subsequent 
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condensation will preferentially occur on these very small particles, and thus 

minimize the effect which seed particles may have in shaping the ultimate 

distribution. 

Since the lead surface tension is much greater than the PbO surface tension, 

PbO will nucleate much more easily. Therefore, in cases with a very high lead 

content, situations can arise where a large mass of lead condenses on a very small 

number of seed nuclei. This will displace the psd to significantly larger size. 

Whether this displacement can have a significant effect on APCS particle removal 

efficiency, and whether situations similar to this can be realized in full scale systems, 

is unknown to the current author. However, extreme conditions of strong 

condensation necessary to shift the psd to the near micron range, are probably 

unlikely since small seed particles would now be more likely to interfere. 

A lead aerosol which matured in the furnace, usually reached an ultimate psd 

centered at approximately IJ.Lm. Capture by the sorbent transfers lead to lead 

alumina-silicate particles that average about one micron in size. Thus, the effect is 

to displace the lead rich particles about one order of magnitude in size, and into a 

range where ACPS should be more efficient. Finally, the fixation of lead with 

kaolinite particles in a water insoluble form will successfully isolate the metal from 

the environment, with no additional treatment of the APCS collected sorbent 

required, prior to its disposal or utilization. 



APPENDIX A.l.l EXPERIMENTAL INPUT CONDITIONS 

E Air Feed Rates (SLPM) 
X 
P Primary U.V./Pilot/Purge Total 
T /Transport 
2 108.4 26.1 134.5 

3 125.5 26.1 151.9 

4 125.5 26.1 151.9 

5 121.3 59.2 180.5 

6 123.8 59.2 183.0 

7 107.8 26.7 134.5 

8 104.8 59.2 164.0 

9 186.1 163.4 349.5 

10 186.1 163.3 349.4 

11 193.7 163.5 357.2 

12 308.4 73.78 342.8 

13 263.8 88.32 352.1 

14 264.6 88.16 352.8 

15 264.2 88.11 352.3 

16 264.0 88.18 352.2 
17 264.3 88.31 352.6 

18 264.6 88.44 353.0 

19 190.0 88.63 278.6 
20A 190.0 88.39 278.4 

20B 212.6 88.39 301.0 
20C,D 265.3 88.39 353.7 

Table A.l.l: in ut streams for natural as and combustIon arr P 
7. 

g 
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Natural Gas 
Feed Rate 

(SLPM) 

10.98 

13.69 

13.65 

13.4 

13.6 

13.4 

10.9 

22.4 

22.2 

25.4 

33.9 
32.83 

33.03 

33.02 

33.25 

32.86 
32.94 

22.48 

22.55 

26.96 

33.48 

In ectlon arr at p ort 
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Sorbent Injection 
E Aqueous Metal Solution Rate (g/min) 
X Feed Conditions Chlorine (Kaolinite) 
p Solution Metal Feed Feed 
T Feed Rate Rate (cc/min) Total Actual 

(cc/min) (g/min) byAA 

2 17.31 0.09752/0.9397 ---- ---- ----
3 17.05 0.9256 ---- ---- ----

4 17.83 0.9681 ---- ._.- ----

5 23.22 1.259 ---- ---- 6.202 

6 23.22 1.143 ---- ---- 7.144 

7 19.11 0.108 ---- ---- ----
8 19.32 0.109 ---- ---- 1.916 

9 21.25 0.117 ---- ---- 1.459 

10 22.50 0.601 ---- ---- 3.231 
11 22.79 0.609 ---- ---- ----
12 21.06 0.562 ---- ---- 1.629 

13 20.57 0.532 ---- ---- 1.907 
14 20.83 0.542 ---- ---- 2.398 
15 20.58 0.539 ---- ---- 0.985 
16 20.39 0.534 ---- 3.39 ----
17 19.58 0.509 60.23 5.11 1.824 

18 19.67 0.511 60.23/464.4 7.83 2.366 
19A 20.40 0.530 ---- ---- ----
19B 21.54 0.560 51.09/327.1 6.37 2.403 

Table A.l.2: Lead, sorbent, and chlonne expenmental mput streams Uj t'b molar 
ratio of 17/1. 
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Sorbent 
E Aqueous Metal Solution Injection 
X Feed Conditions Chlorine Rate (g/min) 
p Feed (Kaolinite) 
T 

Solution Metal Feed 
(cc/min) 

Feed Rate Rate Total Actual 
(cc/min) (g/min) byAA 

20A 20.89 0.114 64.07 ---- ----

20B 21.31 0.117 ---- ---- ----

20C 21.43 0.117 ---- ---- ----

20D 21.54 0.549 ---- 4.10 1.713 

Table A.l.2(cont.): Lead, sorbent, and chlonne e xp enmental In ut streams. p 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS: ESTIMATION OF AEROSOL 
SAMPLE DILUTION AND SAMPLE MASS RECOVERY 

NOx is used as a tracer gas to ascertain the amount of dilution the particle 

laiden flue gas sample undergoes. The tracer is actually pure NO, however, some 

NO may be converted to N02 and for this reason the analyzer measures NOx levels. 

The measurement units are ppm on a mole basis or alternatively on a volume basis 

since the gas behaves very closely to that of an ideal gas. Therefore an NOx balance 

is made with the flow rates of the various sampling streams reduced to standard 

temperature and pressure. 

Dilution at the sampling probe is defined in the following manner; 

Dilution! = 

where, 

Dl+S1 

S1 
A.l 

Dl : sample flow of N2 + NOx flow of diluent to the sample probe (SLPM) 

Sl : flue gas sample rate into the sample probe (SLPM). 

Therefore, since particle concentrations are negligible in the Dl stream compared 

to the Sl stream, multiplying the measured particle concentration by the dilution will 

give the original flue gas concentration at the same temperature and pressure. The 

following balance equation determines Sl and Dilutionl at the particle probe; 



or, 

where, 

ppml: 

pprn2: 

pprns: 

ppm1· D1 + ppms· S1 = ppm2· (D1 +S1) 

S1 = (ppm1 - ppm2). Dl 
(ppm2 - ppms) 
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A.2 

A.3 

NOx concentration in the particle sample probe stream with no 

flue gas being drawn in 

NOx concentration in the paritcle sample probe stream with 

flue gas being drawn in 

NOx concentration in the flue gas determined by the gas sample 

probe measurement. 

Therefore, since Dl, ppml, pprn2, and pprns are all measured quantities, Sl is 

determined. Using the definition of Dilutionl with equation A3, the following 

equation is easily derived; 

Dilution1 
(ppm1 - ppms) = -=-=---=-=--'- A.4 
(ppm1 - ppm2) 

Similarly, the balance equation at the apirator is defined as; 

ppm2' S2 = ppm3· (D2 + S2) A.5 

where, 

S2 : the sample flow drawn into the aspirator (SLPM) 
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D2: the diluent flow of compressed air to the aspirator (SLPM) 

pprn3 : the NOx concentration of the sample after dilution at the 

aspirator. 

The following expressions are easily derived for S2 and Dilution2 from A5; 

S2 = ppm3 . D2 Dilution2 = ppm2 A.6 and A. 7 
(ppm2 -ppm3) 

The total sample dilution can now be written as; 

DU. total = ppm2. (ppml-ppms) 
ppm3 (ppml-ppm2) 

ppm3 

A.8 

The error in the dilution calculation is larger at higher dilutions since the 

demonimator in expression AS (A4) becomes a small difference of two large 

numbers. A small error in reading ppml of ppm2leads to a large error in Dilutionl. 

The following table shows this error behavior. A typical value of 150 is used for the 

difference between ppml and ppms. It is assumed that there is no error in ppml, 

and ppm2 can be read of the strip chart paper to within a half ppm. As the 

difference of ppml and ppm2 becomes small, the error is positively skewed (last 

column 6, Table A.2.1). Therefore, random error will result in calculated dilutions 

that tend to be high at high dilution. 
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ppml-ppms Actual Actual error Dilution1 ±% 
ppm1-ppm2 Dilution1 ±ppm2 Error Range deviation 

150 15 10 0.5 9.677-10.34 -3.23/+3.4 

150 10 15 0.5 14.29-15.79 -4.733/5.267 

150 5 30 0.5 27.27-33.33 -9.1/+11.1 

150 2.5 60 0.5 50-75 -16.67/+25 

150 1 150 0.5 100-300 -33/+100 

Table A.2.1: brror behaVior ot dilutIOn calculatIOn. 

The measurement on ppm1 slowly decreased with time despite constant feed 

conditions of NOx• The reasons for the decay are uncertain. In any event to 

estimate the ppm1 at the time of a given sample, a linear interpolation is made 

between two ppm1 measurements at two times which bracket the time in question. 

The fact that ppm1 may not actually decay in a linear manner may lead to a 

systematic error. For instance, if linear interpolation of ppm1leads to a slightly high 

estimate of its actual value, this will lead to a low estimate on total dilution, 

especially at the higher dilution ratios where a small difference between ppm1 and 

ppm2 results in a large change in total dilution. The sample aerosol data tables in 

(Scotto, 1992b) seem to show that high dilution ratios result in lower recoveries, even 

though random errors (Table A2.1) would tend to cause a higher recovery at higher 

dilutions. Tnis tends to support the occurence of this type of systematic error. In 

any case the calculated dilution for those values of Dl in excess of 25, become very 

very approximate. 

The mass recovery is reported in the DMPS/CNC, Impactor Data Tables in 
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a separate manuscript (Scotto 1992b) for each aerosol sample. The aerosol volume 

(Aer. Vol.) in J.J.m3 Icc is the actual total submicron volume measured by the 

DMPS/CNC corrected to STP. The percent recovery is calculated by dividing the 

dilution corrected aerosol volume by the volumetric flow rate in the furnace. 

Measured oxygen flue gas concentrations at the exhasust of the reactor (Port 16), 

together with the expected total volumetric flow based upon complete combustion 

of the known volumetric input rates to the system, allow the estimation of leakage 

air into the system. These calcualtions are presented in Appendix B.1.5, Table 

B.1.5.1 when the mass balance program is presented. In low input flow experiments 

the calcualted leakage air tends to be greater. This tends to suppress variations in 

the total exhast flow due to variations in the input flow streams. Therefore, an 

average exhaust value for the volumetric flow rate of 410 SLPM is used in all the 

experiments, despite input flow conditions, to calculate the expected ideal volumetric 

submicron concentration, in which it is also assumed that all the injected lead is 

vaporized. Values of this calculation are given in Table A2.2. Comparisons with 

measured subrnicron aerosol volume concentrations yield an approximation to the 

over-all mass recovery of lead by DMPS/CNC and cascade impactor data. If 

chlorine is not present lead is assumed to exist as Pb and a density of 9.9 glcc is used 

to calculate the ideal volume concentration. When chlorine is present a PbCLz 

density of 5.85 glcc is used. In the impactor cases the total sampled mass as 

determined by AA is divided by the total sample volume (D1 x sample time) to 
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Experiment Ideal Mass Concentration (p.m,) / cc) for 
Pb aerosol, (assumes PbClz aerosol) 

6 2.816ES 
7 2.661E4 
8 2.685E4 
9 2.882E4 
10 1.481ES 
11 l.SOOES 
12 1.385ES 
13 1.311ES 
14 2.2S9ES 
IS 2.227ES 
16 1.316ES 
17 1.2S4ES(2.122ES) 
18 1.2S9E5(2.131ES) 

19A 1.306ES(2.210E5) 
19B 1.380ES(2.33SE5) 
20A 2.809E4(4.7S4E4) 
20B 2.882E4 
20C 2.882E4 
20D 1.3S3E5(2.289ES) 

Table A.2.2: The calculatIOn ot the Idea volume concentratlon ot subrrucron lea( 
aerosol if 100% mass recovery is attained. 
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determine a mass concentration which is compared to the ideal mass concentration. 

This calculation requires no assumption on the density since the measured quantity 

by AA is mass. 

Some additonal corrections for the calculation of total dilution for a few of 

the experiments will be mentioned here. These include Experiments 6 and 14. In 

Experiments 6, the CNC was unintentionally operated in the high flow mode which 

provided an additional dilution of a factor of 2.5. In Experiment 14, a small leak was 

discovered on the single stage impactor impactor near the input to the DMPS, which 

was subsequently determined to provide an additional dilution of approximately 3.3. 

This leak was subsequently corrected. 

A detailed manuscript presenting all the psd samples attained in this study was 

prepared (scotto, 1992b). For each experiment the data is listed as follows; 1) 

temperature profiles, 2) EAA data with corresponding sampling conditions in 

Experiments 2 through 10, 3) DMPSjCNC and impactor sample descriptions, 

conditions, and measurements tables, 4) DMPSjCNC distributions, which was already 

inverted by the DMPSjCNC software, 5) AA elemental distributions of the impactor 

data. 



APPENDIX B.1: MASS BALANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

B.1.1: Input Variables Listin~ 

DSlnVol: 
DSInPct(i): 

Volumetric flow rate of the metal doped solution in the furnace (cc/min). 
Mass fraction of a solution component in the mixture; 

i = 1: solvent 
i=2: non metallic portion of metal compound 
i=3: metal. 
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DSlnRho: Density of the metal doped solution (from a calibration curve obtained from 
measurements. glee). 

DSltMW: 
DSInMw(i): 
NtgVol: 
NtgCmp(i): 

MWfuel(i): 

*mole(i): 

Molecular weight of solute in metal doped solution (g/mol). 
Molecular weight of solution component in metal doped solution (glee). 
Natural gas volumetric feed rate (SLPM) 
Natural Gas Mole % Compositions (from Southwest Gas Co.) i = 1 to igas = 5; i = I:N2• 

i=2:C02• i=3:CH4• i=4:CzH6• i=5:c;H6 (see Table 2.1). 
Molecular weight of each fuel component i= 1 to ifuel=6. where the metal compound 
(i.e. lead acetate:C4H120 7) now comprises the sixth fuel component. 
Number of a specific element per fuel compound i=1 to ifuel=6; *=X (carbon), *=Y 
(hydrogen), *=Z (oxygen), *=V (metal). 

AirVol: Volumetric flow rate of combustion air into system (SLPM). 
Pamb: Ambient Pressure (atm.). 

B.1.2 Example of an Input File: 

Mass Balance for Expt. 10 before sorbent injection air is added. 

DSlnVol DSInPct(l) DSlnRho 
22.50 0.95224 1.023 

(DS1nMW(i),i = 1,IDop) 
18.0148 
172.1318 
207.2 
NtgVol 
22.21 
(NtgCmp(i),i = 1,igas) 
0.0181 
0.0040 
0.9358 
0.0327 
0.0094 

(MWfuel(i),i = O,igas) 

DSltMW DS1nMW(IDop) 
379.2 207.2 



28.014 
44.009 
16.0426 
30.0694 
44.0962 
XmoleO) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
AirVol 
237.7 

Ymole(i) 
4. 
6. 
8. 
12. 
Pamb 
0.9192 

Zmole(i) Vmole(i) (i=3,ifuel) 
O. O. 
O. O. 
O. O. 
7. 1. 

B.l.3: Fortran Listing 
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The fortran code listed below uses the following balance equation to solve for 

the total flue gas flow and composition; 

y Z pv y v ell 0# + (x+---+-)02 .... -H20 + xCOz + -M O~ 
y v 4 2 2a 2 a ex 

where M refers to the specific metal considered, and x.,y,z, and v are calculated from 

molar average composition of the input fuel. B and a are set equal to 1, and , if in 

fact B is actually close to 0, at such low Pb concentrations (::::: 50 ppmm to 500 

ppmm), this assumption will introduce little error. 

* 

Program Main 
Parameter (iread = 5,iwrite = 6,iwrit2 = 7) 
Parameter(igas = 5,iflue = 6,ifuel = 6,iair = 4,Idop = 3,IH C = 3) 
Real Mrate,Mrate1,MWflue,MWflue1,MWmtl 
Real NtgVol,NtgMW,NtgCmp,NtgMle,NtgMss,Mflue1 
Character*8 Title(SO),blank1,blank2 

* Input arrays for cmbstn subroutine 
* 

Dimension DSlnMW(O:IDop ),DSlnPct(IDop ),DSlnMss(O:IDop), 
c DSlnMle(O:IDop) 



Dimension NtgVol(O:igas ),NtgMW(igas ),NtgCmp(igas), 
c NtgMss(O:igas),NtgMle(O:igas) 

Dimension AirVol(O:iair),AirMW(O:iair),AirCmp(iair), 
c AirMss(O:iair),AirMle(O:iair) 

Dimension Xmole(O:ifuel), Y mole(O:ifuel),Zmole(O:ifuel), 
c Vmole(O:ifuel) 

Dimension FueIVol(O:ifuel),FuelMW(O:ifuel),FueICmp(O:ifuel), 
c FuelMss(O:ifuel),FuelMle(O:ifuel) 

Dimension TFV ol(O:iflue ),TFMW(O:iflue ),TFCmp(iflue), 
c TFMss(O:iflue),TFMle(O:iflue) 

* 
* End of Cmbstn routine arrays. 
* 

* 

Common/Combust/DSlnPct,DSln VoI,DSlnMss,DSlnMle,DSlnRho,DSlnMW, 
c DSltMW,NtgVoI,NtgMW,NtgCmp,NtgMss,NtgMle,Xmole,Ymole, 
c Zmole, Vmole,AirVol,AirMW ,AirCmp,AirMss,AirMle,FueIVol, 
c FuelMW,FuelCmp,FuelMss,FuelMle,TFVoI,TFMW,TFCmp,TFMss, 
c TFMle 

Open(Iread,Status = 'Unknown',File = 'cmbstn.inp') 
Open(Iwrite,Status= 'Unknown',File = 'cmbstn.tst') 
Open(Iwrit2,Status='Unknown',F!.le='cmbstn.dat') 
Data Rgas1,Rgas2, Tref/0.082056,831432E7,273.16/ 
Data (AirCmp(i),i = 1,iair) /0.78084,0.20946,0.00940,0.00033/ 
Data (AirMW(i),i=0,iair)/28.9640,28.014,31.998,39.948,44.009/ 
Data (TFMW(i),i= 1,iflue)/28.014,31.998,44.009,39.95,223.07, 

$18.0148/ 

* The following lines contain input/output for data. 
* 
* Start of Dopant Feed Variable Input 

* 
Read(Iread,12) (Title(i),i= 1,80) 

12 Format(8OA1,/) 
Write(Iwrit2,13)(Title(i),i = 1,80) 

13 Format(2x,8OA1) 
Read(Iread,11)blank1 

11 Format(A1) 

* 

read(iread, *)DSln Vol,DSlnPct(l ),DSlnRho,DSltMw,DSlnMW(IDop) 
read(iread,l1) blank1 
Read(iread, *)(DSlnMW(i),i= 1,IDop) 

* Start of Natural Gas Feed Variable Input 
* 

read(iread, 11) blank1 
read(iread, *)NtgVol(O) 
read(iread,l1 )blank1 
read(iread, *)(NtgCmp(i),i = 1,igas) 
read(iread,l1) blank1 
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* 

read(iread, *)(NtgMW(i),i = l,igas) 
read(iread, 11) blankl 
read(iread, *)(Xmole(i),Y mole(i),Zmole(i), Vmole(i),i = iHC,ifuel) 

* Remaining of Air Subroutine Combustion Variables 
* 

* 

read(iread, 11 )blankl 
Read(iread, *)AirVol(O),Pamb 

* End of cmbstn routine variables. Call subroutine Cmbstn to 
• calculate initial total flow (SLPM) and mass flow (g/sec) rates 
• and the molar avg. molecular weight of the flue gas. 

* 
Call Cmbstn(Mratel,TFratel,MWfluel,Pamb,Pmtll) 
stop 

End 
Subroutine Cmbstn(Mratel,TFratel,MWfluel,Pamb,Pmtll) 
Parameter(iread = 5,iwrite = 6,igas = 5,ifuel = 6,iair = 4,Rgasl = 0.08205) 
Parameter(iwrit2 = 7) 
Parameter(VolSTP = 22.412,iHC = 3,iflue = 6,Tref = 273.16,IDop = 3) 
Real NtgVol,NtgMW,NtgCmp,NtgMle,NtgMss,Mfluel 
Real Mratel,MWfluel 
Dimension DSlnMW(O:IDop ),DSlnPct(IDop ),DSlnMss(O:IDop), 

c DSlnMle(O:IDop) 
Dimension NtgVol(O:igas),NtgMW(igas),NtgCmp(igas), 

c NtgMss(O:igas),NtgMle(O:igas) 
Dimension AirVol(O:iair),AirMW(O:iair),AirCmp(iair), 

c AirMss(O:iair),AirMle(O:iair) 
Dimension Xmole(O:ifuel), Y mole(O:ifuel),Zmole(O:ifuel), 

c Vmole(O:ifuel) 
Dimension FueIVol(O:ifuel),FuelMW(O:ifuel),FueICmp(O:ifuel), 

c FueiMss(O:ifuel),FuelMle(O:ifuel) 
Dimension TFV ol(O:iflue ),TFMW(O:iflue ),TFCmp(iflue), 

c TFMss(O:iflue),TFMle(O:iflue) 
Common/Combust/DSlnPct,DSlnVol,DSlnMss,DSlnMle,DSlnRho,DSlnMW, 

c DSltMW,NtgVol,NtgMW,NtgCmp,NtgMss,NtgMle,Xmole,Ymole, 
c Zmole, Vmole,AirVol,AirMW ,AirCmp,AirMss,AirMle,FueIVol, 
c FueIMW,FueICmp,FuelMss,FuelMle,TFVol,TFMW,TFCmp,TFMss, 
c TFMle 

DSlnMW(2) = DSltMW - DSlnMW(IDop) 
DSltPct = 1.-DSlnPct(l) 
DSlnPct(2) = DSlnMW(2)/DSltMW*DSltPct 
DSlnPct(3) = DSlnMW(3)/DSltMW*DSltPct 
DSlnMss(O) = DSlnVol*DSlnRho 
DSltMss = DSlnMss(O)*DSltPct 
DSltVol = (DSltMss*Rgasl*Tret)/DSltMW 
Do 50 i = I,IDop 
DSlnMss(i) = DSlnMss(O)*DSlnPct(i) 
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DSlnMle(i) = DSlnMss(i)/DSln.\.fW(i) 
50 Continue 

DSlvVol = (DSlnMss(1)*Rgas1*Tref)/DSlnMW(1) 
NtgMle(O) = NtgVol(O)/VolSTP 
NtgMss(O) = O. 
FueIMle(ifuel) = DSlnMle(2) 
FueIMle(O) = NtgMle(O) + DSlnMle(2) 
FueIMss(ifuel) = DSlnMss(2) 
FueIMss(O) = FueIMss(O) + DSlnMss(2) 
Do 10 i = l,igas 
FueIMW(i) = NtgMW(i) 
NtgMle(i) = Ntgcmp(i)*NtgMle(O) 
FueIMle(i) = NtgMle(i) 
NtgMss(i) = NtgMW(i)*NtgMle(i) 
FueIMss(i) = NtgMss(i) 
NtgMW(O) = NtgMW(O) + NtgMW(i)*NtgCmp(i) 
Ntgmss(O) = NtgMss(O) + NtgMss(i) 
FueIMss(O) = FueIMss(O) + FueIMss(i) 

10 Continue 
NtgMss(O) = NtgVol(O)*NtgMW(O)/(Rgasl*Tref) 
FueIMW(O) = O. 
FueIMW(ifuel) = DSlnMW(2) 
Do 55 i = l,ifuel 
FueICmp(i) = FueIMle(i)/FuelMle(O) 
FueIMW(O) = FueIMW(O) + FueIMW(i)*Fue1Cmp(i) 

55 Continue 
FueIMss(O) = NtgMss(O) + DSlnMss(2) 
Ifnsh = iHC-l 
Do 35 i = 1,Ifnsh 
Sum = Sum + NtgCmp(i) 

35 Continue 
HCmle = Ntgmle(O)*(l.-Sum) + Fuelmle(ifue1) 
Xmole(O) = o. 
Ymole(O) = O. 
Zmole(O) == O. 
Vmole(O) = O. 
Do 20 i = 3,ifue1 
Xmole(O) = Xmole(i)*Fuelmle(i)/HCmle + Xmole(O) 
Ymole(O) == Ymole(i)*Fuelmle(i)/HCmle + Ymole(O) 
Zmole(O) = Zmole(i)*Fuelmle(i)/HCmle + Zmole(O) 
Vmole(O) = Vmole(i)*Fuelmle(i)/HCmle + Vmole(O) 

20 Continue 
HCmss = Ntgmss(O)*(l.-sum) + DSlnMss(2) + DSlnMss(3) 
HCMW = Xmole(0)*12.011 + Ymole(0)*l.OO79 + Zmole(O)*15.999 
HCMW == HCMW + Vmole(O)*207.2 
HCmle == HCmss/HCMW 
HCmle = Ntgmle(O)*(l.-Sum) + Fuelmle(ifuel) 
HCVol = HCmle*Rgasl*Tref 
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Coef02 = Xmole(O) + Ymole(O)j4. + Vmole(O)j2.- Zmole(O)j2. 
CoefC02 = Xmole(O) 
CoefH20 = Ymole(O)j2. 
CoefPbO = Vmole(O) 
AirMss(O) = O. 
AirMle(O) = O. 
Do 30 i = l,iair 
AirVol(i) = AirVol(O)*AirCmp(i) 
AirMle(i) = AirVol(i)j(Rgasl*Tref) 
AirMle(O) = AirMle(O) + AirMle(i) 
AirMss(i) = AirMle(i)*AirMW(i) 
AirMss(O) = AirMss(O) + AirMss(i) 

30 Continue 
AirMle(O) = AirVol(O)j(Rgasl*Tref) 
AirMss(O) = AirVol(O)* AirMW(O)j(Rgasl*273.16) 
TFVol(2) = AirVol(2) - HCVol*Coef02 
TFVol(l) = AirVol(l) + NtgVol(l) 
TFVol(3) = HCVol*CoefC02 + AirVol(4) + NtgVol(2) 
TFVol(4) = AirVol(3) 
TFVol(5) = HCVol*CoefPbO 
TFdry = O. 
Do 40 i = l,iflue-l 
TFdry = TFVol(i) + TFdry 

40 Continue 
TFVol(6) = DSlvVol 
TFVol(6) = TFVol(6) + CoefH20*HCVo! 
H20Mss = TFVol(6)*TFMW(6)j(Rgas1*273.16) 
TFVol(O) = TFdry + TFVol(6) 
Mfluel = NtgMss(O) + AirMss(O) + DSlnMss(O) 
TFMle(O) = O. 
TFMss(O) = O. 
Do 60 i = l,iflue 
TFMss(i) = TFVol(i)*TFMW(i)j(Rgasl*Tref) 
TFMss(O) = TFMss(O) + TFMss(i) 
TFMle(i) = TFMss(i)fTFMW(i) 
TFMle(O) = TFMle(O) + TFMle(i) 

60 Continue 
TFMW(O) = O. 
Do 65 i = l,iflue 
TFCmp(i) = TFMle(i)fTFMle(O) 
TFMW(O) = TFMW(O) + TFCmp(i)*TFMW(i) 

65 Continue 
MWfluel = TFMW(O) 
TFVol(O) = TFMss(O)*Rgasl*TrefjTFMW(O) 
TFfluel = TFVol(O) 
TFMle(O) = TFMle(O) + DSlnMle(IDop) - DSlnMle(IDop)j2. 
Pmt11 = DSlnMle(IDop)fTFMle(O)*Pamb 
write(iwrite,*), Pmt11 = ',Pmtll 
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e 

TFmss(O) = TFVol(0)·TFMW(0)/(Rgas1·Tref) 
MWfluel = TFMW(O) 
TFratel = TFVol(O) 
Mrate1 = TFmss(O) 
RetVol = DSltVol+DSlvVol+AirVol(O) 

e Send output for data me 
e 

write(iwrit2, .) 
write(iwrit2,l00) 

100 format(lx,' Lead Soln. (ee/min) Lead Cmpd. Mass frae. 
$'Lead Soln. Den. (glee)') 

write(iwrit2, 103)DSIn Vo~DSltPet,DSInRho 
write (iwrit2, 102) 

102 format(lx,' Air Input (SLPM) Ambient Pressure (Atm) 
$'Nat. Gas Input (SLPM),) 

write(iwrit2, 103)Air Vol(O),Pamb,Ntg Vol(O) 
103 format(5X,3(E1O.4,15x» 

write(iwrit2,104) 
104 format(lx,' Total Flow (SLPM) MW. Flue Gas Total Flow', 

$' (dry) ',' H20 Flow (SLPM),) 
write(iwrit2,107)TFVol(0),TFMW(0),TFdry,TFVol(6) 

107 format ( 4X,4(E10.4,IOx) 
write(iwrit2, 101) 

101 format(lx,' Flue Gas Composition (Mole %) • .................... ') 
write(iwrit2, 105) 

105 format(lx,' N2 02 C02 AR PB 
$',' H2O') 

write(iwrit2,l06)(TFcmp(i),i = 1,iflue) 
106 format(lx,6( e1O.4,2x» 

write(iwrit2, .) 
write(iwrit2,108)Pmt11 

108 format(lx, 'The Pb Partial Press (Atm.) is ',e1O.4) 
Return 

End 

B.1.4: Example of an Output Listing from the Mass Balance Program 

Mass Balance for Expt. 10 after sorbent injection and after quench injection air. 

Lead Soln. (ee/min) 
0.2250E+02 
Air Input (SLPM) 
0.3494E+03 
Total Flow (SLPM) 
0.3994E+03 

Lead Cmpd. Mass frae. Lead Soln. Den. (glee) 
0.4776E-01 O.1023E + 01 
Ambient Pressure (Atm) Nat. Gas Input (SLPM) 
0.9192E+00 0.2221E+02 
MW. Flue Gas Total Flow (dry) H20 Flow (SLPM) 
0.2754E+02 0.3272E+03 0.7224E+02 

Flue Gas Composition (Mole %, wet basis) ........................... . 
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N2 02 C02 AR PB H20 
O.6830E+OO 0.6952E-01 0.5818E-01 0.8223E-02 0.1627E-03 0.1809E+OO 
The Pb Partial Press (Atm.) is 0.1495E-03 

B.1.5: Calculated O2 Flue Gas Concentrations from Combustion (Mass Balance 
Program) for all the experiments: 

The measured O2 mole percent is compared to the calculated value in the 

following table. The measured value is always higher than the calculated value, and 

therefore, a total volumetric leak air rate is calculated. O2 was utilized for this 

correction since two calibrations points were available for its measurement, and more 

accurate readings were possible. Much more leak air is pulled into the system for 

the low input flow experiments (Experiments 2-8). This keeps the total flow with 

leak air included relativley constant, with the average total flow of the intermediate 

and high temperature experiments (438.5 SLPM) orJy about 34 SLPM higher than 

the average of the low flow, low temperature experiments (404.7SLPM). 
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E Major Species Mole Percent in the Flue Gas Flow Rates (SLPM) 
X Flue Gas (dry basis) 
P 

(dry basis) Total T 
N2 O2 CO2 AR .2:Total Total H2O .2:w/H2O 

.3:Leak .3:w/Leak 

2.1 
2.2 84.99 4.048 9.507 0.1023 123.6 42.97 166.6 
2.3 15.15 264.5 431.1 

3.1 
3.2 85.83 2.845 10.27 0.1033 138.2 48.86 187 
3.3 13.5 215.3 402.3 

4.1 
4.2 85.76 2.64 10.5 0.1032 138.3 49.31 187.6 
4.3 13.5 219.6 407.2 

5.1 
5.2 84.41 5.728 8.753 0.1016 166.9 54.51 221.5 
5.3 13.75 203.2 424.7 

6.1 
6.2 84.2 6.218 8.468 0.1014 169.7 55.44 225.1 
6.3 13.25 168.3 393.4 

7.1 
7.2 85.19 4.353 9.422 0.1026 123.2 46.11 169.3 
7.3 14.25 200.3 369.6 

8.1 
8.2 85.11 4.588 9.303 0.1025 150.5 51.01 201.5 
8.3 

9.1 
9.2 83.31 8.763 6.92 0.1003 335.2 71.21 406.4 
9.3 

10.1 
10.2 83.38 8.488 7.103 0.1004 327.2 72.24 399.4 
10.3 10.75 77.19 476.6 

Table B.1.S.1: lolue as com oSltIOn and tlow rates; #.1: b uilibnum CalculatIOns g p q 
(NASA); #.2: Mass Balance Program; #.3: Measured O2 mole % 
(dry) and calculated air leak into system. 
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E Major Species Mole Percent in the Flue Gas Flow Rates (SLPM) 
X Flue Gas (dry basis) 
p 

(dry basis) Total 
T 

N2 O2 CO2 AR .2:Total Total H2O .2:w/H2O 
.3:Leak 3:w/Leak 

11.1 
11.2 84.05 6.954 7.968 1.012 332.3 78.36 410.6 
11.3 10.63 170.9 581.5 

12.1 86.70 0.8163 11.45 1.033 
12.2 86.70 0.8296 11.43 1.040 309.0 92.31 401.3 
12.3 5.4 94.54 495.8 

13.1 86.14 2.121 10.71 1.026 
13.2 86.14 2.123 10.70 1.040 320.0 89.62 409.6 
13.3 3.3 22.11 431.7 

14.1 86.18 2.026 10.76 1.026 
14.2 86.13 2.163 10.68 1.037 320.5 90.33 410.8 
14.3 3.3 21.39 432.2 

15.1 
15.2 86.16 1.988 10.78 1.037 319.2 94.02 413.3 
15.3 3.3 24.73 438 

16.1 
16.2 86.23 1.847 10.86 1.038 318.9 91.79 410.7 
16.3 3.2 25.18 435.9 

17.1 86.13 2.135 10.70 1.026 
17.2 86.14 2.137 10.67 1.037 320.4 88.46 408.9 
17.3 3.1 17.9 426.8 

18.1 86.15 2.108 10.72 1.026 
18.2 86.45 2.110 10.70 1.039 320.8 88.73 409.5 
18.3 2.25 2.483 412 

19.1 84.96 4.856 9.176 1.026 
19.2 84.96 4.852 9.163 1.023 256.6 69.09 325.7 
19.3 

Table B.1.S.1 (Cont.): Flue as com OSItIon and flow rates; #.1: d, Ulllbnum g p q 
Calculations (NASA); #.2: Mass Balance Program; #.3: 
Measured O2 mole % (dry) and calculated air leak into 
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system. 

E Major Species Mole Percent in the Flue Gas Flow Rates (SLPM) 
X Flue Gas (dry basis) 
P 

(dry basis) Total T 
N2 O2 CO2 AR .2:Total Total H2O .2:w/H2O 

.3:Leak .3:w/Leak 

19.1 84.96 4.856 9.176 1.026 
19.2 84.96 4.852 9.163 1.023 256.6 69.09 325.7 
193 

20A1 84.99 4.849 9.146 1.013 
20A2 84.99 4.783 9.203 1.023 256.3 70.09 326.4 
20A3 6.0 21.75 348.2 

20B.1 85.79 2.985 10.20 1.022 
20B.2 85.79 2.919 10.25 1.033 274.6 79.27 353.8 
20B3 3.6 11.17 365 

20C1 86.28 1.863 10.83 1.028 
20C.2 86.28 1.805 10.88 1.039 320.9 92.22 413.1 
2OC.3 3.0 22.11 435.2 

Table B.1.S.1 (Cont.): Flue as com osltlon and flow rates; #.1: :;1 uilibnum g p q 
Calculations (NASA); #.2: Mass Balance Program; #3: 
Measured O2 mole % (dry) and calculated air leak into 
system. 
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APPENDIX B.2: RESIDENCE TIME COMPUTER PROGRAM 

Input Variable Listin~: 

Mratel:The initial mass flow rate (gjmin) calculated by the mass balance program before sorbent 
injection air and assuming complete combustion. 
TFratel: The initial mass flow rate (g/min) calculated by the mass balance program before sorbent 

injection air and assuming complete combustion. 
MWfluel: The initial molecular weight (gjmole) calculated by the mass balance program before 

sorbent injection air and assuming complete combustion. 
XLkStrt: When leak air is introduced, the axial distance at which it starts (em). 
MLkRate: The linear mass leakage rate into the system (g/(min*em)). 
LkRate: The linear volumetric leakage rate into the system (SLPMjem). 
MWleak: The molecular weight of the leak air (g/gmole). 
Xprobe(i): The axial position of air injected into the system from a probe or a a sudden leak (em). 
Mprobe(i): The rate of mass input at xprobe(i) (gjsec). 
TFprobe(i): The rate of volumetric flow input at xprobe(i) (SLPMjsec). 
Xaxial(i): The axial location of a temperature input (em). 
Taxial(i): The temperature at Xaxial(i) in "K (Taxial(i) does not neccessarily correspond to a 

measurement and when it is not, it is written to the nearest tenth of a degree, at a value 
which is a linear interpolation between two measurements recorded to the nearest degree. 

Xout(i): Axial location of a requested output for the residence time (em). 
Xstrt: Axial location where the residence time calcualtion is to begin (em). 
RTst:t: Residence time at Xstrt (sec). 
TPstrt: Temperature at Xstrt ("I{). 

Example of an Input File for a Residence Time Calculation 

Input for a simulation for residence times for Expt. 10C Conditions with cooling coil at P6, injection air 
at port7, sorbent injection air at port 2, and no leak air (note port 6 and port 7 are = 2 ft. apart. 

Mrate1 TFrate1 MWflue1 Pmtl Pamb MWmtl 
346.47 Zi37.7 26.99 2.076e-4 0.9192 207.2 
XLkStrt MLkrate LKrate MWleak ILeak 
500.0 032148 0.2488 Zi3.964 0 
Iprb MWprobe 
3 Zi3.9640 
Xprobe(i) Mprobe(i) TFprobe(i) (i= 1,iprb) 
29.69 41.9997 32.5 
199.23 102.354 792 
500. 0.000 0.00 
lax 
8 
Xaxial(i) Taxial(i) (i= 1,Iax) 
0.0 1460. 



29.69 
56.98 
87.16 
114.46 
148.14 
199.23 
265.27 
lout 
7 

146l. 
1428. 
1329. 
1224. 
1172.41 
1094.15 
993. 

(Xout(i),i = 1,iout) 
29.69 
56.98 
87.16 
114.46 
148.14 
199.23 
265.27 
Xstrt RTstrt TPstrt 
0.0 0.0 1460. 

B.2.3: Residence Program Fortran Listing: 
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A brief desription of the equations solved for the residence calculation can be 

found in section 4.2.5. 

Program Main 
Parameter (imax = 12,nmax= 12,iprbmax= 3,iread = 5,iwrite = 6) 
Parameter(igas = 5,iflue = 5,ifuel = 6,iair= 4,ldop = 3,IHC = 3) 
Real Mrate,Mratel,MWflue,MWflue1,MWmtl,Mmtl,MmtI1 
Real Kbltz,Nav,Lkrate,MLkrate,MWIeak,Mprobe,MWprobe 
Character*8 Title(80),blank1,blank2 
Dimension Mrate(O:nmax),TFrate(O:nmax),TFleak(O:nmax), 

c MWflue(O:nmax),Pmt1(O:nmax) 
Dimension Xaxial(imax),Taxial(imax) 
Dimension Xprobe(iprbmax),Mprobe(iprbmax),TFprobe(iprbmax) 
Dimension Xout(O:nmax),de1Tout(O:nmax),RTout(O:nmax) 
Common/RTfrnc/Mrate1,Mrate,TFrate1,TFrate,MWfluel,MWflue,Pmtl, 

c TFleak,lndex 
Common/RTint1/TFlk, TFrt,MWfl,Mrt,Pmt,Lkrate,MLkrate,MWIeak, 

c XLkstrt,Ileak,coef,coefl,coef2 
CommonjTmprtr /Xaxial, TaxiaI,Xbnd1,Tbnd1)Cbnd2, Tbnd2,laxial,a,b, 

c ITgas 
Common/Probe/Xprobe,Mprobe,TFprobe,MWprobe,lprobe 
Common/Phycnst/Rgas1,Rgas2,Kbltz,Nav,P~Pamb 



Open(lread,Status = 'Unknown' ,File = 'Restime.inp') 
Open(Iwrite,Status = 'Unknown' ,File = 'Restime.dat') 
Open(I writ2,Status = 'Unknown' ,File = 'Restime.dt2') 
Data Rgasl,Rgas2, Tref,Area,Pi,Kbltz,Nav,MW air /O.082056,8.31432E7, 

c 273.16,182.4147 ,3.1415927,1.3807E-16,6.0220E23,28.964 / 
Read(iread,12)(Title(i),i = 1,80) 

12 Format(SOAl,J) 
Read(Iread,11) blankl 

11 Format(Al) 

* 

Read(lread, *)Mratel, TFratel,MWfluel,Pmtll,Pamb,MWmtl 
Pmtl(O) = Pmtll 
Read(lread,11) blank 1 
Read(Iread, *)Xlkstrt,MLkrate,Lkrate,MWLeak,lleak 
Read(lread,11)Blankl 
read(lread, *)iprb,MWprobe 
Read(lread,11)blankl 
read(iread, *)(Xprobe(i),Mprobe(i),TFprobe(i),i = l,iprb) 
do 111 i = l,iprb 
Read(Iread,11) blankl 
Read(Iread, *)iax 
Read(lread,11 )blankl 
read(iread, *)(Xaxial(i),Taxial(i),i = l,iax) 
Read(lread,11) blankl 
Read(lread, *)iout 
Read(lread,11) blankl 
read(iread, *)(Xout(i),i= l,iout) 
Read(lread,11) blankl 
Read(lread, *)Xstrt,RTstrt,TPstrt 

* End of input/output section of code . .. 
* 
* Input/initialize program constants/variables. 
* 

* 

laxial = 2 
Iprobe = 1 
Xout(O) = Xstrt 
RTout(O) = RTstrt 
coef = (Pamb*Area)/(Rgasl*I000.) 
coef2 = coef*MWfluel 
coefl = coef2/Mratel 
Mmtl = Pmtll *TFratel/(Rgasl *Tpstrt) 

.. Initialize arrays for no leak conditions. 
* 

Do 40 1= -1,nmax 
meak(i) = O. 
TFrate(i) = TFratel 
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Mrate(i) = Mratel 
MWflue(i) = MWfluel 
Pmtl(i) = Pmtll 

40 Continue 
imx=iout 
Do 50 i = l,imx 
index=i 
Call Restime(Xout(i-l),xout(i),RTout(i-l),RTout(i» 
deITout(i) = RTout(i)-RTout(i-l) 
If(TF rate(index ).ne. TFrate(index-l) )then 
Pstore = Pmtl(i) 
Pmtl(index) = Pmtl(index-l )·TFrate(index-l) /TFrate(index) 
delP = abs(Pstore-Pmtl(i)) 

Endif 
tgrd = (taxial(iaxial)-taxial(iaxial-l» / deltout(i) 
dxdt = (xout(i)-xout(i-l» / (rtout(i)-rtout(i-l» 
write(iwrite, .)' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c······························, 
Write(iwrit2, .) 
Write(Iwrit2,577) 

577 Format(j,lx,' DXDT ',' TFrate(i) ',' Mrate(i) 
S'MWflue(i)',' tgrd') 

Write(Iwrit2,555)DXDT,TFrate(i),Mrate(i),MWflue(i),tgrd 
555 Format(1x,5(E12.4,lx» 

W rite(I writ2,57) 
57 Format(j,lx,' Xout ',' RTout ',' ddt 

S Pmtl') 
W rite (I writ2,55)Xout(i),RTout(i),deITout(i),Pmtl(i) 

55 Format(lx,4(E12.4,lx» 
write(iwrite, .)' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c······························, 
50 Continue 

Stop 
End 
Subroutine Restime(Xlower ,xupper,Timel,Time2) 
Parameter (imax = 12,nmax = 12,iprbmax= 3,iread = 5,iwrite = 6) 
Real Mrate,Mratel,MWflue,MWfluel,Kbltz,N av 
Real Lkrate,MLkrate,MWleak,MWfl,Mrt 
Real Mprobe,MWprobe 
Character·S Blankl 
Dimension Mrate(O:nmax),TFrate(O:nmax),meak(O:nmax), 

c MWflue(O:nmax),Pmtl(O:nmax) 
Dimension Xaxial(imax),Taxial(imax) 
Dimension Xprobe(iprbmax),Mprobe(iprbmax),TFprobe(iprbmax) 
Common/RTfrnc/Mratel,Mrate,TFratel,TFrate,MWfluel,MWflue,Pmtl, 

c TFleak,Index 
Common/RTintl/TFlk, TFrt,MWfl,Mwf,Mrt,Lkrate,MLkrate,MWleak, 

c XLkstrt,Ileak,coef,coefl,coef2 
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* 

Common/Probe/Xprobe,Mprobe,TFprobe,MWprobe,Iprobe 
Common/Tm prtr /Xaxial, T axial,Xbndl, Tbndl,xtmd2, Tbnd2,Iaxial,a.b, 

e ITgas 
Common/Phycnst/Rgasl,Rgas2,Kbltz,Nav,P~Pamb 

* Input Data to test Restime. 
* 
* 
* Determine bounds for Xaxial and Taxial. 
* 

TFrt = TFrate(index-l) 
MWfl = MWflue(index-l) 
Mrt = Mrate(index-l) 
Tdelt = o. 
Tdelx = o. 
Ifnsh = 0 
XIosave = XIower 
Xupsave = Xupper 
Do While (Ifnsh.eq.O) 
ITgas = 0 
Call Tprfl(XIower,Tlower) 
If(Xaxial(iaxial).lt.xupper )then 
Ifnsh = 0 
Xupper = Xaxial(iaxial) 

Else 
Ifnsh = 1 
Xupper = Xupsave 

Endif 
If(Xupper .le.xprobe(iprobe) )then 
Call RTlintgrt(XIower,xupper,delt,delx) 
Tdelt = Tdelt + delt 
Tdelx = Tdelx + delx 
If( xprobe(iprobe ).eq.x upper )then 
MWfl = MWfl*TFrt + MWprobe*TFprobe(iprobe) 

e Pmt = Pmtll*TFrt 
TFrt = TFrt + TFprobe(iprobe) 
MWfl = MWfl/TFrt 
Mrt = Mrt + Mprobe(iprobe) 
Iprobe = iprobe + 1 
eoef2 = eoef*MWfl 
eoefl = eoef2/Mrt 

Endif 
Else 
Xusave = Xupper 
Xupper = Xprobe(Iprobe) 
Call R Tlintgrt(XIower ,xupper ,delt,delx) 
Tdelt = Tdelt + delt 
Tdelx = Tdelx + delx 
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* 

MWfl = MWfl·TFrt + MWprobe*TFprobe(iprobe) 
TFrt = TFrt + TFprobe(iprobe) 
MWfl = MWfl/TFrt 
Mrt = Mrt + Mprobe(iprobe) 
Iprobe = Iprobe+ 1 

Complete Integration over that part of domain which is past 
the axial position of the probe. 

Coef2 = CoeP'MWfl 
Coefl = Coef2/Mrt 
Xlower = Xupper 
Xupper = Xusave 
Call R Tlintgrt(Xlower ,xupper,delt,delx) 
Tdelt = Tdelt + delt 
Tdelx = Tdelx + delx 

Endif 
If(Ifnsh.eq.O)then 
Xlower = Xaxial(Iaxial) 
laxial = Iaxial + 1 

Else 
Time2 = Timel + Tdelt 
Xupper = Xlosave + Tdelx 
TFleak(index) = TF1k 
TFrate(index) = TFrt 
MWflue(index) = MWfl 
Mrate(index) = Mrt 

Endif 
End Do 

Return 
End 
Subroutine R Tlintgrt(Xlower ,xupper,delt,delx) 
Parameter(imax= I2,iwrite=6) 
Dimension Xaxial(imax),Taxial(iroax) 
Real MWfl,MWf,Mrt,MWIeak,MLKrate,Lkrate,Rgasl,Kbltz,Lkdelt 
Common/Phycnst/Rgasl,Rgas2,KbItz,Nav,P~Pamb 
Common/RTintl/Tflk, TFrt,MWfl,Mwf,Mrt,Lkrate,MLkrate,MWleak, 

c XLkstrt,I1eak,coef,coefl,coef2 
Common/Tmprtr /Xaxial, T axial,Xbndl, Thndl,xbnd2, Thnd2,IaxiaI,a,b, 

c ITgas 
Ratio(Xup,Xlo) = (a*Xup+b)/(a·Xlo+b) 
If(ILeak.eq.O.or.xupper.leXLkstrt)then 
tmp = Ratio(Xupper,Xlower) 
delt = Coefl*alog(tmp)/a 
delt = delt*60. 
delx = Xupper-Xlower 

Else 
If(Xupper.gt.xLkstrt.and.XIower.ltXLkstrt)then 
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Xmid = XLkstrt 
delt = Coefl *alog(Ratio(Xmid,Xlower»/a 
tmp = Ratio(Xmid,Xlower) 
delt = delt*60. 
write(iwrite,*), delt = ',delt 
TFlk = LKrate*(Xupper-XLKstrt) 
MWf = MWfl*TFrt + MWleak*TFlk 
TFrt = TFrt + TFlk 
MWf = MWfjTFrt 
MWf = (MWf+MWfl)/2. 
Call R TIintgrt(Xmid,Xupper ,LKdelt,delx) 
Lkdelt = Lkdelt*60. 
delt = delt + LKdelt 
delx = Xupper - Xlower 

Endif 
If(Xupper .gt.XLkstrt.and.Xlower .ge.XLkstrt )then 
TFlk = LKrate*(Xupper-Xlower) 
MWf = MWfl*TFrt + MWleak*TFlk 
TFrt = TFrt + TFlk 
MWf = MWf/TFrt 
MWf = (MWf+MWfl)/2. 
Call Rt2intgrt(Xlower ,xupper,delt,delx) 
delt = delt*60. 
delx = Xupper - Xlower 

Endif 
MWfl = MWfl + 2. * (MWf-MWfl) 

Endif 
Mrt = TFrt*MWfl/(Rgasl*Z73.16) 
Return 

End 
Subroutine RTZintgrt(Xlower ,xupper,delt,delx) 
Parameter(imax = 12,iwrite = 6) 
Real MWfl,Mwf,Mrt,Lkrate,MLkrate,MWleak,numt,numtl,numt2 
Dimension Xaxial(imax),Taxial(imax) 
Common/RTintl/TFlk, TFrt,MWfl,Mwf,Mrt,Lkrate,MLkrate,MWleak, 

c XLkstrt,I1eak,coef,coefl,coef2 
CommonjTmprtr /Xaxial, T axia1,Xbndl,Tbndl,xbnd2, Tbnd2,Iaxial,a,b, 

c ITgas 
a2(Xlower) = Mrt*a + MLKrate*(b-Xlower*a) 
al(Xlower) = Mrt*b - MLKrate*b*Xlower 
Det(all,a22,a3) = 4.*all*a3 - a22**Z 
a3 = MLKrate*a 
a22 = a2(Xlower) 
all = al(Xlower) 
detZ = det(all,a22,a3) 
If( det2.gt.O) then 
sqrtq = SQRT(detZ) 
a3Z = a3*2. 
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t2 = (a32*Xupper+a22)jsqrtq 
t1 = (a3rXlower+a22)jsqrtq 
delt = 2.jsqrtq 
delt = delt*(atan(t2)-atan(tl» 
coef2 = coef*MWf 
delt = Coef2*delt 

Else 
a32 = a3*(2.) 
det3 = -det2 
sqrtq = SQRT(det3) 
numt = a22 - sqrtq 
numn = a32*Xlower + Numt 
numt2 = a32*Xupper + Numt 
Denomt = a22 + sqrtq 
Denomtl = a32*Xlower + Denomt 
Denomt2 = a32*Xupper + Denomt 
tmp2 = numt2/denomt2 
tmp1 = numtl/denomtl 
If(tmpl.le.O.OR.tmp2.le.O.)then 
Call Sim pson(Xlower ,xupper,all,a22,a3,delt,delx) 

Else 
delt = Log(Numt2/Denomt2) 
delt = (delt - Log(NumtljDenomtl»jsqrtq 

Endif 
coef2 = coef*MWf 
delt = Coef2*delt 
delx = Xupper - Xlower 

Endif 
Return 

End 
Subroutine Simpson(Xlower,xupper,a11,a22,a3,delt,delx) 
Parameter(iwrite = 6) 
Quadrtc(x) = a3*x**2 + a22*x + all 
delx = Xupper - Xlower 
inum = 10 
delf = 1. 
fstore = l.e10 
Do While (delf.gt.1.e-6) 
f = 0 
f = 1.jQuadrtc(Xlower) 
delb = delxjReal(inum) 
Iodd = Inum/2 
Do 10 i=1,Iodd 
ieval = i*2 - 1 
X = Xlower + delb*Real(ieval) 
f = f + 4./Quadrtc(X) 

10 Continue 
Ieven = Inumj2 - 1 
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Do 20 i=l,leven 
leval = 1*2 
X = Xlower + Delh*Real(ieval) 
f = f + 2.fQuadrte(X) 

20 Continue 
f = delhj3.*f 
delf = Abs(f-fstore) 
fstore = f 
inum = inum*2 

End Do 
inum = inumj2 
delt = f 
Return 

End 
Subroutine Tprfl(X,Tgas) 
Parameter (imax = I2,nmax= lO,iwrite = 6) 
Dimension Xaxial(imax),Taxial(imax) 
CommonjTmprtr jXaxial, Taxia1,XbndI, Tbndl,xbnd.2, Tbnd.2,laxial,a,b, 

e ITgas 
kont = 1 
Iaxial = 2 
Do While (Icont.eq.I) 
If(ITgas.eq.O)then 
Dfrc = Xaxial(iaxial) - X 
If(Dfre.gt.1.e-5)then 
Xbndl = Xaxial(iaxial-l) 
Tbndl = Taxial(iaxial-l) 
Xbnd2 = Xaxial(iaxial) 
Tbnd2 = Taxial(iaxial) 
a = (Tbnd2-TbndI)j(xbnd2-xbndl) 
b = Tbndl • (Tbnd2-Tbndl)j(xbnd2-xbndl)*xbndl 
Tgas = a·x + b 
kont = 0 

Else 
Iaxial = Iaxial + 1 

Endif 
Else 
If(Taxial(iaxial).gt.Tgas.and.Taxial(iaxial-l).le.Tgas .OR. 

e Taxial(iaxial).lt.Tgas.and.Taxial(iaxial-l).ge.Tgas)Then 
Xbndl = Xaxial(iaxial-I) 
Tbndl = Taxial(iaxial-I) 
Xbnd2 = Xaxial(iaxial) 
Tbnd2 = Taxial(iaxial) 
a = (Tbnd2-TbndI)j(xbnd2-xbndl) 
b = Tbndl - (Tbnd2-Tbndl)j(xbnd2-xbndl)*xbndl 
x = (Tgas-b)ja 
icont = 0 

Else 
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Iaxial = IaxiaI + 1 
Endif 

Endif 
End Do 
Return 

End 

B.2.4: Example of Output File for Residence Time Pro~ram: 

Output Variable Difmitions: 

Xout: 
RTout: 
delt: 

the axial position of the output port where residenc time is reported (em). 
the residence time at the output distance Xout (sec). 
the time expired since the last output (sec). 

TFrate: 
Mrate: 
tgrd: 

The volumetric flow rate at the output location (SLPM). 
The mass flow rate at the output location (g/min). 
The average temperature gradient since the last output ("K/sec). 

MWflue: 
DxDt: 

The molecular weight of the flue gas at the output location (g/g-mole). 
The average velocity in the furnace since the last output (em/sec). 

:DXDt TFrate(i) Mrate(i) MWflue(i) tgrd 
0.1529E+03 03202E+03 03884E+03 02719E+02 05150E+01 
Xout RTout delt Pmtl 
0.2969E+02 0.1942E+00 0.1942E+00 0.1865E-03 

DXDt TFrate(i) Mrate(i) MWflue(i) tgrd 
0.1683E+03 03202E+03 03884E+03 0.2719E+02 -O.2035E+03 
Xout RTout delt Pmt! 
0.5698E+02 03563E+00 0.1622E+00 0.2076E-03 

DXDt TFrate(i) Mrate(i) MWflue(i) tgrd 
0.1605E+03 03202E+03 03884E+03 0.2719E+02 -05267E+03 
Xout RTout delt Pmt! 
0.8716E+02 0.5443E+00 O.1880E+OO 0.2076E-03 

DXDt TFrate(i) Mrate(i) MWflue(i) tgrd 
0.1486E+03 03202E+03 03884E+03 0.2719E+02 -05717E+03 
Xout RTout delt Pmt! 
0.1145E+03 0.7280E+00 0.1837E+00 0.2076E-03 

DXDt TFrate(i) Mrate(i) MWflue(i) tgrd 
O.1396E+03 03202E+03 0.3884E+03 0.2719E+02 -0.2138E+03 
Xout RTout delt Pmt! 
0.1481E+03 0.9692E+00 0.2413E+00 0.2076E-03 

DXDt TFrate(i) Mrate(i) MWflue(i) tgrd 
0.132OE+03 03994E+03 0.4908E+03 02754E+02 -O.2022E+03 
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Xout RTout delt Pmtl 
O.1992E+03 O.1356E+Ol 0.3871E+OO O.1664E-03 

DXDt TFrate(i) Mrate(i) MWflue(i) tgrd 
O.1516E+03 03994E+03 O.4908E+03 O.2754E+02 -O.2321E+03 
Xout RTout delt Pmtl 
O.2653E+03 O.1792E+Ol 0.4358E+OO O.2076E-03 

B.2.5: Txvical Residence Times vs. Axial Position in the Furnace 

Axial Avg. Volumetric Residence Time (sec.) 
PQ~ition 

Expt. fu.h Emh fu.h fupJ. funt funt funt (ern) 
~ 1!C 12 II 14 17 .lli lli.h 

Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 

29.7 0.33 0.19 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.18 
57.0 0.64 0.36 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.34 

87.2 M1 0.54 Q.1Q ~ QJ.2 0.39 0.39 0.52 
114.5 1.28 0.73 0.48 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.69 
148.1 M1 M2 QM M1 0.67 MQ 0.91 
199.2 2.21 1.38 0.85 0.90 
234.8 1M 
265.3 2.89 1.87 1.16 1.22 

~ 
326.2 3.49 2.35 1.45 1.54 1.70 1.71 1.70 2.40 

~ 1.92 1.94 1.93 2.73 

ID.2 4.07 2.83 1.76 1.87 2.15 2.17 2.16 3.07 
417.7 2.38 2.40 2.39 3.41 
448.2 4.63 3.33 2.09 2.22 2.62 2.64 2.63 3.77 

fZM 

Table B.2.S.1: Predicted flue gas volumetric residence times vs. axial 
position in the furnace for selected experiments. 
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APPENDIX B.3: MAEROS PROGRAM 

The following listing decribes the construction of the input file for Maeros. It 

consists largely of the input instructions found in the original Maeros code. 

However, the list has been modified to incorporate the input variables that are 

utilized to model the additional aerosol dynamics included in this work. To 

distinguish between new and old input, the original input is written all in upper case, 

whereas additional input uses lower case. 

B.3.1: Input Listing on Insructions to Construct File Maer9in.Dat 

Il\"PlIT CONSISTS OF SEVERAL DATA SET LINES PRECEEDED BY O!l;"E LIl\"E Il\TIICATING TIlE I';1JMBER 
OF DATA SETS. TIlUS IF TIlE FlRSf LIl\"E BEGINS WI1H A 3, TIlREE 14 DATA SET LL,\CS MUST FOLLOW. 
EACH OF TIlE DATA SET LIl\CS MUST BEGIN WI1H TIlE FlRSf LINE COl\TAIl\lNG TIlE TIlLE. EACH DATA 
SET LI!'Io"E IS GIVEN BELOW AND E!I.'UMERAlCD LINE 1: TO LI!I."E 14:. LINES DESIGNATED WI1H A SECOi\'D 
l\uMBERING LEVEL, AND wrrn LOWERCASE TEXT, ARE NEW LINES DESRIBING 1HE MODIFlED SECTIONS 
OF TIlE CODE. 

TIlE FORMAT IS FREE FORMAT, TIlUS NUMBERS MUST BE SEPARATED BY SPACES. COMME!l.T LI!'IoCS 
MAY CONTAIN ANY CHARACTERS AND ARE BEST USED FOR MNEMOl\lCS OF VALUES GIVE.lIJ AFTER TIlE 
COMME!l.T LINE. TIlE !I.'UMBER TYPE IS INDICAlCD AS EITHER AN INTEGER (I.E. WI1HOUT DECIMAL 
POINf) OR A REAL NUMBER (I.E. wrrn A DEOMAL POINT AND MAY BE LlIJ EXPONENTIAL NOTATIOI'i). 

LIt-."E 0: NUMBER OF DATA SETS. or-.'L Y ONE LINE 0 MAYBE GIVEi\'. r\OTE THAT TIllS 
COl\TAIN A POSITIVE Ir-.TEGER 

LIl'<"E 1: TIlLE CONSISTING OF 80 CHARACTERS 

Line 1.1: ... comment line ... 
This line contains write control flags which check sections of the code for debugging 

1) write flag for the new input variables (integer) 1 = generates output. 

LII';"E MUST 

2) write flag for variables in program modules Difcof and Growth (integer) 1 = generates output. 
3) write flag for variables in program module Diffun (integer) 1 = generates output. 
4) write flag for variables in program module Diffun (integer) 1 = generates output. 
5) write flag for variables in program module Source (interger) 1 = generates output. 
6) integration time at which the write variables are to be output 
7) the max # of times the write variables are output before write flags are set to zero. 
8) running count on the # of times the write variables are output. 

LIl\"E 2: - COMME:>'T LIl\"E -
1) !'Io1JMBER OF SECTIONS (FROM 5 TO 40) (I!'IoTEGER). FOR l\CW PROBLE.\.fS, IT IS RECOMME:\TIED 

THAT 5 SECTIONS BE USED I!'IolTIALL Y. TIlEi\' TO CHECK COl\VERGENCE USE 10 Al,\TI 20 SECTIONS. 
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AFfER THE 5 SECTION MODEL IS WORKING. Ir-: GEI\'ERAL, THE COMPlJ'TATIONAL EFFORT 
Ir-:CREASESQUADRATICALLY WIDiTHEr-:UMBEROFSECTIOr-:, SO ITISBESTTOSTARTWIDi O!\'LY 
5 SECTIONS. 

2) l\"uMBEROFCHEMICALCO~POl\'EJ',TS(FROM 1 TO B) (Il\TEGER) NOTETIIATIF WATER VAPOR MAY 
CONDENSE or-: THE AEROSOL, IT MUST BE COUl\TEO AS AN AEROSOL COMPONEJ\T. FOR 
EXAMPLE. IF SALT A"''D COr-:CRETE AA'D SUPERSATIJRATED WATER VAPOR ARE PRESEl\T. THE.'\' 
THERE ARE THREE COMPO!'ll'EJ',TS TO THE AEROSOL, (I.E. SALT, CONCRETE A"''D UQUID WATER). 
AA1) THE THIRD COMPOr-:E."'T IS WATER SALT AND CO~CRETE MUST BE USED AS THE FIRST TWO 
COMPONEl\TS OF THE AEROSOL 

3) l\"uMBER OF TIMES PRI!\TOlJTWILL BE REQUESTED (FROM 1 TO 20). THIS l\"uMBER IS USED BELOW 
Or-: Ul\'E 13.(Il\TEGER) 

4) l\"uMBER OF El\TRlES I!\, SOURCE TABLE (2-10) (L"'TEGER) THIS l\"uMBER IS USED BELOW ON UI\'E 
12. 

5) STATUS REPORT FlAG. Ir-: ADDmor-: TO PRll\'T OUT AT SELECTED TIMES, THIS FlAG MAY BE SET 
TO MOl\TIOR THE STATUS OF THE CODE. GEl\'ERALLY, THIS FlAG SHOULD BE SET TO ZERO. 
HOWEVER IF THERE SEE.".iS TO BE A PROBLEM, SEITIr-:G THE FlAG TO 1 WILL PROVIDE ~ORE 
INFOR\.fATION AS THE CODE PROCEEDS TO SOLVE THE PROBLE~. MORE DETAILED 
Il\'FORMATION ON HOW THE CODE IS WORKlI"G CAr\' BE OBTAII\'ED BY SEITING THIS FlAG TO 2. 
FOR FIRST TIME USERS, THIS EXTRA INFORMATION MAY BE COl'.'Ft.:SING, SO SET THE FlAG TO 0 
UNLESS THERE IS A SPEOFIC l\'EED FOR MORE Il\'FORMATIOr-:. THE HIGHER THE FlAG, THE MORE 
THE REPORTING AND HIGHER FlAGS WILL PRll\T ALL THE REPORTS GIVEN FOR LOWER FlAG 
VALUESA'\1) MORE. 
o = NO REPORTS 
1 = SO~E REPORTS AS THE CODE PROGRESSES 
2 = DETAILED REPORTS ON WHAT THE CODE HAS COMPLETED 
3 = PRI!'I.T EACH CALL TO EVALUATE DERIV A 1lVES (THIS WILLBE A LOT OF OlJTPUT, SO DOr-:T DO 

IT UI\'LESS YOU REALLY MEAN IT) 

UNE 3: - COMME!\T Ul\'E -
1) COr-:DEr-:SATION FlAG.(Il\TEGER) NOTE TIIAT CONDENSATION CAN 0l\'1.. Y OCCUR FOR THE LAST 

COMPOl\'El\7. THIS VERSION OF MAEROS ALLOWS FOR UP TO 5 PURE COllo'DENSIBLE SPECIES TIIA T 
ADD TO THE LAST COMPONENT. THE ORIGINAL CODE ASSUMED TIIATUQUID WATER IS THE LAST 
COMPO!'ll'ENTINTHEAEROSOLPHASEWHE.'\'CONDENSATIONISINCLUDEDINORDERTIIATOTHER 
SUBSTANCES BE USED AS CONDENSIBLE VAPOR, mE ROUTINES OEQLIB, A"ID GROwrn, WHICH 
CALCULATETHEEQUIUBRIUM VAPOR CONCENTRATION AS A FUNCTION OFTEMPERATURE,A"''D 
THE PARTICLE GROwrn RATE DUE TO COr-:DENSATIOr-:, RESPECTIVELY. THE MODIFICATIOr-: OF 
GROWTHACTUALL Y REQUIREDmEADDmONONmESUBROUTINEDIFCOFWHICH CALCULATES 
mE GAS PHASE DIFUSSIVITY OF THE THE CO!'ll1)E.NSING METAL Ir-: r-:2 USING mE APPROPRIATE 
LEANARD-JOI\'ES PARAM:ETERS. DEPOST, WOULD ALSO NEED TO BE MODIFIED IF DEPOSmO~AL 
LOSSES BY DIFFUSIOPHORESIS ARE CONSIDEREC IN THE REACfOR mERE ARE mREE OPTIO:-;S 
FOR THIS FlAG: 
o = NEGLECf AEROSOL GROWTH DUE TO WATER VAPOR CONDENSING ON mE PARTICLES 
1 = INCLUDE CO!'l.'DENSATIOr-: OF WATER VAPOR ON THE AEROSOLS A"'1) THE DEPLETlO!\' OF 

WATER VAPOR FROM THE CHAM:BER VOLUME 
2 = Ir-:CLUDE CONDE!\'SATIO~ALAEROSOL GROwrn BUT ASSUME THE AVAILABLE CONDENSIBLE 

VAPOR IS IiI.'FL,\TIE. THUS iI.'EGLECf CO!'l.1)El"SIBLE VAPOR DEPLETlO!\' . 

•• SPEaAL NOTE: MAEROS-2 IS NOT EFFIOElIo7 FOR MODEUr-:G CONDENSATION. 
A l'.'EW CODE CALLED MGA (MOVING-GRID AEROSOL), IS PLANl'.'ED TO 
REPLACE MAEROS FOR COl'.1)E:"SATlO:" . •• 

2) l'.1JMBER OF E!\TRIES IN TABLE FOR TEMPERATUREA'1) PRESSURE OF CHAM:BERAS A FU!\'CTION 
OF TIME. THIS MUST BE AT LEAST 2 AND AT MOST 2O.(Il'.TEGER) mIS I\"uMBER IS USED BELOW 
ON Ur-:E 14. 

3) FlAG TO I!\1)ICATE WHICH l'.'EW COEFFIOEl\TS ARE TO BE CALCULATED. SET AS FOLLOWS: 
(I!\TEGER) 
0= READ COEFFIOEil.TS FROM FILE MAERCOEF.DAT 
1 = RECALCULATE ALL COEFFIOE."'TS AT THE FOUR COMBINATlO:-;S OF TEMPERATURE A'\'D 
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PRESSURE (I.E. TGAS1,TGAS2,PGAS1 Al\1) PGAS2). USE THIS VALUE IF TEMPERATURE A''D 
PRESSURE VARY WITH TIME. 

2 = RECALCULATE ONLY 0l\'E SET OF COEFFIOEl\TS AT TGAS1 A'1) PGASI USE THIS OPTIO:-: IF 
TIlE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE ARE CO!':STAII,'T WITH TIME A'1) EQUAL TO TGAS1 A''D 
PGAS1, RESPECTIVELY. 

3 = RECALCULATE ONLY 1W0 SETS OF COEFFIOEl'l.TS AT PGAS1 FOR TGAS1 Al'I.'D TGAS2. USE TIllS 
OPTION IF TEMPERATURE, BUT NOT PRESSURE VARIES WITH TIME. 

4 = RECALCULATE ONLY 1W0 SETS OF COEmOEl'l.TS AT TGASI FOR PGAS1 Al'I.'D PGAS2. USE THIS 
OPTION IF PRESSURE, BUT NOT TEMPERATURE VARIES WITH TIME. 

5 = SAME AS 1 EXCEPT RECALCUATE ONLY DEPosmON COEFFIOE.I\,TS 
6 = SAME AS 1 EXCEPT RECALCUATE ONLY COl\1)ENSATION COEFFIOENTS 
7 = SAME AS 1 EXCl"J'!' REC,A.LCTJATE Ol\1..Y CONDENSATION A'1) DEPosmON COEFFICIEl\TS 
8 = RECALCULATE 0l\1.. Y COl\1)ENSATION COEFFIOEl\TS AT TGAS1 AII,1) PGAS1 

TIlE CODE CA.lI.; CALCULATE COEFFIOEl\TSATFOUR COMBINATIONS OF TEMPERATURE A''D 
PRESSURE, (I.E. TGAS1 A1\'D PAGS1, TGAS1 A""1) PGAS2, TGAS2 A1\'D PGAS1, TGAS2 M'D PGAS2). LJl\'EAR 
Il\'TERPOLATION IS TIlEN USED BEIWEEN TIlESE FOUR POIl\TS. SINCE COEFFICIEl'I.'T CALCULATIOII: IS 
GEl\'ERALLY COSTLY, TIlE USER CAN USE TIllS FLAG TO DETERM]NE WHICH COEFFICIEl\TS ARE TO 
BE CALCULATED. TIlE USER MAY SPEOFY TIlE TE.1\{PERATURES M'D PRESSURE (I.E. TGAS1, TGAS2, 
PGAS1, M'D PGAS2) ON LJl\'E 9. NOTE THAT IF TIllS FLAG IS A l\'EGATIVE l\'UMBER, TIlE CODE WILL 
NOT CALCULATE Al\'Y COEFFICIE.1\TS. THE DEFAULT VALUES FOR ALL COEFFICIEl\TS IS ZERO. TIlUS, 
TIlREE CHOICES MAY BE MADE. FIRST, A l\'EGATIVE VALUE IS USED SO THAT COEFFICIEl\TS ARE 
COMPUTED FROM A PREVIOUS CASE (I.E. Ul\'E 0 CONTAINS A"IIl\'TEGER GREATER THAl\; 1 M'D TIllS 
IS TIlE SECOJl,'D OR A LATER CASE), OR SECOl\'D, THIS FLAG TO ZERO SO AS TO READ COEFICIEl\TS 
FROM TIlE FILE MAERCOEF.DAT, OR TIlIRD, YOU MUST SET THIS FLAG FROM 1 TO 8. SINCE A l\'EW 
CALCULATION OF TIlE AEROSOL COEFFICIEl\TS IS TIME CONSUMING, 0l\'E SHOULD USE TIlE OLD 
COEmOE.1\TS IF POSSIBLE. TIlE Ol\1..Y QUA1\TITIES WHICH MAY BE MODIFIED FORA GIVEN RUN FOR 
SUBSEQEl\'T CASES ARE: 

CASE TITLE (Lll\'E 1) 
NUMBER OF CHEMICAL COMPOl\'El\TS (LJII:E 2 El'I.'TRY 2) 
NUMBER OF PRINTOUTS (LINE 2 El'I.'TRY 3) 
NUMBER OF TIMES IN SOURCE TABLE (LINE 2 El'I.'TRY 4) 
STATUS FLAG (LINE 2 E.l'I.'TRY 5) 
l\'UMBER OF TIMES IN TEMP. A."ID PRESSURE TABLE (LIl\'E 3 ENTRY 2) 
COEmOE.l'I.'T SPECIFICATION (LINE 3 El'I.'TRY 4) 
Il\TTIAL DISTRIBUTION TYPE SPECIFICATION (LINE 3 E."ITRY 6) 
SOURCE DISTRIBUTION TYPE SPECIFICATION (LINE 3 El'I.'TRY 7) 
PLOTTING SPECIFICATIONS (ALL OF LJl\'E 4) 
1l\TI1AL VAPOR CONCEl'I.'TRATION (LJl\'E 8 El\'TRY 5) 
IJI,TTIAL DISTRIBUTION (ALL OF LII'<'E 11) 
SOURCE DISTRIBUTION (ALL OF LIl'I'E 12) 
OUTPUT TIMES (ALL OF LIl\'E 13) 
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE TABLE (ALL OF LIl\'E 14) 
•• WAR'1NG·· ALTHOUGH OI'<'EMAY SIMULATE CDrmmONS AT DIFFEREJI,'TTEMPERATURESAND 
PRESSURES,THECODEHASSTORED COEFFlEl\TS Ol\1..Y AT THE TE.1\{PERATURES AND PRESSURES 
GIVE.'ll ON LI!\'E 9 AS SPECIFIED BY THE PREVIOUS CASE WHICH FOR WHICHE="'TRY 4 ON LI!\'E 3 WAS 
POSmvE. TIlUS IF TIlE NEW TE.1\{PERATURESA..,\'O PRESSURES SPECIFIED ON LINE 14 ARE BEYOl\1) 
TIlE RANGE PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED, TIlE CODE WiLL EXTRAPOLATE TO TIlE l\'EW COl'l;1)mONS. 

4) STORE COEFFICIE1'I,jTS FOR TIllS CASE IN TIlE FILE CALLED MAERCOEF.DAT (O=NOjl=YES). IN 
FUTURE RUj'o;S, TIllS FILE MAY BE READ TO OBTAIN COEFFlCIEl\TS IF LI="'E 3 El\'TRY 3 IS SET TO O. 
DO NOT STORE M'D READ COEFFIOE="TS III: TIlE $A\{E RUK 

5) SECTION BOUl\1)ARY SELECTION (1 = Au'TOMATICjO= USER TO PROVIDE PARTICLE DIAMETERS AT 
SECTION BOUl\1)ARIES). TIllS FLAG IS USED BELOW ON LI!\'E 10. FOR l\'EW USERS, IT IS EASIER TO 
HAVE THE CODE AUTOMATICALLY DETERMIl\'E SECTION BOUl\1)ARIES, BY SETIlj'o;G TIllS OPTION 
TO 1. 

6) II\TTIAL AEROSOL CO:-:CEl\'TRA TIO:-:S (1 = LOG-NORMALLY DISRTRIBl;'TED j 0 = USER TO PROVIDE 
AEROSOL COj'o;(E'\'TRATIO:-:S FOR EACH COMPOl\'El\'T A'\1) EACH SECTlO="). TIllS FLAG IS USED 
BELOW ON LI!I.'E 11. 
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7) AEROSOL SOURCES (1 = LOG-1'OR.'.iALLY D1STRIBurEDjO=USER TO PROVIDE AEROSOL SOURCE 
COl"CE!\'TRATIONS FOR EACH COMPOI\'EI\T A"U EACH SECTIO!"). THIS FLAG IS USED BELOW 0:-'; 
LII\'E 12. 

Line 3.1: ••• Comment Line ••• 
1) The number of the chemical component in which the mass of nucleating species will be stored 

(integer). 

2) The number of the size section into which nucleating particles will pass (integer). This number 
may actually change with the supersaturation for a given species and with the specific species. 
However, an average estimate must be given for the size bin of the nucleating species or species 
and held there throughout the integration. If, however, the critical nuclei size at time t is larger 
than the upper size limit of the size channel into which the nucleation is made to occur, then 
condensation is only allowed to occur where the upper size limit of the channel is larger than 
the critical nuclei size. Therefore, if the particles are nucleating into a channel smaller than the 
are really supposed to, the particles must grow by coagulation to at least the true critical nuclei 
size, before condensation will begin. This will reduce the error involved with allowing 
condensation from occurring on nucleated particles of the incorrect size. Ideally, the critical 
nucleation size would be able to move from one size channel to the next as conditions change. 
However, this causes numerical difficulties, since it is like introducing and infinite change in the 
nucleation rate when it goes from zero to suddenly some finite value in a size channel. 

3) The number of the chemical component for the sorbent material (integer) 
4) The number of the ???????????? 
5) The number of the chemical component into which reacted chemical species will pass(integer). 
6) A flag indicating the reaction mechanism (integer) 0 = internal kinetic control in which case the 

second entry in line 3.9 represents internal surface area of the sorbent, and 1 = external reaction 
control in which case the external surface area per unit particle volume is generated internally. 
Under some reaction regimes, such as pulverized coal combustion under intraparticle diffusion 
contro~ the intrinsic rate parameters given in line 3.10, may be viewed as global rate parameters. 

7) ?????????????? 
Line 3.2: ••• Comment Line ... 

Physical constants required for the nucleation, condensation, and reaction rates: 
1) Boltzman Constant (real) 
2) Avagadro's Number (real) 
3) Universal Gas Constant (real) 
4) Universal Gas Constant (real) 
5) Pi = 3.1415927 (real) 

Line 33: ••• Comment Line ••• 
1) # of condensible species being considered (integer). 
2) Gas phase species reaction flag (interger) 1 = no gas phase reactions (frozen kinetics condition), 

o = thermodynamic equilibrium condition. 
3) Flag that determines whether evaporation is allowed to occur (integer) 0 = no evaporation, 1 

= evaporation (set to zero for all simulations performed, since temperature proflie is always 
decreaing and the condensible species is initially a gas. 

4) The number of the gas phase species (c;integer~ for which an interpolation formula does not 
exist for the equilibrium composition, when the equilibrium assumption is in effect. This metal's 
composition is determined by the fact that all mole fractions must sum to one. 

S) A reaction constant set to an arbitrarily high value, which is sufficient to keep the concentration 
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of the condensible species, close to its equilibrium value at all times (see seciton 4.4). If 
euqilibrium concentrations are set to zero, the reaction constant could be used as a rate 
constant. If this variable is changed to a two dimensional array, then it would be possible with 
very little additional programming to model the kinetics of the gas phase if the appropriate rate 
parameters are available. 

Line 3.4: ... Comment Line ••• 
This line provides the leonard jones parametes for the carrier gas, which is assumed to be pure N2 

in this case. The fIrst value is the characteristic energy of interaction parameter ("K), and the second 
value is the collision diameter (A). The third value is the molecular weight of the carier gas (gjgmole). 

Line 35: ••• Comment Line ... 
These lines provide the Leonard Jones parameters given above for all the condensible species. The 

molecular weight is not give here. Therefore, for 5 gas phase species, there will be fIve input lines of 
2 columns. 

Line 3.6: ... Comment Line ... 
This line provides some of the physical data of the condensible species; fIrst the density (gjcc), 

second the molecular weight (gjgmole), and third the surface tension (dynejem). Therefore, 5 
condensible species will require 5 lines of 3 columns. 

Line 3.7: ••• Comment Line ... 
This line provides 4 columns for each of the condensible species. The fIrst column is the fraction 

of the initial condensible material comprising the specffic species, the last three columns provide the 
quadratic fIt constants (aO + a1·x + a2 ·xZ) for the saturation vapor pressure given as the 10g(P atm)' 
where ao is in column 2, a2 is in column 3, and a3 is in column 4. 

Line 3.8: ••• Comment Line ••• 
This line provides the fIt parameters for the equilibrum curves as a function of temperature for all 

but on of the condensible species, the number of which is given on line 3.2, variable 4. This curve is 
generated from theoretical data points obtained from the NASA equilibrium program (Gordon and 
McBride, 1971) using the flue gas composition determined by our input streams. The fIrst column is a 
flag determining the type of curve fIt utilized for each species (except one). In this case, 1 = a 
polynomial fIt up to third order, and 2 = a gaussian curve fIt. The user may program any type of curve 
fit for each species, but must program the appropriate equation in program module Vpeqcmp .... 
Warning ••• this program assumes an equilibrium composition as a function of temperature determined 
by the initial gas phase mixture, but this will change due to interaction with the condensed phase (see 
section 4.7.4). If the fit parameters above were converted to arrays representing each fIt parameter as 
a function of some critical parameter which largely determines composition (i.e in the present case 
CIjPb ratio), then equilibrium compositions can be determined by interpolation between the fIt curves. 
No such method as been incorporated into the Maeros code yet. 

Line 3.9 ••• Comment Line ••• 
This line inputs a few physical parameters of the sorbent: 
1) Density of the sorbent (kgjm3) (real) 
2) Internal surface area of the sorbent (m2 jkg) (real). 
3) Maximum conversion of the sorbent in mass fraction of reaction species (real). 
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Line 3.10 ••• Comment Line ••• 
This line provides intrinsic rate parameters for reacting gas phase species, where entry 1 is the 

preexpodential factor (m3/m2·sec) (real), and entry 2 is the activation energy (Kcal/mole). A line is 
entered for each gas phase species, so 5 species would require 5 lines of 2 columns. 

Line 3.11 ••• Comment Line ••• 
Parameters required for Lsode, a stiff ODE. solver: 
1) relative error tolerance 
2) absolute error tolerance 
3) state of the integration package upon input 
For more information regarding the user input parameters for the Lsode package refer to the user's 

manual for ???????? 

LI!I."E 4: - COMME!'.'T LI!I."E -
nus LI!I."E SPECIFIES TIlE PRIt-.'TER PLOTS TO BE GENERATED. NOTE TIlATTIlE RESULTING PLOT FILE 

(~RPLOT.DA1) CA.~ BE DISPLAYED ON A~'Y SCREEN OR HARD COPY Ul'olT. SPECIAL HARDWARE OR 
SOFIW ARE IS NOT REQUIRED, SINCE ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS ARE USED TO GENERATE TIlE PLOTS. 

1) PRI!'o'TER PLOT SCALING:(Il'.'TEGER) PLOTS WILL BE IN FILE MAERPLOT.DAT. PRIt-.'TER PLOTS OF 
TIlE MASS CONCEl'.'TRATIONS VERSUS SECTION l'IIlJMBER CA." BE REQUESTED. TIlE SCALING OF 
TIlE MASS CONCEl'.'TRATION IS SPECIFIED BY TIlE FOLLOWING. 
-3 = USER DEFINED LIMITS (LOGARITIiMIC) 
-2 = USER DEFINED LIMITS BlJT WILL OVERRIDE IF BEYO!l."D RA:'\GE (LOGARITIiMIC) 
-1 = AUTOMATIC SCALING (LOGARITIiMIC) 

o = DO NOT PRODUCE M'Y PLOTS 
1 = AUTOMATIC SCALING (LI!I."EAR)·· RECOMMENDED VALUE"· 
2 = USER DEFTh"ED LIMITS BUT WILL OVERRIDE IF BEYOND RA."IIGE (LINEAR) 
3 = USER DEFI.1'I,"ED LIMITS (LL1\IEAR) 

2) PLOT INDMDUAL COMPOt-.'ENTS IN ADDrnON TO PLOTS FOR TOTAL MASS CONCEt-.'TRATIONS 
(O=NO/l=YES). STACKED MASS CONCEt-.'TRATIONS FOR AEROSOLS WITII MORE 11iAN O!\"E 
COMPONENT WILL ALWAYS BE PLOTTED ON A LINEAR SCALE. 

3) NUMBER OF ROWS USED TO PRODUCE PLOTS (FROM 13 TO SO) (It-.'TEGER) NOTE TIlAT IF A CRT 
TER.\HNALISUSED,Ot-."EMAYWISHTOHAVETIlEl'IIlJMBEROFROWSM"DCOLUMNSOFTIlEPLOT 
SMALL E.~OUGH SO THAT THE E.~'TIRE PLOT FITS ON THE SCREEN. DO NOT EXPECT HIGH 
RESOLUTION FROM TIlESE PLOTS, BUT TIlEY ARE VERY USEFUL FOR QUICK QUALITATIVE 
ANALYSIS. 

4) t-.lJMBER OF COLUMNS FOR PLOTS (MAXIMUM OF 101) (It-.'TEGER) 
5) USER DEFIt-."ED MIl'.lMUM CONCEl'.'TRATION PLOTTED (KG/M··3) (REAL) THIS NUMBER WILL BE 

IGNORED IF PRIt-.'TER PLOT SCALING IS + /- 1 
6) USER DEFIl'."ED MAXIMUM CONCE!I.'TRATION PLOTTED (KG/M··3) (REAL) TIllS NUMBER WILL BE 

IGNORED IF PRIt-.'TER PLOT SCALING IS + /- 1 

LIt-."E 5: - COMMEl'.'T LIl'."E -
1) AREA OF CEILING OVER CHAMBER VOLUME (I/METER) (REAL) IF SET TO ZERO, DEPOSrnON ON 

TIlE CEILING IS !'."EGLECTED 
2) AREA OF FLOOR OVER CHAMBER VOLUME (I/METER) (REAL) IF SET TO ZERO. DEPosrnON ON 

TIlE FLOOR IS l'."EGLECTED 
3) AREA OF VERTICAL WALLS OVER CHAMBER VOLt.:ME (l/METER) (REAL) IF SET TO ZERO. 

DEPosmON ON TIlE WALLS IS l'."EGLECTED 
4) DYNAMIC SHAPE FACTOR - CHI (TYPICALLY 1 OR GREATER) (REAL) 
5) DIFFUSIOl'O BOU!\"DARY LAYER TIlICK.""ESS (METERS) (REAL) MAY NOT BE SET TO ZERO. 
6) PARTICLE MATERIAL DENSITY (KG/M··3) (REAL) 
7) COEFFICIE:'I.'T USED TO CALCULATE PARTICLE SLIP (TYPICALLY 1.257) (REAL) 

LI:'I."E 6: - COMME:'I.'T LI!\"E -
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1) THER.~ COEFFIClEI\T (TYPICALLY 1.0) (REAL) 
2) LEAKAGE RATE (M"°3/SECOI\1)) (REAL) 
3) AGGLOMERATIOI' SHAPE FACTOR - GAMMA (1.0 OR GREATER) (REAL) 
4) AGGLOMERATION STICKII'G FACTOR (TYPICALLY 1.0) (REAL) 
5) THERMAL GRADIENT FROM CEILING (DEG KjMETER) (REAL) IF SET TO ZERO, THER.1\10PHOREnC 

DEPOSITOI'TO CEILING IS NEGLECTED 
6) THER.~ GRADIE.1\T FROM FLOOR (DEG KjMETER) (REAL) IF SET TO ZERO, THERMOPHOREnC 

DEPOSITON TO FLOOR IS NEGLECTED 
7) THER.~ GRADIEI\T FROM WALL (DEG KjMETER) (REAL) IF SET TO ZERO, THERMOPHOREnC 

DEPOSITON TO WALLS IS I\'EGLECTED 
8) THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GAS OVER THAT FOR PARTICLE (REAL) 

LI!'o'E 7: - COMME!\T LIl\'E -
ALL INPUT 01' THIS LI!\'E IS USED TO SPECIFY DIFFUSIOPHORESIS 
1) WATER VAPOR MATERIAL DE1',SITY NEAR CEILING (KG/Mo03) (REAL) 
2) WATER VAPOR MATERIAL DE.1\ISITY NEAR FLOOR (KG/Mo03) (REAL) 
3) WATER VAPOR MATERIAL DEI'SITY !'.'EAR WALL (KG/Mo03) (REAL) 
4) WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTI01" !'.'EAR CEILII'G (REAL) 
5) WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION l\'EAR FLOOR (REAL) 
6) WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION NEAR WALL (REAL) 
7) WATER VAPOR GRADIE.I\T !'II'EAR CEILING (KG-MOLE/Mo04) (REAL) (IF SET TO ZERO, 

DIfFUSIOPHORESIS TO CEILING IS !'.'EGLECTED) 
8) WATER VAPOR GRADIENf !'.'EAR FLOOR (KG-MOLE/Mo04) (REAL) (IF SET TO ZERO, 

DIfFUSIOPHORESIS TO FLOOR IS NEGLECTED) 
9) WATER VAPOR GRADIE.",T !'.'EAR WALL (KG-MOLE/Mo04) (REAL) (IF SET TO ZERO, 

DIfFUSIOPHORESIS TO WALL IS I\'EGLECTED) 

LIl\'E 8: - COMMENf LINE -
1) TURBULE.I\TDISSIPATIOI' RATE (Moo2/SEC003) (REAL) THETURBULEl\TDISSIPATION RATE IS USED 

ONLY FOR CALCULATING TRUBULE.I\T COAGULATION 
2) CHAMBER VOLUME (M003) (REAL) 
3) MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF SUSPE.1\'DING GAS (KG/KG-MOLE) (REAL) 
4) MACHI!'II'E U!'.'IT ROU!'.'D OFF ERROR (REAL) 

MACHI!'II'E ROU!'II1) OFF ERROR 
IBM 3f:IJ/370 9.6E-7 
mM PC/AT 20E-18 (WITH 80287) 
DEC 10 7.7E-9 
DEC VAX 6.0£-8 
CDC/CRAY 7.7E-15 
Ul\1V AC 110S 15£-8 

5) I!\1TIAL COr-.1)E.1\ISIBLE VAPOR CONCE"ITRATION (KG/Mo03) (REAL) WHETHER THIS IS GREATER 
OR LESS THA1\I THE VALUE AT THE SATURATIOI' POINT WILL DETER.1\1I!'.'E WHETHER WATER 
I!'.1TIALLY WILL TE.I\'D TO COl'o1)ENSE ON OR EVAPORATE FROM THE AEROSOL. RESPECTIVELY. 

LI!'.'E 9: - COMME!\T LI!'.'E -
1) TGAS1 (FIRST GAS TE.'JPERATIJRE., DEG K) (REAL) 
2) TGAS2 (SECOl\1) GAS TEMPERATURE., DEG K, NOTETHATTGAS2 MUST BE GREATER THA1\ITGAS1) 

(REAL) 
3) PGAS1 (FIRST GAS PRESSURE., 1"/Mo02) (REAL) 
4) PGAS2 (SECO!'.'D GAS PRESSURE., I'jMoo2, I'OTE THAT PGAS2 MUST BE GREATER THA1\I PGAS1) 

(REAL) 

LI!'.'E 10: - COMME.I\T LL'\'E -
IF 01' LIl\'E 3 El\TRY 5, SECTIOI' BOUr'mARIES ARE DETER.'JI!'.'ED AUTOMATICALLY (I.E. LIr--'E 3 El\TRY 

5 IS SET TO I), THE:-: E.l\TER SMALLEST Al'I,1) LARGEST PARTICLE DIA.\fETERS, RESPECTIVELY. PARTICLE 
DIAMETERS MUST BE II' METERS. IF 01" LIl\'E 3 El\TRY 5, SECTIOI' BOUl\1)ARIES ARE DETER.".iIl\'ED BY THE 
USER (I.E. LIl'.'E 3 El'I<TRY 5 IS SET TO 0), THEI' E.1\TER PARTICLE DIA.'JETERS AT SECTIO:-'; BOUl\1)ARIES 
(METERS) (REAL) 1"OTE TIiAT THE !\'UMBEROF DIAMETERS IS EQUAL TO THE !'.'UMBER OF SECTIONS PLUS 
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1. TIlE DIAMETERS MUSf BE SPACED SUCH TIIAT TIlEY ARE Il'\ ASCE!\UIl'\G ORDER Al\'O TIlE PARTICLE 
MASS ASSOCIATED wrrn EACH SUCCESSIVE DIA"1ETER IS AT LEASf lWICE TIIAT OF TIlE PREVIOUS 
DIA"1ETER. TIllS CONSfRAI!\'T IS CALLED TIlE GEOMETRIC CONSfRAI!\T. 

LIJ\c 11: - COMMEJ\'T LINE -
IF ON LI!\c 3 ENTRY 6, TIlE Il'.TTIAL DISfRIBUTION IS LOG-l'OR.\1AL, (I.E. LIl'.c 3 El'.TRY 6 IS SET TO I), 

TIlE!'\ El'.'TER TIlE TOTAL MASS COl'CE.l\TRA TIOl'\ (KG/M··3), GEOMETRIC MASS MEAN DIAMETER (M), A '\'0 
TIlE GEOMETRIC SfM'DARD DEVlATIOl', RESPECTIVELY FOR EACH COMPO!\"E.1\T. EACH UJI,'E SHOULD BE 
USED FOR ONLY ONE COMPONEl'.T. TIlUS IF TIlERE ARE 5 COMPO!\c!\ TS, TIlERE WILL BE FIVE LI!\CS OF 
TIlREE REAL NUMBERS . •• IMPORTMT NOTE·· EVEN IF TIlE MASS CONCE. ..... TRATION IS ZERO, TIlE MASS 
MEA1\l DIAMETERAl\'O TIlE GEOMETRIC SfMUARD DEVIATION MUSf ALWAYS BE POSITIVE. IF ON LI!\'E 
3 E.l>.oTRY 6, THE IJI,'TI1AL DISfRIBUTION IS SPECIFIED BY THE USER. TIlE Il'IoTIlAL COMPONE:'I.T 
CONCEJl.TRATIONS MUSf BE GIVEN FOR EACH COMPOI\'E!\'T Al\U EACH SECTION. THERE SHOULD BE O!\C 
LIl'.c OF INPUf FOR EACH SECTION. EACH Ul'OC MUSf COl\TAIN CONCEJ\TRATIO!'\S FOR TIlE FIRSfTO THE 
LASf COMPOl'."E!\T FOR TIIAT SECTIOl'. THUS FOR 10 SECTIONS A1\U 3 COMPO:'l.'E:'I.TS, THERE WOULD BE 
10 LII\CS 
WIlli 3 COLUMNS. 

LIl\"E 12: - COMMEl\'T LII\'E -
THIS SET COl'SISTS OF ONE LIl\'E DEFI!'o1l'G TIlE TIME (Il' SEC) A 1\'0 COI\UEl'SIBLE VAPOR GE!'ocRATION 

RATEINKG/SEC,FOLLOWEDBYLII\'ESDEFININGTIlEAEROSOLSOURCERATE(KG/S).EI\'TERTIlESOURCE 
TABLE TIME AJ"m THE VAPOR GE."I.'ERATION RATE ON O!\"E LIl\"E. THEN IF Ol'\ LIl\c 3 El\TRY 7, TIlE 
SOURCES ARE LOG-l'ORMALLY DISfRIBUTED, (I.E. LI!'o"E3 E!\TRY 7 IS SET TO I), EI\'TER THE TOTAL MASS 
CONCE!\TRATIOl'\ SOURCE RATE (KG/S), GEOMETRIC MASS MEAN DIA"1ETER (M), Al\U THE GEOMETRIC 
SfM'OARD DEVIATIOl'\, RESPECTIVELY FOR EACH COMPOl\'E.1\T. THE E. ..... TIRE SET OF LIl\'ES IS REPEATED 
l'STIMETIMES, WHERENSTIME IS THE I\lJMBEROFSOURCE GE!\"ERATIONTIME E!'.TRIES SPECIFIED ABOVE 
(Ol'\ LIl'o"E 2 El'I<TRY l\'UMBER 4). NOTE TIIAT A COMMEl'.T LINE SEPARATES EACH SET. (REAL) 

IF ON UNE 3 E. ..... TRY 7, THE SOURCES ARE TO BE DETER."1Il\'EO BY TIlE USER, THE.N EI\'TER M LIl\CS 
OF MASS GEJI,cRATION RATES OF EACH COMPOl\Cl\T IN EACH SECTIOl'. M IS TIlE I\lJMBER OF SECTIONS 
M'O FOR EACH OF TIlE M LINES, TIlE MASS GENERATION RATE IN KG/SEC OF COMPOl'l<"EI\T 1 TO THE 
TOTAL JI,'UMBER OF COMPONEJl.'TS IS SPECIFIED. THE E!\'TIRE SET OF M+1 LIl'ES IS REPEATED NSTIME 
TIMES, WHERE NSTIME IS TIlE NUMBER OF SOURCE GE!\cRATION TIME E.. ..... TRIES SPECIFIED ABOVE (ON 
UNE 2 E!\TRY NUMBER 4). NOTE TIIAT AN COMMENI' LINE SEPARATES EACH SET. (REAL) ···IMPORTMT 
NOTE"· UJI,'EAR I!'Io'TERPOlATION M'D EXTRAPOlATION IS USED TO DETERMINE TIlE SOURCE RATE AT 
ANY PARTICUlAR TIME. THUS IF THE FIRST SOURCE TIME IS NOT ZERO OR THE LASf SOURCE TIME IS 
NOT EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN THE LASf OUTPUfTIME, TIlE EXTRAPOLATED SOURCE RATES MAY 
BE NEGATIVE. TO AVOID THIS PROBLEM, MAKE SURE THE FIRST SOURCE TIME IS ZERO MU TIlE lASf 
SOURCE TIME IS AT LEASf GREATER TO OR EQUAL TO THE LASf OLTPUf TIME. 

Line 12.1: ••• Comment Line ••• 
The maximum mass distribution for sorbent (kgjm3) (real). Requires on entry on one input line for 

each size bin. 

Line 12.2: ••• Comment Line ••• 
The fraction of the maximum sorbent which is added to the system at a predined output time (real). 

The number of entries equals the number of output times line 2, entry 3. The purpose of this would 
be to simulate the gradual entrainment of sorbent into the system. This could not be done through 
source continuously, since the large positive derivatives created numerical difficulties. 

LI!\c 13: - COMME!\T U1\'E -
OLTPUf TIMES 1.1'11 ASCEJI,'DI:'G ORDER (SECO!'oUS) (REAL) TIlE JI,'UMBER OF VALUES GIVEl'\ MUSf BE 

EQUAL TO TIlE Jl,lJMBER GrvE.N ABOVE (Ol'\ LIJI,"E 2 E!\TRY Jl,lJMBER 3). l'OTE TIIAT TIlE I!\TIlAL 
cmmmONSARE PRI1\'TED AUfOMATICALLY, SO THE FIRSf OLTPLTTIME MUSf BE GREATERTHA'" ZERO. 

Line 13.1: ••• Comment Line ••• 
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These lines provide the flue gas temperature gradient before each output interval (real). The 
number of entries equals the number of output times (line 2, entry 3). Required to calculate the rate 
of particle dilution due to the aerosol traversing the temperature gradient. 

Line 13.2: ... Comment Line ••• 
For each output time, these line provide the air leakage rate (SLPM/em) (real), the current total 

flow (SLPM) (real), and an estimate on how fast the gas traverse the system (em/sec) (real). This 
velocity is calculated with the aid of the residence time program. These variables in Line 13.2 are used 
to esti mate the rate of dilution caused by leakage air 

UNE 14: - COMMENT U]I.'E -
TABUlATED FUNCTION OF TEMPERATIJRE M'D PRESSURE AS A FUNCTION OF TIME. EACH U!\'E 

SHOULD COI\TAlN THE FOLLOWING: TIME (SECONDS). TEMPERATURE (DEG K). A.1'I,'D PRESSURE (N/W"2). 
THE !'.'UMBER OF UNES IN THIS SET MUST BE EQUAL TO THAT SPEOFIED ABOVE (ON LL1'I,'E 3 E!'.TRY 2). 

Listing of a Sample Input File for Maeros (Simulation for Experiment lOe) 

1 
1-COAGULATION.NUCL..COf\.ln.; TWO COMPONE!\T EXAMPLE 
IWI IW2 IW30N IW40N IW50N TMPR!\T TSAVE ITRSTP ITRC!'.T 
1 0 0 0 0 O.ODO -{).IDO 4 0 

SECTIONS COMPO!'.'E]l.TS OUTPUTS SOURCES STATUS 
32 2 6 2 0 
CO]l.'DE.1\lSATION TP-TABLE NEWCOEF STORE BOUNDARIES LlIoIT 

3 3 0 1 0 
K.1\lCLTN LNCLTN KSORB KCNDS K.\fI1..RXN IRXNMECH IRXNSFC 

1 
KBLTZ 
1.38Od-16 
IM11..\fAX 
2 

3 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 
NA V RGASI RGAS2 PI 
6.02d23 82.06d0 1.987dO 3.1415927 
IFROZ IV AP NOV AP KGAS 
1 0 1000. 

ETA,"I2 SIGN2 MWN2 
113.dO 3.681dO 28.014d0 
ETAMfL(IMTL) SIGMTL(IMTL) 
2.068717d3 35OOd0 
2.388320d3 3.284d0 
0E.1'I,'MfL(IMTL) MWMIL(IMTL) 
953<10 223.2d0 
9.9Od0 207.2d0 
VAPMfL(IMTL) ASAT(lMTL) 
051859d+0 12.6762d0 
0.48141d+0 10.764d0 
ICMP(IMTL) AVAP(lMTL) 
2 O.DODO 
1 0.434819DO 
OENSRB SFO!'.T FRCMTLMX 
2.6303 5.404 05DO 
AFREQ(IMTL) EACT(IMTL) 
317.000DO 105DO 
317.00000 10SdO 
RTOL ATOL ISTATE 
1.0-5 1.0-20 

SFCTNS(IMTL) 
131.dO 
444.dO 

BSAT(IMTL) BSAT(lMTL) 
-22.9499d0 -4.70433<10 
-20.4675<10 
BVAP(IMTL) 
O.DODO 
-7.410730-4 

-{).38543<10 
CVAP(IMTL) 
O.DODO 
3.14451D-7 

OVAP(IMTL) 
O.DODO 
O.DODO 

PLOTS COMPO!'.'E.1'I,TS ROWS COLUMNS MIN-CONe. ~fAX-CONe. 

SOURCES 



o 1 30 50 O.dO l.dO 
CEILINGfV FLOORfV WALLfV CHI DELTIlICK DENSITY SLIP 
O.dO O.dO O.dO l.dO l.d-2 9.7d3 1.257dO 
TIlRML LEAK-RATE GA.\{MA STICk TGRADC TGRADF TGRADW TKGOP 
1.OdO O.dO l.dO l.dO O.dO O.dO O.dO .OSdO 
RHOC RHOF RHOW VFRACC VFRACF VFRACW VGRADC VGRADF VGRADW 
1.d3 1.d3 1.d3 O.dO O.dO O.dO O.dO O.dO O.dO 
TURBDS VOLUME MOLECUIAR-wr ROU!,<l)-OFF INIT-PBO(V) 
O.DOdO I.OdO 2754Od0 l.d-6 1.077082d4 
TGASI TGAS2 PGASI PGAS2 
993.dO 1135.5<10 9.3138d4 93139114 
SMALLEST-DIAMETER IARGEST-DIAMETER 

.001Od-6 1O.d-6 
Il\TrIAL DISrR.ISUDON; COMPOl\'El\TS ACROSS. SECTIONS DOWM 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooD+oo 
O.ooooD+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooD+oo 
O.ooooD + 00 O.ooooE + 00 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE+oo O.ooooE+oo 
O.ooooE + 00 O.ooooD + 00 
O.ooooD + 00 O.ooooE + 00 
O.ooooD + 00 O.ooooD + 00 
TIME VAPOR-SOURCE-RATE FOLLOWED BY AEROSOL SOURCE RATE 
O.dO O.OdO 
0.Od-2 0.4d-6 0.4d0 
0.Od-2 1.4d4 1.4dO 
TIME 
1.Od1 O.OdO 
0.Od-2 1.4d-6 1.4d0 
0.Od-2 1.4d-6 1.4dO 
QSRBMAX ARRAY 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
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O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
O.OdO 
SRBADO ARRAY OF MULT. FAcroRS FOR QSRBMAX 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
OuTPUT TIMES 
0.0300<10 
0.0400d0 
0.0600d0 
0.0900d0 
0.204607dO 
0.640407dO 
TGRAD VALUES 
-202.2d0 
-202.2d0 
-202.2d0 
-202.2d0 
-202.2d0 
-232.1dO 
AlRLFAK ATFLOW OXDTIME 
0.000000 225.100 87.6900 
0.000000 225.100 87.6900 
0.000000 225.100 87.6900 
0.000000 225.100 87.6900 
0.000000 225.100 87.6900 
0.000000 225.100 90.8900 
TIME TEMP PRESS 
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0.0000d0 
0.204607dO 
0.640407dO 

1135SdO 
1094.2d0 
993.OdO 

93138.dO 
93138.dO 
93138.dO 
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B.3.3: Listing for a General Desription of the Maeros Code 

The following listing gives a brief description of Maeros contained in the 

original code. However, it has been modified slightly to describe changes made in 

the current work. 

THISMANUALDISCUSSESTIlECAPABILmESMTIIMPLEMEl'oTATIONPROCEDURESFORMAEROS-9. 
THIS VERSION DIFFERS SLiGHILY FROM TIiAT DESCRIBED II" TIlE "MAEROS USER MAlIolJAL", BY FRED 
GELBARD,l'-lJREG/CR-1391 (SAND80-0822). TIlE PRINCIPAL DIFFERENCES ARE TIlE INCLUSION OF A BETTER 
COl'-'OE."1SATION MODEL AlIoTI IMPROVED DATA 1l'-'PlIT /OUTPlIT PROCEDURES. TIllS IS TIlE 0l\'L Y MAl\olJAL 
FOR TIlE CODE. PLEASE DO NOT REQUEST TIlE MM'UAL MEl'-'1l0t\'ED IN TIlE PREVIOUS PARAGRAPH, IT 
IS OBSOLErE. 

ALE NA\1:ES: 

MAEROS9.FOR 
MAER9IN.DAT 
MAER90UT.DAT = 
MAER9PLOT.DAT = 
MAERCOEF.DAT = 

FORTRAN SOURCE CODE (YOU'RE READII"G IT I"OW) 
1l\'PlIT DECK AS DESCRIBED BELOW 
OUTPUT ALE 
OUTPUT ALE CONTAINING PRINTER PLOTS, SUITABLE FOR ANY OUTPlIT DEVICE 
ALE TO srORE COEFflCIEl'oTS 

THE MAEROS MODULE CALCULATES AEROSOL COMPOSmOI" AND MASS CONCENTRATION AS A 
F1JNCTION OF PARTICLE SIZE A .... TI TIME. TIlE PROCESSES TIiAT ARE INCORPORATED ARE 1) 
COAGULATION DUE TO BROWNIAN MOTIOI", GRAVITY AND TURBULENCE; 2) PARTICLE DEPOSmOI" DUE 
TO GRAVITATIONAL SETTLII"G, DIFruSIOI", TIlERMOPHORESIS Al\oTI DIFruSIOPHORESIS; 3) PARTICLE 
GROwrn OR SHRINKAGE DUE TO WATER VAPOR COl'-TIEI"SATION OREVAPORATIOI" FROM TIlE PARTICLE 
SURFACE; M'O 4) TIME VARYING SOURCES OF PARTICLES OF DIFFERE.lI.'T SIZES AlI.'O CHE.\1:ICAL 
COMPosmONS. 

l\lJMERICAL MElliOD: 

THE r-.lJMERICAL MElliOD IS BASED UPON DMDING TIlE PARTICLE SIZE DOMAlI" IKTO M 
SECTIONS A .... 'O IMPOSII"G CONSERVATION OF MASS FOR EACH CHE.\1:ICAL COMPONEl\T FOR TIlE 
PROCESSES GIVE."1 ABOVE. TIlEREFORE TIlE AEROSOL MASS CONCEl'-TRATIONS ARE GROUPED I!\TO 
SECTIONS (I.E. SIZE CLASSES) FOR WHICH AN Av'ERAGE COMPosmON IS DETERMIl\'ED. ALTiiOUGH TIlE 
COMPLETE TECHl'-lQUE (AS ARSf DEVELOPED BY F. GELBARD M'O J.H. SEIl'-'FELD IN TIlE JOUR1',AL OF 
COLLOID A1\TI I:-'TERFACE SCIE.'I;CE, VOLUME 78, PAGE 485,1980), PLACES VIRTUALLY 1"0 RESTRICTIO],;S 0]'; 
TIlE SIZE OR l'-lJMBER OF SECTIOI"S, TIlE CODE IS CURREl'-TL Y LIMITED TO GEOMETRICALLY SPACED 
SECTIONS II" PARTICLE MASS. TIlUS IF TIlE SMALLEST AlI.TI LARGEST PARTICLE MASSES OF SECTIO!'> I ARE 
GIVEI" BY Vi A.. .... U Vi+1' RESPECTIVELY, TIlEr-; Vi+1 MUsr BE GREATER TIlAN OR EQUAL TO 2Vi. 

TIlE CODE IS RESTRICTED TO COAGULATIO]';, DEPOSmo]'; M'O COl'-UENSATIOI" MECHA'I;IS~S 
WHICH ARE It\UEPEl'-TIE. .... T OF CHEMICAL COMPosmON A.. .... TI DEPE:-'TIE!\'T O!'> PARTICLE MASS. O:-''L Y TIlE 
SOURCE MECHAlI.1SMS MAY BE BOTII PARTICLE MASS MTI COMPosmo!'> DEPE:-''OE!'.T. SI],;CE 
I!\TRA-PARTICLE CHE.\1:ICAL REACTIONS A..'\'O A .... TI COt\TIE.~SATION OF MORE TIIA'I; Ol'-'E COMPO!\'El\T 
OTIlER TIlANWATER VAPOR WERE 1"0TOFSIGl\lFICt\]\,TIl'-TEREST FOR REACTOR SAFETY STI.JDIES, TIlE 
CODE DOES NOT SIMULATE TIlESE PROCESSES BlIT A DISa:SSIO],; FOR INCORPORA.TING TIlEM I!\TO 
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MAEROS IS GIVEN BY GELBARD M'D SEl!'.rELD (AS GIVE.l\; I'" TIlE ABOVE REFERENCE). 

B.3.4: List of MAEROS Variable Definitions 

nnnn*nnn* ORIGINAL V ARIABLEDEFINmONS *n*nnn*nn*nn 

ABSER= 
ACELOV= 
AFLROV= 
AKN= 
AWALOV= 
B~OBLX= 

CHI = 
COEFAV= 

COLEFF= 
CflPl= 

CflP2= 

Cf2Pl= 

Cf2P2= 

DELDIF= 
DELTIM= 
DENAIR = 
DENSTY= 
DEPSIT(J.K) = 
DIAM(l) = 
DlA~G(K)= 

DIFFUS= 
DIFPHR= 
FREEM!'I= 
FSLIP= 
GA~MA= 

GRWCOF(I)= 
IFCOJ'l,'D= 
lFll\TI= 

IFLAG= 

IFSECf= 
IFSKIP= 

IFSfOR= 

IFSRCE= 

ABSOLUTE ERROR FOR RKF45 ROUIlNE 
AREA OF CElUI'G OVER CHAMBER VOLUME (ljM) 
AREA OF FLOOR OVER CHA~BER VOLUME (ljM) 
KNUDSE.1'I1 NUMBER OF PARTICLE 
AREA OF WALL OVER CHAMBER VOLUME (ljM) 
PARTICLE MOBILITY 
DYNA~IC SHAPE FACfOR 
COEFFICIE."lf ARRAY STORED IN TIlE FOLLOWII'G ORDER: 
BETA(SUPER-lB) 
BETA(SUPER-2A) 
BETA(SUPER-2B) 
BETA(SUPER-3) 
BETA(SUPER-4) 
DEPOSmOI' COEFFICIEKfS 
C01'<'DEI'SATIONS COEFFICIEr-.TS 
COLLISION EFFICIENCY 
ARRAY OF I'<'UMCOF SECTIONAL COEFFICIEl'\TS AT A TEMPERATURE OF TGASI A1\'D 
PRESSURE OF PGASI 
ARRAY OF !,;'UMCOF SECTIONAL COEFFICIE.1'I1TS AT A TEMPERATUREOF TGASI M'D 
PRESSURE OF PGAS2 
ARRAY OF !I.'UMCOF SECTIONAL COEFFICIENfS AT A TEMPERATURE OF TGAS2 A1'I1D 
PRESSURE PGASI 
ARRAY OF NUMCOF SECTIONAL COEFFICIThTS AT A TEMPERATURE OF TGAS2 M'D 
PRESSURE PGAS2 
DIFFUSION BOUNDARY LAYER lHICKNESS (M) 
TIME STEP (SEC) 
DENSITY OF AIR (KGjM"3) 
PARTICLE MATERIAL DENSITY (KGjMo03) 
MASS OF K-TII COMPOl\'El\'T (KG). DEPOSITED ON J-TII DEPOSmON SURFACE 
ARRAY OF PARTICLE DlA~ETERS AT SECTION BOUJ'I,'DARIES (M) 
GEOMETRIC MEAN DIAMETER OF IJ'I,TIIAL DISTRIBUIlON FOR COMPO!\'E.1\,'T K (METERS) 
WATER VAPOR DIFFUSIVITY (M002jS) 
DIFFUSIOPHORETIC VELOCITY (MjS) 
MEAl'1j FREE PATII OF GAS (M) 
PARTICLE SLIP COEFFIOE.""lf 
AGGLOMERATIOI' SHAPE FACfOR 
STORAGE ARRAY FOR GROWTII COEFFICIEl"IT I IN DIFFUN ROUIlNE 
COl\'DE.l\;SATION FLAG (0=1'0/1 = YESj2 = YES BuT COI'STA1\T GAS SATURATIO!\") 
FLAG FOR LOG-I'OR.\fALLY DISTRIBUTED IJ'I,TIIAL DISTRIBuTION (1 = LOG-I'OR.\fAL 
DISfRIBl.JTIO:-':jO = USER SPECIAED DISTRIBLTIOJ'l,") 
FLAG FOR RKF45 ROUIll'."E, SET IJ'I,TIALLY TO 1 SET TO -1 TO RESTART TI~E 
IJ'I,TEGRATIO:'ll 
FLAG IF SECTIO:-': BOUJ'I,'DARIES ARE DETERMIl\"ED ALTOMA TICALL Y (1 = YES/O = 1'0) 
FLAG TO SKIP COl'.'DEl"'SATIOl" CALCULATION (=NUMBER OF SECTIO:-':.YESjOTIlERWlSE 
!'IO) 
FLAG TO IJI<"DlCATE IF SECTIONAL COEFFICIE.1\,TS ARE TO BE STORED 1:-': TIlE ALE 
MAERCOEF.DAT (0 = NOjl = YES) 
FLAG FORLOG-I'OR.~ YDIsrruBUTEDAEROSOLSOURCES (1 = LOG-I'ORMALjO = USER 
SPECIAED) 



IPLOT= 
IPR.1\T= 
ISCAL= 

ISCALE= 
IWORK= 
KCO~P= 

U!'.1'LT= 
M= 
r-.132A= 
r-.132B= 
r-.133= 
r-.134= 
NC= 
NCOL= 
NR= 
NROW= 
r-.CWCOF= 

r-.l)EPST= 
NGROW= 
NSTIME= 
r-.lJMCOF= 

PGAS1= 
PGAS2= 
Q(I)= 

QLABEL= 
Q~L= 

Q~I!l.1'L= 

QPLOT(K.I)= 

LOGICAL Ur-.1T I\'UMBER FOR PRII\TER PLOTS 
PRIt-.TER LOGICAL UI\TI !'I"UMBER 
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USER REQUESTED Y AXIS SCALING. IF AUTOMATIC, IGI'-:ORE QMII\1'LA.'I,l) Q~L. A."\D 
SCALE TO FIT DATA ON PLOT AUTOMATICALLY. IF USER SCALING IS REQUESTED, 
QMIr-.1'L A.1\'O QMAXPL WILL BE USED TO DEFII\"E mE LOWER AAl) UPPER BOUr-.'OS OF 
TIlE Y AXIS, RESPECTIVELY. 
-3 USER LOG SCALI.1'I;G 
-2 USER (OR IF I'-:OT POSSIBLE AUfOMATIC) LOG SCALII'-:G 
-1 AUTOMATIC LOG SCALING 
o NO PLOTS ARE TO BE PRII\TED 
1 AUTOMATIC Ur-."EAR SCALING 
2 USER (OR IF NOT POSSIBLE AUTOMATIC) Ur-."EAR SCALING 
3 USER Ur-."EAR SCALING 
ACTUAL VALUE OF ISCAL USED FOR Y AXIS 
STORAGE ARRAY DiMENSIONED TO: 5 FOR RKF45 
t-."UMBER OF COMPONEI\TS 
ARRAY OF UI\"E PRII\TlNG CHARACTERS FOR PLOTTING 
r-."UMBER OF SEmONS 
r-."UMBER OF COEFFIOENTS BEFORE BETA(SUPER-2A) 
NUMBER OF COEFFIOENTS BEFORE BETA(SUPER-2B) 
NUMBER OF COEFFIOEr-TS BEFORE BETA(SUPER-3) 
r-.'UMBER OF COEFFIOEI\TS BEFORE BETA(SUPER-4) 
ACTUAL NUMBER OF COLUMNS FOR PLOT 
USER REQUEST FOR t-."UMBER OF COLUMNS FOR PLOT 
ACTUAL /I.'UMBER OF ROWS FOR PLOT 
USER REQUEST FOR l\'UMBER OF ROWS FOR PLOT 
SET TO FOLLOWING TO CALCULATE COEFFIOENTS. PROGRAM,WILL CHA.I\GE SIGN FOR 
SUBSEQUEl\T CALLS. A l\"EGATIVE VALUE INDICATES TIlAT COEFFICIEt-.TS FROM 
PREVIOUS CASE OF mls RUN ARE TO BE USED. 
o READ COEFFIOEr-.TS FROM FILE MAERCOEF.DAT 
1 INfERPOLATE TEMPERATURE Ml) PRESSURE 
2 O/l.'L Y USE TGASI AND PGASI 
3lNfERPOLATE ONLY TEMPERATURE (USE PGAS1) 
4 INfERPOLATE O!'ll'L Y PRESSURE (USE TGASl) 
5 SAME AS 1 EXCEPT RECALCULATE OI\'LY DEPOSmON COEFFIOE."ITS 
6 SAME AS 1 EXCEPT RECALCULATE ONLY CONDE.lIJSATION COEFFIOEr-TS 
7 SA.\1:E AS 1 EXCEPT RECALCULATE ONLY DEPosmON A."ID CONDENSATIOI'-: 

COEFFIOE.'\TS 
8 RECALCULATE Ol\'LY CONDENSATION COEFFlOE.1\TS FOR TGASI Al\''O PGASI 
t-.lJMBER OF COEFFIOEr-TS BEFORE DEPosmON COEFFIOEI\TS 
l\lJMBER OF COEFFIOEI\TS BEFORE CONDE.lIJSATIONAL GROWTIi COEFFlOE.'\TS 
l\'UMBER OF TI~E EI\TRIES IN SOURCE GENERATION TABLE 
TOTAL NUMBER OF COEFFlOEr-TS AT A GIVEN TE.\1PERATURE AAl) PRESSURE (AT 
MOST EQUAL TO 2"M""2 + 3"M) 
ARRAY OF CHARACTER POsmONS OF SEmON BOUNDARIES 
ARRAY OFCHARACTERPosmONS OF SECTION CONCE.\,TRATIONS FOR PLOTTING. !'.'Y(I) 
IS mE NUMBER OF ROWS FROM mE TOP OF mE PLOT FOR SECTION I PGAS=GAS 
PRESSURE (N/M""2) 
LOWEST GAS PRESSURE (MUST BE LESS TIIAl\' PGAS2) (N/M""2) 
HIGHEST GAS PRESSURE (N/M""2) 
ARRAY OF SUSPE.,\l)ED MASS CONCE!\TRATIONS (KG/M" "3), WHERE TIlE 
CONCEt-.TRATION OF mE K-m COMPOt-."Er-.T INSECTION L IS STORED IN Q(I), 
I=K+KCOMP"(L-l) Q(M"KCOMP+l)=COI\l)ENSIBLE GAS CONCEJ\TAATION (KG/M""3) 
ARRAY OF CO!'o"EJ\'TRATIONS FOR LABEUNG Y AXIS OF PLOT 
MAXI~UM CONCE:".TRATION OF A SEmON IN KG/M""3 WHICH IS TO BE PLOTTED 
MI!l.1~UM CONCE.\,TRATIOI'-: OF A SECTION IN KG/M""3 WHICH IS TO BE PLOTTED 
STORAGE ARRAY FOR MASS CONCE.1\TRATION OF COMPOr-.r:!l.T K AT OUTPLT TIME I. 
K=KCO~P+l IS FOR TOTAL AEROSOL COI'-:cr-."ETRATION K=KCOMP+2 IS FOR TIlE 



REL~ 

RLEAK~ 

RLKOV~ 

ROUI\'D= 

SC01'RT(I)~ 

SIGMAG(K)~ 

SKRA 1E{K.L.I) = 

SRATE(I)~ 

STICK = 
STIME(I)~ 

TGAS~ 

TGAS1= 
TGAS2= 
TGRADC= 
TGRADF= 
TG RADw = 
TIME= 
TKGOP~ 

TOTMAS(K)~ 

TOTS(K)~ 

TURBDS~ 

VTERM= 
vrHR.\fL= 
VISCOS~ 

VOLUME= 
V= 
V(I)= 
VDE1'C~ 

VDEI\r~ 

VDE:'I,-W~ 

VFRACC~ 

VFRACF~ 

VFRACW= 
VGRADC~ 

VGRADF= 
VGRADW~ 

WORK = 
WTMOL~ 

VAPOR. 
RELATNE ERROR FOR RKF45 ROUTIl\c 
LEAKAGE RATE (W'3/SEC) 
RLEAKjVOLUME (l/SEC) 
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MACHINE ROUl\'D-OFF ERROR (I.E. SMALLEST l\1JMBER ADDED TO 01\'E WHICH IS 
GREATER'fHAN ONE) MACHINES VALUES FOR ROUI\'D 
DG ECLIPSE 1.2E-7 
BM 3fJJ/370 9.6E-7 
IBM PC/AT (WITII80287) 2.0E-18 
DEC 10 7.1£.9 
DEC VAX 6.0&8 
CDC/CRAY 7.1£.15 
U!\1V AC 1108 15&8 
COI\'DENSIBLE VAPOR GE!\'ERATION RATE AT STIME(I) (KG/SEC) 
GEOMETRIC STA"'DARD DEVIATI01' OF II\1TIAL DISTRIBuTION FOR COMPOl\c!\T K 
FOR IFSRCE EQUAL TO ZERO THIS ARRAY WILL STORE THE SOURCE GEl\cRATI01' 
RATE IN SECTION L OF COMPONE.'\T K AT TIME STIME(I) (KG/SEC M"3) FOR IFSRCE 
EQUAL TO ONE THIS ARRAY STORES FOR COMPOl\'E."T K AT TIME STIME(I) THE 
FOLLOWING BASED 01' L 
L=1 : THE MASS GE."cRATI01' RATE (KG/S) 
L=2 : THE GEOMETRIC MASS MEAN DIAMETER (M) 
L~3 : THE GEOMETRIC STA"''DARD DEVIATION 
CONCE.Il.lRATION GENERATI01' RATE OF K-TH COMPONEI\'T I1'L-TH SECTION STORED IN 
I~K+(L-l)'KCOMP. (KG/S/M"3) 
PARTICLE STICKING COEFFlOE."'T 
SOURCE TIME CORRESPONDING TO SKRA1E{K.L.I) (SEC) 
GAS TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 
LOWEST GAS TEMPERATURE (MUST BE LESS THAN TGAS2) (DEG K) 
HIGHEST GAS TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 
TE.\fPERATURE GRADIaT FROM CEIUNG (DEG K/M) 
TE.\!PERATURE GRADIE.II.IT FROM FLOOR (DEG KIM) 
TE.\fPERATURE GRADIaT FROM WALL (DEG K/M) 
CURR.Er-.T TIME (SEC) 
THERMAL COl\'DUCTIVITY OF GASjPARTICLE 
TOTAL INITlAL MASS CONCEI\TRATION OF COMPOI\'El\T K (KG/M"3) 
TOTAL SOURCE MASS OF COMPONENf K EMITTED OVER TIME Il\TERVAL (KG/M"3) 
TURBULENT DISSIPATION RATE (M"2/SEC"3) 
GRAVITATIONAL TERMINAL VELOCITY (M/SEC) 
THER.\.f.AL DEPosmON VELOCITY (M/SEC) 
VISCOSITY OF AIR (KG/M/SEC) 
CHA\fBER VOUJME (M"3) 
PARTICLE MASS (KG) 
ARRAY OF PARTICLE MASSES AT SECTI01' BOUI\1)ARIES (KG) 
WATER VAPOR DENSITY I\'EAR. CEIUNG (KGjM"3) 
WATER VAPOR DENSITY NEAR FLOOR (KG/M"3) 
WATER VAPOR DE)I;SITY t'oCAR WALL (KG/M"3) 
WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION t'o'EAR CEIUNG 
WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION t'o'EAR FLOOR 
WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION!\'EAR WALL 
WATER VAPOR C01'CEl\TRATION GRADIE!\T !\'EAR CEIUNG (KG-MOLE/M"4) 
WATER VAPOR COt\CE!\"fRATiOr-: GRADIE!\T I\'EAR. FLOOR (KG-MOLE/M"4) 
WATER VAPOR CONCEI\TRATION GRADIE1,T NEAR WALL (KG-MOLE/M"4) 
STORAGE ARRAY, DIMENSION TO: 6'(M'KCOMP+l)+3 FOR RKF45 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF SUSPEl\1)ING GAS (KG/KG-MOLE) 
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** ** * ** * ** * ** * Variable Definitions for Modified Maeros Code * ** ** ** ** ** ** * 

Afreq(5)= 

AirLeak(20) = 

Amow(20)= 

ATF= 

Asat(5) = 

Avap(5)= 

Bsat(5)= 

Bvap(5) = 

Csat(5)= 

Cvap(5)= 

Dvap(5)= 

Cnvrsn= 

Dcrit= 
Dcr= 
Denmtl(5)= 
Densrb= 
DiamG= 
DiamGeo( 40) = 
DMDt(5)= 

DVDt= 

DxDtime(20) = 

DxDt= 
DyDT(5)= 

Eact(5)= 

Etamtl(5) = 

The pre-e~dential factor for the rate of reaction of each condensible species with the 
sorbent (m jm2·sec). 
The linear leakage rate per unit distance of furnace wall (SLPMjem) (real). Since the 
residence time calculations use a constant air leakage rate, this value is actually does 
not change. However, the variable is dimensionaIized to provide flexibility for future 
modifications. 
The total volumetric flue gas flow rate at an output time (SLPM) (real). This includes 
all air which as leaked into the system up to that point. 
Set ot the current value of Amow(itime) at the beginning of the time step, and is 
then sent to program module Diffun (real). This variable changes with time. 
A fit parameter for the equilibrium vapor pressure curve for each condensible species 
(real). 
A fit parameter for the fit equation for the equilibrium mole fraction of a condensible 
species (integer). 
A fit parameter for the equilibrium vapor pressure curve for each condensible species 
(real). 
A fit parameter for the fit equation for the equilibrium mole fraction of a condensible 
species (integer). 
A fit parameter for the equilibrium vapor pressure curve for each condensible species 
(real). 
A fit parameter for the fit equation for the equilibrium mole fraction of a condensible 
species (integer). 
A fit parameter for the fit equation for the equilibrium mole fraction of a condensible 
species (integer). 
The fraction of the maximum allowable mass of condensible species that can react with 
the sorbent particle, currently comprising the particle. 
The critical nuclei size (em) (real). 
A variable used for passing the critical nuclei size between two subroutines (em) (real). 
The density of the five condensible species (gj cc) 
The density of the sorbent material (kgjm3) 

The geometric mean size for each size bin (m) (real) 
The rate of change of mass with time of each condensible species with the equilibrium 
asumption invoked (kgj(m3sec» (real). 
The rate of volumetric flow leakage in per unit of furnace flow time (SLPMjsec) 
(real). 
An approximation to the linear velocity of the flow based upon the residence times 
calculated between ports (em/sec). 
The current value of DxDtime(itime) passed to the program module Diffun (real). 
The rate of change ofthe mole fraction with temperature for each condensible species 
(l/sec) (real). 
The activation energy for the reaction of each condensible specie with the sorbent 
(Kcal/mole) (real). 
The Leonard Jones characteristic energy of interaction of each condensible species for 
the calculation of the molecular diffusion coefficient (real). 



EtaN2(5)= 

Frcmtlmx= 

Icmp(5)= 

IDUM= 

Ifroz= 

Imtl= 
Imtlmax= 

IRho= 

Irxnmech= 

Irxnsfc= 
Iter= 
Iterall= 
Ivap= 
Iw1= 
IW2= 
IW3= 
IW4= 
IW5= 
Itrcnt= 
Itrstp= 

Kcnds= 
Kgas= 

Kmtlrxn= 

Kncltn= 

Ksorb= 
KTeta(79)= 

Locltn= 
Mmol= 
MwDfs(5)= 

Mwmtl(5)= 
MwN2= 
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The Leonard Jones characteristic energy of interaction for the carrier gas (N2) for the 
calculation of the molecular diffusion coefficient (real). 
The maximum mass fraction for which the reactive condensible species are to obtian 
on the sorbent particles (real). 
A flag indicating the type of fit used for the theoretical thermodynamic composition 
data for the equilibrium composition of the gas phase species as a funciton of 
temperature (integer). 

Flag used to indicate whether the gas phase species concentrations are near their 
equilibrium values (= 0), or whether no reaction occurs between gas phase species ( = 
1) (integer). 
Pointer indicating the specific condensible species active in a calculation (integer). 
The maxium number of condensible species for the specific case (l.!:imtlm~) 
(integer). 
Flag to tell program module Rhodd to calcualte and return the particle dinsity (gjcc) 
(real). In this case the particle density is assumed constant. 
A flag indicating the type of reaction mechanism occuring (integer); 0 = internal 
kinetic contro~ 1 = external kinetic control. 

A counter for the number of foward time steps taken between outputs (integer). 
The total number of foward time steps taken over all outputs (interger). 

Write flag for input variables (integer). 
Write flag for variables in program modules Difcof and Growth (integer). 
Write flag for variables in proram module Diffun (integer). 
Write flag for variables in proram module Diffun (integer). 
Write flag for variables in proram module Source (integer). 
A running count of the number of times the print variables are output (integer). 
The maximun number of times the print variables are printed before output is stopped 
(integer). 

Large rate constant which forces the gas phase species to remain very close to their 
equilibrium values (real) (see section 4.4). 
The component where reacted condensible species with the sorbent will be stored 
(integer). 
The component into which the mass of new nuclei from homogeneous nucleation will 
be stored (interger). 
The component where the sorbent material will be stored (integer). 
Stores the Leonard Jones value of the characteristic energy of interaction (real). Used 
for calculating the molecular diffusion coefficient for condensible species. The array 
Omega (79) contains the corresponding values of the collision integral. 
The size bin into which the nucleated particles will be initially passed (integer). 
The mass of a molecule of a pure condensible species (g) (real). 
The molecular weight of each of the condensible species in an array used to pass the 
information to program module Difcof (gjgmole) (real). 
The molecular weight of each condensible species (gjgmole) (real). 
The molecular weight of N2 (gjgmole) (real). 



MwVap(5)= 

Nl= 
Novap= 

Nvap= 
Omega(79)= 

Platm= 

PIPA= 
Peqatrn= 
OEO= 
OEOK.LV= 

Omletot= 

Orate = 

OSrbMax( 40) = 
OTcnds(4O)= 

OTsorb( 40) = 
Qvapeq(5)= 
Ovaptot= 

Ovsum= 

SDyDT(5)= 

SfcExt( 40) = 
Sfdnt= 
SfcTns(5)= 
Sigmtl(5)= 

SigN2(5)= 

Srbadd(20) = 

Stiff= 

Tgrd= 
Tmprnt= 
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The molecular weight of each condensible species in an array used to pass the 
information to program module VapEqCmp (g/gmole) (real). 

The number of the condensible species for which an interpolation formula does not 
exist for its equilibrium concentration as a function of temperature (integer). 

Stores the Leonard Jones value of the collison integral (real). Used for calculating the 
molecular diffusion coefficient for condensible species. The array KTeta (79) contains 
the corresponding valus of the characteric energy of interaction. 
The partial pressure in atmopheres of a pure condensible species available to condense 
(real) (atm). 
The partial pressure of a pure condensible species (dynesjem2) (real). 
The equilibrium saturation vapor pressure of a pure condensible species (atm) (real). 
The equilibrium mass concentration of a condensible species (kg/m3·sec). 
The equiiilibrium mass concentration of a condensible species corrected for the Kelvin 
effect (kg/m3) (real). . 
The total mole concentration of condensible material remaining at time t (mole/m3) 
(real). 
The homogenous nucleation rate of a condensible species into O(k=kncltn,l=lncltn) 
(kg/m3*sec) (real). 
The mass distribution for the total mass of sorbent injected (Kgjm3) (real). 
The total mass of aerosol in each size section onto which condensation may occur (kg) 
(real). 
The total mass of sorbent, including reacted species, of a given size (kg) (real). 
The current equilibrium mole fraction of a condensible species (real). 
The total mass concentration of condensible material remaining at time t (kg/m3) 
(real). 
The total mass ocncentration of condensible species except the one which does not 
have a fit equation for it equilibrium mole fraction as a function of temperature 
(kg/m3) (real). 
The sum of the change in the equilibrium mole fraction with temperture, excluding the 
condensible species not having a curve fit for its e(2uilibrium mole fraction (l/sec) 
(real). 
The external surface area per unit mass of particle (m2 jKg) (real). 
The internal surface area per unit mass of sorbent (m2/kg) (real). 
The surface tension of each condenible speies (dyne/em) (real). 
The Leonard Jones collision diameter for each of the condensible species for the 
calculation of the molecular diffusion coefficient (real) (em). 
The Leonard Jones collision diameter for the carrier gas N2 for the calculation of the 
molecular diffusion coefficient (real) (cm). 
The fraction of the total sorbent that is injected, which will be injected at the current 
output time (real). 
A variable used a an indication of the stiffness (i.e how rapidly DyDt is changing) and 
is used to eitther increase or decrease kgas accordingly (real). This ensures that 
equilibrium values are closely maintained. 
The temperature gradient specified between Maeros output times ("K/sec). 
The integration time at which all print variables will be output (real). 



Vapmtl(5)= 
Vcrit= 
Vmol= 

the fraction on the initial condensible mass which comprises each s~ecies (real). 
The volume of the critical nuclei size of the condensible species (m ). 
The volume of a molecule of a pure condensible species (cm3). 
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The following listing gives all program modules in Maeros that were modified 

to incorporate the pertinent particle dynamics. In most cases the location of the 

new lines are deliminated. Program modules incleded here are; Main, Readin, 

Maeros, Coef, Diffun, Growth, Difcof, Qeqlib, VapEqCmp, Qeqklv, Beta, Rhodd, 

and Source. The only section of the program module which calculates the sectional 

coefficients (Coef), is that which extends the calculation of the growth coefficients 

to five condensible species. Program Beta was not modified, but was included 

because it shows the coagualation kernels used in the simulations of the current 

work. 

B.3.5: Listing of the Modified Fortran Code 

Program Main 
PROGRA.~ MAIN 

C----------------------------
C THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRA.~ WHICH COl\TROLS THE EXECUTION OF THE 
C l\"uMBER OF CASES TO BE SOLVED. INPUT DATA IS READ A'\"D CHECKED 
C FOR EACH CASE FOLLOWED BY EXECUTION OF THE CASE. 

C----------------------------
PARAMETER(IWRITE=9) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A·H.P-Z) 
CHARACTER"S OTITLE(SO) 
REAL"S KGAS 
DI~E!'\SION Q(325).DEPSIT(4.S).TOUT(20).DIAM(41).QPLOT(l0,21) 

C :'>.'EW L1l\'ES. l\'EW ARRAY FOR TP PROF .• COMMOr-; TO SOURCE """""""""""""""""" 
DIMEr-;SION TGRAO(20),AlRLEAK(20),A TFLOW(20).DXDTlME(20).SFCEXT( 40). 

SDIA \fG EO( 4O).sRBADD(20).QSRBMAX( 4O).DE."I.'MIL{5),AFREQ(5).EACT(5) 
CO~MOl"/DILADlfTGRD,ATF.DVDT 

COMMOl"/COUl\T/ITER.ITERALL 
COMMOr-;/SRCEBLK/K.1\'CLTN.Ll"CLTN.DIAMGEO.KSORB.KClI."DS.IVAP.l"OVAP. 
SK.\fTLRX.".IRXN~ECH.DENSRB.DElI.'MTL,AFREQ.EACT.FRCMTL\fX.SRBADD.QSRBMAX, 
SKGAS.SFCI:'>.T.SFCEXT.IRXNSFC 
COMMON/ERROR/RTOL,ATOL,ISTATE 
COMMONjWRTBLK/IWl.lW2.IW30r-;.IW40N.IW50N.TMPR.1I,T.TSAVE.ITRSTP.ITRCl'IoT 



c ..................................................................... . 

C 
DATA lREAD,IPR.1I"T,IPLOT,IDISK/S,6,7,8/ 

OPEN(IREAD,sTATUS='Ul'o1(.1'I:0wr-;',FILE='[PETERSO.SCOTTO.MAEROS.RU!I.'EXE3) 
SMAER9IN.DAT) 
OPEl'(IPR.1I"T,STA TUS= 'Ul'KNOWN',FILE= '[PETERSO.SCOTTO.MAEROS.RU!I.'EX(3) 

SMAER90L"T.DAT) 
OPEK(IPLOT,STATUS = 'Ur-.'K.1'I:0Wl\",FILE= '[PETERSO.SCOTTO.MAEROS.RUNEXE3) 

SMAER9PLT.DAT) 
OPEN(IDISK.STATUS='UI\'K.1Ij0WN',FILE='[PETERSO.SCOTTO.MAEROS.RU!I."EXE3) 

SMAER9COEF.DAT) 
c!\'EW LI!\~······ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

OPEN(IWRITE,STATUS='UNK.1Ij0\VN',FILE='[PETERSO.SCOTTO.MAEROS.RUl'o"EXE3) 
SMAER9TST.DAT) 

CI\~ LI!\'"E*·· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C 

C 

READ(IREAD, ·)NUMCAS 
NUMCAS= MAXO(I,NUMCAS) 
DO 1 lCASE= l,r-."UMCAS 

C CALL TIlE ROUTlr-.CS READIN AND CHECK TO READ 11' TIlE I!l.l'UT DATA 
C AND CHECK IT FOR ERRORS 
C 

C 

CALL READIN(Q,DIAM,TOUT,TGRAD,l\l'ROUT,M,KCOMP,IREAD,IPR.1I"T.IDISK. 
SISCAL,IFKPLT,NROW,NCOL,QMlr-.l'L,QMAXPL, VOLUME, TGASI,TGAS2,PGASI, 
SPGAS2,ROUND,NEWCOF,IFSTOR,IFCOI\1),ICASENJMCAS,OTITLE,IDEBUG, 
SAIRLEAKATFLOW,DXDTIME) 
CALL CHECK(Q,DIAM,TOUT,l\l'ROUT,M,KCOMP,IPRl\T, 

SISCAL,NROW'l'COL,QMINPL,QMAXPL, VOLUME, TGASI,TGAS2,PGASI,PGAS2, 
SROUND,l'o"EWCOF,IFCOND,IFSTOP) 
IF(IFSTOP.EQ.I)GO TO 1 

C CALL TriE ROUTll'o"E PRAERO TO PRII\T TIlE INITIAL CONCENTRATIONS 
C BEFORE CALLING MAEROS TO II\TEGRATE IN TIME TO TOUT(I). A CALL 
C TO MAEROS FOR EACH TIME OUTPLT IS REQUIRED FOLLOWED BY A CALL 
C TO PRAERO 
C 

C 

C 
C 

TIME=O.ODO 
CALL PRAERO(Q,DEPSIT,DIAM,TIME, VOLUME,M,KCOMP,1.IPR.1I"T,IPLOT, 

SQMIr-.l'L,QMAXPL,ISCAL,IFKPLT,NROW,NCOL,IFCOJl.'D,OTITLE) 

IF(ISCAL.!I."E.O)CALL PSTORE(M,KCOMP,I,Q,QPLOT) 

IFLAG=1 
DO 3 ITIME= 1,r-.l'ROL T 
DELTIM=TOUT(ITIME)-TIME 

C NEW Llr-."E, ASSIGN TGRD BEFORE EA. CALL ............................. . 
ITER = 0 
ITERALL=O 
TGRD=TGRAD(ITIME) 
AIRLK=AIRLEAK(ITIME) 
ATF=ATFLOW(ITIM:E) 
DXDT= DXDTIME(ITIME) 
DVDT=AIRLK·DXDT 
if(iwl.cq.l)writc(iwritc,")' airlk.atf,c!xdt ',airlk,atf,dxdt 

c ................................................................... . 
IF(IDEBUG.GE.I)WRITE(IPR.1I"T.2)ITIME,TOLT(ITIME),DELTIM 
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2 FORMATe IN MAlr-;-TIME SfEP, TIME, DELTA TIME = ',I4,2E123) 
CALL MAEROS(M,KCOMP,TIME,DELTIM,O,DEPSIT,DIA.\i,VOLUME,TGASI,TGAS2, 

SPGASI,PGAS2,ROUr-;D,IPRl\T,IFLAG,lIo'EWCOF,IFCOr-;D,IDISK.,IFSfOR,IDEBUG) 
IF(ISCALl'Io'E.O)CALL PSTORE(M,KCOMP,mME+ I,O,OPLOT) 
CALL PRAERO(O,DEPSIT,DIAM:,TIME, VOLUME,M,KCOMP .2.IPRl\T,IPLOT, 

SQMINPL,OMAXPL,ISCAL,IFKPLT,NROW,NCOL,IFCOND,OTInE) 
IF(ISCALlIo'E.O)CALL TIMEPL(NPROUT,TOUT,OPLOT,NROW,NCOL, 

S IPLOT,KCOMP,IFCOND,IFKPLT) 
IF(SRBADD(mME).GT.O.DO.Al\'D.KSORB.GT.O)TIfEl''; 
ISTATE=l 
K=KSORB 
DO 33 L=I,M 
MKS= K+ (L-1)OKCOMP 

33 O(MKS) =O(MKS) +OSRBMAX(L)OSRBADD(mME) 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

CALL PRAERO(O,DEPSIT,DIAM,TIME,VOLUME,M.KCOMP .2,IPR.!"'T,IPLOT, 
SQMI:'Io1'L,OMAXPL,ISCAL,IFKPLT,NROW,l"COL,IFCO/lo'D,OTIILE) 
IF(ISCALl\'E.O)CALL TIMEPL(lIo1'ROUT,TOL T,OPLOT,NROW,NCOL, 

S IPLOT,KCOMP,IFCOllo'D,IFKPLT) 
E.'\'DIF 

3 COl\TJl\'UE 
C 

C 

C 

1 COlloTJl\1JE 

CLOSE(IREAD) 
CLOSE(IPR1I"T) 
CLOSE(IPLOT) 
CLOSE(IDISK) 

STOP 
E."ID 

Subroutine Readin 
SUBROUTIlIo'E READIN(O,DIAM,TOUT,TGRAD,NPROUT,M,KCOMP,IREAD,IPRl\T, 

SIDISK.,ISCAL,IFKPLT,NROW,NCOL,OMINPL,OMAXPL, VOLUME, TGAS1,TGAS2, 
SPGASI,PGAS2,ROUlIo'D,NEWCOF,IFSfOR,IFCOllo'D,ICASE,NUMCAS,OTlTLE,IDEBUG, 
SAIRLEAJ(.ATFLOW,DXDTIME) 

C.-------------------------------
C 
C TIfIS SUBROlm!'l.'E READS IN TIfE IlIo1'UT DATA M'D ECHO PRIl\TS TIfE INPL'T 
C ROUTI!\'ES CALLED: DISTRB 

C:-------------------------------
PARAMETER(IWRITE=9) 
IMPUCIT DOUBLE PREOSION (A-H,P-Z) 
IMPUCIT REAL (A-H,P-Z) 

IMPUCIT I!Io'TEGER (l-r'i) 
CHARACTERoS 01TILE(SO),BIA1\oX 
REAL os Mw."2,MWDFS(S),KBLTZ.NA V,MWMTL(S),MWV AP(S),KGAS 
DIMENSION D IA.'J( 41 ),O(325),TOL 'T(20),TOL 'TH(20),DUMMY (40),TOTMAS(8), 

SDIAMG(8),SIGMAG(8) 
C!'.'"EV/ LI~""ES ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

DIME."SION DIAMGEO(40),TGRAD(20).AIRLEAK(20)ATFLOW(20), 
SDXDTIME(20),SRBADD(20),OSRBMAX(40) 
DIME."SION SFCTNS(S), V APMTL(S)ASA T(S),BSA T(S),CSA T(S),DE!'I.'Mll..(S), 

SETAMTL(S),SIGMTL(S)AV AP(S),BV AP(S),CV AP(S),DV At'(S), 
SICMP(S)AFREQ(S),EACT(S),SFCEXT( 40) 

c····················································· ................. . 
COMMOl'jPHYSPT / ACELOV AFLROV AW ALOV,CHI,DELDIF,DENSTY,FSLIP, 
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SfTHERM,RLEAK,GA."JMA,STICK,TGRADC,TGRADF,TGRADW,TKGOP:ruRBDS, 
SVDE.1I.lC,VDE!\'F,VDE.I\W,VFRACC,VFRACF,VFRACW,VGRADC,VGRADF,VGRADW,WfMOL 
COMMOt-:/DBLK/CTIP1(3281),CTlP2(3281),CI'2PI(3281),CI'2P2(3281) 
COMMON/SIERM/STIME(10),SCOl"RT(10),SKRATE(8,4Q,10),NSTlME 
COMMOt-:(TIMfP (TEMTIM(2O),TGAS{2O),PGAS(20),!\'TEMPP 

C!\"'E\'V U!\."ES······························································ 
COMMOl"jERROR/RTOL,ATOL,ISTATE 
COMMONjNCLTN/SFCTNS,KBLTZ.,NAV,RGAS1,RGAS2,MWMfL,PI 
COMMON/SRCEBLK/Kr-:CLTN,LNCLTN,DIAMGEO,KSORB,KCr-.l)S,IV AP,t-:OV AP, 

SK..\ITLR)(I\;,IRXNMECH,DEr-:SRB,DENMTL,AFREQ,EACT,FRCMTLMX,SRBADD,QSRBMAX. 
SKGAS,SFONT,SFCEXT,IRXNSFC 
COMMON /LE.1\lJOl'o"ESjETAN2,ETA."JTL,SIGt-:2,SIGMTL,MWr-:2,MWDFS,IDUM 
COMMOt-:jEQUILjVAPMlL,ASAT,BSAT,CSAT,IMTL,IMTLMAX.IFROZ 
COMMON/GASCMP / AV AP,BV AP,CV AP,DV AP,ICMP,MWV AP,!\'V AP 
COMMONfWRTBLK/IW1,IW2,IW30N,IW40t-:,IWSOt-:,TMPRI\'T,TSAVE,ITRSTP,ITRCr-.T 

c····················································· ................. . 
C 

C 

C 

READ(IREAD,21)(OTInE(I),I = 1,BO) 
21 FOR\1AT(BOA1) 

READ(IREAD,2)BLA.1I.lK 
2 FOR1\1AT(A1) 

READ(IREAD,")IW1,IW2,IW30N,IW40t-:,IWSOl",TMPR'T,TSAVE.ITRSTP.ITRCr-.T 
READ(lREAD.2)BLA.I\'K 
READ (I READ. ")M,KCOMP,t-:PROLT,t-:STIME,IDEBUG 
WRITE(IPRI\T,19)(OlTlLE(I),1 = 1,BO) 

19 FORMAT(T,10X,BOA1) 
WRITE(IPRI\T .22)ICASE,NUMCAS 

22 FORMATe nus IS CASE NUMBER'.I3: OUT OF,13) 
WRITE(IPAAT .3)M,KCOMP,NPROUT,l"STIME.IDEBUG 

3 FORMAT(j /' NUMBER OF SECTIONS (540) = '.124/ 
S' NUMBER OF CHEMICAL COMP01'.'E!\TS (1-8) =',114/ 
S' NUMBER OF PRI!\T OUfTIMES (1-20) =',117/ 
S' NUMBER OF TIMES IN SOURCE TABLE (2-10) =',111/ 
S' STATUS REPORT FlAG (0=N01'.'E/l=SOME/2=A LOl) =',17) 

READ(IREAD,2)BlA1'IK 
READ(IREAD,")IFCOND,r-.'TEMPP,r-.CWCOF.IFSTOR,IFSECT,IFlr-.Tr,IFSRCE 
WRITE(IPRI\T,18)IFCOND,1'.TE."JPP.t-:EWCOF.IFSTOR,IFSECT.IFll'.Tr.IFSRCE 

18 FOR\1AT(/ 
S' CO!\l)El"SATIOt-: FlAG (0= t-:0,1 = YES,2 = YES CONSTA.I\T VAPOR CONe.) =', 
$12/ 
S' !\'UMBER OF TIMES IN TEMPERATURE A.I\'O PRESSURE TABLE (2-20) =',13/ 
S' 1'.CW COEFFICEr-.TS TO BE CALCULATED = ',127/ 
S3X,'(POSITlVE= CALCULATE/l'Ii'EGATIVE = USE EXISTING COEFFlOE.'TS),/ 
S3X,'0=READ COEFFIOE.'TS FROM FlLE MAERCOEF.DAr/ 
S3X,'1 =AT TGAS1.TGAS2,PGASl.PGAS2'/ 
S3X, '2=AT PGAS1,TGASl'/ 
S3X,'3=AT PGAS1.TGASI Al'lol) TGAS2'/ 
S3X,'4=ATTGAS1.PGASI Ml) PGAS2'/ 
S3X,'S=SA."JE AS 1 EXCEPT Or-.1..Y DEPOSmOl'.~/ 
S3X:6= SA.\fE AS 1 EXCEPT O!\1..Y COl\l)Et-:SATIOl"'/ 
S3X.'7=SA.\fE AS 1 EXCEPT 0r-.1.. Y DEPOSmOl" A.'l) COl\l)El"SATIOl"'/ 
S3X, '8 = SA.\fE AS 2 EXCEPT 0:'1.1.. Y COl\l)El"SATIO:'l.~/ 
S' STORE SECTIOl"AL COEFFIOEr-.TS It-: MAERCOEF.DAT (O=NO/l = YES) ='.12/ 
S' SECTIOt-: BOUl\l)ARIES (1 =AuTOMATIC/O=USER SPEOFlED) ='.110/ 
S' 1r-.TI1AL DISTRIBlJ"IlOl" (1 = LOG-l"ORMAL/O = USER SPECIFlED) =',17/ 
S' SOURCE DISTRIBUIlOl" (1 = LOG-l"OR.\fAL/O= USER SPEOFlED) =',18) 
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c·· .~"'EW LI!\~·· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
READ(IREAD.2)BlA1\'I<. 
READ(IREAD,O)KNCLTI',L'I;CLD:,KSORB.KC:--1)S,K.~RXKIRX""MECH,IRX."SFC 

READ(IREAD.2)BlA ''I<. 
READ(IREAD, O)KBLTZ,NA V,RGAS1.RGAS2.PI 
READ(lREAD.2)BlA ''K 
READ(IREAD, O)IMI1.MAX.IFROZ,IV AP,NOV AP,KGAS 
!'Io'VAP=NOVAP 
READ(IREAD.2)Bl.AJI<'K 
READ(IREAD, O)ET~'i2,SIGN2.MWN2 
READ(IREAD.2)BLM'I<. 
DO 999 IM11..= 1,IMlLMAX 
READ(IREAD, O)ETA.~IMlL),SIGMTI..(IMlL) 
if(iwl.eq.1)then 
write(O ,orimtlmax,ifroz.ivap,novap ',imtlmax,ifroz.ivap,novap 
write(O,OrimtI.etamtl.sigmtI' 
write(O,O)imtl.etamtI(imtI),sigmtI(imtI) 
write(iwrite, ° rimtlmax,ifroz.ivap,novap '.imtlmax,ifroz,ivap, 

Snovap 
write(iwrite, ° rimtI,etamtl,sigmtl' 
write(iwrite,O)imtI,etamtI(imtI).sigmtl(imtI) 
end if 

999 COl\'Ul\'UE 
READ(IREAD.2)Bl.AJI<'K 
DO 960 IMIL= l.IMlLMAX 
READ (I READ. O)DE!'Io'MTL(IMlL),MWMTI.(IMlL),SFcrNS(IMIL) 
MWV AP(IMlL) =MWM1L(L~) 
MWDFS(IMlL) = MWMTI.(IMlL) 

960 CO!'lo'U!I.'UE 
READ(IREAD.2)BLANK 
DO 990 IMIL=l,IMJL.\1AX 
READ(IREAD,O)VAPMTI..(IMlL),ASAT(IMlL),BSAT(IMlL),CSAT(IMlL) 

990 CO!l.'TI.1\'UE 
READ(IREAD.2)BLANK 
DO 980 IMlL=l.IMfL\1AX 
READ (I READ, O)ICMP(IMIL),A V AP(IMTI.),BV AP(IMlL),CV AP(IMlL), 

SDV AP(IMlL) 
980 CO!l.'U/Ioo'UE 

READ (I READ,2)BlA ''I<. 
READ(lREAD,O)DENSRB.SFO!'.T,FRCMTI.MX 
READ(IREAD.2)BLM'K 
DO 970 IMlL = 1,IMlLMAX 
READ (I READ. O)AFREQ(IMlL),EACT(IMlL) 

970 CO!\'U!\'UE 
if(iwl.eq.1 )then 
do 971 imtI = 1.imtlmax 
write(O,OrimtI.denmtI,mwmtI.sfctns' 
write(o.O)imtl.denmtI(imtI),mwmtI(imtl),sfctns(imtI) 
write(o.orimtI.vapmtl.asat.bsat,csat' 
write(O,O)imtI.vapmtl(imtl),asat(imtl),bsat(imtI).csat(imtl) 
write(iwrite,O)·imtI.denmtl,m"'mtI.sfctns' 
write(j...,Tite,O)imtI,denmtI(imtI),mwmtI(imtI),sfctns(imtI) 
write(iwrite,OrimtI,vapmtI,asat,bsat,csat' 
write(iwrite,O)imtl.vapmtI(imtl),asat(imtI),bsat(imtl),csat(imtI) 
write(O .orimtI.icmp.avap.bvap,cvap,dvap' 
write( 0, O)imtI.icmpCimtI).avapCimtl),bvap(imtl),cvapCimtI), 

Sdvap(imtl) 
write(o.O)·imtI.afreq.eact'.imtI,afreq(imtI),eact(imtl) 
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write(iwrite,O)'imtl,icmp,avap,bvap,cvap,dvap' 
write(iwrite,O)imtl,icmp(imtl),avap(imtl),bvap(imtl),cvap(imtl), 

Sdvap(imtl) 
write(iwrite,O)'imtl,afreq,eact',imtl,afreq(imtl),eact(imtl) 

971 continue 
endif 
write(O,O)'densrb,sfcint,frcmtlrnx',densrb,sfcint,frcmtlrnx 
READ(IREAD,2)BLA"IK 
READ (I READ,O) RTOL,ATOL,ISfATE 

C····················································· ................. . 
C 

C 

C 

C 

READ(IREAD,2)BIA ,\'K 
READ (I READ, O)ISCAL,IFKPLT,NROW,NCOL,QMI!'I.1'L,QMAXPL 
WRITE(IPR.1\T,4)ISCAL,IFKPLT,I':ROW,NCOL,QMI!\rpL,Q~L 

4 FOR.\fAT 
SU' PRI!\TER PLOT SCALING (NEGATIVE = LOG/POSITIVE = L1!'1.'EI\R) =',116/ 
S 3X:(3= USER.2= USER wrrn OVERRlDE,I=AlJTOMATlC,O=NO PLOTS),/ 
S' PLOT I!\'DMDUAL COMPO!\'E!\TS II': ADDmONTO TOTALS (O=NO/l=YES) =' 

S .16/ 
S' !'I.l.:MBER OF ROWS FOR PLOTTING (50 MAXIMUM) =',127/ 
S' 1\"uMBER OF COLUMNS FOR PLOTTING (101 MAXIMUM) =',123/ 
S' MllIolMUM CONCE1\TRATlO!\' PLOTTED (FOR ASS. VALUE OF SCALI!\'G OF 3) = 
S',EI2.4/ 
S' MAXIMUM CO!\'CE1\TRATION PLOTTED (FOR ASS. VALUE OF SCALING OF 3) = 
S',E12.4) 

READ(IREAD,2)BlA.'\'K 
READ(IREAD, °)ACELOV ,AFLROV,A W ALOV,CHI,DELDIF,DENSTY,FSLlP 
WRITE(IPR.1\T,5)ACELOV ,AFLROV,A WALOV,CHI,DELDlF,DENSTY,FSLlP 

5 FORMATU' AREA OF CEILING OVER CHAMBER VOLUME =',E17.4, 
S' l/METER'/ 
S' AREA OF FLOOR OVER CHA.\fBER VOLUME =',E19.4,' 1fMETER'/ 
S' AREA OF WALLS OVER CHAMBER VOLUME =',E19.4,' 1fMETER'/ 
S' DYNA\fIC SHAPE FACfOR =',E32.4/ 
S' DIFFUSION BOUNDARY LAYER TIlICl(1I.CSS =',E18.4: METERS'/ 
S' PARTICLE MATERIAL DE.1\;SITY =',E27.4,' KG/Moo3'/ 
S' PARTICLE SUP COEFFlCIE!'I.T =',E27.4) 

READ(IREAD,2)BLANK 
READ(IREAD,O)FI1iER.\f,RLEAK.GAMMA,STICK,TGRADC,TGRADF,TGRADW,TKGOP 
WRITE(IPR.'T,6)F11IER.\f,RLEAK.GA.\fMA,STICK,TGRADC,TGRADF,TGRADW,TKGOP 

6 FOR.\fATU' TIlER.\fAL COEFFlCIE.1\T =',E33.4/ 
S' LEAKAGE RATE =',£40.4,' W03/SEC/ 
S' AGGLOMERATlO!\' SHAPE FACfOR =',E26.4/ 
S' AGGLOMERATION STICKII':G FACfOR (0-1) =',E17.4/ 
S' TIlER.\fAL GRADIE!\T FROM CEILI!\G = ',E23.4,' DEG K/METER'/ 
S' TIlER.\fAL GRADI5'T FROM FLOOR =',£25.4: DEG K/METER'/ 
S' TIlER.\fAL GRADIE.1'I"T FROM WALLS =',£25.4: DEG KfMETER'/ 
S' TIlER.\fAL CO!\'DUCfMTY OF GAS/pARTICLE =',EI6.4) 

READ(IREAD,2)BIA '\'K 
READ(IREAD,O)VDE!\C,VDE!\F,VDE!\W,VFRACC,VFRACF,VFRACW,VGRADC, 

SVGRADF,VGRADW 
WRITE(IPR.'T.23)VDE!\C,VD5'\F,VDE.'W,VFRACC,VFRACF,VFRACW,VGRADC, 

SVGRADF,YGRADW 
23 FOR.:\fATU· WATER VAPOR MATERIAL DENSITY!\'EI\R CElL1I':G = ',E11.4, 

S' KG/Moo3'/ 
S' WATER VAPOR MATERIAL DE."'SITY !'I.'EI\R FLOOR = ',E13.4,' KG/wo3'/ 
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C 

S' WATER VAPOR MATERIAL DENSITY !'.'EAR WALL =',E14.4,' KG/Moo3'/ 
S' WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION NEAR CEILING =',E14.4/ 
S' WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION NEAR FLOOR =',E16.4/ 
S' WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION NEAR WALL =',E17.4/ 
S' WATER VAPOR GRADIEf'oo'T tI;'EAR CEILING = ',E19.4,' KG-MOLE/Moo4'/ 
S' WATER VAPOR GRADIEf'o,'T NEAR FLOOR =',E21.4,' KG-MOLE/Moo4'/ 
S' WATER VAPOR GRADIE.I\'T tI;'EAR WALL = ',E22.4,' KG-MOLE/Mo04') 

MKP1=MoKCOMP+1 
READ(IREAD,2)BLANK 
READ(IREAD,O)TURBDS,VOLUME.WfMOL,ROUND,Q(MKP1) 
WRITE(IPAA'T,7)TURBDS,VOLUME,WfMOL,ROU!'.'D,Q(MKP1) 

7 FORMAT(j' TURBULE!'.'T DISSIPATION RATE =',E26.4,' Moo2/SEcoo3'/ 
S' CHAM:BER VOLUME =',E38.4,' M"3'/ 
S' MOLECULAR WEIGlIT OF SUSPEl'i'DING GAS =',E18.4,' KG/KG-MOLE'/ 
S' MACHI!I.'E UI\TI ROUND OFF ERROR =',E24.4/ 
S' I!l.TI. TOTAL CONDENSIBLE VAPOR COl"CE!'.'TRATIO:-'; =',E13.4,' KG/Mo03') 
QCNDS = Q(MKP1) 
if(iw1.eq.1)then 
write(°,o)'qcnds = ',qcnds 
write(iwrite,o),qcnds = ',qcnds 
endif 
MKCOMP = MOKCOMP 
DO 1000 I=MKP1.MKCOMP+IMTLMAX 
Q(I) = QClI.'DSoV APMTL(I-MKCOMP) 
if(iw1.eq.1)then 
write(°,o)' q(i) = ',q(i) 
write(iwrite,o), q(i) = ',q(i) 
endif 

1000 COll.'TINUE 
C 

C 

READ(IREAD,2)BLANK 
READ(IREAD,O)TGASl,TGASZ,PGAS1,PGASZ 
WRITE(IPRI\T,8)TGASl,TGASZ,PGASl,PGASZ 

8 FORM:AT(j' FIRSf GAS TEMPERATURE (fGAS1) =',E23.4,' DEG K'/ 
S' SECOl'.'D GAS TE.M:PERATURE (fGASZ) =',E22.4,' DEG K'/ 
S' FIRSf GAS PRESSURE (PGAS1) =',E26.4,' NjMoo2'/ 
S' SECOll.'D GAS PRESSURE (PGASZ) =',E25.4,' N/Mo02') 

MP1=M+1 
READ(IREAD,2)BLA.I\'K 
IF(IFSECT.EQ.O)GO TO 2S 
READ(IREAD,O)DIAM(1),DIAM(MP1) 
WRITE(IPAA'T ,27)DIAM(l ),DIAM(MP1) 

27 FOR.M:AT(j' SMALLESI' PARTICLE DIAMETER = ',E26.4,' M'/ 
S' LARGEST PARTICLE DIAMETER =',E27.4,' M'/ 
S' USING TIlE ABOVE RANGE TIlE SECTION Bour-mARIES ARE') 
DO 28 L=2,M 

28 DIA.M:(L)=DIA.M::(1)O(DIA.M::(MP1)fDIAM(1»OO(dFLOAT(L-l)/dFLOAT(M» 
GO TO 26 

25 READ (I READ, O)(DIA.\i(L),L= l,MP1) 
26 WRITE(IPRI\T,9)(L,DIA.\i(L),DIA.\i(L+ l),L= I,M) 
9 FORMAT(j' SECTION' .sX,'DIA.M:ETER RA.l'IiGE (METERS),/ 
S(I6,E16.4,' -',E11.4» 

c!\"'EW LI~c·················································· ............ . 
DO 101 I=l,M 
DIA.M::GEO(I) = DSQRT(DIAM(I)ODIA.M::(I + 1» 
SFCEXT(I) = 6.DO/(DE."'SRBoDIA.'.fGEO(I» 
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if(iw.eq.I)then 
write(o,")' L= ',i: DIAMG(L)= ',DIAMGEO(l),' SFCEXT(L)= " 

Ssfcext(i) 
write(iwrite,")' L= ',i,' DIAMG(L)= ',DIAMGEO(I),' SFCEXT(L)= " 

Ssfcext(i) 
endif 

101 CO~TINUE c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 

C 

C 

C 

READ(IREAD.2)BI..AJ','K 
IF(IFll'.1T.EQ.O)GO TO 29 
READ(lREAD,O)(TOTMAS(K).DIA.'JG(K).SIGMAG(K).K= I,KCOMP) 
WRITE(IPR." T ,31)(K, TOTMAS(K).DIA.~G(K).SIGMAG(K).K = I.KCO~P) 

31 FOR.\fATU· LOG-NORMAL INITIAL DISTRIBuTION' / 
S· COMPONEI,rr ,3X:KG/Moo3·.3X,·MEAN DIA.~ETER (M)',3X,·STD. DEY.'/ 
S(16.EI5.4.EI5.4.EI6.4) ) 
DO 33 K=I.KCOMP 
CALL DISTRB(M.DIAM.TOTMAS(K).DIA.~G(K).SIGMAGCK).DUMMY) 
DO 34 L=I.M 

34 Q(K+(L-l)OKCOMP)= DUMMY(L) 
33 COl\TINUE 

GO TO 32 
29 READ(IREAD. O)((Q(K + KCOMpoCL-l».K= I.KCOMP).L= I.M) 
32 WRITE(IPR."T.I0) 
10 FORMATU' SECTlO!\~.sX,·I!\TI1AL COMPO!\"E!\T CONCE."TRATION (KG/Moo3)') 

DO 12 L=I.M 
12 WRITE(IPMT.11 )L,(Q(K + KCOMpo (L-l ».K = I.KCOMP) 
11 FORMAT(l4.8EI3.4) 

WRITE(IPMT,24) 
24 FORMATeI') 

IF(IFSRCE.EQ.l )WRlTE(IPRNT,36) 
36 FORMATU' SOURCE RATES FOR CONDENSIBLE VAPOR AND AEROSOL'. 

SI' "'"uMBER',3X,' TIME (S),.4X, 'VAPOR (KG/S),. 
S3X,·COMPONEl'.'T' ,3X,'MASS RATE (KG/S)'.2X, 
S·MEA.1'Il DIAMETER (M)'.2X,'GEOMErRIC STD. DEY.') 

DO 1 1= I.NSTIME 
READ(IREAD.2)BI.Al'<'K 
READ(IREAD.O)STIME(I).SCONRT(I) 
IF(IFSRCE.EQ.O)GO TO 37 
READ(IREAD.O)(TOTMAS(K).DIA.'JG(K).SIGMAG(K).K=I,KCOMP) 
K=1 
WRITE(IPRl\T,39)I.STIME(I).SCONRT(I).K.TOTMAS(K).DlAMG(K).SIGMAG(K) 

39 FOR.\fA T(IX,14.EI4.4.EI5.4,110.E20.4,EI9.4.EI8.4) 
IF(KCO~P.EQ.l)GO TO 41 
WRITE(IPMT.47)CK. TOTMAS(K).DIAMG(K)'sIGMAG(K).K= 2.KCOMP) 

47 FOR.\fAT(I44.E20.4.EI9.4.EI8.4) 
41 DO 40 K=I,KCOMP 

CALL DISTRB(M.DIA.~.TOTMAS(K).DIA.'JGCK).SIGMAGCK).DU~MY) 
DO 40 L=I.M 

40 SKRATE(K,L,I) = DUMMY(L) 
GOTOI 

37 READ(IREAD. O)((SKRATECK.L,I).K= I.KCOMP).L= I.M) 
WRITE(IPR." T.I3)STIME(I).SCONRT(I) 

13 FOR.\fATU· TIME FOR TIiE FOLLOWING SOURCE RATES = ·.EI4.4,' SEC / 
S' SOURCE RATE OF COl\l)ENSIBLE VAPOR ='.EI7.4: KG/SEC/) 
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C 

C 

WRITE(IPRI\T.43) 
43 FOR1Iv1AT(, SEcnO:-'~.3X:CO~PONE]'I,T SOURCE RATES (KG/SEC)') 

DO 15 L=I.M 
15 WRITE(IPAAT.14)L.(SKRATE(K.L.I).K = I.KCOMP) 
14 FOR1Iv1AT(l4.8E13.4) 
1 CONTINuE 

IF(IFSRCE.EQ.O)GO TO 44 
WRITE(IPR1\ T.45) 

45 FOR1Iv1AT(j' BASED ON TIlE ABOVE LOG-NOR1'v1AL PARA'dETERS TIlE SECTIONAL'. 
S' SOURCE RATES ARE:') 
DO 52 1= I.NSTlME 
WRITE(IPR1\T,51)STlME(I) 

51 FORMAT(j' TIME FOR TIlE FOLLOWING SOVRCE RATE =·.EI4.4,' SEC) 
WRITE(IPR,\T.43) 
DO 49 L=l.M 

49 WRITE(IPAAT,14)L.(SKRATE(K.L.I).K= l.KCOMP) 
52 CO~TINUE 

44 DO 53 1= I.NSTlME 
DO 53 L=I.M 
DO 53 K= 1.KCOMP 

53 SKRA TE(K.L.I) = SKRATE(K.L.I)JVOLUME 
C 

DO 38 1= I.NSTlME 
38 SCONRT(I) = SCONRT(I)JVOLUME 

C !'."EW LINES ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

READ(IREAD,2)BlA.1\'K 
READ(IREAD.O)(QSRBMAX(L).L= I.M) 
READ(IREAD,2)BLM'K 
READ(IREAD. O)(SRBADD(I).I = 1.NPROUT) 
do 3881=I.m 
if(iwl.eq.l)then 
write(o.o)' L= '.1: QSRBMAX(L)= ·.qsrbmax(l) 
write(iwrite.")' L= '.1: QSRBMAX(L)= ·.qsrbmax(l) 

end if 
388 continue 

do 3891=I.nprout 
if(iwl.eq.l)then 
write(o,or L= '.1,' SRBADD(I)= ',srbadd(l) 
\\Irite(iwrite.")' L= '.1,' SRBADD(I)= ',srbadd(l) 

endif 
389 continue c ................................................................ . 
C 

READ(IREAD,2)BlA. ,\'K 
READ(IREAD. O)(TOUT(I),I = l.NPROUT) 

C !\CW UN"ES ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

READ(IREAD,2)BIAI" ... 'K 
READ (I READ. O)(TGRAD(I).I = 1.NPROl;T) 
READ(IREAD.2)BIA .... 'K 
READ(IREAD.O)(AIRLEAK(I),ATFLOW(l),DXDTIME(I),I = 1,!'.'PROl;T) 
if(iwl.eq.l)then 
write(O,o),(AIRLEAK(I),A TFLOW(I),DXDTIME(I),I = l,!'.'PROUT)' 
write(o. O)(airleak(i),atflow(i),dxdtime(i),i = l,nprout) 
write(iwrite,o),(AIRLEAK(I),A TFLOW(I),DXDTIME(I),I = l,l\l'ROl; T)' 
write( iwrite, .)( airleak(i),atflow( i ),dxd time(i ),i = l.nprout) 
endif 
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c ................................................................ . 

C 

C 

C 

DO 20 1= 1.l\1'ROlrr 
20 TOUTH(I)=TOlTr(I)/3600. 

WRITE(IPR!'.T,16)(I.TOUT(I),TOUTH(I).1 = 1.l\'PROL'T) 
16 FORMATU' l\1JMBER',sX,' OUfPLTTIMES'/10X,·SECO!l.1)S',8X,'HOURS'/ 

S(14,EI5.4,' = '.E11.4» 

READ(IREAD,2)BIA."I.'K 
READ(IREAD, O)(TEMTIM(I),TGAS(I),PGAS(I),I = l,NrEMPP) 
WRITE(lPR!'. T,17)(TEMTIM(I).TGAS(I),PGAS(I),1 = l,l\TE.M:PP) 

17 FORMATU' TIME',sX,'GAS TEMPERATURE',3X,'GAS PRESSURE'/ 
S' (SEC)',8X,'(DEG K),,10X,'(N/Moo2),/(1X,E10.4,EI3.4,E15.4» 

IF(NEWCOF.l\'E.O)RETUR.lIJ 
WRITE(IPR.!I" T,30) 

30 FOR.M:ATU' SECTIONAL COEFFICIE!l.TS WILL BE READ FROM FlLE', 
S' MAERCOEF.DAT) 
READ(IDISK, O)l\1JMCOF 
READ(IDISK, O)(CTIP1(1).CTIP2(1),CT2P1(1).CT2P2(I),1 = l,NUMCOF) 
WRITE(IPR.!I"T,35)NUMCOF 

35 FOR.V..ATU· COMPLETED READING',IS,' Ul'CS OF SECTIONAL'. 
S' COEFFlOE1 .... TS·) 

RETUR.1I.1 
END 

Subroutine Maeros: 
SUBROUTINE MAEROS(M.KCOMP,TIME,DELTIM,Q.DEPSIT.DIAM,VOLUME,TGAS1, 

STGAS2,PGAS1,PGAS2,ROUND,IPR!'.T,IFLAG.NEWCOF.IFCOND.IDISK,IFSTOR, 
SIDEBUG) 

C-----------------------------
C 
C THIS ROliTINE IS THE DRIVER FOR THE MULTICOMPONEl\T 
C AEROSOL MODULE. IF NECESSARY, COEFFIOE."I.TS ARE 
C RECALCULATED AS SPEOFlED BY NEWCOF. THE MASS OF 
C EACH COMPONEl\T DEPOSITED IS ALSO CALCULATED BY 
C USING A MASS BALANCE TO DETER.M:l"IE THE MASS REMOVED 
C FROM THE AEROSOL AND PARTITIO!l<lNG THAT MASS TO THE 
C THREE DEPOSmON SURFACES BASED ON THE RELATIVE 
C REMOVAL RATES ON THE SURFACES AVERAGED OVER THE 
C TIME STEP. THIS CODE WAS WRITTEN BY FRED GELBARD. 
C JUl\'E. 1984 
C 
C ROlJTIl\CS REFERENCED: COEF,DIFFVN,RHODD.RKF4S.S0URCE.QEQLlB 
C 
C 

C-----------------------------
PARAMETER(IWRITE= 9) 
IMPLICIT DOVBLE PREOSION (A-H,P-Z) 
DIMENSIOl\' Q(325),SRA TE(325),D EPSIT( 4,1), 

SQTSTRT(8),QTF:"SH(8),DIfu\i(1 ),V( 41 ),TOTS(8),RP ARM(5),COEF A V(3441), 
SQT(8) 
Dimension RWORK(20000),IWORK(341) 
DIMENSION V APMTL(5),ASAT(5),BSA T(5),CSA T(5),COl\'RAT(5) 
Il\TEGER IPARM(7) 
COMMON /COFl\ 1JM/ A VMASR(SO),!l.132A,NB2B,l\133, 

S l'o134,l\1)EPST,NGROW,l'1JMCOF 
COMMONjPHYSPT / ACELOV .AFI.ROV.A W ALOV,CHI.DELDIF,DENSTY ,FSLlP, 
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C 

C 

C 

SFI1IER.~,RLE.AK,GA~MA.snCK, TGRADC, TGRADF,TGRADW,TKGOP,TURBDS, 
SVDE.-';C,VDEl';F,VDE!'.W,VFRACC,VFRACF,VFRACW,VGRADC,VGRADF,VGRADW,WTMOL 
COMMON/DBLK/CflPl(3281),CflP2(3281),CT2Pl(3281),CT2P2(3281) 
COMMON/PARAM/RPARM,IPAR.~ 
COMMONjERROR/RTOL,ATOL,ISTATE 
COMMON/OOUILjV APMTL.ASAT,BSAT,CSAT,IMTI..,IMTLMAX,IFROZ 
EXTER."\AL DlFFUl'<' 

IF(IFLAG.EQ.1.0R.IFLAG.EQ.2.0R.IFLAG.EQ.-I)GO TO 24 
WRITE(IPR.l\'T,31 )IFLAG,TIME 

31 FOR.~T(' RKF45 ERROR, IFLAG =',15,' AT TIME = ',EI2.4,' SEC) 
STOP 

24 MKCOMP=M"KCOMP 
MKPI = MKCOMP+ 1 
IF(IFLAG.!'IE.-l)GO TO 32 
IFLAG=1 
GO TO IS 

32 IF(lFLAG.LT.O)GO TO IS 
C 

C 
C SET POI:-''TERS TO COEFFICIE.l\'T ARRAY 
C 

C 

NB2A= «M-2)O(M-l»/2 
!'.132B= «M-l)OM)/2+ !'.132A 
!'.133=!'.132B+«M-l)OM)/2 
!'.134=NB3+M 
/Io;TIEPST=/Io;134 + «M-l)'M)/2 
l'<'GROW = NDEPST+3°M 
NUMCOF=NGROW 
WRITE(IWRITE, or NUMCOF= ',JI,'UMCOF 
IF(IFCOND.GT.O)JI,.'UMCOF= NUMCOF + MOIMTL.\iAX 
WRITE(IWRITE, or !'.'UMCOF= ',NUMCOF 

C DETERMI!'.'E SECTIOl'<' BOUl'.TIARIES 
C 

MPl=M+l 
DO 20 1= I,MPI 
V(I) =0. 

20 CALL RHODD(O,v(l),DlAM(I),RHO) 
C 
C COMPUTE COEFFIOE.!I,,'TS AS SPEOFlED BY !'.'EWCOF 
C 

C 

C 

IS IF(!'.'EWCOF.LT.O.)GO TO 1 
ISTART=1 
IF(NEWCOF.EQ5.0R.!'.'EWCOF.EQ.7)ISTART= l'.TIEPST + 1 
IF(!'.'EWCOF.EQ.6)ISTART=NGROW + 1 
IflI,;SH = !'.'UMCOF 
IF(!\'EWCOF.EQ.5.0 R.IFCO:-'TI.EQ.O) IflI,;SH = ;'I;G ROW 

CALL COEF(:>''EWCOF,M,IFCO:'loTI,TGASl,PGASl,V,Romm,IPRl\'T,COEFAV,IDEBCG, 
SIMnMAX) 
DO 2 1= ISTART,lflI,;SH 

2 CflPl(I)= COEFAV(I) 
IF(JI,.'EWCOF.EQ.2.0R.:-''EWCOF.EQ.S)GO TO 1 
IF(l'.'EWCOF.EQ.4)GO TO 19 
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C 

C 

CALL COEF(!'Io"EWCOF,M.IFCO]l.l),TGAS2.PGASl,V,ROUl\l),IPRl\T,COEFAV,IDEBUG, 
SIMTLMAX) 
DO 51=ISTART,IFNSH 

5 CT2Pl(I) = COEFAV(I) 
IF(NEWCOF.EQ.3)GO TO 1 

19 CALL COEF(NEWCOF,M,IFCOl\l),TGASl,PGAS2,V,ROUl\l),IPR.l\T,COEFAV,IDEBUG, 
SIMTLMAX) 
DO 9 1= ISTART,IFNSH 

9 CTlP2(1) = COEFA V(I) 
IF(l\"EWCOF.EQ.4)GO TO 1 

CALL COEF("'"EWCOF,M,IFCO!,<l),TGAS2,PGAS2,V,ROUl\l),IPR.l\T,COEFA V,IDEBUG, 
SIMTLMAX) 
DO 15 I=ISTART,IFNSH 

15 CT2P2(I) = COEFAV(I) 
1 !\"EWCOF=-IABS(NEWCOF) 

C 
C STORE COEFFlCEl\TS IF SO REQUESTED 
C 

IF(IFSTOR.EQ.IAND.l\'EWCOF.r-.'E.O)WRIIE(IDISK.2S)!\1JMCOF, 
S(CTIPl(I),CTIP2(I),CT2Pl(1),CT2P2(I),1 = 1,!I;1JMCOF) 
IFSTOR=O 

25 FOR.~T(I5/(4EI9.l0)) 
C 
C DETERMI!\'E THE COEFFlOEl\TS TO USE FOR PARTIO!'lo1l':G DEPOSITED MASS 
C 

CALL TEMPRS(I1ME, TGAS,PGAS) 
ALPHA = (fGAS-TGASl)/(fGAS2-TGASl) 
ZI=(PGAS-PGASl)/(PGAS2-PGASl) 
DO 39 l=l,!\1JMCOF 

39 COEFAV(I) = (1.-ALPHA)OCCl.-ZI)°CTIPICI) + ZIoCTlP2CI»+ 
S ALPHA °CCl.-ZI)OCT2PICI) + ZIoCT2P2(I)) 

C 
C STORE THE INTIlAL DEPosmON RATES (IN KG/SEC) OF THE K-TH 
C COMPO!l.'E!'IoT ON THE l-TH DEPOSmOl' Ml) LEAKED REGION IN DEPSITCJ,K) 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

DO 10 K=l.KCOMP 
DO 10 J=I.3 
SUM=O. 
DO 34 L=I.M 

34 SUM =SUM + COEFAVC3°(1.r1) + !l.l)EPST +J)"Q(K + (l.rl)OKCOMP) 
10 DEPSIT(J.K)=SUM 

DO 4 K= 1,KCOMP 
QT(K) =0. 
DO 28 L=l.M 

28 QT(K)=QT(K)+Q(K+Cl.rl)OKCOMP) 
4DEPSIT(4.K)=RLEAKoQT(K) 

STORE THE AEROSOL RELEASED OVER THE TIME STEP (1:\ KG), A.l\l) THE 
I!\TI1AL SUSPE.'\l)ED MASS OF THE K-TH COMPOl\'El\T IN QTSTRT(K) 

TOLT=TIME+DELTIM 
IMTL=l 
CALL SOURCE(DUM,DUM,DUM.DUM.DUM.M.KCOMP.l.TIME,TOLT.SRATE,TOTS. 

SCONRAT) 
DO 6 K=I,KCOMP 
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6 QTSTRTCK) = CQTCK) + TOTSCK))·VOLU~E 
C 

C 

IF(IFCO!l.'D.EQ.O)GO TO 3 
IFCIFCO!l.'D.EQ.2)GO TO 7 
CO!\'DNS=QC~K(1)·VOLUME+CO:,\RATCIMTL) 

GOT03 

C STORE TIlE I!\TIlAL CO!l.'DENSATION RATE CIN KG/SEC M··3) OF TIlE lAST 
C COMPO!\c.1\T IN CmmNS 
C 

7 CO!\UI'S=O. 
CALL TEMPRS(TIME. TGAS,PGAS) 
IMTL=l 
DELCOI' = QCMK(1)-QEQLlB(TGAS) 
DO 16 L=1.M 
SUM=O. 
DO 17 K=l,KCOMP 

17 SUM=SUM+QCKCO~P·CL-1)+K) 
IFC CDELCOKGT.O.) .OR CDELCON.LT.O.A'\U·QCL·K).GT.O.»CO!\UI'S= 

S CO!l.UNS+ DELCON·SUM·COEFAVCNGROW + L) 
16 CO!l.TII'UE 

C 
C CALL TIlE LSODE OR DEBDF PACKAGES TO TAKE A TI~E STEP 
C 

C 

C 

C 

3 ITOL= 1 
ITASK=l 
ifCistate.ne.2)ISTATE= 1 
IOPT=O 
!\CQN = M·KCOMP + IMTLMAX 
WRITE(·.")' neqn = ',neqn 
LRW=22 + 9·NEQI' + NEQN··2 
LIW=20+NEQN 
writeC·.")' mkp1 = ',mkp1 
writeC·.")' IIw= ',Irw: liw= ',Iiw 
MF=22 
RPARM(1)=TGAS1 
RPARM(2) =TGAS2 
RPAR~(3) = PGAS1 
RPAR~(4)=PGAS2 

RPAR~(5) = RLEAKfVOLU~E 

IPAR~(1)=~ 

IPAR\1(2)=KCO~P 

IPARM(3) = IFCO!l.U 
IPAR\1(5) = IPR'\T 
IPAR\1(7)=IDEBUG 

writeC·")' iflag= ',iflag 
writeC·")' atol= ',atol,' rtol= ',rtol 
writeC· ,·),timc,tout,istatc',time,tout,istate 
CALL LSODE(DIFFUI',!IoCQN,Q,TI~E. TOL T,ITOL.RTOLA TOL.ITASK,ISTATE, 

SIOPT,RWORK.LRW,IWORK.LIW,DUM,MF) 
iflag = istate 
writeC·, ·),timc,tout,istatc',time,tout,istate 

C IF ruE CONCE!l.TRATION OF A COMPO!l."E:-'T GOES l\"EGATIVE. SET IT TO 
C ZERO O!l.1. Y IF STEP DID NOT FAIL (I.E. IflAG .!'."E. 2 FOR RK(45). 
C RESTART Il\TEGRATION IF A.J.';Y CO~PO!\"ElI,T CONCEl\TRATION IS ZEROED. 
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C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

IF(IF1AG.l'."E.2)GO TO 33 
DO 26 1= 1.MKCOMP 
IF(Q(I).LT.O. )THEN 
IF1AG=-l 
Q(I)=O. 

ENDIF 
26COl'.TINUE 

33 IF(IFCO!'.'D.EQ.O)GO TO 21 
IF(IFCOl'.'D.EQ.2)GO TO 38 
QTSfRT(KCOMP) =QTSfRT(KCOMP) + VOLUMEO(CO!'.'DNS-Q(MKP1)) 
GO TO 21 

ADD THE FINAL CO!'.l)ENSATION RATE (IN KG/SEC W03) OF THE LAST 
COMPONEl'.T TO THE I!'.TTIAL CO!\l)ENSATIO!' RATE A'I"l) DMDE BY 2 
TO OBTAII': THE AVERAGE CO!'.l)ENSATION RATE OVER THE TIME STEP. 
ADD THE CALCULATED AVERAGE CONDENSATIO!' RATE TIMES THE TIME STEP 
A,\l) CHA.\{BER VOLUME TO QTSfRT(KCOMP) 

38 CALL TEMPRS(TIME, TGAS.PGAS) 
I~=l 

DELCOI': = Q(MKPI)-QEQLlB(TGAS) 
DO 22 L=l.M 
SUM=O. 
DO 23 K= 1.KCOMP 

23 SUM=SUM+Q(KCOMP"(L-1)+K) 
IF( (DELCON.GT.O.) .OR (DELCON.LT.O . .Al'.l).Q(LOK).GT.O.))COl'.l)!,S= 

S CO!'.'DNS+ DELCON"SUMOCOEFAV(NGROW + L) 
22 CO!'.TINUE 

QTSfRT(KCOMP) =QTSfRT(KCOMP) + SOCONDNsoVOLUME"DELTIM 

SUBTRACT THE FINAL SUSPENDED MASS FROM THE I!IoTI1AL. ADDED AND 
CONDENSED MASS OF mE K-TH COMPONENT M'D STORE TIiAT I!' 
QTFNSH(K). THEREFORE, BY A MASS BALANCE. QTFNSH(K) IS THE 
DEPOSITED MASS OF THE K-TH COMPONBloT FOR THE TIME STEP 

21 DO 14 K= I.KCOMP 
QTFNSH(K) =0. 
DO 8 L=l.M 

8 QTFNSH(K) =QTFNSH(K) +Q«L-I)OKCOMP+K) 
QTFNSH(K) = QTSfRT(K)-QTFNSH(K)°VOLUME 
IF(QTFNSH(K).LT.O. )QTFNSH(K) = O. 

14 COll.TIl'.lJE 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

DETERMI:-.r: THE COEFFIOE.'I"TS TO VSE FOR PARTIO:-'l1\:G DEPOSITED MASS 

CALL TEMPRS(TIME, TGAS.PGAS) 
ALPHA = (TGAS-TGAS1 )/(TGAS2-TGAS1) 
ZI = (PGAS-PGASI )/(PGAS2-PGAS1) 
DO 40 I=l.lI.lJMCOF 

40 COEFAV(I) = (l.-ALPHA)O«l.-ZI)OCT1PI(I) + ZI"CT1P2(I)) + 
S ALPHA O«l.-ZI)"CT2PI(I) + ZIoCT2P2(I)) 

C ADD THE FI1'AL DEPOSmOI': RATE 01' THE 1-TH DEPosmo:-; SURFACE 
C FOR THE K-TH COMPOl'."E~T TO DEPSIT(l.K) Ml) DMDE BY 2 TO 
C OBTAI1\: THE AVERAGE DEPOSmON RATE OF THE K-TH COMPO!'."E.'I"T 01': 
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C ALL DEPosmo!': REGIONS IN QTSTRT(K) 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

DO 12 K= I.KCOMP 
QTSfRT(K) =0. 
DO 11 J=I,3 
DO 11 L=I.M 

11 DEPSIT(J,K) = DEPSIT(J,K) + COEFAV(3"(L-l) + JI..'DEPST + J)"Q(K + (L-l)"KCOMP) 
DO 37 L=I,M 

37 DEPSIT(4,K)=DEPSIT(4,K)+RLEAK"Q(K+(L-l)"KCOMP) 
DEPSIT(4.K)=DEPSIT(4,K)fVOLUME 
DO 12 J=I,4 
DEPSIT(J,K) = OS "DEPSIT(J.K) 

12 QTSfRT(K) = QTSfRT(K) + DEPSIT(J,K) 

COMPUTE TIlE MASS DEPOSITED OF TIlE K-TII COMPO!'.'EJI,T 01' TIlE J-TII 
SURFACE BY PARTmO!'.lNG TIlE TOTAL MASS DEPOSITED OF TIlE K-TII 
COMPONE!'.T (I.E. QJ'P.IISH(K), BASED ON TIlE WEIGHTED AVERAGE 
DEPosmON RATE (I.E. DEPSIT(J,K)/QTSTRT(K». FOR IMPROVI1'G 
COMPtITATIONAL SPEED, FIRST CALCULATE QTFNSH(K)/QTSfRT(K) A.I\'D 
TIlEN MULTIPLY BY DEPSIT(J,K) SUCH TIlATTIlE IF STATEMEI\T 
IS NOT I!' TIlE DO-LOOP IN WHICH J VARIES. 

DO 13 K= I,KCOMP 
RATIO=O. 
IF(QTSfRT(K).GT.O.)RA TIO =QTFNSH(K)/QTSfRT(K) 
DO 13 J=I,4 

13 DEPSIT(J,K)=DEPSIT(J.K)"RATIO 
C 

C 

IF(IFLAG.EQ.2.0RIFLAG.EQ.-l)RETURII; 
WRlTE(IPRI\T ,27)IFLAG,TIME 

27 FOR'V.ATU /' RKF45 ERROR NUMBER'.I4.3X,'SEE MA."IUAL S.6,..~77-1441'/ 
S3X, TIME REACHED WHEN ERROR OCCURED = ',Ell.4/ /) 
RETURN 

Subroutine Coef: 
SL'BR01JTINE COEF(NEWCOF,M,IFCOJl..'D,TGAS,PGAS,V,ROU!'.'D,IPRI\T.COEFAV, 

S IDEBUG,IMTLMAX) 

C-------------------------------
C 
C TIllS ROLTIJI..'E CALCULATES TIlE SECTIONAL COEFFlOEJl..TS 
C ROUTI!'-"ES REFERENCED: BETCAL.DEPOST,GAUS2,GAUSBT,GROWfH 

C-------------------------------
SVDENC,VDEJI..'F,VDEJI,W,VFRACC, VFRACF,VFRACW,VGRADC, VGRADF,VGRADW,WTMOL 
COMMONjLE.1'I1J0I\"ESjETAN2.ETAMlL,SIGN2.SIGM1L,MWN2.MWDFS,IMTL 

C 
C CALCULATE SECTIONAL GROWfH COEFFlCIE!'-TS 
C 

6 I\1ITYPE=10 
DO 999 IMl1..= I,IMlLMAX 
D04 L=I.M 
IER=1 
CALL GAUS2(GROWTH,X(L),X(L+ 1),REL.ABSER.ROU:'I.'D,A.II;S.lER.DL'M,TGAS. 

SPGAS,l'o1ITYPE) 
IF(IER!'.'E.O)GO TO 31 

4 COEFAV(L+ !':GROW + M"(IMTL-l)) =AII;S"DEL(L) 
999 CO:-'TI!'.lJE 
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Subroutine Diffun 
SUBROlll11'.r: OIFFV:-':(NEQl".TIME.Q.OODT) 

C-------------------------------
C 
C THIS ROUTINE CALCUlATES THE DERIVATIVES (I.E. EQUATIOl" 50 OF 
C THE PAPER 'SIMUlATION OF MULTICOMP01'.'E.I\T AEROSOL DYNA\iICS·. 
C FRED GELBARD AND JOHN H. SEINFELD. 1. COLLOID A'\'D I1'.TERFACE 
C SCIEl"CE, VOL 78.P.4&5,1980) 
C ROUTI~r:s REFEREI'CED: QEQLIB.SOURCE. TEMPRS 

C-------------------------------
C!\~ LI1\c· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

PARAMETER(IWRITE=9) 
c····················································· ................. . 
CMODIFIED UJ'I.'E (DIA\iSE.l'U.qtkaol.qtcnds.qmtlfrc)·························· 

IMPLICIT DOllBLE PREOSION (A-H.P-Z) 
REAL·S MWV AP(5).KGAS 
DIMENSION Q(1'.r:QN).DQDT(I';r:Ql\').QT(4O).SRATE(325).TOTS(S).RPAR\i(S). 

SGRWCOF(4O).COEFAV(3441).DIA\iGEO(4O).DELCON(4O).QTS0R8(4O). 
SQTCl\'DS( 4O).QMlLFRC( 4O).SRBADD(20).QSRBMAX( 40) 
DIMENSION V APMTL(5).ASA T(5).BSA T(5).CSA T(5).DENMTI.,(S).SUMCON(5). 

SCONRA T(5),AFREQ(S).EACT(S),sFCEXT( 40) 
OIME1\'SION A V AP(5).BV AP(5).CV AP(S).DV AP(S).ICMP(5).DYDT(S).DMDT(5). 

SQV APEQ(5).IZERO(5) 
c····················································· ................. . 

I!'.TEGER IPAR\i(7)JJ(4O) 
COMMOl"/COFNUM/ A VMASR(SO).J'l.132A,NB2B.J'l.133. 

S J'I."B4.1'.UEPST.I'GROW.J'l.lJMCOF 
COMMON/DBLK/CTlPl(3281).CTlP2(3281).CT2Pl(3281).CT2P2(3281) 

C!\~ Llt\~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

COMMON/SRCEBLK/KNCLTN.LI'CLTN.DIA\iGEO.KSORB.KCl\'OS.IVAP.NOVAP. 
SKM1l..RXN.IRXI\'MECH,DENSRB.DENMTL.AFREQ.EACT.FRCM1LMX,SRBADD.QSRBMAx, 
SKGAS.SFCl1'.T,SFCEXT,IRXNSFC 
COMMON/COUJ'l.T/ITER,ITERALL 
COMMOI'/PARAM/RPARM,IPARM 
COMMOl'jDILADJjTGRD,ATF.DVDT 
COMMON/EQUILjVAPMlL,ASAT.BSAT.CSAT.IM1L.IMlLMA)(.IFROZ 
COMM01\'/GASCMP /AVAP.BV AP.CVAP.DV AP.ICMP.MWV AP.!'.V AP 
COMMONjWRTBLK/IWl.IW2,IW30l".IW401'.IW501'.TMPRI\T.TSAVE,ITRSTP.ITRCl\T 
SAVEIZERO c··· ................................................................... . 

C 
C··!\'"EW LI!\"ES FOR PRI!'.T OUT CO!\TROL ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

iw3=0 
iw4=0 
if(iw30n.eq.l)then 
iw3=0 
if(time.gt.tsave )then 
if(time.ge.tmpmt)then 
itrcnt = itrcnt + 1 
iw3=1 

endif 
endif 
endif 
if(iw40n.eq.l)then 
iw4=0 
if(time.gt.tsave )then 
iw4=1 

endif 
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endif 
C··El\TI !'.'EW U!\."ES ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C 

C 

M=IPAR.l\!(l) 
KCOMP= IPAR.l\!(2) 
MKPM1L=M'KCOMP+IMILl\!AX 
IFCOI\'D = IPAR.l\!(3) 
IPR."T = IPARM(S) 
IDEBUG=IPAR.\i(7) 

MKPl=M"KCOMP+1 
TGASl = RPARM(1) 
TGAS2 = RP AR.\i(2) 
PGAS1 = RPARM(3) 
PGAS2= RPARM(4) 
RLKOV = RPARM(S) 

if(iw3.eq.l)then 
write(iwrite. ')' TI:.l:E= ·.time 
write(iwrite. ')' 0 ARRAY:' 
write(iwrite. ')( q(i),i = l.m~;pmtl) 
endif 

CALL TE.>.fPRS(T1ME, TGAS,PGAS) 
IF(IDEBUG.EQ.3)WRITE(IPR.,\ T ,25)TIME, TGAS.PGAS.(O(I).I = 1.MKP1) 

25 FORMATC AT START OF DIFFUN. TIME =·.E12.3,' TGAS =·.E12.3. 
S' PGAS ='.EI2,3/, SECI10N MASS CONCE!'<TRATIONS, O(I),/(5E12.4» 

C 
C BASED Or.; AVAIlABLE COEFFICIEI\TS. USE A LINEAR Il\TERPOLATIOr-; 
C Ir.; TEMPERATURE A.'\'D PRESSURE TO DETERMINE THE AVERAGE 
C COEFFlOEl\TTO BE USED. I.E. COEFAV 
C 

C 
C 

ALPHA = (TGAS-TGAS1)/(TGAS2·TGASl) 
ZI = (PGAS-PGASl)/(PGAS2.PGAS1) 
DO 141=l,NUMCOF 

14 COEFA Vel) = (l.·ALPHA)'«l.·ZI)'CTIPl(l) + ZI'CI1P2(I» + 
S ALPHA '«1.·ZI)'CT2P1(I) + ZI'CT2P2(I» 

C STORE THE TOTAL MASS CONCE."TRATION OF SECI10r.; L IN OT(L) 
C 

DO 1 L=l.M 
SUM=O. 
LM1KBF=(L-1)'KCOMP 
DO 2 K= 1.KCOMP 
SliM=O(K+LM1KBF)+SUM 

2 DODT(K+LM1KBF)=0. 
OTcnds(L)= SUM 

1 OT(L) = SUM 
DQDT(MKP1) =0. 

c· a!\"EW LI!\"ES ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

IF(IRXI\"MECH.EQ.1.0R.IRX.'"MECH.EQ.O)TI!EN 
DO 100 L=l.M 
SUM = O.DO 
LM1KBF=(L-1)'KCOMP 
DO 101 K=KSORB.K.~RXN 
SUM = O(K + Ll\!lKBF) + SUM 

101 Continue 
100 OTSORB(L)=SliM 

DO 102 L=l.M 
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QTCl';1)S(L) = 0.00 
SUM=O. 
LMIKBF=(L-l)OKCOMP 
DO 103 K=KCl'.1)S.KCOMP 
if(iw3.eq.l)then 
write(iwrite."r k= '.k.' sumQTCl\US= ·.Q(k+ Imlkbf) 
endif 

103 SUM =Q(K+LMIKBF) +SUM 
102 QTCl'.'DS(L) = SUM 

K=KMTLRXN 
DO 104 L=I.M 
L\flKBF=(L-l)OKCOMP 
IF(QTSORB(L).LE.O.DO)TIlE.'" 
QM1LFRC(L)=O.DO 

ELSE 
QM1LFRC(L) = Q(K + LMIKBF)/QTSORB(L) 

E/l.1)IF 
104 IF(QM1LFRC(L ).GT.05DO)QTC~1)S(L) = QTC!\'DS(L) + QTSO RB(L) 

E!\1)IF 
if(iw3.eq.l)then 
write(iwrite."r QTSORB ARRAY:' 
write(iwrite. 0)( qtsorb(i).i = l.m) 
write(iwrite,o), QM1LFRC ARRAY:' 
write(iwrite.")( qrntlfrc(i).i = I,m) 
write(i ... Tite.")' QTC/l.1)S ARRAY:' 
write(iwrite. 0)( qttnds(i).i = I.rn) 
endif 

C··l\"'EW LIl\B ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a ••• 

C 
C 
C CALCULATE TIlE DERIVATIVE OF Q(K+(L-l)OKCOMP) DUE TO COAGULATION 
C OF PARTICLES IN SECTION I wrrn PARTICLES IN SECTIONS L-l Al\'D L, 
C WHERE I VARIES FROM 1 TO L-2 
C 

DO 16 L=3.M 
L\fl=L-l 
L\f2=L-2 
LMIKBF = LMl°KCOMP 
LM2KBF= LM2°KCOMP 
LIBF = (CL-3)OLM2)/2 
L2BF=CLMl°LM2)/2 
DO 16 K=I.KCOMP 
SUM=O. 
DO 5 1=I.LM2 

5 SUM =SUM +QT(I)OCCOEFAV(/I."B2A + I + LlBF)°Q(K+ LM2KBF) 
S -COEFAVCT\132A+I+L2BF)°Q(K+L\UKBF)) 
S +Q(KCOMPO(I-l)+ K)°(COEFAV(I + LlBF)°QTCL\fl) 
S +COEFAV(!\132B+I+L2BF)°QT(L)) 

16 DQDT(K+ LMIKBF) = SUM 
C 
C CALCULATE TIlE EFFECTS DeE TO COAGULATION OF PARTICLES II': 
C SECTIOl':S L A'\1) L-l 
C 

D04L=2,M 
LMl=L-l 
LM2=L-2 
L\flKBF = L\fl°KCOMP 
LM2KBF=L\f2°KCOMP 
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C 

L2BF=(LM1'LM2)/2 
DO 4 K= l,KCOMP 

4 DQDT(K+L'11KBF)= DQDT(K+LM1KBF)+QT(LM1)' 
S(COEFAV(!I.""83+L'11)·Q(K+L'12KBF}-COEFAV(l'o""82A+LM1+L2BF)·Q(K+LM1KBF» 
S + COEFAV(l\""82B + L'11 + L2BF)'QT(L)'Q(K + L'12KBF) 

C CALCULATE TIlE EFFECfS OF Il\TRA-SECTIONAL COAGULATIOl' LOSSES 
C 

DO 3 L=l,M 
LMIKBF=(L-l)'KCOMP 
DO 3 K=l,KCOMP 

3 DQDT(K + LMIKBF) = DQDT(K + Ll\flKBF}-COEFAV(l\""83 + L)'QT(L)'Q(K+ L'11KBF) 
C 
C CALCULATE TIlE REMOVAL RATE FROM A SECTIOI' DUE TO 
C SCAVENGING BY HIGHER SECTIONS 
C 

MM1=M-1 
DO 6 L=l,MM1 
LM1=L-1 
LM1KBF= LM1'KCOMP 
LBF=(LM1'(2'M-L»/2 
SUM=O. 
LP1=L+l 
DO 7I=LP1,M 

7 SUM = SUM + COEFAV(l'o""84 + I-L + LBF)'QT(I) 
DO 6 K= l,KCOMP 

6 DQDT(K+ LM1KBF) = DQDT(K+ LM1KBF}-SUM'Q(K+ LM1KBF) 
C 
C Il\TTIALIZE COl\'DENSED VAPOR CONCEl\TRATION TO ZERO A-l'I,'D CHECK IF 
C CO!l.'DENSATION CALCULATIONS ARE TO BE MADE 
C 

H'(IFCm,'D.EQ.O)GO TO 11 
C 
C CALCULATE TIlE EFFECfS OF CO!l.'DENSATION OR EVAPORATION 
C 
C"ADD/MODIFY TO INCORPORATE KELVIN EFFECT M'D SIZE DEPEr-.'DEl .... 'T NATURE OF 
C DELeON. • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

IF(IFROZEQ.O)TIlEN 
QVAPTOT=O.DO 
QMLETOT=O.DO 
imass= 1 
if(iw4.eq.l)then 
Vlrite(* .*r ...•...... TIME= '.time.'··········· 
write(iwrite."r •••••••••• TIME = ',time:··········, 
writeC' ,') 
write(iv.nte,·r INPL'T FROM Il\TEGRATOR Q(MK.~= ltoIMTLI\fAX): ' 
write(','r I!I.'PL'T FROM Il\TEGRATOR Q(MK.~= 1toIMTLI\fAX): ' 
endif 
DO 990 1M'lL = 1.IMILMAX 
MK.\1TL=M·KCOMP+IM'lL 
ifC iw4.eq.1 )then 
write(' ,')q(mkmtl) 
write(iwrite, ')q(mkmtl) 

endif 
QV APTOT= QV APTOT + Q(MK.\1TL) 

990 QMLETOT=QMLETOT+Q(MK.\1TL)/(MWVAP(IMTL)·l.D-3) 
QVSUM = V APEQCMP(NOV AP.IMTL\1AX.-1,TGAS,DYDT,SDYDT) 
if(iw4.eq.1 )then 
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writeCo.o)' TGRD= ',tgrd,' TGAS= ',tgas 
writeCiwrite,o)' TGRD= ',tgrd,' TGAS= ',tgas 
writeC°,o), QVSUM= ',qllSum,' SDYDT= ',sdydt 
writeCiwrite,o)' QVSUM= ',qvsum,' SDYDT= ',sdydt 
writeC°,o), QVAPTOT= ',qvaptot,' QMLETOT= ',qmletot 
writeCiwrite,or QVAPTOT= ',qvaptot,' QMLEfOT= ',qmletot 
writeC°,o), STIFF DYDTCIMlL) DMDTCIMTL) QVAPEQ(IMlL)' 
writeC°,or IMTL= ltolMlLMAX' 
write(iwrite,o)' 1M'lL = 1to1MTLMAX' 
end if 
El'.'DIF 
DO 999 IMlL= l.lMTLMAX 
SUMCON(IMlL) =0. 
MKMn=M"KCOMP+IMlL 
IFCIFROZEQ.O)TIlE]'I; 
QV APEQ(IMlL) = v APEQCMP(NOV AP,IMTLMAX.IMTL, TGAS,DUM,DUM) 

SOQVAPTOT 
IFCIMILEQ.NOV AP)QV APEQ(IMlL) = QV APTOTO(l.-QVSUM) 
IF(QV APEQ(IMTL ).L T.ODO)TIiEN 
QVAPEQCIMTL) =0.00 
DMDT(IMTL) =O.DO 
lZERO(IMTL) = 1 

ELSE 
DMDT(IMlL)= QMLETOT"DYDT(IMTL)O(MWVAP(IMTL)°l.D-3)OTGRD 
IF(IMTL.EQ.NOVAP)DMDTCIMlL)= QMLEfOT°-SDYDT"MWVAP(IMTL)°l.D-3°TGRD 
STIFF = DABS(DMDT(IMTL)/QCMK.\fIL» 
IF(STIFF.GT.100.DO)STIFF=100.oo 
IF(STIFF.LT.l.ODO)STIFF = 1.000 
DMDT(IMTL)=KGASoSTIFF"(QVAPEQ(IMTL)-Q(MK.\fIL» 
IFClZEROCIMTL ).EQ.1 )DMDT(IMlL) = O.DO 

ENDIF 
if(iw4.eq.1)then 
write(iwrite,o)' STIFF DYDT(IMTL) DMDT(IMTL) QVAPEQ(IMTLr 
write(O ,800)stiff,dydtCimtI),dmdt(imtI),qvapeq(imtl) 
write(iwrite.800)stiff,dydt(imtI),dmdt(imtI),qvapeq(imtI) 

800 ronnat(lX,4(DlO.4,2X» 
endif 
ENDIF 
QEQ = QEQLIB(fGAS) 
ir(iw3.eq.1)write(iwrite,or QEQ= ',qeq,' QCl'.1)S= ',q(mkmtI) 
DO 31 L=l.M 
DELCON(L)= QCMK.\fIL)-QEQKLV(IMTL,DEl"'M1L(IMTL),TGAS,L,DlA."JGEO(L), 

SQEQ.Q(MK.\fIL).DCR) 
Coo DO NOT ALLOW EVAPORATION WHEN MORE 1HA.'" 1 METAL VAPOR IS MODELLED ° 

IF(IV AP.EQ.O)TIlE.1\; 
IF(DELCONCL).LT.O.oo)DELCON(L)= O.DO 

El'.'DIF 

ire iw3.eq.1 )then 
write(iv.Tite,or CRITICAL DlA."J (CM)= ',def 
write(iwrite. or DELCON(L),L= I,M:' 
write(iv.Tite. 0)( delcon(I),I = I,m) 
endif 

cooTAKE OL'T !I.'EXT LIl\'E, CmmmON WILL l\'EVER BE MET WITH KELVIN EFFECT 00 

C IF(DELCON.EQ.O.)GO TO 11 
NGRWP1=I"GROW+1+(1~1)OM 

NGRWP.-:SH=NGRWP1+(M-1) 
DO 171=NGRWP1,NGRWP.-:SH 
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C· *MODIFY DELeON TO DELCON(L) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

17 GRWCOF(I-NGRWP1 + 1) = DELCON(I-NGRWP1 + 1)"COEFAV(I) 
if(iw3.eq.l)then 
write(iwrite. *r COEFAV(L).L= NGRWPl.r..."UMCOF:· 
write(iwrite. *)( coefav(l).l = ngIWpl.numcof) 
write(iwrite. *r GRWCOF(L).L= I.M:· 
write(iwrite. ")(grwcof(l).l = l.m) 
endif 

C 
C CHECK IF VAPOR IS COr--"DENSING. SET J = 0 FOR CO~"DENSA TION A '\'0 J = 1 
C FOR EVAPORATION. IF MATERIAL IS EVAPORATING M"D TIiE MASS 
C CONCE.1\TRATION OF CO~'OE.1'IiSED VAPOR IS ZERO IN SEGnON L. SET TIiE 
C SEGnONAL GROWTIi COEFFlCIE.,\'T IN SEGnON L TO ZERO. IF ALL 
C COEFFlOE!\'TS ARE ZERO. SKIP TIiE CO!\1)ENSATION/EVAPORATION 
C CALCULATION. 
C 
C··TAKE OtJr !\"EXf 11-IREE LI~"ES ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C J=O 
C IF(DELCON.LT.O.)J=1 
C IF(J.EQ.O)GO TO 20 

IF(N AP.!I.'E.1)TIiEN 
DO 222 L=l.M 

222 JJ(L)=O 
E,'\1)IF 
IF(N AP.EQ.1 )TIiE."1 
DO 223 L=1.M 
IF(DELCON(L).LT.O.DO)JJ(L) = 1 

223 IF(DELCON(L).GE.O.DO)JJ(L)=O 
ENDIF 

C··!\!"EW LL'JE (IF/ENDIF ADDED) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C 

IF(N AP.EQ.l)TI!E.lII 
IFSKIP=O 
DO 21 L=I.M 
IF(DELCON(L).LT.O.)TIiEN 
IF(Q(L "KCOMP).GT.O.)GO TO 21 
GRWCOF(L)=O. 
IFSKIP = IFSKIP + 1 

ENDIF 
21 CO!l.'TJ!\"uE 

IF(IFSKIP.EQ.M)GO TO 11 
ENDIF 

C CALCULATE I!l.TRA-SECTIONAL GROWTH 
C 

20 DO 15 L=I.M 
C·-MODIFY QT(L) TO QTcnds(L) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

15 DQDT(L*KCOMP)=DQDT(L*KCOMP)+GRWCOF(L)"QTCJI.'OS(L) 
C·-MODIFY QT(L) TO QTcnds(L) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

IF COl\"DE.~SIBLE VAPOR CONCEl\'TRATION MAY CHA"\GE. COMPuTE 
DERIVATIVE OF VAPOR CONCEl\TRATION WITH TIME DUE TO Il\TERAGnON 
wrrn TIiE AEROSOL. 

WRITE("")'IFCO!\"D=I'? ·.IFCOl\"D 
IF(IFCO!\1).l\"E.l)GO TO 10 
DO 18 L=I.M 
SUMCON(IMTL) =SUMCON(IMTL) + GRWCOF(L)"QTCJI."DS(L) 
if(iw3.eq.l)then 
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write(iwrite."), SUMCO!' = ',sumcon(imtl): GRWCOF(L) = ·.grwcof(l). 
S' QTo.US(L) = ·.qtcnds(l) 
endif 

18 CO~TIt-.lJE 
C 
C CALCULATE COt-.UE.1'\SATIO;o.; FROM (OR EVAPORATION TO) SECTIO;o.;S 1 A.'\U 
C M BY It-.TER-SECTIO!'\AL GROWIH. 
C 

10 CO~TI!\lJE 
DO 24 L=l.M 
JM=JJ(L)"M 

24 GRWCOF(L) = GRWCOF(L)" A VMASR(L+ JM) 
C 

DO 13 K=I.KCOMP 
13 DQDT(K) = DQDT(K) + (GRWCOF(2)"Q(KCOMP+ K)"dFLOAT(J)-GRWCOF(l)"Q(K» 

C 

C 

KL=KCOMP"(M-l) 
DO 22 K= I.KCOMP 

22 DQDT(K+KL)=DQDT(K+KL)+ (GRWCOF(MM1)"Q(K+KL-KCOMP)"dFLOAT(I-J) 
S -GRWCOF(M)"Q(K+KL» 

C CALCULATE I/l.TER-SECTIO;o.;AL CO!l.UE."SATIOl' FOR SECTIO~S 2 TO M-1 
C 

DO 12 L=2,MM1 
JPJMl =JJ(L)+JJ(L)-1 
DO 12 K= l,KCOMP 
KL=K+KCOMP"(L-1) 

12 DQDT(KL)=DQDT(KL) 
S + (GRWCOF(L+JPJM1)"Q(KL+ KCOMP" JPJM1) 
S -GRWCOF(L)"Q(KL» 

999 COt-.TIJl.lJE 
C 
Co. ADD UNE TO MODIFY DMDT(IMASS) SO lHAT MASS IS NEVER CHAJliGED BY 
Co. MAIJI.'TAlJl.1NG GAS PHASE METAL VAPOR CONes. CLOSE TO EQUIUBRIUM. 
C 

DMDT(IMASS)=O.DO 
DO 991 IMlL = 1.IMlLMAX 
IF(IMASS.NE.IMlL)THEN 
DMDT(IMASS) = DMDT(IMASS)-DMDT(IMlL)"MWV AP(IMASS)/MWV AP(IMTL) 

E!\1)IF 
991 CO!l.TI!l.lJE 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

CALL THE ROuTINE SOURCE WHICH WILL CALCULATE THE 
SOURCE RATE OF AEROSOL MU CONDE.'IoISIBLE VAPOR. 
COMPUTE EFFECT OF SOURCES. DEPOSmOl' M1) LEAKAGE. 

CMODIFlCATION: SE.'\1) Q,K.~CLTN,LNCLTN""""""""·""""·"···""""""""""··"""·""" 
11 CALL SOURCE(Q,QTSORB.QMTLFRC,QV APTOT,COEFAV(NGRWP1).M,KCOMP,O, 

mME,DUMMY,SRATE,TOTS.CO;o.;RAT) 
C!\-fODIFlCA.TION············································ .............. . 
C 
C COMPuTE t-.cr CHA"GE I~ WATER VAPOR CO;o.;CE~'TRATIO;o.; DUE TO 
C EXTER.:'\AL SOURCES A.'\U CO!l.UENSATIO~ ON AEROSOL 
C 

if(iw4.eq.1)then 
write(","),COl'RAT(IMlL),SUMCONIMTL),DMDT(IMTL),DQDT(MK.\ITL), 
write(iwrite. ")'CONRAT(IMlL),SUMCO~(IMlL),DMDT(IMlL),DQDT(MK.\ITL)' 
endif 
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DO 888 IMTI.= l.IMTLMAX 
MK\ITL=MoKCOMP+IMTL 
DQDT(MKr..rrL) = O.DO 
IF(IFROZEQ.O)DQDT(MK.\ITL) = DMDT(IMTL) 
DQDT(MKr..rrL) = DQDT(MK\ITL) + CONRAT(IMTL)-SUMCON(IMTL) 
if(iw4.eq.1)lhen 
wrile(o.800)conral(imll),sumcon(imll).dmdl(imll).dqdt(mkmtl) 
write(iwrite.800)conral(imll),sumcon(imtl).dmdt(imtl).dqdt(mkmtl) 
end if 

888 CO!'.TIl'o'UE 
if(iw3.eq.1)then 

C 

write(iwrite.")' SRATE ARRAY:' 
write(iwrite. 0)( srale(i).i = 1,ml.:pmtl) 
endif 

DO 8 L=l.M 
L3M1 =3°(L-1) 
TOTDEP=O. 
DO 9 1=1.3 

9 TOTDEP=TOTDEP+COEFAV(L3Ml + l'-'DEPST+ I) 
DO 8 K=l,KCOMP 
MKS=K+(L-1)OKCOMP 

8 DQDT(MKS) = (DQDT(MKS)-(TOTDEP + RLKOV)°Q(MKS)) + SRA TE(MKS) 
if(iw3.eq.1 )Ihen 
write(iwrite,o), DQDT ARRAY:' 
write(iwrile. 0)( dqdl(i),i = 1,ml.:pmll) 
endif 

C !'.EW Ll!'-:'"'ES •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

ATFNOW =ATF + DVDT"TlME 
if(iw3.eq.1)then 
write(iwrite.")' TlME= ',time 
write(iwrite.")' TGRD= ',Igrd,' TGAS= ',tgas 
write(iwrite.")' ATF= ',alf: DVDT= ',dvdt 
endif 
DO 200 l=l.MKPMTL 
DQDT(I) = DQDT(I)-Q(I)"TG RD (fGAS 

200 DQDT(I)=DQDT(I)-Q(I)"DVDT/ATFNOW 
c ............................................................. . 

if(iw4.eq.1)then 
write(o,,), DQDT(MKM1L): ' 
write(iwrite,o), DQDT(MK\ITL): ' 
write(0.800)dqdt(ml.:p1),dqdt(mkp1 + 1),dqdl(mkp1 + 2),dqdt(ml.:pl +3) 
write(iwrite.800)dqdt(ml.:pl),dqdt(ml.:pl + l),dqdt(ml.:pl + 2).dqdt(ml.:p1 + 3) 
endif 
if(iw3.eq.1)lhen 
\\'I'ite(iwrite.")' DQDT ARRAY:' 
write(iwrite, 0)( dqdt(i),i = 1.ml.:pmtl) 
endif 
IF(lDEBUG.EQ.3)TIIEN 

WRITE(IPR1\T,19)TlME,(Q(I).I = 1.MKPMTL).(DQDT(I),1 = 1.MKP1) 
19 FOR\tATC AT E:,\'D OF DIFFUN ROlml'-c, TIME = ',E12.4,' SEC/ 

S 'Q(I) A'm DQDT(I),/(6E12.4)) 
E!'.'DIF 
if(iw3.eq.l.and.itercnt.eq.iterstp )Ihen 
iw30n=O 
iwSon=O 

endif 
if( time.ge.tsave )tsave = lime 
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RETUR~ 

END 

Function Growth: 
FUNCTION GROWTH(X.DUMMY,TGAS,PGAS,NDUM) 

C------------------------------
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

THIS ROlJTINE CALCULATES THE GROWTH RATE OF A PARTICLE DUE TO 
CONDENSATION OF WATER GROWTH RETURNS THE GROWTH RATE (11'\ KG/S) 
OF A PARTICLE OF MASS V DIVIDED BY ITS MASS (IN KG) A.i''<'D BY THE 
MASS CONCEl\TRATIOl'\ DIFFERENCE OF CONDENSIBLE GAS (IN KG/M"°3) 
BETWEEN THE ATMOSPHERE AND THE PARTICLE. THUS THE Ur-.'ITS RETUR'\ED 
BY THIS Rotmr-.E ARE M"°3/(S KG), 

C VARIABLES 
C DlFFUS=WATER VAPOR DlFFUSIVrIT (M"°Z/SEC) 
C V=PARTICLE MASS (KG) 
C ROUTI:-.1ES REFERENCED: RHODD 

C-------------------------------

C 

PARAMETER(IWRITE= 9) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,P-Z) 
COMMOl"/PHYSPT /ACELOV ,AFLROV,A W ALOV,CHI,DELDlF,DENSTY,FSLlP, 

SFTIlER\f,RLEAK,GAMMA,STICK,TGRADC,TGRADF,TGRADW,TKGOP,TIJRBDS, 
SVDEl"C,VDEr-.'F,VDEr-.W,VFRACC,VFRACF,VFRACW,VGRADC,VGRADF,VGRADW,WTMOL 
COMMONjWRTBLK/IWl,IWZ,IW30N,1W40N,IWSON,TMPMT,TSAVE,ITRSTP,ITRCr-.T 

C DETERMIr-.E THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR, (VISCOSITY, 
C DENSITY M'D MEAN FREE PATH), M'D THE DIFFUSIVrIT OF 
C WATER VAPOR 
C 

VISCOS=.OO36610TGAS 
VISCOS=.0066164°VISCOsodSQRT(VISCOS)/(TGAS+1l4.) 
DE]l.;AJR=l.ZlE-4°PGASoWTMOLjTGAS 
FREEMN = VISCOSjDE]l.;AJR °dSQRT(l.S9E-4 °WTMOLjTGAS) 

C DlFFUS=2.11E-SO(l.01325E5jPGAS)°(TGAS/273.15)o°1.94 
C 

V=dEXP(X) 
D=O. 
CALL RHODD(O,V,D,RHO) 
AK."i= 2.oFREEMl"/D 
F=(l. +AK.1\j/(l.+ 1.il'I·.iC" T ~.33°AK.to.;° AK."'') 
CALL DlFCOF(TGAS,PGAS,DlFFUS) 
TEMP = 6.zsoDiFFUsoDoFjV 
GROWTH = TEMP 
if(iwZ.eq.l)then 
write(iwrite.")' diffus= ',diffus 
write(iwrite.")' Dp= ',D: V= ',V 
write(iwrite.")' F= ',F 
write(iwrite,o), GROWTH = ',temp 
endif 
RETlJR'I; 
E:-''D 

Subroutine Difcof: 
SUBROl.:n:-'E DIFCOF(TGAS,PGAS,DFSVTY) 
PARAMETER(IWRITE= 9) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PREOSION (A-H,P-Z) 
REAL os KTETA(79),J...'TET Al,~r.v:'\Z,MWDFS(5) 
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DIMENSION OMEGA(79).ETA.~5).SIGM1L(5) 
COMMON/LENJOl'-'ES/ETA."\2.ETA.'\rn...SIGN2.SIGMTL,MW!':2.MWDFS.lMTL 
COMMON/WRTBLK/IW1.IW2.IW30N.IW40N.IW50!'\.TMPR'T.TSAVE.ITRSTP. 

SITRC!\T 
DATA (OMEGA(I).I = 1.79)/2.662)..476.2318,2.184.2.066.1.966.1.877. 

S1.798.1.729.1.667.1.612.1562.1.517.1.476.1.439.1.406.1375.1.346. 
$1320.1.296.1.273.1.253.1.233.1.215.1.198.1.182.1.167.1.153.1.140. 
$1.128.1.116.1.105.1.094.1.084.1.075.1.057.1.041.1.026.1.012 •. 9996. 
$.9878 •. 9770 •. 9672 •. 9576 •. 9490 •. 9406 •. 9328 •. 9256 •. 9186 •. 9120 •. 9058. 
$.8998 •. 8942 •. 8888 •. 8836 •. 8788 •. 8740 •. 8694 •. 8652 •. 8610 •. 8568 •. 8530. 
S.8492 •. 8456 •. 8422 •. 8124 •. 7896 •. 7712 •. 7556 •. 7424 •. 6640 •. 6232 • .5960. 
$.5756 • .5596 • .5464 • .5352 • .5256 • .5170/ 

PGAS = PGAS/1.01325D5 
KTETA(l) =03DO 
DO 101=2.35 

10 KTETA(I) = KTETA(I-1) + 0.05DO 
DO 11 1=36,65 

11 KTETA(I) = KTETA(I-l) + O.1DO 
DO 121=66,70 

12 KTETA(I) = KTETA(l-l) + 1.DO 
DO 13 1=71,79 

13 KTETA(I) = KTETA(I-1) + 1O.DO 
ETA = DSORT(ETA!'\2°ETA.~IMlL» 
SIG = 0.5DO°CSIGN2 + SIGM11.(IMlL» 
KTETA1 = TGAS/ETA 
if(iw2.eq.1)then 
write(iwrite. or kteta(79) = '.kteta(79) 
write( iwri te, °retan2.etam tl,eta ',etan2,etam tI( imtl ),eta 
write(iwrite,o)'sign2.sigmtl.sig '.sign2.sigmtl(imtl).sig 
write(iwrite:r ktetal= ',L:teta1,' tgas= ',tgas,' eta= ',eta 
endif 
IF(KTETA1.LT.KTETA(l).ORKTETA1.GT.KI'ETA(79»THEN 
WRITE(IWRITE. or KTETA1 IS OUTSIDE PERMISSABLE RA1"JGE' 
srop 

ENDIF 
ICO!'l.T = 1 
I = 2 
DO WHILE (lCO!'l.T.EQ.l) 
IF(KTET A1.LE.KTETA(l) )THEN 
DELKT = KTETA(I) - KI'ETA(1-1) 
DELOMG = OMEGA(I) - OMEGA(I-l) 
OMEGA1 = (KTETA1-KI'ETA(I-1»/DELKToDELOMG + OMEGA(I-I) 
if(iw2.eq.l)write(iwrite:r omega1 = ',omega 1 
ICO!\T = 0 

ELSE 
IF(I.EQ.78)THE."\ 
WRITE(IWRITE. or KI'ETAI IS OuTSIDE PERMISSABLE RAl'GE' 
srop 

E!\'DIF 
1=1+1 

E!\'DIF 
E!\'D DO 
DFSvrY = TGAso03°«1.DO/MWN2) + (1.DO/MWDFS(lMlL») 
if(iw2.eq.l}write(iwrite, or dfsvty= '.dfsvty 
DFSVl'Y = 1.8583D-7°DSORT(DFSVTY)/(PGAsoSIGoo2°0MEGAl) 
if(iw2.eq.1}write(iwrite:r dfsvty= ',dfsvty 
PGAS = PGAS°1.01325D5 
REflIR"\ 
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End 

Funciton QEqLib: 
ruNCTION QEQUB(TGAS) 

C-----------------------------
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

TIllS ruNCIlON COMPlITES TIlE EQUILIBRIUM WATER VAPOR COl'CE:-'TRATIOl' 
BASED Or-; TIlE FORMULA GIVEN BY RC. REID. J.M. PRAUS:\TIZ AND 
T.K. SHERWOOD, 'PROPERTIES OF GASES A.1\'D LIQUIDS',19n P.IB4. 
TIlE U1\TfS OF QEQLIB ARE IN KG/M003. 

C'----------------------------
COLD U!\'E QEQLIB = 0.2888°dEXP(IS.3036-3816.44/(TGAS46.13) )jTGAS 
c!\:"'£W U!\"ES •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

PARAMElER(IWRITE=9) 
IMPLICIT DOl;13LE PREOSIOr-; (A-H,P-Z) 
RealoS MWMTL(S),KBLTZ,NAV 
DIMENSION VAPMTL(S),ASAT(S),BSAT(S),CSAT(S).SFCI'NS(S) 
COMMONjNCLTh/SFCTNS,KBLTZ,NAV,RGASI.RGAS2.MWMTL.PI 
COMMONjEQUILjVAPMlL,ASAT.BSAT.CSAT.IMTL.IMTLMAX,IFROZ 
X = IjTGAsolOOO. 
Y = CSAT(IMTL)OX002 + BSAT(IMTL)OX + ASAT(IMIL) 
PSA T = dEXP(y) 
QEQLIB = (PSAT"MWMTL(IMTL))/(RGASloTGAS)Ol000. 

C WRITE(IWRITE,°r IMIL= ',lMIL,' TGAS= ·.TGAS,' QEQLIB= '.QEQLlB 
C!\"'EW LL7\.""E.S ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

RETIJRlI,/ 
END 

c··~~ FUNCTION····· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Funciton VapEqCmp: 
ruNCTION V APEQCMP(NOV AP.IM1LMAX,IMTL. TGAS,DYDT.SDYDT) 
PARAMElER(IWRITE=9) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PREOSlON (A-H,P-Z) 
REAL os MWV AP(S) 
DIMENSION AV AP(S).BV AP(5).CV AP(S),DV AP(S).ICMP(S).DYDT(S) 
COMMOr-;/GASCMP / AV AP,BV AP.CV AP.DV AP,ICMP,MWV AP.NV AP 
SAVESUMMSS 

C WRITE(IWRITE,°)' IMTLMAX,IMTL.TGAS.NOVAP ·,IMTLMAX.IMIL.TGAS. 
C SNOVAP 

IF(IMTLEQ.-I)TIlEN 
SUMMLE=O.DO 
SUMMSS = O.DO 
SDYDT=O.OO 
DO 99 1= 1.IMll .. '\fAX 
IF(ICMP(I).EQ.l)TIlE."l 

C WRITE(IWRITE,°)' AVAP= ',AVAP(I): BVAP= ',BVAP(I), 
C S' CVAP= '.CVAP(I): DVAP= ',DVAP(I),' ICMP= ',ICMP(I) 

TEMP2=AVAP(I)+ BVAP(I)"TGAS+ CVAP(I)°TGASoTGAS+ DVAP(I)"TGASo 
STGAS"TGAS 

C WRITE(IWRITE,°)' VAPEQCMP(IMTL)= ·.TEMP2 
DYDT(I) = BV AP(I) + 2.00°CV AP(I)OTGAS + 3.DooDV AP(I)OTGASoTGAS 

C WRITE(IWRITE, or DYDT(IMTL) = ',DYDT(I) 
E1\'DIF 
IF(ICMP(I).EQ.2)TIlEl" 

C WRITE(IWRITE,°r AVAP= ',AVAP(I): B'./Al)~ '.BVAP(I), 
C S' CVAP= ',CVAP(I),' DVAP= ',DVAP(I): ICMP= ',ICMP(I) 

EXPTR\f = (-BV AP(I) ° (TGAS/lOOO.DO-CV AP(I))OOZ) 
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TEMP2:AVAP(I)'DEXP(EXP'fR.\f) 
C WRITE(IWRlTE,'), VAPEQCMP= ',TEMP2 

DYDT(I) = -2.DO' AV AP(I)'BV AP(I)/lOOO.DO' (TGAS/lOOO.DO-CV AP(I)) 
DYDT(I) = DYDT(I)'DEXP(EXPTR.\f) 

C WRITE(IWRlTE, ')' DYDT(IMTL) = ',DYDT(I) 
ENDIF 
SUMMLE:SUMMLE+ TEMP2 
SUMMSS =SUMMSS+ TEMP2'MWVAP(I) 

99 SDYDT= SDYDT+ DYDT(I) 
V APEQCMP =SUMMSS/(SUMMSS+ (1.DO-SUMMLE)'MWV AP(NOV AP» 
SUMMSS = SUMMSS + (1.DO-SUMMLE)'MWVAP(NOVAP) 

C WRITE(IWRlTE, ')' V APEQCMP SUM = ',V APEQCMP 
RETUR.I'I; 
E!>.'DIF 
IF(ICMP(IMTL).EQ.l)lHEN 
TEMP =AVAP(IMTL) + BVAP(IMTL)'1GAS + CVAP(IMTL)'TGAS'TGAS+ 

SDV AP(IMTL)'TGAS'TGAS'TGAS 
C WRITE(IWRlTE,')' AVAP= ',AVAP(IMTL),' BVAP= ',BVAP(IMTL), 
C S' CVAP= ',CVAP(IIMTL),' DVAP= ',DVAP(IMTL),' ICMP= ',ICMP(IMTL) 
C WRITE(IWRlTE,')' VAPEQCMP= ',TEMP 

TE.\fp: TE.'VlP'MWV AP(IMTL) 
E.l\'DIF 
IF(ICMP(lMTL).EQ.2)lHE.1IJ 
EXPTR.'Vl=(-BVAP(IMTL)'(fGAS/lOOO.DO-CVAP(lMTL))"2) 
TEMP = AVAP(IMTL)'DEXP(EXPTR.'Vl) 

C WRITE(IWRITE,')' AVAP= ',AVAP(lMTL),' BVAP= ',BVAP(IMTL), 
C S' CVAP= ',CVAP(IMTL),' DVAP= ',DVAP(lMTL),' ICMP= ',ICMP(lMTL) 

TEMP:TEMP'MWVAP(IMTL) 
E!>.'DIF 
TEMP:TEMP/SUMMSS 

C WRITE(IWRITE,')' VAPEQCMP= ',TE.'VlP 
V APEQCMP =TEMP 
RETURN 
am 

Function QEqKJv: 
C··I\"EW FUNCTIOr\················································· ....... . 

FUNCTION QEQKLV(IMTL,D;'I.'M1L,TGAS,L,DIAMG,QEQ,QCNDS,DCRIT) 
PARAMETER(IWRITE:9) 
IMPUCIT DOUBLE PREOSION (A-H,P-Z) 
Real'8 l'AV,KBLTZ.MWMfL(5).KGAS 
DIMENSION SFCI'NS(S) 
COMMO:'\/NCLTN/SFCI'NS.KBLTZ.NAV,RGASl,RGAS2,MWM1L.PI 

COMMONfWRTBLKjIWl,IW2,IW30KIW40N,IW50N,TMPR!>.T,TSAVE,ITRSTP,ITRCl'.1' 
if(iw30n.eq.l)then 
iw3=1 

else 
iw3:0 

endif 
VMOL= MWMfL(IMTL)/(D!\'MTL 'M V) 
DlA'VlGCM = DlA\fG'lOO. 
IF(QEQ.EQ.O.DO)THEN 
SRATIO = 1.0DO 

ELSE 
SRATIO =QCl\'DSjQEQ 

E:>''DIF 
IF(SRA TIO.LE.l )THE:,\ 
DCRIT=O. 
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ELSE 
DCRIT=4"SFCTNSCIMTL)"VMOL 
DCRIT= DCRIT /CKBL1Z"TGASadLOG(SRATIO)) 

E!'I.'DIF 
IF(DCRIT.GT.DIAMGCM)DIAMGCM = DCRIT 
QEQKLV= QEQadEXPC(4.aSFCTNSCIMTL)aVMOL)/(TGASaDIAMGCMaKBL1Z)) 
if(iw3.eq.1)then 
write(iwrite."), sfctns.vmol.kbltz.tgas.sratio.diamgcm· 
write(iwrite. ")sfctns(imtl).vmol.kbltz.tgas.sratio.diamgcm 

end if 
C WRITE(IWRITE."r DGEO(CM)= ·.DIAMGCM: QEQK= ·.QEQKLV 

RETIJRN 
END 

C··I\CW FUNcnON················································· ....... . 

Function Beta: 
FUNCTION BETA(y.X,TGAS.PGAS.NBTYPE) 

C------------------------------
C 
C TIllS ROlJTIl'o'E CALCULATES TIlE COAGULATION COEFFIOE!'I.T 
C DUE TO BROWNlA.1\; MOTION. GRAVITY A.1\l) TURBULEl'CE. IT 
C IS ASSUMED THAT TIlE MECHANISMS ARE ADDITIVE. 
C REFEREl\"CES: FUCHS.l\"A ·MECHAl .... 1CS OF AEROSOLS'. 291-294. 
C PERGA.".10N (1964). GIESEKE,JA. LEE.KW. Ml) REED.LD .• 
C 'HAARl\l:-3 USERS MA.1\'UAL·. BMI-NUREG-1991 (1978). DRAKE.RL 
C 'A GEl'or:RAL MATHEMATICAL SURVEY OF TIlE COAGULATIOl\" EQUATION,' 
C IN TOPICS IN CURREJl,T AEROSOL RESEARCH BY HIDY.G.M. M'D 
C BROCK. J.R (EDS.) VOW PERGAMON. N.Y. 1972. 
C 

C-------------------------------

C 

IMPUCIT DOUBLE PREOSION (A-H.P-Z) 
COMMON/PHYSPT / ACELOV ,AFLROV,A WALOV.CHI.DELDIF.DENSTY .FSUP. 

SFTIlERM.RLEAK.GAMMA.STICK. TGRADC, TGRADF,TGRADW.TKGOP,TURBDS. 
SVDENC.VDBIo"F,VDENW,VFRACC, VFRACF.VFRACW.VGRADC, VGRADF.VGRAOW.WTMOL 
V=dEXP(X) 
U=dEXP(Y) 
DX=O. 
DY=O. 
CALL RHODD(O.V.DX,RHOX) 
CALL RHODD(O.U.DY.RHOY) 

C DETERMIl\r: TIlE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR (VISCOSITY. 
C DENSITY M'D MEAN FREE PATII) 
C 

C 

C 

VISCOS = .OO3661 aTGAS 
VISCOS = .0066164 aVISCOS"dSQRT(VISCOS)/(TGAS + 114.) 
DENAIR = 1.21E-4"PGAS"WP..iOLjTGAS 
FREEMN = VISCOS/DENAlR"dSQRT(1.89E-4"WTMOLjTGAS) 

AKX = 2. "FREEMN/DX 
AKY = 2. "FREEMN/DY 

C UMIT EXPO:--r:l\T RA"'GE TO PREVE.1\T U!'I.l)ERFLOW DIAGNOSTIC 
C 

ARGX=dMIN1(4.0d1.1.l/AKX) 
ARGY= dMIN1(4.Odl.1.l/AKY) 
BMOBLX= 1. +AKX"(FSUP+ .4adEXP(-ARGX)) 
BMOBL Y = l.+AKY"CFSUP+ .4"dEXP(-ARGY)) 
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C 

FCHIX=CHI 
FCHIY=CHI 
FGAl\1X=GA\fMA 
FGA\fY = GAMMA 
OSUM=FGAMX'OX+FGAMY'OY 
V ABDIF =.54444 'dABS(RHOX'OX'OX'BMOBLX/FCHIX-RHOY'OY'OY'B""OBL Y / 

SFCHIY)/VISCOS 
DIFX = 1.4642E-24 'TGAS'BMOBLX/(DX'FCHIX'VISCOS) 
DIFY = 1.4642E-24'TGAS'BMOBLY /(DY'FCHIY'VISCOS) 

C BROWl'.1A.1\i COAGULATION COEFF1CIEl'ooT 
C 

C 

VXSPEO = dSQRT(3.51E-23'TGAS,IV) 
VYSPED = dSQ RT(3.51E-23'TGAS/U) 
VMEAN = dSQ RT(VXSPEO'VXSPED + VYSPEO'VYSPEO) 
AMX=2.5465'DIFXjVXSPEO 
A\fY = 2.5465'DIFY jVYSPEO 
GX = «OX + A\fX)"3{OX'OX + AMX' Al\1X) , '1.5)/(3. 'OX' Al\1X)-OX 
GY =«OY + AMY)"3-(OY'OY + A\fY' AMY)"lS)/(3. 'OY'A..\fY)-OY 
GMEAN=dSQRTCGX'GX+GY'GY) 
BETA=OX+OY 
BETA=6.2832'CDIFX+DIFY)'DSUM/(BETA/CBETA+2.'G""EA"-i + 

S S. '(DIFX + DIFY)/(VMEAl\I'BETA'STICK» 

C ADD GRAVITATIONAL COAGULATION 
C 

C 

COLEFF = lS'(d""IN1(OX,OY)/(OX + OY»"Z 
BETA=BETA+.7854'STICK'OSUM'OSUM'VABDIF'COLEFF 

C ADD TURBULEr-..T COAGULATION 
C 

C 

TURB1 = .161S'dSQRT(I1JRBOS'DENAIR/VISCOS)'DSUM'OSUM'OSUM 
TURBZ= .074 'V ABDIF'OSUM'OSUM'dSQRT(dSQRT(OE.l\lA.IR 'TURBOS' 

S TURBOS'TURBOSjVlSCOS» 

C TO AVOID OVERFLOW 
C 

C 

IF(I1JRB1.GT.O .. OR TURB2.GT.O.)THEN 
IF(I1JRBl.LT.TURB2)THEl' 

BETA = BETA + STICK'TURB2'dSQRT«(TURB1/TURB2)"2+ 1.) 
ELSE 

BETA = BETA + STICK'TURB1'dSQRT«(TURB2/TURBI)"Z+1.) 
Et-.TIIF 

E:".'DIF 

C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

COl\'VERT THE It-.TEGRAr-.TI FOR SECTIONALlZATION BY MASS. 
THESE ADOmONAL Ut-.'ES MUsr BE INCLUDED REGARDLESS OF THE 
Ft..:NCTIONAL FORI\1 OF BETA. 

GO TO (Z.1.2.3.3.l)SBTYPE 
1 BETA=BETAjV 

RETVR'Ii 
2 BETA=BETA/U 

RETVR"i 
3 BETA = BETA'(1.jV +1./U) 

RETVR'Ii 
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END 

Subroutine Rhodd: 
SUBROl.rn!\'E RHODD(IRHO,V,D,RHO) 

C---------------------------
C 
C TIllS RotJTINE CALCUlATES TIlE MATERIAL DE.l'IiSITY (1]1; KG/W03). 
C TIlE USER MAY SUPPLY TIlE PARTICLE MASS (I.E. V) 
C OR TIlE PARTICLE DIA.".iETER (I.E. D) M"D TIlE ROliTINE WILL 
C CALCULATE TIlE OTIlER VARIABLE. 
C ROUTINES REFERENCED: RHODD 

C------------------------------
IMPUCIT DOUBLE PREOSION (A-H,P-Z) 
COMMO]l;/PHYSPf/ ACELOV ,AFLROV,A W ALOV,CHI,DELDIF,DENSTY ,FSUP, 

SFTIlERM,RLEAK.GAMMA,STICK, TGRADC, TGRADF,TGRADW,TKGOP,TURBDS, 
SVDE.l'IiC,VDEl"I."F.VDENW,VFRACC, VFRACF.VFRACW.VGRADC,VGRADF.VGRADW,WTMOL 
IF(IRHO.EQ.O)RHO = DENSTY 
IF(V.LE.O.)GO TO 1 
D = (6.oV /(3.14159'..654°RHO»00(333333333) 
RETUR.'" 

1 V =S2359877S7°DoDoDoRHO 
RETUR.l'Ii 
END 

Subroutine Source: 
SUBROUTI"'E SOURCE(Q,QTSORB,QMTLFRC,QV APfOT,COEFGRW.M,KCOMP,IFfOTL. 

mN,TOUT.SRATE,TOTS,CONRAT) 

C-------------------------------
C 
C TIllS SUBROUTINE CALCUlATES TIlE SOURCE RATE OF COMPONE.1I,T K IN 
C IN SECTION L BY LIJI<"EAR INTERPOlATION FROM TIlE ARRAY 
C SKRA TE(K.L,NSTIME) WHERE TIlERE ARE NSTIME VALUES. 
C 
C IF IFfon IS Ol\"E, TIlE TOTAL MASS OF COMPOJl<E!'IoT K EMI1TED 
C FROM TIME TIN TO TOUT IS COMPUTED IN TOTS(K) A1"1D TIlE SOURCE 
C GE1'.'ERATIO]l; IS NOT COMPUTED. 
C 
C------------------------------C!\"EW LI~"E··· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

PARAMETER(IWRITE=9) 
c····················································· ................. . 

IMPUCIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,P-Z) 
DIME]I;SIO]l; SRA TE(325).TOTS(S),DIA.".iGEO( 4O),QMILFRC( 4O),QTSO RB( 40), 

SCOEFGRW(200),Q(325),SRBADD(20),QSRBMAX(40) 
c!\ '"EW LI!\ 1:5 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

DIMENSION SFCTNS(S).VAPMU(S),ASAT(S),BSAT(S),CSAT(S),DEI\"MfL(5). 
SCO]l;RA T(5)AFREQ(5).EACT(5).RX."'(5.40).SFCEXT( 40) 
REAL os MMOL,MO!WLX,NI.l"A V.IRA TE,MWPBO.KBLTZ.MWMTI..(5).KGAS 

c····················································· ................. . 
COMMON/STERM/STIME(IO).SCONRT(IO).SKRATE(S,4O.10).NSTIME 

C!'r."'EW LI!\"'ES ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

COMMOr-;/r-;CLTl"/SFCTl"S,KBLTZ.l"AV,RGASI.RGAS2,MWMIL,PI 
COMMON/SRCEBLK/K.1I.iCLTN.L]I;CLTN.DIA.~GEO,KSORB.KCNDS.IVAP.]I;OVAP. 

SK.\ITLRX.:'-:.IRXl\'MECH.DENSRB.DE."'MTL.AFREQ.EACT.FRCMTLMx'SRBADD.QSRBMAX. 
SKGAS.SFO:-' T.SFCEXT.IRX."1SFC 
COMMON/COUl\T /ITER,ITERALL 
COMMONjEQUILjV APMTL,ASA T.BSA T.CSAT.IMTL.IMTLMAX.IFROZ 
CO:-'i:-'iON/WRTBLK/IWI.IW2,IW30N.IW40N.IWSON.TMPR.'T.TSA VE,ITRSTP.ITRcxr 
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SAVE IWRTCUT 
c····················································· ................. . 
C"I\CW U~'ES FOR PRII\T our CO:-'TROL .................................... . 

iwS=O 
if(iwSon.eq.1)lhen 
iwS=O 
if(tin.gt.tsave)lhen 
if(lin.ge.tmpmt)lhen 
itrcnt=itrrnt+ 1 
iwS=l 

endif 
endif 
endif 
if(iwS.eq.1)then 
write(iwrite,") 
write(iwrite, .) 
write(iwrite,")' Sf ART SUBROUTI:-''E SOURCE ' 
write(iwrite, .) 

endif 
IF(TlN.GT.TSA VE.OR.ITERALLEQ.l)THE.-; 
WRITE(',101)TIN,ITER,ITERALL 
ENDIF 
IF(TlN.GT.TSA VE)IWRTCli T = 1 
IF(TlN.LT.TSA VE.M"D.IWRTCli'T.EQ.l)THEN 
IWRTClJT=O 
TSAVE2=TIN 
WRITE(· .. )'·········· Time Step Cui •••••••••••••••• ' 

WRlTE(' ,102)TIN,ITER,ITERALL 
102 FORMAT(!X,' TIME= ',012.4,' ITER= ',IS,' ITERALL= ',IS) 

ENDIF 
IF(TIN.LT.TSA VEAND.TIN.GT.TSA VE2)THEN 
TSAVE2=TIN 
WRITE(' ,101 )TIN,ITER,ITERALL 
ENDIF 

101 FORMAT(lX,' TIME = ',D12.4,' ITER= ',IS,' ITERALL= ',IS) 
CEl\ro !\~ LII'r."ES ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C 
C DETERMI!'Io'E TIlE TIME ON THE TABLE WHICH BRACKETS THE Il\l'LT TIME 
C 

C 

MKP1=M'KCOMP+l 
DO 1 1= 2.NSflME 
IF(TlKLESflME(I»GO TO 2 

1 COI\Tl!\1JE 
I=NSflME 

21\11"=1 
IF(IFTOTLEQ.l)GO TO 5 

C DETER.I\{Il''E TIlE SOURCE RATE BY U!,;'EAR II\'TERPOLATION 
C 

C 

DEL=(SflME(I)-TIl\j/(SflME(I)-STIME(I-l» 
CONRAT(IMTI..) = SCONRT(I) + DEL'(SCONRT(I-l)-SCONRT(I» 

CALL TEMPRS(TlN,TGAS,PGAS) 
ITERALL= ITERALL+ 1 
IF(TlKGT.TSA VE)THE.'" 
ITER = ITER + 1 
IF(KNCLTh.LT.O)THE.'" 
DO 22 IM1L= l,IMTLI\{A)( 
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Qo.TIS = Q(M"KCOMP + IMIL) 
PlATM=Qo.'OS/IOOO"RGASI"TGAS 
PlA TM = PlATM/MWMlL(IMIL) 
PIPA= PlATM"1.01325E6 
PEQATM=QEQLIB(fGAS)"RGAS1"TGAS/(MWMTL(IMIL)"1000.) 
IF(PEQATM.EQ.O.DO)TIIE!I.j 
SRATIO= 1.DO 
ELSE 
SRATIO=PlATM/PEQATM 
E!'.'OIF 
WRITE(",")' TIME= ',TIN,' IMIL= ',IMTL,' SRATIO(IMIL): ',SRATIO 

22 C07'.TINUE 
WRITE(",")' ITER= ',ITER,' ITERALL= ',ITERALL 

E!'.1)IF 
E!'.TIIF 
if(iwS.eq.1)then 
write(iwrite,")'ksorb,kmtlrxn,irxnmech,frcmtlmx' 
write(iwrite,O)ksorb,kmtlrxn,irxnmech,frcmtlmx 
write(iwrite,")' rgas2= ',rgas2,' tgas= ',tgas 

endif 
DO 3 L=l,M 
DO 3 K= l,KCOMP 

CMODIFICJ\ TION·· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

MKS=K+(L-1)"KCOMP 
SRA TE(MKS) = O.DO 
IF(K.EQ.Kl'';CLTN.Al'IoTI.LEQ.Lr-;CLThlTIIEr-; 
if(iwS.eq.1 )then 
write(iwrite,")' TIME= ',tin 
write(iwrite,")'k,I,kncltn,lncltn',k,I,kncltn,lncltn 

endif 
DO 999 IMIL=l,IMILMAX 
Qo.'OS=Q(M"KCOMP+IMIL) 
MMOL= MWMTL(IMIL)jNA V 
VMOL=MMOLjDE1'l,MI1..(IMIL) 
PlATM=QCNDS/1000"RGAS1oTGAS 
PlATM = PlATMfMWMTL(IMIL) 
PIPA= PlATM" 1.01325E6 
1'1 = PlATM/(RGAS1 *TGAS)"M V 
PEQATM = QEQLIB(TGAS)" RGAS1 °TGAS/(MWMTL(IMIL)" 1000.) 
IF(PEQATM.EQ.O.DO)TIIE!I.j 
SRATIO = I.ODO 

ELSE 
SRA TIO = PIA TM/PEQA TM 

E!'IoTIIF 
if(iwS.eq.l)then 
write(iwrite,")' imtl= ',imtl,' qcnds= ',qcnds 
write(iwrite,")' mmol= ',mmol,' vmol= ',vmol,' tgas= ',tgas 
write(iwrite,")' pIatm = ',pIatm,' plpa = ',plpa,' n1 = ',n1 
write(iwrite,")' peqatm = ',peqatm,' sratio= ',sratio 
endif 
IF(SRATIO.LE.1.001)GO TO 999 
DCRIT=4"SFCTI.;S(IMIL)"VMOL 
DCRIT=DCRIT/(KBLTZoTGAS"dLOG(SRATIO» 
DCRIT=DCRIT/1OO. 
VCRIT=O 
RHO=DE!'\"MTL(IMIL)"1000.DO 
CALL RHODD(1,VCRIT,DCRIT,RHO) 

TMP = VMOL "0.66666666 
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FLXSFC= TMpoPIPA/dSQRT(Z. °PloKBLTZoTGAsoMMOL)ONl 
DMSLSS=dSQRT«SFCTNS(IMTI..)OTMP)/(KBLTZoTGAS» 
if(iwS.eq.l)then 
write(iwrite,*), tmp= ',tmp 
write(iwrite,*), flxsfc= ',flxsfc 
write(iwrite,*), dmslss= ',dmslss 
endif 
EXPTR.\i = VMOL/KBLTZO(16. °PI/3. )°(VMOL/ (KBL TZoTGAS)° °Z) 
if(iwS.eq.l)write(iwrite,o), exptnn = ',exptnn 
EXPTRM = EXPTRMoSFCINS(IMTI.. )OSFCTNS(IMTI.)OSFCTNS(IMTI.)fTGAS 
if(iwS.eq.l)write(iwrite,*), exptnn = ',exptnn 
EXPTRM=EXPTRM/dLOG(SRATIO)O(l./dLOG(SRATIO» 
if(iwS.eq.l)write(iwrite,*), exptnn= ',exptnn 
EXPTR1\f =dEXP( -EXPTR\i) 
if(iwS.eq.l)write(iwrite,*), exptnn = ',exptnn 
IRATE = 2.oFLXSFcoDMSLSSoEXPTR\i 
if(iwS.eq.l)write(iwrite,*), irate = ',irate 
ORATE=IRATE°l.E6°VCRIT 
SRATE(MKS) = SRATE(MKS) + ORATE 
if(iwS.eq.1)write(iwrite,*),qrate = ',qrate: srate= ',srate(mks) 
IF(TIN.GT.TSA VE)TIlE!'" 
WRITE(°,l03)IRATE,QRATE,SRATIO 

103 FOR~T(IX,/: IRATE= ',012.4,' QRATE= ',012.4: SRATIO= ',012.4) 
E:-'TIIF 

999 CO:-''TIl'UE 
COl'RAT(IMTI.) = -SRATE(MKS) 
E:'I.TIIF 
IF(K.EQ.KMIl.RXNAl\TI.lRX1\'MECH.EQ.l)TIlEN 
IF(OMTI.FRC(L).LE.FRCMTI.MX)TIlEN 
SRA TE(MKS) = O.DO 
DO 990 IMTL=I,I~V..AX 
oaTIS = O(MOKCOMP + IMil..) 
ICOEF=(IM1L-l)OM+L 
RXN(IM1L.L) = Oc;r...TIsoCOEFGRW(ICOEF)°QTSORB{L) 
SRATE(MKS) =SRATE(MKS) + RX!'(IM1L.L) 
if(iwS.eq.l)then 
if(q(ks).gt.O.dO.and.qcnds.gt.O.dO)then 
write(iwrite,*), 1= ',I: k= ',k: imtl= ',imtl 
write(iwrite,*), qcnds = ',qcnds: cocfgrw= ',cocfgrw(icocf) 
write(iwrite:)' qtsorb = ',qtsorb(I): rxn = ',rxn(imtl,l) 
write(iwrite:)' srate= ',srate(mks) 

end if 
end if 

990 COKI1l'.lJE 
El\TIIF 

E'TIIF 
IF(K.EQ.K.\fILRX.."'A'\TI.lRX..l\'MECH.EQ.0)TIlE1'I; 
IF(QMTI..FRC(L ).LEFRCM1L.\iX)TIlE1'I; 
SRA TE(MKS) = O.DO 
KS= KSORB+(L-l)OKCOMP 
DO 980 IMTL = 1,IMTLMAX 
OC!\TIS=O(MOKCOMP+ IMil..) 
CALL TEMPRS(TIN,TGAS,PGAS) 
RX.."'(I~L) = DEXP( -EACI'(IMTI.)/«RGAS2/1000.DO)*TGAS» 
RX.."'(I~L) = AFREQ(IMTI..) ° RX..1'I;(IMI1...L) 
if(iwS.eq.l)then 
if(q(ks).gt.O.dO.and.qcnds.gt.O.dO)then 
write(iwrite,o), rxn = ',rxn(imtl,l) 
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endif 
end if 
C1\VRSN= QMTLFRC(L)/FRCMnMX 
IF(IRX.l'\SFC.EQ.O)TIlEl': 
RX."I(IMTI.,L) = RX.l'\(IMTL,L )"SFCI:'I."PQCI\'DsoQ(KS) O(1.dO-C!'NRS!\") 
EiI<'DIF 
IF(IRXNSFC.EQ.l )TIlEN 
RXN(IMTI.,L)=RXN(IMTL,L)OSFCEXT(L)oQC:-''DsoQ(KS)O(1.dO-C!WRSN) 
EI\'DIF 
SRATE(MKS) = SRATE(MKS) + RXN(IMTL,L) 
if(iwS.eq.l)then 
if(q(ks).gt.O.dO.and.qc:nds.gt.O.dO)then 
write(iwrite,"r 1= ',I: k= ',k: imtl= ',imtl 
write(iwrite,O)'afreq.eact',afreq(imtl).eact(imtl) 
write(iwrite,"r cnvrsn = ',c:nvrsn 
write(iwri!e,"r irxnsfc = ',irxnsfc 
write(iwrite,"r sfcint = ',sfcint: sfcext(l) = ',sfcext(l) 
write(iwrite,"r qcnds = ',qc:nds; qsorb = ',q(ks) 
writeCiwrite,"r rxn= ',rxn(imtl,I),' srate= ',srate(mks) 

endif 
endif 

980 CO!\'TII\1JE 
E!\'DIF 

E:'I.'DIF 
SRATE(MKS) = SRATE(MKS) + SKRATE(K,L,I)+DELO(SKRATE(K,L,I-l) 

$-SKRATE(K,L,I» 
CMODIFlCA.,TION············································ .............. . 
C SRATE(MKS)=SKRATE(K,L,I)+ DELoCSKRATE(K,L,I-l) 
C S-SKRATE(K,L,I» 

3 COI\'TII\'UE 
IF(IRX.1I,'MECH.GE.0)TIlEN 
DO 33 IMTL= l,IMILMAX 
CONRATCIMTL)=O.DO 
DO 34 L=l,M 

34 COl':RA T(IMTL) = COr-;'RAT(IMTL)-RX."'(IMTL,L) 
if(iwS.eq.l}write(iwritc,"r COr-;'RAT(IMTL)= ',conrat(imtl) 

33 C01'.'TI:'I.'UE 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

EI\'DIF 
RErUR'Io: 

DETER"JI!\'E TIlE TOTAL MASS CO!'lC!\TIRATIOl': OF EACH COMPO!\'E,1'I[r EMITTED 
FROM TIN TO TOUT. SINCE TOlrr MUST BE GRFATER THA.'Io: TI]\;, START FROM 
l':Ir-;' TO DETERMII\'E TIlE VALUES OF STIME THAT BRACKET TOUT 

5 DO 61=!\lK]\;STIME 
IF(TOCT.LE.STIME(I»GO TO 7 

6 COI\'TINUE 
I=NSTIME 

7l':Olrr=I 
C 
C I!\TTIALIZE TOTAL MASS EMITTED TO ZERO 
C 

C 

DO 9 K= 1.KCOMP 
9 TOTS(K) = O. 

COr-;'RAT(IMTL) =0. 

DO 15 1= 1\1r-;',r-;'mJr 
BOT=STIME(I-l) 
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C 

TOP=STIME(I) 
IFCI.EQ.!'.l!'.')BOT=TI!': 
IFCI.EQ·NOUI)TOP=TOUT 
D1 = j"(TOP-BOT) 
D2 = Dl"(TOP + BOT -STIME(I)-STIME(I-l»/CSTIME(I)-STIME(I-l» 
CONRAT(IMTI..) = CONRAT(IMTI..) + D1"(SCOl'RT(I) + SCOl'RT(I-l» 

S + D2"CSCONRT(I)-SCONRT(I-l» 
DO 8 L=l,M 
DO 8 K=I,KCOMP 

8 TOTS(K) =TOTS(K)+Dl"CSKRATE(K.L,I) +SKRATE(K.L,I-l» 
S + D2"(SKRATE(K.L,I)-SKRATE(K.L,I-l» 

15 CO!'>.TI!'.lJE 

REnJR.I\; 
E!\1) 
SCBROl.;-ni'o"E TEMPRS(TIME. TGASI,PGASI) 

C------------------------------
C 
C TIllS SUBROL'TIJ'I.'E COMPulES TIlE TEMPERATURE Al\1) PRESSURE AS A 
C FUNCTIO!': OF TIME BY IJ'l.TERPOLATI!':G FROM TIlE I1'.l'L-rTABLE 
C 1'0 EXTERJ';AL ROu'TIi'o"ES ARE REFEREl':CED 

C-------------------------------
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION CA-H,P-Z) 
COMMOl':/TIMTP(fEMTIM(20),TGASC20).PGAS(20).J'l.TEMPP 
DO 1 I=2,1'.TEMPP 
IF(TIME.LT.Th\fI1M(I»GO TO 2 

1 CO!'>.TI!'>.lJE 
I=J'l.TEMPP 

2 DEL=(TIME-TEMTIM(I»/(TEMTIM(I-l)-TE.~M(I» 
TGASI = TGAS(I) + DEL " (TGAS(I-l )-TGAS(I» 
PGASI = PGAS{I) + DEL " (PGAS{I-l )-PGAS(I» 
REnJR.'" 
E.1\1) 
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